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ABSTRACT
A complete programming and engineering level discussion of the vario-.is
 aspects of
dz.gital filtering is given. Relations between analog and digital signals and systems are dis-
cussed for the instance where data is der i ved from analog situations. Limitations on simu-
lation of analog systems are presented. Various transform techniques are given and com-
pared. Linear, time Invariant digital filters are defined, conditions for realizability given,
and forms of realization enumerated. A wide variety of s ynthesis methods for both recur-
sive, and non-recursive digital filters are given with advantages and limitations. Filtering
xLth the 2 component complex modulation is defined and complex filter synthesis methods
developed. Descriptions of basic statistical concepts are presented. Also discussed are
methods of statistical spectrum analysis and linear statistical function estimation. Num-
erous applications to digital systems are described. The modern fast discrete Fourier
transform is described in detailed and integrated, where applicable, into the text.
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PREFACE
This document, in two volumes, is the final report on the NASA contract NAS8-20308,
"Non-Linear and Linear Digital Filtering Techniques". Volume I is devolted to the general
theory of digital filtering and processing. Volume II is primarily a compendib--n of many
machine programs of techniques developed in Volume I along with guidelines for proper usage.
A main intent of Volume I has been the expression of the research under the contract
within a context that will lead to clarity for a relatively wide audience, not just those persons
who already have a basic mastery of the general subject. With this desire, certain conse-
quential constraints are placed on the contents. Mathematical rigor has had to be relaxed to
allow ideas to be grasped more easily; though with the present burgeoning and rearranging
cf knowledge ene might wonder if rigor quite deserves the attention that it often holds. Con-
siderable material that is relatively well-known and available elsewhere, such as transform
tlik2ory, elements of the theory of Fourier series. and statistical concepts has been included
of necessity to make the presentation as self-supporting as possible.
Another basic approach in the development of this volume has been the emphasis on
linear digital filt;;rs (difference equations) and numerical processing as a subject worthy of
distinct trestmeot, a discipline by itself. With the wide utilization of modern digital com-
puters of high speed in the handling of large quantities of data, the rapid growth of digital
data transmission, and the impact of micro-electronic and integrated circuit tech;lologv on
signal and data processing, this is not an unwarranted attitude. Much of the work on digital
filtering may be found scattered in 1.rorks on sampled-data control systems, numerical
analysis, and statistical estimation theory. Emphasis on digital filter theory and synthesis,
per se, has only appeared prominently in the technical jourr.als of the past decade. It is
hoped that 1;he collection of pieces into one document wili provide a sum greater than that
of the individual pieces.
Central to the text is usage of the continuous Fourier, discrete Fourier, Laplace,
and z transforms to allow algebraic manipulation of various processes and	 enable inter-
pretation of sampled-data filtering and processing in terms of frequency cor.`.ent and
spectral sl-aping which often has more direct physical meaning than working in the "time"
domain, W" en dealing with sampled ccntirntous processes, the "bandlimited function"
approach i;> used extensively.
Some original work is believed to be incorporated between the covers of this
book: modification of the z transform filter technique to include a usually ignored constant,
development of low-pass to band-pass and band-reject transformations directly in the
digital dorr.ain, development of digital quadrature (or "complex") filtering relations paral-
lelling tho=e for continuous processes ; and synthesis of quadrature, or complex, filters
from analo prototypes.
The fast discrete Fourier transform algorithm has been integrated into computa-
tional procedures, where applicable, to enhance their utility.
As :nuch of the material has been used by the author in day-to-day practice for
many years it has been quite difficult to assign credit to particular researchers for many
of the techniques used. A bibliography has been included. citing important techniques,
where the reader may look for further information on particular subjects.
Two topics of interest not included within the covers are recursive statistical filters
and data and filter coefficient quantization and truncation effects. The tir3t was not included
as it was somewhat outside of the scope of the book; the second is a serious omission and has
been caused by lack of tint
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I.	 INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, the electronic digital computer has allowed the use of many
numer mal techniques in the areas of analysis, problem solving, and data processing that
would previously have been impossible by dint of the sheer volume of numbers.
A class of problems to which the computer has been applied from its earliest versions
is the solution of linear systems of integro-differential equations which describe many
physical systems. Emphasis previously had been upon analytic solutions to analytic formu-
lations. Among the first uses of the computer was then, the computation of the values of the
analytical solutions to analytically formulated input processes; simply a calculator for well
known methods. Consideration was next given to solving a given analog system with the input
an arbitrary function given only by sampled values, usually equally spaced. Simulation of the
continuous system was essentially the aim.
Concurrently, physical system designers were using digital data transmission and
reconstruction techniques along with analog and sometimes digital control systems.
As digital computers, both general and special purpose, have become more routinely
used by programmers, numerical analysts, and engineers for analysis, simulation, and
real-time control and processing, it has been recognized in wider circles that number
sequences, as such, can be processed by linear(and non-linear) operations using frequency
domain and transform techniques as can be done with analog functions. Transform tech-
niques have been used with sequences by theorists in probahility and statistics for quite
some time however (see Grenander and Roser.b' A, Statistical Analysis of Stationary Time
Series, 1967, Wiley). The ideas of filtering, bandwidth, s pectral content, modulation and
de-modulation, and quadrature processing, etc. , that are commonplaces in the analog
arena can be equally well applied to sampled seq,-Iences.
Not unexpectedly, the mathematical techniques for analyzing data sequences and
analyzing and synthesizing discrete systems par311e1 quite closely those for continuous
sy stems. z transformation with evaluation on the unit circle are the counterparts of tie
Laplace and Fourier transformations.
The purpose of this volume is to gather the generally applicable theory and techniques
involved in discrete, or digital, data filtering and processing which can be treated by trans-
form techniques into a single document for consumption by programmers, numerical
analysts and engineers. Most material L's specialized to linear, time invariant filters and
processes which do however have a surprising range of applicability.
A general description of the contents by sections will probably impart most easily the
aims and purposes of this book.
Not illogicaiiy the following section, the second, discusses the various transforms of
functions found most useful; the Laplace, z, continuous and discrete Fourier transforms and
interrelationships among them. Miscellaneous relations involving prospective transform and
inverse trans=orm usage are given. Section 3 is devoted to the various aspects of linear,
tima invariant digital filter definition, properties meaning, usage, and realization. Much
of the material uses the z transform form of the input-output relationship which is central
to most of the entire text.
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An apparent digression is made in section 4 to present basic continuous integro-
differential system properties. How these systems act upon a bandlimited function produces
a numerical integration scheme with certain provisions. Fundamental problems in simulat-
ing a continuous system by a digital one are clarified. The need for this digression becomes
more apparent when digital filter synthesis is undertaken in later sections often using analog
system prototypes.
Sections 5, 6, and 7 primarily treat synthesis methods for digital filters. In Section
5 non-recursive filters, those without feedback, are discussed extensively. The general
relationship between digital filters and one-sided Fourier series, with attendant limitations
on synthesis of an arbitrary transfer function, is explored. Two basic transfer synthesis
methods are given, least s quares fitting and exact fitting at arbitrarily spaced discrete
points by polynomial methods. Techniques to reduce the number of weights, or equivalently
to hasten the convergence of Fourier series, are given. Actual designs of non-recursive
bandpass and differentiating filters are included.
Section 6 is addressed to basic methods of generating recursive filters: Three
general classes of techniques are, given along with limitations; conversion of a general
analog filter to a digital one, conversion of analog bandpass filters to digital bandpass
filters with similar characteristics and fitting to an arbitrary transfer function. Paren-
thetically, general stable low-pass filter to high-pass, band-pass and band-reject filter
transformations are given directly in the digital domain. Methods for overcoming some
limitations of the basic z transformation method of generating rer -irsive digital filters are
given in Section 7. The bandwidth of the approximation region is extended considerably.
Data reconstruction methods are found useful in these endeavors.
"Complex" digital filtering is the subject matter of the 8th, 9th and 10th sections.
Digital filters with complex coefficients are examined in Section 8, and interpreted in terms
of the filtering of "narrow-band" sequences which are shown to be capable of representation
in terms of a two component complex data sequence. The ninth section is a counter part, to
some extent, of Section 4. Digital filtering and numerical integration of a narrow-band
analog system, or simulation, in terms of the sampled analog signal components in complex
form is deve l oped, along with limitations in the digital synthesis problem. Section 10
develops synthesis procedures for complex filters analogous to the methods of Sections 5,
6, and 7 for "real" filters.
Statistical considerations for noise and signals imbedded in noise are focussed upon
in Sections 11 through 13.
A brief survey of needed probabilistic concepts is given in Section 11. Spectrum and
correlation definitions and relations for deterministic and statistical functions, and the effect
of a linear, time invariant filter on ^ random function or sequence in terms of the input and
output averages and spectra for stationary processeF are presented. Both continuous and
discrete processes are discussed along with relations between the stationary spectra when
the discrete process is derived via sampling of a continuous one.
Measurement of the statistical spectrum is discussed in'Section 12 by two basic
methods, the use of "lagged products" and the use of digital filters. Methods of gauging the
estimation accuracy in terms of resolution, statistical stah`.lity and data quantity are given.
Use of the fast discrete Fourier transform algorithm to minimize computation time for the
lagged product method is investigated.
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r	 Section 13 is devoted to relatively standard, but important, non-recursive filters for
testimating a signal or some linear function of the signal, that has been perturbed by noise in
terms of a past, present, or future value. Two ba.ic representations of the signal are
assumed. Most attention is given to the representation in which the signal is described by
a linear comhinatian of known functions with unknown coefficients. This form of representa-
tion has the power of allowing practical signals co be represented arbitrarily well if a suf-
ficient number of functions are allowed in the basis set. The other foi m of representation
assumes only that the signal is known statistically in terins of the mean, auto-correlation
function and the cross-correlation with the noise. "Weiner" filters are obtained. Filters
derived under either signal representation are optimized with respect to a simple minimum
error variance criteria and no requirement is necessarily made as to stationary statistical
processes.
A relatively new tool, at least on a popular scale, is the fast discrete Fourier trans-
`	 form algorithm described in Section 14. When the number of data points to be transformed
t	 is highly factorable into other integers a substantial reduction in computing time can be
obtained in comparison to methods used classically. In particular, four versions of the
(	 algorithm are given when the number of data points is a power of 2.
`
	
	 Applications of the work of the preceding sections is contained within Section 15.
Most are counterparts of devices and techniques found in work-a-day analog practice.
Finally, the processes of "pure" differentiation and integration are discussed in
Section 16. Analyses of a number of common numerical procedures for performing these
functions from a transfer function point of view are given.
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2. SAMPLED OR "DIGITAL"
DATA REPRESENTATION
{	 Before discussing digital filters there should be an understanding of certain
I	 aspects of "representing" sampled data sequences or functions. Of primary interest
are "transforms" of the data sequences which allow algebraic manipulation of sampled
sequences and the filtering up-rations. These transform^s also allow interpretation in
terms of "frequency content" of the data and the "frequency response" of the filters,
and assist in analyzing the errors introduced by sampling.
The transforms to be discilssed subsequently are the Fourier, (analog and
discrete) Laplace, and z transforms. Furthermore, the three transforms will be looked
upon as being three versions of the same eiitity.
Certain other relations found useful, suc;, as the "convolution," are pre-
sented. Also various parallels between the continuous aild discrete Fourier transforms
a:e included in tabular form.
A "sampled time function" is a`unction of time, x(t), whose values are
given only at discrete times tk . That is, a series of values x(t k). Lei genera'_,
consider only the case where the times tk are equally spaced; namely %I. = kT where
T is the interval between samples. Whenever unequal sampling is considered it will
be explicitly stated. For brevity the time samples x(kT) often will be denoted by
xk = x(kT),	 (2.1-1)
,, Times series" or "sequence" ineans a sequence of values xk which are
obtained in any manner; not necessarily from sampling a time function. A "sampled
time function" is a special case of a time series. Time. series wili be considered at
equally spaced times unless otherwise stated.
To understand sampled data filtering a few basic relations about continuous
functions or functions with a finite number of fi:Ate discontinuities must be summarized.
2.1 FOURIER TRANSFORMATION (ANALOG)
Define the Fourier transform of a real or complex continuous function,
x(t), by
=I	
- ''u^t
X( t^S	 x(t)e	 dca	 i	 (S.1-2)
If x(t) possesses a finite number of finite discontinuities and it is magnitude integrable:
fI x(t) I dt	 <	 (2.1-3)
_CD
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Now x(t) is given in terms of its Fourier transform by
00 iw't
X(t) 
= 2 n	 f	 X (W e	 dw' (2.1-2)
or
w
W
	
B	 1461
x(t) =	
IT 	 2 cL1	 f
X (w') a	 dw
- 
B
as X;w) = 0,1w1 > W
B
By comparing equation 2. 1. 1-2 with equation 2.1. 1-3 it is found that
_ ter_ x (n1t)
^ w
	 w
B	 B	 (2.1.1 -4)
if x(t) is continuous at t = n /w B. The expansion coefficients are determined by data
samples taken
T _	 IT
W 
seconds apart. But T = 2 r where	 j
	
W	 s is the sampling frequency. Therefore WB
s
must be less than or equal to 
s
/2. Sampling must be at a rate at least twice the
bandlimit of the signal. Hereafter it is assumed that wB = s/2, though this is ndc
necessary as long as wB is less than s/2*. Therefore
c - Tx (:T)	 (2.1.1-6)
and
T	 x(nT)e - inw T 0! i w I- w s /2,X(w) =	 n =
u, otherwis3.
	 (2.1.1-7)
*A. Ya-poulis, Error Analysis in >ampling T'neory, Proc. IEEE, Vol. 54, No. 7
July 1966, pp 947-955
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Using this form for X(w), x(t) can be found in terms of the data samples
from the Fourier transform
m iwt dw
X(t) = 21^
	 1
	 X(te) e
_Go
Q;
CO	 s
x(nT) w 1	 2 J r	 e iw (t-nT)
= F s 
-w
n=-m	 s
using equation 2.1.1-7.
Performing the integration it is found that
CO	 sin ( s
	(t-nT))
X(t) = 7	 x(nT)
n=-^	 w
s (t-nT)
2
(2.1.1-8)
dw
(2. 1.1-9)
which is a result known as Nyquist's, or Shannon's Theorem among other names.
Examination of equation (d`. 1.1-9) shows that a bandlimited functien x(t) can
be reconstructed in its entirety from samples taken T = 2 Tr/w s apart where Co . is at
least twice the bandwidth W  of the function x(t). Conversely, a bandlimited function
can be constructed from a sequence of samples x(nT) using formula12.1.1-4 this remark
will not be --oven as it is an easy exercise.
Note that the reconstruction formula (2.1. 1-9) requires an infinite delay to be
applicable. All the data samples, past and future, must be know-,.
Unfortunately, most signals encountered in practice are rot exactly band-
limited. If they were, then the signals extend to f infinity in time. To reconstruct
signals from samples taken over a finite time span, even though band limited, it :s
usually necessary to sample a signal many times the rate Lo s
 = 21T/T, In some
applications it is necessary to sample hundreds of times that rate. Quite frequently,
because of system complexity, snalysis alone is not sufficient to tell when sampling is
too slow, or too fast. Doubling (or halving) the rate and observing the effects is a
practical measure of efficient sampling rates.
When X(w) is not bandlimited between t cars
 /2 then an effect known as
"abasing" occurs when sampling at T = 2 r/ua - Frequencies greater than w s /2 appear
as frequencies in the range 0 to w s /2 when sampling x(t). To avoid this effect x(t)
must be "prefiltered" to bardlimit it before sampling if possible, or raise the sampling
frequency. If "aliasing" does occur then the original function cannot be reconstructed
exactly. A discussion of "aliasing" follows in section 2.1. 2.
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in deriving the transform of a bandlimited function! 2.1. 1-7), in terms of the
data samples it was assumed that x(t) was continuous at the sampling points. If x(t) is
discontinu r-us at say x(n'r), then the transform niust be modified as a(t) is obtained from
t	 its transform X(w) in deriving; 2. 1. 1-4). .-_t a discuntinuity the inverse transform givesjthe value
	
lim	 X(t
	 + E) + x(t
	 - E)
L	 (2. 1-51,
i hich, as mer.:ioned previously (Se^tion 2.1), is not necessarily the value of the
function )A C ) prior to transforma't;on.
An important ciscontinuity, is in a function x(t) such that
x(t), ° < t < m
X(t) =
°• t < °•	 ^'^. 1. 1-10)
-.-vhere x(t) is continuous for t > o. By repeating the derivation which led to,'-. 1. 1-7;
it is found that the modified transform is given by
d
(w) -	 T	 X(nT) e -ic^;nT -T x(X	 9	 o ^ w ^ < w /2,Di	 n=o	 s
o, otherwise.	 (2.1.1--11)
where X(t 4s
	
 ) denotes line	 x(t+E), (E > o).
E-* o
A contradiction may have been n--)ted at this po i nt; a discontinuity pro6uces
a spectrum that is not bandlimited. In praccice, if S/2 is taken large enough then
X(ta will be effectively zero for J j> s/2.
The inverse transform of XT{I (W) is
CO	 W
X(t) _	 x(nT) sin 2 (t-nT)
w
n -- o	 s (t-aT)2
as it should be.
sin 
s 
t
	
x o+	 2
	
2	 s
	
2	 t
(2.1.1-12)
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Equations (2. 1. 1-11, and (2. 1. 1-12) above are the modified (because of the
discontinuith,) transform and fun•^Uon.
2.1.2 "Aliasing" Due to Sampling at a Rate Less Than Twice the "Bandlimit"
In the preceding work it was assumes that x(t) was bandlimited below half the
sampling frequency. If the sampling rate is such that the bandlimit is greater than half
the sampling frequencN • then a phenomena known as "aliasing" occurs: frequencies
higher than half the sampling rate ap ar as samples of frequencies in the range of
frequencies in the range 0 <1 W1 .1 S/2 (s - 21T /T, the sampling frequenc y . )
For example, consider the frequencies w l = s - v and w2 - ws - 0 where
0 < A < s /2. If sine waves are sampled aL the frequencies wl and w2 then
sin w  nT - - sinpnT,	 (2. 1.2-1a)
and
sin W12 nT = sinOnT,	 (2. 1. 2-b)
which verifies the remark: frequencies above ws /2 appear as frequencies •aelo« S/2
when sampled.
A relation of great interest is that between the transform defined by
equation(' 1.1- 7)when the samples are taken from an arbitrary function (not necessarilN-
bandlimited) and the transform of the continuous function. It will be found that unless the
function x(t) is bandlimited below half the sampling frequency (s/2) Cien the spectrum
above 
s
/'! gets "mixed .,a" with that below s/2. The function is "aliased" and cannot
be reconstructed Mthout prior knowledge''
If a time series, or sequence. is derived by sampling a Fourie-r transform-
able functior x(t) then the samples can be represented as
1
x(nT)
	 ^.(c^1e iwnT du;
CO	 (2.1.2-1)
By appropriately manipulating this expression a useful relation can be
developed. First, write
I
(2.1.2-2)	 jx(nT) = 21 Tr f	 X(WI) e iwnT dc:'._ m
changing the dummy variable of integration to w'.
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li	 Next m^dtiply both sides by e -iWnT and sum over n, interchanging .ne ordcr,^
(	 of summation and integration on the right:
CO
	x(nT) e -iwnT	 T	 J X(W')	 'T71	 e i(4:' -W)nT	 dW'
IThe bracketed term is the translated periodic expansion of the "function"
lim	 f ^c` < 2'L	 6 (W' E ♦ o t
{	 (2. 1. --1
% ith a period of s = 21T/T.
f
L	 The "function" 6 (u:) possesses, more nearly, or is defined by, the wzefui
propert} :	 —
a
f(w) 6 (%)d w - f(o), a > o,
a	 (2. 1. 2-5)
1	 It is called the Dirac "delta" function. Expanding it formally in a Fourier series of
period a:, --_ '_'n iT, the representation
t CO 	 e wnT
6^	 (a;) _
n	
2 1r
s	
_^	
(2. 1. 2-6)
:is stat(^d previou-,Iy, is found. The subscripted notation 6W (W) denotes the fact
s
twat this representation of 6 (u:) repeats itself. Using this knowledge of the meaning of
the series and tr_e basic property (equation(2. 1. 2-5)) of 6 (u;) it is found that cqu.-41fon
i 2. 1. 2-3)  can be written
G
	-;U;nT
	 1
i2. 1.2-7)
assuming a(t) and X(O continuous.
F ,mmination of this expression shows that the left hand side N-ill he exactly.•
eqial to X(w) /T in the region - 	 /2 <_ w <_ s'2 if 	 X(LC) is zero outside this region.
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x o+ _
	 1
2	 2-11
_m
(2.1.2-9)
This result, appearing to be an abstr p_ct relation between two quantities, is
in fact quite significant. For example, the transform of a bandlimited function repre-
sented in terms of its samples (equation 2. 1. 1-7)) is given by
co
fx(t 	 T7 x(nT)e -inw T o
'I
	
s/2
J	 n - _m
	 (2.1.2-8a)
o, otherwise
- X  (W )
In general; the result shows that
m
(.X(t^	 X (w-kw
	
  
s	 (2. 1.2-8b)
k =
If x(t) is bandlimited by t S/2 then the reconstruction formula (2. 1. 1-9) xvill produce
a correct result: On the other hand, when x(t) is not bandlimited. the reconstruction
formula M11 produce the aliased spectrum given by (2. 1.2- 8b).
Another form of the "aliased" transform is obtained if one of the sample
points occurs at a discontinuity of x(t), say at t = o. Further, it is assumed that
x(t) = o fcr t < o. Then equation (2. 1. ?-3) becomes at t = o:
where x(o+) is the limit as t approaches zero from positive t. See equation (2. 1-5).
Carrying out the rest of the development folloN%ing equation (2.1.2-2):
7	 -iwnT -x(nT) e	 x(^ Z.	 1	 X(w - kw S).
= 
-b	 (2.1.2-10)
n - o	
2	 T  
is obtained. A constant x(0 )/2 is added again because of the discontinuity.
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2.1.3 Subharmonic Sampling
Usually in discusEing sampling, the sampled function is assumed bandlimited
Mow half the sampling frequency. An important generalization, however, is alreadi-
contained within previous developments. Fquation (2.1.2-8) asserts that the sampled
spectrum may be derived from a continuous waveform at any
 frequent,.
Furthermore, if the original continuous spectrum is localized such that
	
x (w) = X(w ), m s	 I wl<	 (m-1 /2)w
 '
	
(or (m-1/2)ws
	
c-31 :< (m;-1)Lc	 (2.1.3-1)
to, otherwise,
as pictorialized in figure (2.1.3-1a) then the relation
XD
 (w) = C	 X(w -kw 	 (2.1.2-8)
f	 k = -
illustrates that
XD (W) = X(W -Ta s) + X(w+mw s ), IW S ws /2, and repeats periodically
i	 outside the region defined by jwj S s/2
as depicted in figure (2.1.3-1b).
^^	 1
1
- A- L
 0	 mtx	 (m+1/2) 3
(a) Original Spectrumr
	-Le	 0	 w	 m 	 (m+1/2) w
	
_s	 s	 s	 s
	
2	 2
(b) b3iibharmonicall y Sampled Spectrum
Figure 2. 1. 3-1 Subharmonic Sampling of a "High Frequent," Spectrum
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This sampling process obviously aliases (actually translates) the "high
frequenc y" spectrum down to the region between zero and 'half the sampling frequency
where "demodulation" can be performed at low frequencies digitally. This downward
frequency translation by sampling -xill be called "Subharmonic Sampling. "
A constraint that should be considered in practice is the du. ation of the
sampling "aperture. " This "aperture" is the time which an analogue signal is observed
when coi.verting it to a sampled value. This aperture should be much less than the
highest frequency being sampled. That is, if the highest frequency is 1 megahertz then
the aperture should certainly be less than .1 microseconds.
If the original signal is localized in the region (m+1/2)w s < 1 W	;m-,l)wS
the high frequency spectrum is still translated to the region (wj:^ s/2; however. a
peculiarity of sampling displays itself (See section 2.1.2). 1'requencies of
(m-1/2) s -;- G "map" into the frequencies w s /2 -pin the region Iw) < S/2 with a 1800
phase reversal as may be seen upon carefLd scrutiny of equation (2. 1. 2-81. Frequencies
are, therefore.. mapped backwards: those extending from (m+1/2) 
s
t o (m l l)ws become
frequencies from s to zero in that order.
2
An interesting application of "subharmo-iic sampling" would be the sampling
of an intermedi p te frequency "IF" signal in a radio receiver with a relatively slow
sampling frequency. 10-20 kilohertz, and then subsequent digital processing to further	 j 1
demodulate the signal and obtain the information carried.	 i 1
In everyday life Subharmonic sampling is ft.und on movie and TV screens
where automobile tires are seen to rotate backwards due to the frame rate.
Finally, it should '_)e pointed out that it is pos,-ibie in principle to recon-
struct the high frequency signal from the "subharmonically sampled" sequence as long
as mws is known. The signal transform in terms of the samples was given by
equation (2. 1. 2-8).
1Z
XD(w) - T	 x(nT)e iWnT
n
X(w -kw )
s
k - -00
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j	 Using X(w) given by equation(2. 1.3-1) it is possible to write, after considerable algebra,
using the methods of section 2.1.2:
w
sin s (t-nT)
w
x(t) _	 x(iiT) cos (m s (t-nT)+-4§- (t-nT)) ---4—	 (2.1.3-2)
n	 4-(t-nT) i
	
(	 2.1.4 Bandlimited Functions and "Impulse Sampling"
Another form of samY?ing that is lc.und useful is "impulse sampling. " This
L	 form of sampling is a mathematical idealization of "pulse sampling" that appears often
in physical electronic systems. As interest here centers primarily upon the handling
of numbers, or data sequences, it might seem that "impulse sampling" is of little
	
_	
value for the work in this volume. Quite to the contrary, impulse sampling with its
Fourier transform (and the subsequent z transform) is a most valuab]% tool for analysis
of sampled data where only numbers, or data sequences, are processed.
"Impulse sampling" is the idealized "modulation" of a periodic stream of
_	 narrow of pulses by a time function x(t). That is, assume a stream of narrow
pulses given by
'L i1
p 	 _	 v (t-nT)	 (2.1.4-1)
	
s I
	
n =
where
	
1 t < E
	 (E1>0)
v(t) 
_	 E	 2	 (2.1.4-2)
0, otherwise,
and T is the period of the pulses. Figure 2. 1.4-1 illustrates the shape cf the pulse
	
[	 streams.
H
1	 2-11
e1
e
I
-2T	 -T	 0	 T	 2T
Figure 2.1.4-1 Impulse Sampling Function
"Modulation" of this pulse stream by x(t) is impulse sampling, namely the function
xs (t) _ x(t) NO
(2.1.4-3)
CO
= x(t)	 v (t-nT)
is the "impulse sampled" function, if the width of the pulses (E) is small compared
to variations of x(t). In the limit v(t), a typical impulse, approaches the delta func-
tion (2.1.2-5) discussed previously. While the impulses approach a width of zero
and a height of infinite as E approaches zero, which is an anreali;tic situation, this
approximation is highly useful as impulse sampled functions are invariabl y
 integrated
in applications and, as will be seen, simplify analysis. In fact, it will be seer. that
no approximation is involved when discussing number sequences.
Taking the Fourier transform of x s (t), assuming v(t) has approached the
"delta function" 6(t), it is found that
Xs (w ) = LS	 -iwnT,x(nT) e	 (2.1.4-4)
n=
where x(t) has been take. to !:^e continuous at nT, which, is remarkabl y similar to
the transform of a bandlimited function (section 2. 1. 1). A significant difference does
exist however! Xs (w)is never identically zero (except for x(t, identically zero) for
I W I > ws /2; in fact Xs (w) is periodic witn period w . However, if x(t) is bandlimited
between ± WS,/2, then XS (w) will be equal to X(w)/T
s
 over -s/2 <jwj< w s/2 -rid be its
"periodic extension" outside this region. This remark is proved in a manner similar
to techniques used when discussing "aliasing.
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First, p(t) must be converted to another form; expansion in a Fourier series.
Expansion, for the limit as E --ao is of chief interest. While this series is a formal one,
it does not converge in a strict mathematical ser_se, it can be used if it is considered as
the limiting form of the expansion after the expansion is used in subsequent integration.
That is, assume that limiting and subsequent integration are interchangeable in order.
Usually, this is a safe assumption in practice.
Expansion of p(t) results in
CO
- i w kt
	 2 Tr
e s
	
s	 T
n=-^
CO
x(t) e -1 s kd
k= w
P(t )	 T
allowing
xs (t)
	 T
(2.1.4-5)
(2.1.4-G)
to be v. itten.
Again, taking the Fourier transform produces
CO
a
	
Xs(w) - T	
k =
 
 
X(w-kw s)	 (2.1.4-7)
where X(w) is the transform of x(t) which has again been assumed continuous at the
sampling points. Examination of this expression shows us that successive terms of the
right side do not "overlap" if X(w) is bandlimited at t c s/ 2. Both equations (2. 1.4-4)
and (2.1.4-7) demonstrate the periodicity- of Xs (w) with a period s.
ft can be seen, then, that _ )th simple sampling	 i function x(t) as in
section 2. 1.1 and "impulse sampling" produce the same trar.,form within a c.)nstant
- ws /2 < w < s/2. if x(t) i- bandlimited by w /2 then both sampling methods have
spectrums equal to that of x(t) over - S/2 < w< s/2, however the impulse sampling
spectrum continues periodica:ly outside this interval producing higher sampling
harmonics. "Low-pass filtering of an impulse sampled function can reconstruct the
Iunction if the transfer function of the filter is approximately
0.	
< s /2.H(w) t 	 Iwo 
L0, otherwise.
(2.1.4-8)
This filter is unrealizable but can be approximated if sufficient time delay is allowed.
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2.2 LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
The Fourier transform is often apparently limited by the condition that the
time function x,t) involved is not magnitude integrable (eq. :.1-3). For example, a
simple time function that is zero prior to, say, t = o and constant thereafter is not
magnitude integrable. The counterpart of this function in the physical world is the
"switching-on" of a battery. Obviously, this is a meaningful function that must be
handled if the transform is to have general applicabilit y . Fortunately, the Fourier
transform can be "patched" to handle this situation.	 f
The function to be transformed is simpled multiplied by e -)t and onl'v
situations for t ? o are considered. If functions that are non-zero for t < o are to be
considered then that region must be handled by a factor e Y l t. Obviously, considering
only functions for t > o is simpler so attention here is confined to this case. The
Fourier transform is, then
m
F( ,y + iw ► 	 -	 x (t) e -yt	 e -iw t dw
	 t.2! o;f , (2. 3-1)	 j
0
where y must be such that
I
co
f
I x(t) I e -y t dt < (2.2-2)
0
and x(t) has been assumed equal to zero for t < o. 	 The modification of the Fourier
transformation is simp:v the introduction of a convergence factor to dominate x(t) so
that 12. 1-3) holds.	 If a change of variables is introduced
S	 iw
then equation (2. 2-1) is called the Laplace transform ('one-sided") of xj).
	 If t < o is
of interest the corresponding modified transform is called the "two-sided" Laplace
transform which is not discussed in this volume.
Equatio,) (2. 2-1) may be inverted to find x(t) by taking the inverse Fourier
transform
-yt	 1	 iwtx (t) a	 = 2 ^^ J
	
F (Y + iw )e	 d w (2. 2-3a)
or
X It)- ^ln
	
f	 F (y + iw )e ily + ^t'` )tdw (2. 2-3h)	 f
_^
I
T^2-14
7
Substituting in the integral the change of variable s = y - iw:
r
y4im
1
X (t) - ? It iJ
	
F(s) estds
1
y-
(2.2-4)
which is the Lapiace inversion integral. Furthsr discussion of these relations is not
warranted here. Many excellent tents on the subject are available*.
With this introductir i of the Laplace transform as a modified Fourier
f	 transform, subsequent dlscussi.,.i in this section will assume the Laplace tri-:sforn:
l	 as a separate entity.
As was done with the Fourier transform earlier, the Laplace transform andt	 its inverse is stated. The Laplace transform F(s) of a function x(t) is defined by
F(s) =	 x(t) a -stdt, (x(t) = 0, t < o);	 (2.2-5)
n
- v^here s is a compl,_x number. Existence of the Laplace transform is gua. •anteed if a
posiL=ve real constant y exists such thati
a.
-v.x(t)
	
le
	 dt <	 (2. 2-6)
0
a-rid x(t) has a finite number of finite disc on^ In, dties. These conditions are sufficient,
but not necessary. Inverse transformation is obtai,-d through the complex integral
y1im
i	
x(t) = 1	 st1	 2n;	 F(s) a ds
	 (2.2-'1)
where y is chosen so that F(s) is analytic to the right of the i1re u = y in the plane
(s = u iw). Through this express on appears complicated, knowledge of complex
variable theory avid the fact that many transforms appear as rational functions of s
considerably ease use of t::e inverse transform. In fact, many transform pairs (x(t),
F(s)) can be found in books of tables; e.g. Bateman Manuscript Project, Integral
f	 Tra,..,forms, McGraw-Hill.
* A. Papo'ulis, The Fourier Integral and Its Application, ?McGraw-Hill, 1962
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At a point of discontinuity, t o , of x(t) the inverse transform givee the value
x(t	 1	 E)	 +	 x(t -	 ()x(t)	 =	 limo	 °	 ° E >	 o ,	 (2.2-8)
E	 0	 2
as does the Fourier transform.
The sampled values of x(t) can be written, then,	 in terms of thEir I aplace
transform:
Y + iCO
s'nT
x(nT)	 2	 i	 F(s') a	 ds' : n = 0, 1,	 (2.2-9)
°C
-snTAs before multiply both sides by a 	 and s , i.m over n, and interchange orders of
integration and summation on the right side:
- y ^ imCO m
x(nT)e -snT	 1 -(s-s')nT
P. = 0 n = 0
Y - 1 CO
F Y+im
=	
F(s') G(s-s')	 ds'2 ni
where
1G(s)	 = (2.2-11)
1 - e -sT
Now G(s) has an inf rice number of simple poles along the imaginary axis; namely,
where
e 
-sk T 
= i	 (2. 2-12)
or
sk	 ik s ,k 	 = 0, ^ 1, t 2,	 and w = 2 n/T.
G(s) is a meromorphic function -is it has a finite number of poles within a finite
portion of the complex place alto Ang expansion into partial fractions by Mit:ag-!Rffler's
theorem.
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s - s' - ikw
s
(2.2-13)
If the complex integral is c-averted to a contour integral over the
right hand plane, starting at s - y «• hich is allo.%•able as both F(s) and G(s) approach
zero for s -+ *, then poles %Nithin the P ontour occur at
As F(s) kill have its poles to the left of u = y, the integration over the right hand
plane will be sum of the residues at the poles s k . It is found that
m
x(nT )
 e
-snT
r.=0
m
1	 F(s-ik 
s)T
k - -m
(2.2 -14)
Also, if x(t) has a discontinuity
 at t = o the transform relation is
modified as before Mth Fourier transforms:
a	 c
x(r.T) e -sn?	 x(0 F )	 _	 1T	 L F(s-ik S).
n _ 0	 k  	 (2.2-15)
The relation (2.2-15) can either be viewed as the Fourier series
expansion (xxiih a convergence factor e - ) t ) of F(s) over - w/ 2 < w < cos /2 or as the
Laplace transform of an impulse sampled function. In one case interest centers on the
bandlimited spectrum and -econstruction of a function. and in the other case on the
spectrum of an impulse sampled function. See sections 2.1.1 arough 2.1.4 as the
interpretation of the Laplace transform re-4ults are identical to those for Fourier
transforms. Bandiimiting.:tiah Laplace transforms, means that F(s) is essentiall y zero
outside the strip in the complex s Diane bounded by s = = S/2 (see section 2.2. 1)
2.2. 1 Generalization of Iandlimited Funetion Representation to Functions « •lu-ch are not
Fourier T rancformable.
Ir_ Section 2.1.1 bandlimited functions which are Fourier transformable,
namely magnitude integrable, are considered when their Fourier transforms are zero, ur
approximately so, for frequencies greater than S/2 (wG - 2tr/T). However, When the
function under consideration is not magnitude integrable then sliTht modifications must
be made; the Laplaca transform must be used.
Taking the Laplace transform of ::(^!, Section 2.2:
F(s) - J x(t)e -stdt.	 s - y + iw
	
(2.2-5)
O
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and defining bandlimiting of x(t) by the vanishing of F(s) outside of the strip in the
complex plane bounded b%: u; = t 
s
/2, then F(s) can be expanded in a Fourier series
along the line s = y
I"I
r(s) _ 1	
ake -iwkT I w I< w/2:
	 (2.2.1-1)
o, otherwise.
Now the coefficients are given by
u;
s
ak	 2	
2 n	 F(s)e icy: kT dw, s = y + iwJ	 (2.2.1-2)
s
2
From the inversion integral, equation (2.2-7), the relation,
e ykT ak = Tx(kT)
	 (2.2.1-3)
is recognized. Therefore, Equation (2.2.1-1), can be written as:
F(s)T 1
`	
o x(kT)e -skT,	 w^ < w /2:
s	 (2.2.1-4)
otherN%ise
with s = y - i w.
Taking the inverse transform:
y 1 i CO
X(t)
	 2 11Ti	 J	 F(s)e St ds
y - i m	 (2.2.1-5)
.w
y;i s
CO
2
'7i	 x(kT)	 r,	
es(t-kT)ds
2 
k = o
y-is
2
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which results in the generalized formula for reconstruction of a bandlimited function:
x(kT)e y(`-kT) sink	 (t-'T)
2 	 t > o.k = o	 (2.2.1-6)
(t-kT)
2
A striking note is heard here. The reconstruction formula apparently
depends on y ! !. It is well known that the Laplace inversion formula is independent of
y so long as it is greater than the minimum needed to ob tain magnitude integrability.
A simple proof demonstrates that x(t) given by the reconstruction
formula does not depend on y as long as the Laplace transform vanishes also on the
lines s = t iS/2 , namely, vanishes at half the sampling frequency.
By taking the partial derivative of x(t), given by formula(2. 2. 1-6),
with respect to y , the variation of the reconstruction with y can be found:
d t	 y (t-kT'
	
2	 wx(kT)e	 s:n	 s (t-kT)d y	 s	 k- o
	
L 2	 (2.2.1-7)
CO
e (y + i _	 - ,^T)e -(Y + i	 kT
^j 	i s	 2 k^ 0	 2L
1 S
CO
-e (y - 1 2 t 7 x(cT)e -( y - 2 )kT
(	 k = o	 -
The two summations may be seen to be the Laplace transform of
x(t), evaluated at s = y = i s. If the Laplace transform is zero on the lines
► #_
S12
 t ica s !2, then both summations mill he zero and the variation with y of the recon-
structed x(t) will be zero, as stated. The signal must be bandlimited by, but not
including w /2 for reconstruction.
m
2 -?9
The choice of y in a practical situation is dictated by the variation
of x(t) with y as practical spectrums are not actually handlimited. As equation(2. 2. 1-7)
can be written
dxt _ ? ^j ^ e (7 1 i At r + iw 1
d y	
s 
jrY1/	 2	 `	 Z) -I	 (2.2.1-8)
it may be seen that y should be kept to its minimum allowed value, to insure ma itude
integrability, as F(s) usually falls off inversely with y (or a power of y), but e y is
exponential in y.
2.3 THE z TRANS FOI IM
The rudiments of another useful data representation, the z transform,
which is merely the previous Fourier bandlimited sequence transformation in disguise
.(z = e
	 T ) is developed. In fact, subsequent developments will show that it is probably
the most important sample data representation.
Given a sequence of real or complex numbers, ti n , a "time series,"
or a sampled time function, x(nT), the "z transfor.m," q(xn) or X(z), of the sequence
is defined as	 3
/?(xn) = X(z),
W	 (2.3-1)
-n
xzn
n = o
where it is assumed that the series converges except possibly at distinct points called
"poles, " and z is a complex number. It is also assumed that a n = 0 when n < 0 for 	
J
convenience. For many familiar sequences the z transform can be expressed in closed 	 ^-
form.
For example, consider the important time function e -at , where "a"_
may be complex, sampled at intervals t = nT: n = 0, 1, 	 The sequence in
this case is
X	 en _
-anT
and the transform
CO
-anT -n
	
^(xn) -	 e	 z
n - 0
m
(e -aTz
 -1)n
n - 0
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(2.3-2)
(2.3-3)
Recognizing this su:n as an infinite geometric series
_	 1
1 - e -aTz -1	 (2.3-4 jI'V 
which is a closed form.
It will be seen in later sections that the sampled impulse response
of a lumped - constant, l i near, continuous network can also be expressed in a closed
form, as it is composed of additive terms of the general form:
tme-at
Same useful and basic theorems on z transforms follow:
a. Linearity.
m
Tlj (ate byn) _	 (axn + byn)z -n (2. v-5)
n = o
m	 m
= a	 X  `-n + b	 ynz-n
n = 0	 n = 0
= aj(xn) + b F n)
= a X(z) + b Y (z)
b. Time Translation
a.
I (xn-k )	 xn-kz
-r
n = 0
OD
- 7 x z - (k + n)
r,	 (2.3-6)
n=-k
CO
-•k 7	
xnz-n: as xn = 0, n < 3
n = 0
z-kx
I	 ^ ( n)
t
z-k X(z)
I 2-21
A delay of a sequence by k units corresponds to multiplication of its
transform by z -k . Similarly, the z transform of x n+k is given by
/j(xn , k ) = zk X(z)	 (2.3-7)
if we assume in this case that xn - o for o < n < k. An advance of k units corres-
ponds to multiplication of its transform by zk.
c. Scale Change in the z Domain.
orn	
Multiply the time series members x  by another, particular, time
series e t	 then the transform of the product time series is
m
/3 (e ±Orny <<) 	 nX e 1 ^z n
	 (2.3-8)
n=0 
to
X'e	 z)
The argument of the transform of X(z) has bees: modified to e taz.
2.3.1 Initial and Final Value i Leorems
Two theorems of much use in the analysis of sampled data systems are
the initial and final theorenns. They express the initial and limiting vaiues of a time se-
quence in terms of operations on the z transform of the sequence.
The initial value theorem is quite simple:
x0 - lim X (;:}	 (2.3.1-1)
z -4 a
Proof of _his remark easil y- follows from the definition of the transform
X (z) - x 0 z 	 + x1 z-1 + x2 z -2 + . . .	 (2.3. 1-2)
The final %aloe theorem is a trifle more complicated:
X . = lim (1 - z -1 ) X (z)	 (2. 3. 1-3)
Z ^-
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 [ N	 N- 1
n	 -]	 -n
x	 x z
- 
- z	 x zIN
	 	
n	 L	 n
n-0	 n=0
(2. 3. 1-4)
=I
Proof of this remark ma y be seen readil y by examination of the obvious
identity.
This theorem is extensivel y usee. in theoretical analyses of the stead- state performance
of sampled data feedback sYsterns.
2.4 THE INVERSE z TRANSFORM
A umber of approaches to determining the time series which genera'ed
the transform have been developed. Onl y the simplest methods will be stated. Its relation-
ship to the Laplace transform will not be explored here. (See Section 2. 5).
4.1 Direct Inverse Transformation
The z transform was defined (equation 2.3-1) for a time series
a
n	
X (Z)	
T,	
x 
-n
n.
n=0
where z iF a complex variahle and the series is assumed to coverage except at distinct
points called poles. This can he looked upon as a Taylor-Laurent series. If X (z) is
given then multipl y both sides by 
zni-1 
and integrate over a contour vAich surrounds all
poles of X (z1 ^'nd the origin and
xn	 l__	 X (z) zn-i dz: n - 0, 1,
	 (2.4.1-1)
2 Tr
is obtained.
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Subsequentlj it will be found that if X(z) is a z transform transfer
function of a stable linear analog or digital filter, then its poles appear in the
interior of the unit circle or on it. See Section 3.4. Therefore, for a stable linear
filter integration about the unit circle will do. Xor this case, of all poles of X(z)
within or on the unit circle, upon setting z = e l
	it is found that
n
4, ?n 1
1	 X(eio ) e inGda
	
(2.4. 1-2)	 3-j
-n
which are simple the Fourier coefficients of the expansion of X(e le ). The inverse
transform is also a linear operation.
2.4.2 Inversion by Long Division
Another technique for inverting a z transform is by s ynthetic division.
That ;s, given a z transform F(z) in a form frequently found in practice
ao	
al z -1 + a 	 +	 a -M
F(z) = _ 
	1+ b z-1 + b2	 -2z	 _	 T1	 b z - `^ 	 (2.4.2-1)
N
and F;z) is expressible as a power series in negative powers of z plus a constant
then divide the numerator by the denominator and obtain a term of the form f z-n
r_
and a remainder. Successive divisions of the remainder by the denomina*or give
terms for larger n.
-anT An example best describes the technique. The z transform of the
sequence e	 is
F(z) =	 1 (2.4.2-2)1 - e-aTl-1
The division is set up as for ordinary numbers and carried out exactly as done with
thc-m:
1	 e -aT z -1 -4-e -2aT z 
-2 + .
1 - e -aTz -1	 1
e"`z
-aT -1	 -2aT -2	 (2.4.2-3)
	
e	 z	 -e	 z
-2aT -2
e	 z
-2aT -2
	
-3aT -3
e	 z	 -e	 z
-3aT -3
e	 z
etc.
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et
i^
1^
Obviously, the original requence has been obtained as the coefficients by successive
divisions.
More complicated numerators and denominators are handled in the
same manner: but computations can become complicated. Mechanization of the pro-
cedure utilizing a digital computer is recommended. Care must be taken for large n
as successive round-offs can effect sequence values considerably.
2.4.3 Inverse z Transform as an "Impulse Response"
In Section 3.4 it is found that the in v erse z transform of a transfer
function H. (z) in terms of its series expansion; namely,
a
1	
Hz(z) _ I	 ".nz-n	 (3.4-2)
{	 n = 0
can be found be appl ying the sequence
1, n = 0
N	 0, oCierwise
to the difference equation which is represented by H z (z) (Section 3.4).
If the function F(z) is considered as a transfer function then the
inverse transform sequence can be found by using a difference equation. Of course,
F(z) must be a rational function to use this procedure though it need not have poles
only within the unit circle.AD, example is the best means of describing the procedure.
Again, take the sequence 
a- 
an whose transform is
1
1 - e- aT --I
I	
The equivalent difference equation is (Section 3.2).
f
-aT
y n	
e	 y n-1 + x 
	
(2. 4.3-1)
Letting y  = 0, n < 0, gives
y l	 - 1 .
-aT
y.^ - e	 (2.4.3-2)
-: aT_
Y3 	 e
etc.
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For complicated functicn q tnc procedure should he mechL-nized on a
digital computer.
A bit of thought will show treat this procedure is identical to the "Long
Division'' method as far as computations are concerned.
2.5 GEOMETRICAL INTER PRETATITONOF COINTN CTION A-40NG FOLgtIER, LAPLACE,
AND z TRANSFORMS.
Each transform introduced can be looked upon as an entity unto
itself; that is, the individual transforms may be defined independently and conditions
	 -
for existence and formulas for inversion investigated. This would be the "pure" mathe-
matical approach of history though it is to be doubted if a modern mathematician would
claim or would want to claim lick of knowledge of the interrelationships of the various
transforms. While the z transform will usually be the preferred approach s'l'subsequent
analysis, the fact that it can be looked upon as a simple substitution (z = e	 ) of
variables in the Laplace (or Fourier) transforms of bandlimited functions, generalizes
its utility infinitely beyond the simple transformation of sequences.
he transforms used to this point have shown that a sampled con-
tinuous function can be represented by its samples if it is "bandlimited. " Conversely,
a sequence represents a unique "bandlimited" function. (section 2 1. 1).
A sequence car., of course, represent an infinity of "aliased" functions
where these functions have frequency content above s = 2 7T/T. An aliased function
which gives no unique knowledge is almost useless unless a prior knowledge tells how
the particular function has been. or will be, aliased. For example, knowledge that a
function has a basic frequency of 
o
Lc  much higher than the sampling frequency but has
a spectrum (transform) whose width about 
o 
is much less than half the sampling
frequency still allows unique reconstruction. (See Section 2.1.3).
When a sequence is considered as representing a unique bandlimited
function then numerical operations (rather than analog filtering) can be considered as
affecting the frequency contcrit of the bandlimited function and, therefore, the resultant 	 -
sequence obtained. Useful insight into Gilt computing pr ocess and its effect on simple
number sequences is obtained through the corres p onding bandlimited function. For R
example, the simple squaring (y k
 = N % of a number sequence produces a spectrum
of the corresponding squared bandlimited function up to twice that of the initial function.
Immediatel3- it is seen that simpl y, squaring requires a sampling rate twice that of the
sequence before squaring.
The sequence pr^.or to squaring can either be generated with half the
sampling interval (more frequent sampling) or reconstruction of values between samples
is performed so that the squared sequence is not "aliased;" namely, can define infinitely
many functions. if
s
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While the z transform was defined as a somewhat abstract trans-
formatior of a :ime series, it is obviousl y connected to the Laplace transform and to
the Fourier transform.
For fungi;ions that are zero for t o the z transform can be looked
upon as simpiv a bandlimited Laplace transform where z = e sT . The Fourier transform
is related to both by letting s - iwa z - eiWT) and assuming x(t) = 0 for t < 0 if the
transform e:,ist:;. Notice that the sam pled Laplace transform involves onl y the variable
esT , not siniplY s. Therefore. the effect of sam pling can he looked uron as a macuing
from the s domain to another, the z domain. via the transformation z = e sT . The line
s = iw and its map in the z plane informs us about the effect of sampling upon the
various frequencie--.
2.5.1 The "s" To "z" Plane _Yapping Induced by Sampling
The napping of the s plane into the z plane which is indu '-d b;-
sampling. is %i fundamental importance for proper understanding of analog a.1d di^yltal
Iilter relations i along wi th the "bilinear" z transformation. to I%- introduced later).
It a•iiI he fpund again that simple sequences do not have the same
frequency content over	 s '2 as the signal from which the
.
-,- are derived. in
general.
To understand these remarks consider the mapping in detail . The
sampling operation produces Lap ►ace transfot ms and. as shall be seen. trans.er
functions which are functions of the complex number z = e sT rather than simply s.
The s plane is depicted in Figure 2. 5. 1-1 with s - y	 iW and the z plane with
z = u	 iv in figure 2. 5.1-2. 'When
then
Y T iWT
z = e	 e	 (2.5.1-2)
r
aas
J -
•)-27
T----to-
I
Figure 2. 5. 1-1. The "s" Plane
IV
Figure 2.5.1-2. The "z" Plane
2- 2,1
Z = e YTe i RTn
y T iw
 T
e	 e o (2.5.1-3)
IIF_
It is immediately seen that for 'yT < 0, the left half of the s plane
maps into the interior
_
of the unit circle as a
	 I	 < 1and c
,icy T describes a unit circle
as w travels from 0 tc 2+f/T.	 The right half of the s plane is mapped outside of the
unit circle as e YT is greater than unit y for y > 0.
It	 is also seen that the mapping z = e sT is not unique,	 that is,
many pants it the s plane are mapped into the same point in the z plane.
	 Consider
the points s = y + icc : where n = t,^	 - 2 ff n/T, —ff	 < c^ < ff ,	 n	 = 0,	 ±	 1,	 ± 2..
T T
It : s found that
Z0
All s plane points for fixed Y and values of w differing by a multiple of 27f /T are
mapped into the same point in the z plane. In other words strips of %width 2ff /T
in w in the s plane are mapped into each ether in the z plane. For the particular
lire Y = 0, the w alts, it is seen that it is "rolled-up" on the uni t_ circle in the z
plane, modulo 2ff/T.
This many-to-one mapping has a destructive effect on the function
that is sampled. M-ny different functions when sampled produce the same sequence of
samples. For example, the function sin wt, 0 ' w <T, produces the same sequence
of sampled values as
	 sin ( 2 - ca t . In general, frequencies contained in a
continuous function higher than 1/2 the sampling frequency (1 /T) are mapped into
angalar frequencies between 0 and ff /T. Adding a function that is periodic and zero
at tine sampling points obviously allows many functions to have the same z transform.
Only the va:;:,!s of the sampling points are of interest.
When the func t ion that is samp:ed is bandlimited (occupies only the
IT
strip - < w <T in the s plane) then the mapping from the s plane to the z plane
may be considered as unique.
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2.6 THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM
Another transform of considerzble utility is the discrete Fourier
	
i
transformation. Discrete Fourier transformation i7FT) is a transformation of a number
sequenc°, )r time series, which is a close analogue of the continuous Fourier transform.
It has been in use over the last half century, at least. Presently it has become -,cite
	 ; I
prominent di g.: to a number of reasons: the increased interest in sampled data and
sp, ctrum analysis which has been allo ,sed and prompted by modern high speed digital
computers, ai.a the popularization of an algorithm for computing the, transform with
significantly less operations, the so-called "fast Fou :er transform."
Tht, fast Fourier trar_sfcrui does not alter the mathematics of the
	 !
discrete Fourier transformation, it is simplN a computation method %%ith greater speed
	
; +and accuracy than methods used by most people until the recent past. This increased
speed and accuracy brings a host of mathematical operations into the realm of practical
tools for eve:-yday data processing, primarily spectrum anal ysis, auto-correlation and
cross-correlation calculations, and convolution computations. Historical development-
of the fast Fourier transform t.'gorithm :s highly interesting as it was Dresent in its
ernbrvonic form in the works of very prominent mathematicians and not NOdely used for
over s half century.
This s°ction «zll be devoted to the aspects of the basic technique, the
discrete Fourier transform. Section 14 will be devoted to the .ast Fourier transform
mechanization.	 -
It should be emphasized that the discrete Fourier transfer Zvi *h the
fast Fourier transform algorithm does not provide any panacea to the problems
of digital fi?terit.g. Before it can be used properiy and above all, appropriately, the
subject of digital Mter:ng must be understood. 	
-, l
J. Coolev, P.A. W. Le\0s, and P. D. Welcl,, Historical Notes on the Fast Fourier
Transform, IEEE Trans. on Audio and Acoustics, Vol. AU-15, No. 2, June 1967.
-fl
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N- 1
-n
X 
	 =	 x^ ^^' j ,
j=4
?n'
W= e i N	 (2. 6. 1-1;L
fJ^ where:
2.6.1 Definition of the Discrete Fourier Tral,sform
The definition of the discrete Fourier transform poses a number of
problems. It can be defined in numerous ways, each definition having its particular
virtues, though they are mathematically equivalent.
Technical literature of today is dominated by a group primaril.
interested in spectrum estimation in which case the most convenient definition f;r the
programming and computing of spectra is used; this definition produces some difficulties
in conceptual utility when a spectrum, or transform, is given and the time . aveform is
desired, This definition apparently removes the problem enoauntered with another
definition when an even or odd number of data points is used, however care mu--t still
be taken when using an even or an odd number of points in sEmpling various frequency
waveforms. Tii-o forms of the transform will be presented.
t Form (DFT1)
The defining relation for this transform version is given by:
D FT 1:
DFT1 = First version of discrete Fourier transform
X; = Sequence of values (real or complex) in the "time" domainj
l	 = "Time" index
Xh = Sequence of values (real or complex) in the "frequency" domain
n	 = "Frequency" index
1\	 = Number of data points
This transform is a "mapping" operation where a sequence of time
i	 values is converted to a set of frequency- values. As in the case of the continuous
Fourier trar_sform the discrete Fourier transform also possesses an inverse: e.5	 the
frequency value sequence, Xn , it is possible to recover the time sequence, x i . The
inverse ([DFTI) is given by
h-1
W jn
IDFT1:	 xj = 1	 X 	 V	 (2.6.1-2)
n = o
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As in the case of the continuous transform the discrete Fourier
transform and its inverse are identical except for the sign of the exponent of W. Some
writers use different values for the constant 11N	 a corresponding change in the
D FT).
It is a simple matter to show that the linear DFT1 does indeed
have the IDFT1 given by (2.6.1-2). Insertion of X  given by (2.6.1-1) into (2.6.1-2)
gives
N-1
xJ _ N	
Xkk = o
N-1
i(] -k)n 2N
e
n = o
(2.6.1-3)
The right hand summation can be summed in closed form when ii. is recognized as a
geometric series:
N- 1
11	 e	 Ni (i - k)n 21f = N
N r. = o
1 -P i 2n (j-k)
1 - e i N1T (j-k)	 (2.6.1-4)
1. j = k + m N, m = o, ± 1, f 2, .
0, otherwise
b N O-k),
where 6  (j -k) is the Kronecker delta function, modulo N. This equation is often called
the 'orthogonality" relationship for the dis.^.rete functions W tjn . . It follows that
x. = x.J	 J
as was to be shown.
I
1
0
i
iExamination of the discrete Fourier transform will show that it is
periodic in frequency. That is, as the running index n is increased (or decreased)
outside of the range o < n < N-L
it is found that
1 
x	 XZV + n
	 X 2T; ^ n , etc.	 (2.6.1-5)
and also
X	
- 
X-
-n	 xN - ^,	 _ LN - n ,etc.
t
Furthermore, even though the original time sequence may be taken from a non-periodic
sequence, once it used to compute the frequency sequence then the inverse transform
(IDFT1) produces a sequence such that
1
	
x'N + j	 2N + j , etc.
(2.6.1-6)
or
a-j	 "N - j	 3^N - j , etc.
Transformation followed by ;nverse transformation produces a time
sequence which is periodic outside of the original range of defir.-tion, o < j <N - 1.
In many applications this periodicity is undesirable and must be carefully taken into
_	
account. Computation of correlations and convolutions are processes which must be
adjusted (Section ).
Second Form of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT2)
Another form of the discrete Fourier transform commonly used is
more closely analo,ous to the continuous Fourier transform in that positive and negative
frequencies are used. It 1i also nearly symmetrical about time, t = o, and frequency,
w = o. Parenthetically, the data sequence is also translated in time, but this may be
taken into account by a simple translation of the origin.
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3^	 ,.,
The transform pair is given by
D FT2:
No
Xn -7
j = -No
and the inverse transform.
IDFT2:
x W-jn , W= e i 277
1	 N
(2.6. 1-7)
(2.6.1-8)
N
O
xj	 Y	 X Wjn
n=-NI	 n0
where:
DFT2 = Second version of di-, -e- J- suri^r transform
xj = Sequence of values (real or complex) in the "time" domain
j	 = "Time" index
X  = Sequence of values (real or complex) in the "frequency" domain
n = "Frequency" index
N = number of data points
No is defined by: N = 2N0 , even number of data points,
2N0
 + 1, odd number of data points.
N - 1. N even,
0
N0 
=	 t1	 N odd
o,
The validity of the IDFT2 is proved in a manner identical to that for the first version
of the transform.
Periodicity of X  and x j are obtained also in an identical fashion.
However, the running indices in this version are such that
-N I <(j YN0:
O	 n
completely s3-nmetrical about zero in the odd N case and almost so for the even N 7
 case.
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2.6.2 Interpretation of the "Time" and "Frequency" Indices ' li ft
	 "n"
As might be expected the seemingly abstract discrete Fourier trans-
form with its "tirne" and "frequency" indices actually is related to sampled time and
frequency with which people are normally familiar.
Consider the continuous Fourier transform
OD
X (w) = J^  x (t)e -wtdt	 (2.6.2-1)
_m
where the computation of X(w) ics tie be performed with paper and pencil or a computer.
Then; the limits of integration must be finite and x (t) and a ; must be evaluated at
discrete time. If a simple rectangul pr•
 approxim .tion is used over
o < t:<. (N - 1 )T with x(t)e -W)t
 sampled at intervals t = jT, and N samples are taken
then an approximation to X(w) is
N- 1
X (w) = T Y	 x(jT)e (2.6.2-2)
j=o
If the particular values of frequency at which X A (w) is evaluated
are w = nAw, and Aw .s chosen as an appropriate fraction of the sampling frequency
so that successive values of n, o < r_ < N - 1, allow evaluation of XA(w) throughout
the useful range, namely, O w = wg N	 21l/hTT, then
i
t
I
-1
XA(nAw) - T
j = o
N-1
T F
j=o
x(jT)e -inA&3jT
x(jT)e -i2 it jn
N
(2.6.2-3)
Comparison with the DFT1 shows that this approximati m is identical within a constant
factor T when
= r' (n A w)	 (2.6.2-4)
and
X  - x (j T)
are equated.
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Therefore the indices of the discrete Fourier transform are easily
interpreted: j corresponds to the multiple of the sampling time T and n corresponds to
a fraction of the sampling frequency: n s.
N
Of interest in practical computing situations is the fact that odd N
will not allow sampling in the frequency domain evenly from o to the point Ws,  half
2
the sampling frequency. The nearest point to half the sampling frequency for odd N,
occurs at No S , where N = 2N 0 + 1. Even N, however, allows sampling at s/2.N
A more exact description of the relation between the continuous
function and the continuous transform, and the discrete sampl _s and the discrete trans-
form are given in Section 2.6.5.
2. 6.3 Relationships Between Various Forms of the Discrete Fourier Transform.
As will be seen the various versions of the discrete Fourier tran-_-
form do not produce identical output sequences. In many applications `.his is unimportant
as long as the same discrete Fourier transform and inverse transform pair are used.
However, it often occurs that a particular version is most easily applicable to a given
problem statement or data processing function. When the opposite version has been
implemented it is useful to be able to convert between versions.
Two methods are available in converting from one form to another.
The fig st. methcd' takes the input sequence and transforms it by the methoc
available. Phase shifting must be performed on the output sequence to put it in the
form of the other version. Also if the indices are constrained within the original
defin—ing range then the periodicity of the output sequence must be used to reorder it
into the other discrete Fourier transform form. The second method requires a re-
ordering of the input sequence, but the phase modification of the output sequence is not
necessary, though reordering is also necessary if the output indices are constrained to
the original defining range.
It should become apparent from subsequent pages that "simple" inter-
change of the two versions of the transform can only be performed knowledgeably.
Phase Modific ation to Use Various Forms.
One method of using the DFTl to compute the DFT2 is to carry the
computation through using the DFT1 and then modify the resulting frequency sequence
by a complex phase factor. If the procedure for computing the DFT1 does not allow
indices outside of the range o 5 n < N - 1 then the periodicity relationship must be
used to rearrange the DFT1 output sequa^.ca.
Identical considerations obtain for the reverse situation. Also, the
IDFT's can be handled in the same manner Lc produce identical time se quences from a
given frequency sequence with a reversed sign in the phase factor.
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Given the sequence xj : j = 0, 1 , . . . , N-1, the DFT1 is given by the
definition
N-1
X (n) _	 xjW-jn, n 	 N-1,
j = 0
and the DFT2 by (assuming the same sequence is transformed)
N0
n
X(2) _	 x	 f	 W 
-
j 	 n = -N'	 -N' + 1,	 N
	
j	 .n	 +No	 0	 0	 0j = -No
(2.6.1-7)
Shifting indices on the DFT2
N- 1
(2) _
X n
i2 1f
	nN'
o
nx	 Vl' j (2.6.3-1)e N jj= 0
and multiplying this equaiion by	 1 Wnj and summing over n from n = 0,
N
N-1 (summing over this range is allowable as X(2) is defined by the
	 !yen X's):
N- 1
-i 2t! rN'
X .
	 = t X (2 )	 e	 N	 o W jnj Z1
Y
n (2.6.3-2)
n = 0
Comparing this result with the IDFT1 it is found that the two frequency tran3forms are
related by
X(1) _	
e
-i	 2r riNO	
X(2) (_^. 6.3-3a)n N t,
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1j
As both transforms are determined from. "the given N. the range of n in this rel•^tion
(jY) X (n j , and e -j	 nh0. are periodic in N. If^the DFT1 is usedis unimportant as N 
then
	
N(2)	 e i 21T r,N 1
	N(11
	n 	 N	 n
(2. G. 3-31))
is used.
When the procedure for computing. say, the DFTI is used with
indices restricted to 0 < n < N-1 then the periodicity relationship
N(1) 1 (1)
	
-n	 N--n	 (2. G. 1-5)
can be used  to compute l (2:ri. LljmilarlN , when Nn 1 ) is to be comriutec' using the
DFT2 when the procedure restricts -No < n < N o , then periodicity mal° again be
invoked and
N(2) - N('?)
N-n	 -n.	 (?. G. 1-5)
Conversely, if the two frequency transforms are defined as bung
identical then the IDFT1 ::roduces:
N- 1
	
xj l)	 -	 Nn W in , i - 0, 1.
	 N-1.N	 7
n -- 0	 (`?. G. 1-2)
and the IDFT2:
R
N0
x(1^) 1- N
n 	- -N,
^n 1	
N'
o
0
w)n,	 j - -N'
	 . . .0. . .
	
0	 ^0
(2. 6. 1-^,)
By reasoning ident i cal to that for the frequency transforms the time transforms are
related bv
:(1) - e i'??f 'gy p x (.^ )	 .(2 ;.	 1)> r ;i_.
N	 J
If procedures ?re availahle for calculating only one IDF T tht , n this relation rn.)Y I)c used.
Input-Output Pearrangemem to Use Various Forms of the Discrete Fourier Transform.
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171n,
Obviously, by virtue of equation (2. E. 3-4) it is not possible simply
to use the different IDF"T's with the same frequency "input" albeit translated, ay,u obtain
the same time sequence with the appropriate index range, without using the phase factor
XON
. However, a simple dodge allows use of the IDr'Tl when the IDFT2 would be more
appropriate, if input and output sequence rearrangement is allowable.
Suppose that the frequency sequence for input to the IDFT1 is defined
ir. terms of the input and the MFT2 by
X(n = Xn) :	 Nn = 0, 1,	 ,O:
and
X(1) = X(2)	 n = N y 1n	 -N + n:
	 o	 .
where
(2.6.3-5)
. . 'N.
N = 2\0 , even
N-2tio --1, odd.
Then, the IDFT1 gives
N0	
'.V
X.	 N C
	
X(n) W,n -,-N
n=0	 n=N+10
X(2) 
=n wln: j=0 ,1, .: N-1
(2.6.3-6)
Translating the ineices in the second summation by -N, and using the fact that W N= 1:
N0
xj =
	 X(2)	 Ivin , j	 0, 1,	 N-1,
c = -!-^
	
(2.6.3-7)
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which appears to be the same as the IDFT2 which was desired. But the index range :a
different, which is no: bothersome if the program implemented for the IDFTl allov:,,;
T.,:gative indices. If negative indices are not allowed it^., use of the periodicity relation-
ship
x
_j	 T-?	 1 = 1, 2,	 Nu
allows rearranging of the IDF 1 output into the same form as would be obtained by the
iD FT2.
Conversely, if the IDFT2 is available, and the output of the IDFT1 is
desired, given the frequency input, then the equivalence needed is
X(2) = X(l) n = 0, i ,	 N ,
n	 n,	 o	 (2.6.3-8)
X(2) = X(1)	 n = -N'	 -1
n	 n + is	 o'
Taking the IDFT2:
X
o	 -1
xj =	 Xfn)	 Wln + ^*	 X(n^ N `V}n, j=-No, .. , 0 , .. No.
n=0	 n= -N'0 (2.6.3-9)
Again, adjust indices, and use the fact that Vii — = 1:
N
xj = ,	 Xn) Wln , j = -Na,	 , 0,	 No.
n = 0 (2.6.3-10)
The IDFT2 produces tre IDFT1 result upon juggling the input and also
requires that the program for the IDFT2 allow indices outside of its range of original
definition if x  for No +1.5 j < N-1 are desired. Use of the periodicity relationship
here also allows rearranging if the program will not allow tr.4s extended index range:
XN-j = x_j
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Obviously, if the time waveforms are given and identical frequency
outputs from the two versions of the transform are desired then the previous technique
will work by simply interchanging the roles of the time and frequency sequences.
2.6.4 Effect on the Transform When an Output Sequence is Real.
When choosing among versions of the transform it is often true that
the transform must be real. This places a certain constraint on the input sequence.
A pertinent example is the synthesis of a non-recursive digiw filter weighting sequence
(Section ) where the weighting sequenc : is derived by taking the inverse discrete Fourier
f	 transform of the desired (often analog) transfer function that possesses the property
H(­
_ 10-) = H*(w ). It is most natural to use the IDFT2 as negative frequencies are allowed,
however the IDF':1 may be used as. the results of Section 2.6.3 demonstrate.
1First, suppose that x
	 to be real under the IIIFTl, then
xj
	 J
N- 1
(1)*	1
x J	`.	 X(n) W jn	 j - 0, 1,
n = 0
and also
	
	
(2.6.4-1)
N -1
xt1) = 1	 X(1) Wln
I	 N	 nn = 0
where X(1) is the frequency transform under the DFT1. Using the orthogonality
relationship (2.6.1-4) within the allowed range of indices, it is found that
Xn)	 = X )n , r. - 0, 1 9 . . . , N-1.	 (2.6.4-2)
Therefore, X
4
o) _ .`,N) must be real (periodicity), and if N is even, N = 2N0,then
X(1N)	 also must be real. (Notice that DFTI/IDFT1 does not eliminate consideratiun0
of the evenness or oddness of N.
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and
X(2)* W-jn: j = -NQ ,	 , 0,	 No:
(2.6.4-3)
X(2)	 w jn:
n
0
12)* N
n= -N'0
N
7Nxj2)= L
n= -N'0
Next, consider the reality of x^ ) under the IDFT2, then
xj ) = Xi
where X(n) is - the frequency transform under the DFT2, implying
X42)* = X(2)	 n = -N',	 0,	 N ;	 (2.6.4-4)
n	 -n;	 o	 0
using the orthogonality relationship. As was true for the IDFT1, it can be seen that
Xo2) must be real and that X (N = X(N) must be real if N = 2N o is even (periodicity).
	
0	 0
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2.5.5 Relation Between Continuous and Discrete Fourier Transforms
As the discrete Fourier transform is the means by which
computation of continuous transforms is usually performed the relation between the two
should be carefully analyzed. Also, the discrete Fourier transform is quite often used
to process data which was derived from an analog signal which also makes its relation
to the continuous process pertinent.
It is relatively easy to show, with the machinery developed in the
preceding pages, that the "aliased" time and frequency waveforms are discrete Fourier
transforms of each other, "a DFT pair." By appropriate use of these relations it is possible
to have separate control of frequency missing via the time sampling interval and the
frequency resolution by the data span.
From section 2.1.1 the spectrum of a bandlimited waveform was
given as
XD(W) 
_ E X(w -k c )
k = -W
or also as
(2. 1.2-8b)
(2. 1. 2-8a)
t
XD)	 TZ	 x (kT)e -ia: kT
K = -m
Examinat i on of this equation will reveal that XD ) is periodic with period a = 2if/T.
By taking equi-spaced samples in the range o < w < s and using the IDF T 1 an inter-
esting relation may be found.
Let
C...;	 S
W
= nN
- n	 21f
N f- (2.6.5-1)
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and take the IDFT1:
N
y
-1	 M	 N-1
N 	 xD 
(n s) LVn.
 = TF	 x (kT) 1	 Wn(j-k),
:J	 N
n	 0	 k= -CD	 n= 0
TX	 x (k T) 6 N (k-j)
b
k = - CD	 (2.6.5-2)
CD
TZ	 x (jT - mNT),
M = - CO
where 6N (j) is the Kronecker delta, modulo N. Defining
ym
n
xD(t) _	 x (i-ii_i,	 (2.6.5-3)
M = - CD
T = NT,
then it can be seen that XD(w) and T x  (t) ara a discrete Fourier transform pair. R
may be noted that xD(t), the "aliased" time function is periodic with a period T = NT.
This DFT relation between the aliased frequency and time functions
sheds considerable light on the computation of transforms digit , lly, But first, a few
bookkeeping items should be spelled out.
Not only are XD(W) and TxD(t) DFT1 pairs but also, as can be proven
in a manner identical to the one above, they are DFT2 pairs by virtue of their periodicity.
Procedurally, the actual sampling times and frequencies do not appear
explicitly in the various versions of the DFT, only implicitly in the indices j and n. A
time sequence is discretely transformed and the resultant frequency spectrum is labelled
by the integers 0 through N-1. To know the frequencies with respect to the actual time
scale it is only necessary to replace the integer labelling, n, by nw IN.
Returning to a discussion of the significance of the DFT between the	 x
aliased time and frequency :waveforms certain relations are seen immediately.
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This discussion assumes that the frequency transform Is being computed from the time
samples. A parallel discussion would allow the reverse computation. Surpose that the
sampling interval, T, is chosen so that the aliasing of XD(w) is small. That is
X(W)Y0 for lwl> /2. Then, as XD(to) is periodic with period s
XD (W)!!:! X(W),
Unfortunately,
which can be compensated by no
XD(W + W ..►
W) < s	 (2.6.5-4)
2.
the DFT1 evaluates XD(w) for the range O.,< w :!j. 
s
tieing that
W
X(W), - 2 s < W S 0,	 (2.6.5-5)
or
XDW) t'-X(W - W_), s < W < Wbb 2	 s
W
Therefore, the region s < w <_ 8 , when using the DFt^l,
2
approadmates the analog spectrum in the region - w /2 < W < 0. If the DFT2 is used
the problem does not appear as this version of the transform evaluates frx the proper
region: J w) < cos /2.
Figure 2.6.5-1 illustrates the relationships.
Range of D FT2
^—	 Range of DFT1
i
Figure 2.6.5-1. Range of Validity of Various
Discrete Transforms
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WZI
Assuming that T has been chosen small, so that the aliasing frequency
harmonics X (w - kcs), k $ 0, produce a tolerable error, then the remaining parameter
to choose is N which determines the sampling increment between successive frequencies.
This sampling increment is again
^ w = s
._Nr
	
(2, G. 5 -6)
1	 2 I
N T
When using the fast Fourier transform it will be seen that N should
be a highly composite ntf:ger and, with present binary techniques. preferably a power
of two.	 '
To compute the frequency transform with the desired spacing the
quantity
xD(jT) = Y x (jT-mNT)	 (2.6. 5-7)
M =
must be formed and then the discrete Fourier transform must be taken. Notice that N
need only be chosen to give the frequency resolution desired, the amount of time aliasing
is unimportant.
If it should happen that x(jT) is zero outside of the range 0 < j ^ N-1
then xD ( jT) is simply given by
xD(jT) = x (jT), 0 < j < NT- 1 ,	 (2.6.5-8)
and the frequency and time sequences are direct discrete transforms of each other.
Hov,ever, it shol.id be observed that frequF n2y--time transforins in the continuous domain
(and discrete domain also, see section 3.10)possess the property that localize tune
waveforms have Fourier transforms that have infinite extent. Conversely, localized
frequency transforms have time waveforms infinite in extent. Fortunately , most frequencv
spectra found 'in practice can be assumed to vanish at .a sufficiently high frequency for
finite time waveforms.
If frequency resolution is desired only to a certain accuracy, and N
is significantly larger than the minimum amount needed, then the time aliasing should
be performed first to save on computations in the taking of the transform.
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T'	 sin(w T'/2)
27f	 (W T' /2) (2.6.5-9)
One assumption made to this point has been that x(t) actually extended
to plus and minus infinity (though probably small at large distances from the origin).
In pr..ctice x(t) is usually truncated in some finite interval. This implies that the actual
spectrum is convolved Mth the frequency function:
where T' is the truncation interval (Section 11. 1. 10). This function allows a resolution in
frequency of approxirnately AO= 27r/T' with, however, large leakage "sidelobes" either
side of the main peak at w - 0. The time weighting functions of section 5.6 can be
used to reduce these "leakage" lobes at the expense of !.bout a factor of two in resolution.
2. h. 6 Fourier Series and the Discrete Fourier Transform
Suppo:>e a ;)eriodic function x(t) has a Fourier series expansion
	
Co	 t
	
i 4"
n 
''	 cm e	 —T. T = period;	 (2.6.6-1)L.
M _, -CO
with -oeffic.ents given in the lertst squares sense by
T
Y
c m = 1 I x(t) e -i27►n T dt
T J	 (2.6.6-2)
0
If the discrete i .	r transform (DFT1) is taken at equispaced
intervals:
	
t = 0, T,	 (N-1) T: T - T:	 (2.6.6-3)N
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I 
Mt
then
M	 N- I
m
C n - I	 C.	 Y Wj (m-n)	 (2. G. 6-4)
m	 CO	 j	 n
Y
C
	 cm bN(m-n)
a
N cn-r:v'
r--a
where Cn is the DCT1 transform. Therefore, the discrete Fourier transform
N-1
C 	 =	 x(jT)W In	 (2.6.6-5)
jA
is related to the continuous Fourier series expansion coefficients by
Cn - iJ	 cn-rN	 (2.6.6-6)
To effectively compute the c ry by use of the DFT1, N should be chosen
so that
C %w Nc	 (?.6. 6-7)
n	 n
with an allowable error. Then T = T/N is used to sample x(t) and the discrete Fourier
transform taken.
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1
A i with the	 iptPgral transform use of the DFT1 maps the
region below n = o of the c  i . ' ^,r i _g'on above N/2 for the C n. That is, if N is
chosen sufficiently late , then
Cn— c, n = u. -	N/2,
and	 -	 (2.6.6-8)
CN-n= c - u	 -	 N/2.
2.6.7 Use of the Discrete Fourier Transform for the Evaluation of Fourier Series
As Fourier series occr: -cite frequently in practice it is quite useful
to be able to evaluate their by the use of the discrete Fourier transform as the fast
algorithm (Section 14) ma y be applied. However the discrete transform only evaluates at
certain distinct frequencies. By a slight manipulation the Fourier series may be evaluated
at any set of -jui-spaced time values.
The form ( 2.6.1-7	 ), the ID"M will be used here though with trivial
modification the DFT1 ( 2.6.1-1 ) my be used.
By definition a continuous Fourier series is (truncated)
.	 N0
f(t) _ r
 r-	
eke-i 4. Kt	 (2.6.7-1)
k = -NI 0
IwiO N0 ant N'0 defined by
2 No
 + 1, odd number of terms,
=
1
2 N _ even number of terms;
o'
and
No
+ N, 
0 
+ 1 = N.
The ether quantities are the given c  aad 
wk the harmonics of the basic frequency ui = 21r/T
with T the expansion interval_
"k = k !` ; -No ' <'k< N0	 (2.6.7-2)
To evaluate f (t) at N eq°ai-spaced points over the interval o < t < T set
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t = j N : - No ' < j < N o ,	 (2.6.7-3)
with j an integer: then
k
,^, ,	 N°	 2--i ivy j	 2.6.7-4) .f(   
k=-N0
which is just the discrete Fourier transform of Section 2.6. 1 (DFT2). To evaluate at other
equi-spaced time points between these N points use the following artifice . N points equi-
	 i
spaced, but falling between the previously- computed 'N points, may be defined by
-N '< j<N ,
t= 0+ q h
	
o	 — o	 (2.5.7-5)
	 -.
^rI<',
Insertion of these values into (2.6.7-1) gives
I	 ^T0	 -i 1" T k -i N jkf (j + r) N) 	 c k e	 e	 (2.6.7-6)
k= -N'	 {0
which is merely- the discrete Fourier transform (DFT2) of the phase shifted sequence ck.
As r varies between plus and minus one a new set of values offse t from	 f
the original (I = 0) are formed. For example, if 2N values equi-spaced from 0 to T are
desired then the original set of N values for r = 0 should be computed and then another set
of N values for r = I	 j2
2.7 THE CONVOLUTION THEOREM: CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE WAVEFORMS
1, relation of considerable practical interest is the 'convolution" theorem.
This theorem allows the description of a linelr filter in terms of Ule "impulse response" and
the input waveform which is quite useful in practice. Both continuous and discrete systems
have a particular version of the relation (See section 3. 4. 1 for an application of
discrete convolution) and, as might be expected, the discrete versior can be used can be
used to approximate the continuous one. 	 T
The two versions of the theorem will be derived here.
2. 7. 1 Continuous Convolution Theorem
Gil en the time functions x (t) and w (t), with Fourier transforms X (w)
and H (w) respectively, the '_-verse Fourier transform of the product of the transforms is
given by
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1	 ^
Y (t) = 2 I
	
S	 H (w) X (W) a lt`^ dW (2.7.1-1a)
40
_	 x(r)w(t-T)d°'
-eo
and also
m
y (t)	 _	 w (T) x (t-T) dT (2. 7. 1-1b)
_m
The defining relation of the inverse transform is (2. 1-4). Inserting the
-
•iefinitions of H (ce I and X (w) into this relation:
_ . ae	 m	 a
r
c
Y (t) 21r 	 \	 dw	 dt'	 \	 dt" w(t') x(t") e i w (t-t'-t") (2. 7.1-21
_cc
Inverting the order of integration, and using the fact that
m
r	 S 
e iu,^t dw (2.7.1-3)
_
_OD
is the Dirac delta function:
CO	 CO
_ y (t)	 _ E
	
dt'	 J	 dt" w(t') x(r) b ,t-t , -t") (2.71.1-4)
z.
-^	 -CO
(m
- =	 1	 w (T)
	 x(t-T) dr.
9
or reversing orders of integration,
m
y (t)	 _	 x (T)
	
w(t -T) dT,
_ao
where the dummy integration variables, t' or t", have been replaced by T.
2. 7.2 Discrete Convolution Theorem
Given the time sequences x  and w  with discrete Fourier transforms
(DFT1) X	 and N , respectively, the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT1) yJ , of then	 n
product sequence of the transforms is given by
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N-i
yj = N Y	 Hn Xn W jn , j = 0 , 1 , 	 N-1,	 (2.7.2-1a)
n=0
N-1
_ 57 x  wj-k
k=0
and also
N-1
yj = Y	 Wk xj-k	 (2. 7. 2-1b)
k=0
where the indices of the sequences xj and wj are considered circularly, periodically, or
modulo N; (all these terms are equivalent).
Proof:
The defining relatior of the inverse discrete transform is (2.6.1-2). Inserting
the definitions of H  and n into this relation:
N-1 N-1 N-1
YN
	
F F xk wm W(j-k-m)nj	 (2.7.2-2)
n=0 k=0 m=0
Reversing the order of summation, and using the orthogonality of the functions Wjn/N,
N-1 N-1
Yj -^
k=0 m m 0
x  w  6 N (j -k-m ) (2.7.2-3)
where 8  (k) is the Kronecker delta, modulo N. Therefore, if x k and wk are considered
as repeating periodically outside of the region 0 !: k s N-1, which is caused by the inverse
transformation relation, then
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N-1
y j = E
	
xk wj-k
k=0
or	 (2.7.2-4)
N-1
yj L	 wk 'J-k
k= 0
It should be noted that circular usage of x k and wk is not generally desirable in
approximating the Fourier integral, or in some cases where the quantity
N-1
-
yj 7- L.,	 xk wj-k
n=0
is desired with neither xk or wk circular. This can be circumvented by appropriately
defining the sequences k and wk w-:th enough zeroes appended in the range 0 s k s N-1.
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2.8 TABULAR COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CONTINUOUS ANT? D ISCRETE FOUR£ER
TRANSFORM RELATIONS
It is highly informative to write the "equivatenE ; ' continuous and "discrete"
Fourier transform relations in a comparative, tabular form. Though care must be
exercised in replacing one form of a relationship with another the correspondences are
valid i.` the appropriate constraints are used. The work of this section is devoted to a
iarge extent, to the connection between the two sets of transforms, though often
knowledgeable use requires an understanding of much of this book.
Some of these relationships, which are relatively obvious, are not proven
elsewhere.
1
t
1
I
Contimzous Transform
Relations
Definition
X (w) =	 x ,t)e-lwtdt
Linearity
fEa  y(t) + bx(t)] e-WAdt
A
= aY(W) + bX(w)
Discrete Transform
Relations
N- 1
X 7 x W-jn
n - Z- j
j = 0
where
W = e
-i 211
N
N-1
Y[ayj+bxj]Wjn
j=0
=a Yn+bXn
w
i
N-1
^, = 1 y X WIn
	
j	 N L n
n=0
N-1
	
N	
Wfn (k - k') _ gN(k-kf)
n=0
Where 6 N (k-k') is the Kronecker
delta considered modulo N
Inverse
00
X(t) = 217X(W)e "'-tdw
Orthogonality of Basis Functions
m
dW = b (t - V)
211
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Convolution Theorem Time Domain
N-1
1 I H  Xn WjnN n=0
N-1
_ F
	
xk
wj-k
n=0
or
N-1
wkx
k=
j-k
where
N-1
Hn 
_	 w W-jn
j=0
N-1
X. - ^ x W-jnjj=0
and the indices on w  and xj are
considered modulo N
j	 N-1
1	 X y WJn
`	 N 7 n n
n=0
I
N-1
xj+K' 1{
I'	 k=0
or
i N-1
xky*(j-k)
k=0
and the indices on xj and y i are
considered modulo N.
m
2ft	
H(w)X(w )eiw tdw
_ o0
CO
=j 
w(T)x(t-r) dT
_m
00
or
x(r)w(t-r) dT
where
m
H(w) =	 w(t)e-iwtdt
_ ao
X(w) _	 x(t)e-iw tdt
_m
Correlation Functions
co
1	 t(w )Y* (w )eiw tdw
21T _ 
f
o^
x(t+T)y't (T)d,,r
or m
x(r)y* (-{t-T))dr
_ ao
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where	 where
°D N-1
xoe) _	 x(t)e -il^±dW
. 
V4-fin
n = T x Jj=0
_00
^ N-1
Y(W) =y(t)e _iWtdW jn
y 
	 = T yj W
I j=0
Convolut'-on Theorem (F requeng Domain)
-" 
tdW
N-.
Y xk yk W-nkx (t ) y (t )e
_ k-0
00
^
N-1
1
- 21f	 X(W') Y(W- W')dw fI Xn' Yn=	 -n'N n'=0
or	 or
O0	 N-1
1 X(W- W') Y(W')dW'	 N	 Xn-n' a'
r-' =0
where	 where
N-1
X(W)= x(t )e -iWt	 - jndt	 x -	 xj w	 ,
_	 j=o
°°	 N-1
Y(W) = y ,t)e -iWtdt
	 Yn = y y  W-jn
j=0
and the Indices on Xn and Y
n 
are
considered modulo N.
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3. DIGITAL FILTER CONCEPTS
This section introduces the concept of a digital filter and develops. the genera:
properties of these filters and how they behave in terms of "frequency response" and
"impulse response". Methods of implementing these filters are also discussed.
Specialization for a particular, important kind of digital filter, the "non-
recursive" filter, is introduced. Also mentioned is the relation between "transient"
response and "bandwidth" of a digital filter„
While the work of this section does; not preclude digital filters that consist
of complex numbers and operate oa complex data the general discussion of "complex"
filters and their interpretation is deferred until section. 8.
Finally only certain forms of digital filters are found allowable on
stability and physical ground;.
3.1 DEFINITION OF A LINEAR TIME INVARIANT, SAMPLED DATA OR
"DIGITAL" FILTER
A linear, time-invariant sampled data, or "digital", filter is defined by a
simple formula, namely.
N	 M
b y. _ - __
	
b y .	+	 a x•
	
o f	 n= 1	 n a-n m=0 m-m
where:
a	
x, = nth member of the input sequence, real or complex,
n
y = n`
 member of the output sequence, real or complex,
n
and a	 and b	 are constant coefficients, or "weights",. chat are moved across the
sequence when r 'iltering. A "recursive" filter means a filter which involves past outputs,
which implies two oi , more non-zero b 's, as well as past inputs. If all the b are
zero but b the recursive filter reduces to 	 an important special case known as a
"non-recur°sive" filter. Equations of the form of 3.1-1 are also known as linear,
constant coefficient difference equations and have properties, solutions, and sclution
techniques analogous to linear, constant coefficient differential equations. Th-ir properties
were studied extensively by George Boole in his "Calculus of Finite Differences"
during the 19th century. While his treatise was relatively complete, it was the advev
of complex transforms, such as the Fourier-Laplace transform and its offspring, the z
transform , that has simplified the study of difference equations and unifies tl ern into a
common basis with differential equations. Transforms also assist in the description of
difference equations as being defined by their frequency response.
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In the subsequent presentation a mixture of conventional time domain
ana.lv;is and transform analysis will be used wherever they seem most appropriate.
A pictorial description of how the "digital" filter is applied to sampled data,
independent of its description, sy =nthesis, and properties',' which are the main subjects
of this manuscript, aids greatly in understanding future discussion. Two horizontal
lines are drawn, along which is placed the sequence members at their time of occur.:nce.
Positions on the two lines that occur at the same point occur at the same times.
yn N V yn-1	 y	 Filter Output Sequence
(n-M)T	 (n-N)T
1
(n 2)T (n 1)T	 nT	 Time
^ 1
I
I	 ^
I	 I
xn-B'I	 xN-m xn-`L xn-1	 X 1	 Filter Input Sequence
Figure 3. 1-1. Input-Output Sequence Relation
The output sequence Ineii ber y is produced by taking the past N output
sequence members back to yn-N and multipliying them by the b 's, summing them and
subtracting them from the similarly multipled (by the a 's) aA sur..med present input
	
i
sequence member x and the past M input sequence memAers. The a 's and b 's are
multiplied using thenones with smallest indices on the most recent data. That is
a . x	 a	 x	 etc. and b • v b • y	 etc. The complete form (equation 3. 1-1)
o	 n	 1	 n-1'	 o" n	 1	 n-1
will be discussed with the a's and b 's determined by the synthesis techniques of
other sections or the problem at hand.
The linearity of the filter is a pparent. If the input sequence is the sum of
a number of sequences then the output is the sum of the responses to the individual
input sequences. This follows directly from the filter definition.
A "time invariant" filter means simply that the coefficients a and b do
not depend upon the time at which fiitering is occurring. Mathematically, mt 	 11
means that they do not depend upon the value ; of the input and -output sequences.
3.2 DESCRIPTICN OF DIGITAL FILTERS BY THE z TRANSFORM
If the z transform of the digital filter, defined by equation 3.1-1, :a taken
N	 M
^y b y.	 b y.	 -	 C	 a x .	(3.2-1)
o ^	 n=1	 n^-n
	
m=0	 m J-m
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th-?r.
N	 CD	 M	 00
 Y 	
,V
	 (3.2-2)X.	 z-j'
nL, 0 bn	 jL 0 yj-n z 
j 
^ m = 0 am ^_^	
a-m
where the linearity property of the z transform (equation 2.3-5) has been used.
Changing indices by the substitutions, j' = j-n and j" = j-m,	 gives:
N OU	 1 M 00
bnz-n y,z-1 - amz-m x,z-j (3.2-3)
n=0 j=0 0 j=0
where the primes on the new indices have been removed as they are only dummy
indices of summation. It is also assur,ied that x. and y. are identically zero for j < 0.
Assuming the input and output sequences are zero for j I<0 is not a restrictive
assumption as physical systems cannot be observed in the infinite past, and as there
is liberty to define the time origin.
Now
,a
X ( z ) _	 x z-j'	 (3.2-4a)
j =0
and
CO
Y (z ) _
	
	 yjz-J,	 (3.2-4b)
j=0
are the z transforms of the input and output sequences, respectively. The relationship
between these sequences is seen to be
M
7-M
	
—
Y (z)	 a z
	
X (Z)	
_m om
 0_ m	 (3.2-5)
N
b z-
n
n=0
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Therefore the input-output relation of a digital filter may he described by a
r transform transfer function":
M
a z
-m
in
11 L z)	 =	 m = 0	 43.2-6)
N	 '
L
1)
n
n-0
=—Y(Z)
X(Z)
which is a major result.
3.3 FREQUENCY BEHAVIOR OF THE, z TRANSFER FUNCTION
3.3. 1 Complex Frequency Response
To investigate the behavior of the difference equation on a sinusoidal input
sequence let
i(. iiT
x =
 c	 (3.3.1-1)
n
and assume y is given by
'I
v = u (c^;}e iwnT	 (3.3.1-2)^n
Inserting these expressions into equation (3. 1-1) gives
	
N	 M
c'+
	
`	 iW jT -iwnT	 ice jT -iW mT,
G 1, ce)	 L	 b e	 e	 =	 a e	 e
	
n	 m
n=0
	
m=0
or
M
-iw mT
a e
m	 (3.3.1-3)
G(W)
N
b 
e
-ic. nT
I1
n=J
	
Y	 71 cl
It is seen that :he sinusoidal sequence is modified in amplitude and phase b y G(W) which
iw Tis simply H 
z 
(z) above (3.2-6) with z = e
	
: namely,
iwT
2
Horesfter, the notrtion for the frequency response, sett i ng H R 11 iwT
	
p	 b	 ( )_	 (e	 1. is abridged
in an obvious notational simplification.	 z	 z
Given this frequency response interi retation of the transfer function it is
remarkabl y simple to e?g., ress the input-output sequence relation in tern's of frequency
I ransforms exactly as for analog systems.
The input -:output z transform relation is written
Y (z ) = H (z) X (z)
	 ( 3.2-51
"z
Taking the inverse z transforms (eq.2.4.1-1)
- H (z) X (z) zn dz
n	 L	 z
	
ow. , if all the poles of Y (z)	 lare inside the nit circle then an integration along this
circle with
iwT
z — e
e^.
produces	 -
.y
r	 iwT	 iw T 1W nT
1	 H fe	 ) Y (e	 ) e	 dL	 (3.3. 1-6)
r_ L	 J	 z
s S
2
which. with u.: - 27/T. looks almost exactl y lime an inverse anaiog system Fourier
transform. s
3.3.2 Transfer Function Definition Without Recourse to Complex Numbers
it is possible to define the transfer function of a digitai (nr analog) filter
withc-_t usinn complex numbers, through tilc res+S)ting formulae are much more
curnDersome and make transform methods mitr.h more obscure as will be seen.
Tate as the input t	 real function
X - sin twr. T - f)
	 (3.3.2-1)
n
where f is an arbitrary phase an g le. If t = it/2 - E'. E ' arbitrary.. then a cosinusoidal
sequence could ')t the input.
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Aliowing the filter to operate upon this hiput sequence, and assuming an
output sequence
yn
 = T(ce) sin (wmT + E+ 6(w))
	
(3.3.2-2)
it is found, after considerable algebra t^,at:
N
T(w) ccs 8(w)	 b (sin (w jT+ () cos wnT-cos(wjT + () sin wnT)
n
n=0
N
+ T(w)sin 8(w) y b  (cos (w jT + ( ) cos wnT- sin (wjT+() sin wnT)
n=0
NI
r^
	am(sin (wjT + () cos wmT - cos (WjT +E) sin wmT)	 (3.3.2-3)
rn = 0
As tinie jT is arbitrar;-, equate coefficients of sin (wjT+O and cos
(wjT =
 r) un both sides of the equation and obtai.a
*	 N
T(w)cos 8(w) 7	 bn	 cc	 ncos wnT 	 9(w) 7 b sin wnT
r^=0
	
n=1
AI
_ 2: a cos a,7nT	 (3.3.2-4 a)
m
m=0
and N	 N.
T(w) co, s 8(w)	 basin wnT-T(w)sin 8(w)	 b  cos wmT
n=1
	 n = 0
AS
a
m 
sin wmT.	 (3.3.2-4b)
M = 1
These equations can be solved simultaneously- for T(w) ccs 8 (w) and T (w) sin 8 (w) as
they are linear in these quantities. The result:
T (w) cos 8 (w) = AC ± B D
A2 B2+
T(w) sin 8(w) = AD - BC
A' + B-
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(3.3.2-5)
ram
where
	N	 N
	
A= 7	 b cos U; nT,	 B= y	 U n si i w nT,n
	
n=0
	 n=1
	M	 M
	
C= 7 am cos wmT,	 D = 7	 am sin wm-T
	
m=0
	 m=1
Squaring and adding the equations it is found, after more algebra, that:
C2 + D2
T` (w) = 
A 2 T B2
oL
2
a sin wmT 2	 a cos wmT
m	 m
T(w)	 m=1	 m=0
2	 ^ N	 2basin wnT	 +	 bncos wnT
	
`n=1
	
n=0
Similarly, division of the two equations gives
e(w) =tan -1 	 - AD[ .ECAC+BDJ
N	 MZ
bn sin wnT	 amcos wmT +	 bn wnTnT	 an1sin wmT
=tan v-1	 n=1	 m=0	 n=0	 m=1
bnsin wnT	 amsin wm-T +	 bncos wnT	 amcos wmT
n=	 m=	 n=	 m-
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After a moments c..mvarisun with the complex form „f the transfer function
in the preceding section, it is seen that
HZ(w) = T(w) eie(w)	 (3.3.2-8)
Obviously, complex numbers are mutt( easier to work with, though this
exercise shows clearly that the amplitude modification of a sine (cosine) sequence is
T(w) _ H(w), and the phase shift +g(w) is gives, by the inverse tangent of the ratio
of the iniaginary to real components of HZ(w).
3.3.3 T r: nsfer Function Time (Or Phase) Reference
A great deal of care must be taken when defining a transfer function and
in interpreting it. While the magnitude of the transfer function is quite easy to
understand, it is the amplitude ratio of the output to input at a particular frequency,
the phase characteristic can lead to a great deal of ambiguity in questions of filter
synthesis and in applications :,i the filters.
The filter is defined such that the phase reference is with respect to simul-
taneous inputs and outputs; that is, the phase is defined between members y^ of the
output sequence and x^ of the input sequence for the same: j.
This definition of phase will be seen to imply a delay in the output sequence
at a given frequency with respect to the input sequence when the phase is negative;
and an advance of the output sequence at a given frequency hhen the phase is positive.
Further, a linear phase shift as a function of frequency 6(w) - f kwT, k = 0
1, 2will correspond to an advanced (f) or delay (-) of "k" units in the output
sequence "in toto", not just at a particular frequency.
First, the remark about the sign of the phase at a given frequency deter-
mining the delay or advance is proven. From Section 3.3.1 it can be seen that the
output complex sinusoid sequence is gitien as
Y
.t
i
yn = HZ (w) eiamT
with
x = e
iwnT
n
the input sequence. Writing
H z M - 
I 
HZ(w) ei®(w) (3.3.3-1)
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I, n = 0,
x __n	 0, otherwise. (3.4-1)
where 9(w) is the "phase" of the cvmpiL:^ number H (w) gives
z
yn = IIz(a) Pi(wnT + H ( w ) )
or	 (3.3.3-2)
yn = Iiz(A^) e iw(nT + A
	 )
As stated, it can be seen that ` H (jmodifies the amplitude at a given fre-
quency U_Nznd there is a time shift of 9(w^lw. If a^'w) is pusiLive there is an "advance",
and when negative there is a. "delay" in the output sinusoid.
Next, it is seen that the time shift, "T", is
T = 	 = tkT
w
(3.3.3-3)
for A(w) = fk;o'F, a linear phase shift. As a general bandlimited input sequence
can be written as the superposition (sum) of sinusoids (equation (3.3.1-6), then the
entire sequence will have a time shift T = tkT.
3.4 DEFINITION OF THE "IMPULSE RESPONSE" ( AND FILTER DEFINITION
FROM THE "IMPULSE RESPONSE")
To this p,)int digital filters have been defined by their transfer functions
which were functions of coefficients a and b . A property of digital filters,
their " impulse response" can be defined, which in turn can be ust .J to define the
transfer function and, concommitantly, the a 's and b 's. The impulse response,
wn , is defined by the reaction of a filter to the sequence (the impulse)
Obviously, a physically meaningful impulse response can only have values for output
times of 0, T, 2T. ..., etc.
Relation (3.4-1) and the definition of the z transform gives the output
sequence, the impulse response, in terms of its z transform, W(z):
W(z) _	 w11z _n,	 (3.4-2)
1=0
11z(z)X(z),
IIz(z),
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as X(z) = 1. Taking the inverae transform gives
w n =	 I	 Hz(z) zn J	 n = 0, 1, 2, .... 	 (3.4-3)
An obvious physical restriction (causality) that no future inputs are required
before the present output is computed, disallows a "double-sided" z transform for
H
z ^
(z). That is, there cannot occur
00	 00
Hz(z) = 2: wrz -n ,+
	
Lwnzn	 (3.4-4)
n=0 
where positive powers of z are included. If positive powers of z are allowed then
there could be outputs prior to the impulse. Therefore, it must be true that
wn = 0, for n < 0.
Interestingly, and usefully, the integral (3.4-3) can be computed for suRcessive
values of n by "impul€ing" the digital filter equivalent to H z (z). Hz (z) must, of course,
be expressible as a rational function of z .
Stable filters which are of the form (3.1-1) guarantee that w  0 for n ^ 0 as
expression (3.4-3) is zero for n < 0 in this case.
The simplest method for computing the impulse response is applying x  above
to the filter and observing the output.
3.4.1 Filter Input-Output Relation in Terms of the Impulse Response (Convolution)
The output of the digital filter can be expressed directly in terms of the
"impulse response" w and a general input sequence x
n	 n
Hz (z) is defined as the ratio of input and output transforms:
Y(z) = H z (z) X(z);
	 (3.2-6)
and using the expansions of the various transforms produces
IL ykz-k =	 ^
 Tw n Z_n	
E x i 
z_j
	(3.4.1-1)
k =0	 n =1	 j==0
	
_	 -n
w nx^z z j,
n=-j
i
`H%r
^l .	 °•^	 i, *' tom	 .s^-:^?':
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•	 1
j
i
-i
(
i
{
	
ss	 S
where the index n has been extended below zero, as w = 0. The purpose of this
index extension is to allow a change of variables of summation: namely, let
k = n + j in the inside summation:
00	 00	 Cr
EYkz-k = L Y Wk -jxjz-k'
k=0	 j=0 k=0
(3.4.1-2)
	
cc	 00
wk-jxj	
z-k'
k=0
	 j=0
Comparing terms on both sides (or taking inverse transforms; gives:
00
Yk =	
1: 
wk-jxj .	 (3.4.1-3)
j=0
which is the "convolution" of the input and impulse response sequence, and is a
basic result. In fact, this equation is often taken as the starting point of linear digital,
time invariant filter theory and defines these filters. Either the "impulse response"
or the "transfer function" are equally good starting ;oints. In statistical analysis,
the convolution relation between input and output is frequently used to extract averages.
As the initial time from which transforms are taken is arbitrary (even
though zero was used) the relation (3.4.1-3) holds for 311 k(w j = 01 j < 0).
The input-output relation can also be written in another form. Note that
the argument leading to the present format, is symmetric in the variables W and xi,
n and j both being dummy variables of summation, with the assumption that xnj = 09
j < 0. Therefore, it can be immediately stated that:
00
c^
	Yk = L wjxk-j.	 (3.4.1-4)
j=0
The statement can also be written for all k as the time origin on the sequences
Yk and xk is arbitrary.
3.4.2 Filter Definition and Staaility from the Impulse Response
If equation (3.4.1-4) is accepted as the definition of a linear time invariant
digital filter, it is of interest to determine the conditions on the w., the impulse
response, and the transfer function Hz (z) defined in terms of the ^Y
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First, if the filter is "causal" there can be no future inputs required to compute
the present output which confines the impulse response:
w  = 0, j<0,	 (3.4.2-1)
as before.
Stability is the next fundamental requirement usually ?mposed on filters. A
stable, linear, digital filter is usually defined by the statement.
A linear, digital filter is "stable' s if the output sL-4uence in response
to a bounded input sequence is bounded.
To see what this definitiun implies take the magnitude of eq. (3.4.1-4)
	
I ykj I z wjxk-j l 	 (3.4.2-2)j=0
which obviously satisfies the inequality
00
i yk I	 <	
I wj 
I I xk-j I	 (3.4.2-3)
J=0
By a bounded input sequence the following condition is meant: 	 R
Ixk I < R,
	
for all k,
	 (3.4.2-4)
where R is some finite number. Therefore,
0
yk i R < 7	 yI w	 (3.4.2-5)	 <j j=0
	andif yk, the output sequence, is to be bounded then a sufficient condition on the
	 i
:mpuls a res pons a is
wj ! <	 (3.4.2-6)	 - 4
7-3
the sum of the impulse response magnitudes is bounded. 	
t a
Necessity of this condition can be determined by finding a bounded input
sequence which needs this condition. An input sequence which is bounded and has
siEms such that the terms are all positive makes this condition necessary.
Stability is obtained, then, if the filter impulse response satisfies the
necessary and sufficient condition
Iw, C	 4-jL.z 
J^
namely, bounded.
This condition, though mathematically implied by the definition
of stability, is not as directly useful as a condition on the transfer
function
«0
11z(z) _
	
	
E wkz-k.	 (3.4-2)
x= 0
To find the conditions on Hz(z), the obvious inequality
0 CO
wkz
-k
 <	 ( wk	. I z-k	 (3.4.2-7)I
k=0
	 k =0
is noted. For I z -1 s 1, or z > 1, the condition (3.4.2-7) is certainly satisfied.
Therefore, a condition on H z (z) for a stable system is that it be an analytic function
for 1 zj > 1.
system with a transfer function having one or more singularities outside
of the unit circle satisfies, mathematically,
wkz-k :±/°°'
	 (3.4.2-8)
k= U
for some z such tha. 	 > 1.
3	 As
Iwk^ >
	 wkz -k, I z I > 1 .
k = 0
	 k = U
	
(3.4.2-3)
then	 00
T. I w k I ^^
k = 0
	 (3.4.2-10)
if a singularity exists outside the unit circle.
Summarizing:
1. A stable linear digital filter transfer function, H (z), has no
singularities or poles outside of the unit circle. Some singularities must exist
within, or on, the unit circle if all the w  are to be non-zero.
2. An unstable linear digital filter transfer function, Hz (z), has
singularities or poles outside the unit circle.
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f3.4.3 Filter Stability Via the Difference Equation
The criteria for stability of the output sequence of the difference equation 3.1-1
from the basic definition is developed. If the input is zero the output should remain
bounded is the criterion used.
For zero input the equation is
N
bny.J-n = 0, bo = 1.	 (3.4.`3 -1)
n=
Assuming a solution,
y. = OJ ; a, a constant,	 (3.4.3-2)
it is found that Q must satisfy a "characteristic equation"
N
b O -n= 0;	 (3.4.3-3)
n
n-0
namely, a soluticn of a polynomial of the Nth degree. In general, there are N roots
which may or may not be distinct. If they are distinct, then the most general solution
to (3.4. 3-1) is
N	
Qyj = T R k Okj
k=1
(3.4.3-4)
where the B  are determined by the initial conditions. Fur".hermore, if the b  are
real, the -oots 8 k when complex must occur in conjugate pairs.
For the yj 's to remain bounded, the magnitude of the A's must be Bess than
unity. This is the stability criteria. If the roots are not distinct, say, there is
an "s fold" root, then the part of the solution, y j (s) , corresponding to this root is
s
L C k-1k--1
f3sJ: C'ks = constants.	 (3.4.3-5)
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Again, it is seen that f3 must have a magnitude less than unity for a bounded solution.
Therefore, in general, stability is determined by the roofs of the characteristic
equation:
N
b 
n 
z
	 = 0.	 (3.4.3-6)
= 0
lyin, within the unit circle in the complex z plane. In other words, the poles of the
z transfer function must lie within the unit z-plane circle for staHlity.
Non-recursive filters with a finite number of coefficients are automatically
stable as no characteristic equation exists.
A more general discussi;,n of filter stability was considered i., Section 3. 4. 2
where Lite "impulse response" of a di Atal filter was discussed.
3.5 SOME PROPER TIES OF DIGITAL FIT F ERS
From the form (3.3.1-3) it is seen that d i g i tal filters possess certain properties.
The transfer function is periodic in the sampling frequency;
2—,,
	
) = II z( W +' WS)
= H z( W )I	 (3.5-1)
If it also true that the filter coefficients a l, and bn are real numbers then
the filter pro erties for negative frequencies are own from the behavior for positive
frequencies as
11z (-W) = H z* (w),	 * = complex conjugation. 	 (3.5-2)
For real filters properties (3.5-1) and (3.5-2) imply that
14 z(0 ) = H 7( 0 ),	 (3.5-3a)
and
H z(- T) = H ( T )^ (3.5-3b)
= Hz(G)s/2),
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H z(W +
nam .ly; digital transfer functions with real coefficients are real (possess on:y zero
and 180° phases) at w = 0 and w = w1, /2.
Now, property (3.5-2) dUL'Stl °t produce airy difficulties in approximating con-
tinuous data filters as they also possess the same property; but property (3.5-1),
W
the periodicity and consequent reality at w = 2	 is not usually found in continuous
filters and produces approximation ditficulties.
3.6 SERIFS FIL FERS
As with analog filters, the transfer function of successive digital filtering
operations is of considerable interest. the transform methods used here are equally
applicable to recursive and non-recursive filers.
The situation is as follows. There is an input sequence, x n , which is operated
upon to produce an output sequence, y
N,	 M1
b (1)y. _ -	 b (1)y. 	 +	 a (1)x. 	 b (1)=1.
o	 J	 n	 ,-n	 n	 ^-n o
	n=
	
[11=0 (3.6-1)
Taking z transforms; as before, produces
	
Y(z) = flz II) (z)X(z)	 (3.6-2)
where Y(z) and X(7.) are the transforms of the output and input, respectively;
and	 Al 
a (1) z -m
m
H z (1) (z) =	 mNT 0	 (3.6-3)
1
t--. b (1)z-n
n
n=
as before.
Next, pass the output sequence, y •, thrcugh another digital filter to produce
an output sequence v J.. This filter is defi'Ied as
b (2)v. _ -
o	 J.
	
` 2 	 2
bq(2) 
V J-q
 + Z
	q=1
	
k=0
a
k 
(2) y.J_k ; b 
o 
(2) = 1.
(3.6-4)
4P
^fn^^zf^lr': 7^ 1 ,^. a'y
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The input-output z transform relationship is
V(z) = H7 (2) (z) Y(z)	 (3.6-5)
with V(z) the outo!,t sequence transform, and
M2
ak 
(2)z-k
Hz(2) (
Z ) =	 v 0	 (3.6-6)
2 b (2)z-q
q
The relation between the input sequence to the first filter, x j , and the output
of the second filter v ) , ;s given obviously, in terms of z transforms as
(EL = H (2) (z)
 H (1)(z).X(z)	 z	 z
Hz (i) (z) Hz (2) (z), (the filtering is commutative), 	 (3.6-7)
1li1
a (1)z -'m
m
L .j
m=0
:N'
1 b (1)z-n
nL1
n=0
b12
a k (2)z-k
k=
2 b (2)z-k
^L q
q=0
= H 
z 
(z),
with H,(z) being the product filter. Simply multiply the transforms tc, find the
cornposite filter that directly produces the sequence v} from xi. The equivalent
digital _`''ter relation is given by the coefficients of the mul t iplication. Note that
F_z (z) has the form
Ml + M2 a z -rn
^	
m
H z (z) _
	 N I
 
	
N, ----	 (3.6-8)
\ .`	
-n
[)^	
bnz
n=0
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^1
where a and bz1 are the coefficients of the product coefficients of the numerator and
denozninna^or of equation (3.6 -1), respective ly . The equivalent difference ;quation is,
NI + tit	 "MI + N1 
v. _ -	 bn v ^-n. +	 E	 a m j-mx	 (3.6-9)^	 •
n-	 m =0
3.7 REALIZAT?O\ METHODS
When a digital fiite- has been synthesized, as far as determining the co-
efficients of the numerator aad denominator of the z transfer function, it may be
useful to synthesize the avt:?a' numerical filter in other ways. Reasons for desiring
other 'realization" methods include the desires for faster computation times, less'
numerical operations, and les, storage in the computer.
Five bask "realization" methods are:
1. Direct Programming
2. Factorization
3. Partial Fraction
4. Simple Product
Discrete Fourier Transformation Using the
Fast Fourier Transformation algorithm
3.7.i Direct Programming
"Direct programming" means just that. Take Hz(z ► and use its equivalent
difference equation as the filter realization, Namely, whet Hz(z) is given in the for:_-:
M
a z-mm
H z(z) = m`^0	 bo = I;	 (3.2r-6)
-n
brz
.n. = U
use the formula
M
^	 n j-n	 ^ J m)-m
n=1
	 ir.=0
for filtering. In fact, Hz (z) was considered as derived from this basic filter defini-
tion in the initial investigations of digital filters.
r_kf^
	 Olr rr
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3.7.2 Factorizatiu,:
This meth-.d of realization assumes that Hz(z) is factored from the form
M
amz-m
m=0
E h z-n
n
n=0
into	 ao (1 - a lz -1) (i - a2z-1 ) ..... (1 - aMz-1)
Hz(z) _	 -	 (3.7.2-1)
,^^ lz -1) l'1 _ ;3`z-1)..z-1)
The ak and Rk are the roots of the numerator and denominator polynomials which,if they are complex, must exist in complex conjugate pairs when the a m and bn are
all real.
Then, look upon H z (z) as a series of simple filters (See Section 3.6)
_	 (1).^	 (2)	 H (N) z	 3.7.2-2H z (z) - Hz (v) Hz 	(z) .....	 z	 ( )s	 (	 )
where
' cz~l) 1<k <M,
H	 a	 1	 M+ 1<1 < N- i,
z	 -	 - Qkz-1
^	 a° _l	k - N.
1 -0 ^z
if it is assumed that M < :ti ( the numerator of (3.2-5) can always be factored into
two parts such that M < N for one factor, the other factor becomes a nor.-recursive
filter).
1
The implementation of one of the filters, say, H z (k) (z), is.
X. (k)	 ^kx)-1(k) + xl(k-1) - o kxj-1 (k-1)	 (3.7.2-3)
where
xj (k) = output sequence of k th series filter.
C
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Each simple series filter operates on the output of the simple filter to its left.
Hz (l) (z), of course, operates on the actual input sequence x„ and the output of
H z (N)(z) after the operation of all the others is yn, which would have- been obtained if
Hz (z) had operated directly ^:1 xn. The order of the usage of the filters Hz(k)(z)
is unimportant, but they must all be used in the total filtering operation.
The primary advantage of this type of realization is the ease of mechan-
ization of the simple formula (3.7.2-3) which is used N times while filtering,
merely changing the constants each time.
This method of realization can i3e considered an "iterative" method, in	 -
programming terminology, as the same formula is applied again and again, N times.
3.7.3 Partial Fraction
The partial fraction method of realization is just what is meant by its
name. Expand Hz (z) into its partial fraction form: 	 -
N	 M
Hz(z) _	 k	 +	 Brz-r	 (3.7.3-1)
k= 1
	 1 -Skz	 r= 0
where A and Bx are the expansion coefficients and Ok are the denominator roots.
Phis method is obviously not applicable to non-recursive filters as there is no
denominator in H,(z) to expand. Assume the fl 's distinct for simpli-
city. An obvious modification results if a root ^as a multiplicity greater than unity.
ti
An individual partial Fr iction term can be realized as a filter o perating on the
input sequence xj and gives a partial output xj (k ), namely the term, t
A k	 -_
1 - ^kz-1
(3.7.3-2)
has the realization
xj(k) = ok j-l(k) + A kxj	 (3.7,3-3)
	where xjk) is the partial output sequence due to this term in the partial fraction 	 R
expansion. Tne total output of Hz (z) is the sum of the partial outputs
N	 M
y =	 x ).(k)	 +	 Br j-x r	 (3.7.3-4)
	
3- 	
. rJ 
k^=1
	 r=1
r 
Wf tiatrc N^, s ^`. ^cS
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This approach has the advantage of possessing the capability of being the
fastest, when implemented with a special purpose machine, as all of the partial
sequences may be computed simultaneously (in parallel), rather than sequentially, as
with the direct and factorization methods. Storage is also ~educed as only the immediate
past x.00 1s, of which th. re are N for distinct roots need be stored, excluding the
non-rkursive storage defined by the Br's
3.7.4 Simple Product
Another realization method that has the simplicity of the "Direct Programming"
method and the minimized storage of the "Partial Fraction" method is a simple
product factoring of the expression for H z (z). Namely, write
a z
-m
m
H7
b z n
n
n=
as
Hz = A(z) B(z)
with	 N1
A(z) _ 11 amz-m
m=0
and
(3.7.4-1)
(3.7.4-2)
B(z) _
^N
?	 bnz-n
=0
(3.7.4-3)
Oper?.te on the input sequence first with B(z) and on this sequence with
A(z) to form tl_e output (see Section 3.6). If Y(z) is the output transform and X(z)
the inps 1  Transform
Y (z) = Hz (z) X(z)
A(z) [B(z) X(z)],	 (3.7.4-4)
A(z) V(z)
with
V(z) = B(z) X(z).	 (3.7. 4-5)
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The irmplementations of (3.7.4-4) and (3.7.4-5) are
K
N
bovj = -	 bn> j-n + xj .	 (3.7.4-6)
nn=1
and	 M
yj 	 E am V  -m'	 (3.7.4-7)
m=0
respe( Lively.
Only the N or M oast I's need be s tared.
3.7.5 Discrete Fourier Transform Realization
the fast Fourier transform algorithm (section 14 ), used to compute the
discrete Fourier transform, allows the non-recursive filtering operation
M-1
y  =	 E ' am xj-rim' j . = 4, 1 . ...., R-1	 (3.7.5-1)
m=0
to be rnrfor.ned "indirectly" with less computation though with more delay for large
M (Section 3. 7. 5. 5). Indirect computation means that the above formula, though de-
fining the filtering operation is computated by another method which is completely
equivalent, neglecting round-off, The numbers y n , am , and x  are allowed to be
complex though certain computational improvements will be discussed when they are
real. This method uses the discrete convolution relationship (Section 2. 7. 2) with
appropriate modificat:cn to account for the periodic, cyclic, or modulo N nature
of the disrete Fourier transform.
Repeating here the convolution relation in terms of the DFT1:
N -1
1 LLL.^^^^ m I -m
n=0
(2.7.2-1)
N - 1	 2 R
NAn Xn yVln W = e N
n=0
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where
N-1
_knA ^l
	
	a k W
k= 0
and
N - 1
^	
-knx 
k 
W
k= 0
Use of this relation irr «lies that the quantities a mil , x , A , and X repeat
periodically outside of the region: 0 < m,. r. < N4! I applopriatefy appending
zeros to the original sequences, a and x m , sequencing them proprly, and choosing
N appropriately the discrete convoYution can be constrained so that y.]	 j.
First, note that (2.7.2--1) can be written
j	 N-1
yj -	 a m x j-m	 a m xN+j-m
= 0	 m=^+1
(3.7.5-2)
where the periodicity of x has been used. Two equivalent methods are available
for computing the desired7iltering operation via(2. 7.2-1) with zeroes appended to avoid
the periodicity. Both methods repeatedly compute(2.7.2-p via the discrete Fourier
transform with a value N=N opt until R data points x  have been filtered.
The methods described subsequently follow directly the work of Helms, Sande,
and Stockham as described by Helms*. It should be mentioned that Helms method
of generating the non-recursive digital filter coefficients from recursive filters or
transfer function samples are somewhat naive and should be replaced by the methods
of Section 5.7 which still us p b the' discrete Fourier transform for generation but also
3	 reduces the number of filter coefficients and uses convergence methods to reduce the
'Gibbs phenomena
)
* Fast Fourier Method of Computing Difference Equations and Simulating Filters,
H. D. Helms, IEEE Trans on A & E. Vol. Au--15, NO. 2, June 1967.
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-mr
T 7^`
['	 ^	 ^^ ;	 ^. T ^ f ,. 4 tad ^,
I erminoiogy ads„ follows that of Helms.
3.7.5.1 i ne "Select-Saving" Method
1 he technique is best described by giving the computational procedure:
ii A numbe. N, whose value will be discussed subsequently in section 3.7.5.3,
is chosen such that N Z M.
2) ti -M zeroes are appended to the sequence am, producing the desired sequence
am	 0 , m = M, M + 1,	 . , N-1.
3) The disc rete Fourier transform (say, DFT1) of the sequences a and xm
where x is chosen in this step as equal to the first N values oFx m , is
taken. The resultant frequency sequences are directly multiplied at corres-
ponding frequencies. It should be noted that the discrete Fourier transform
of the filter weighting sequence, a n
 
'
need only be computed once.
4) The inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFTI) of the product sequence formed
in (3) is taken.
5) The resultant time sequence y j is the desired output y j for values of j:
j = M-1, M, ...., N-1.
Values of yj for
j = 0, 1,	 :11-2
are considered as invalid and are discarded. "Select-saving" is regarded by
Helms as being defined by this operation.
6) The sequence xm is then redefined for the next filtering operation. Discard
the present values of xnn and repl?ce them by N values of x m starring with the
N-L+2 th member of the present set of values.
7) Repeat steps (3) through (6) until r.+M-1 values of xm have been used.
8) :'he values of yj obtained by step (5) are placed end to end to form the filtered
sequence.
This procedure works beca , tse the second tern on the right side of 3.7.5-2
vanishes if j is restricted to M-1 < j < N -1 as m > j and a m
 = 0 for m > M in that
term.
3.7.5.2 The "Overlap-Adding" Method
This method is a slight variation of the previous method.
Steps (1) a.hd • (2) are identical to that of the previous method.
3) The discrete Fourier transform (DFT1) of the sequences a and xm is taken.
Xm is defined this time as the first N-M+1 values of x m
 w1% M-1 zeros appende6.
The product frequency sequence is formed.
4) The inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFTI) of the product sequence is taken.
5) The N output values yj'are shifted N-•M+l units towards larger input indices and
added to the previous y•'s. Obviously, the first time addition is not necessary.
This shirting and addiQ begets the name, "overlap-adding " , for the technique.
Only the first M-1 values are actually added to the previous values.
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lj+k}ti 
t	
,jam_, yet?
6) The sequence x 11, is redefined uy replacing the previously used N-M+l values
of xM
 by the next N--:N1+1 values of xinwith zeros appended
7) Steps (3) through (6) arc repeated until R+NI-1 values of x m are filtered.
Veracity of this process is best shown by appeal to equation 3.7.5-2 plus
a few examples of the "end-effect" summing worked out by hand by the reader.
3.7.5.3 Determination of N to Minimize the Number of Computations
While it should, at this point, be quite obvious that this method of realizing
a digital filter is only useful for mecnan .-ing a non-recursive filter with an additional
delay determined by N-M, it is also true that this method is the fastest of all methods
for implementing them when M is greater than a "break-even" point.
To compute the value of N = N opt that minimizes the number of computations
a few simple relations can be used.
Computation of the discrete Fourier transform using the "fast" algorithm
(Section 14 ) requires 2 N 109 2
 N real multiplications when N is taken as a power
of 2. Real additions and subtractions require 3 N 109 2 N operations.
With these parameters the computation time for the two methods can be
estimated though the methods differ in details. Two transforms, the transform of
xm and the inverse transform of A n Xn
 , must be taken for each sub-sequence of
N - M + 1 points. Therefore, the required number of transform applications is
approximately.
2 R
N - b1 + 1
	
(3.	 5. 3-1)
and the total computing time is
2 (2a+3j3) RNlog ti
1'C =	 2	 seconds,
	
(3.7.5.3-2)N-M+1
where
R - total number of data points filtered
a = time per multiplication in seconds,
i^ = time per addition/subtraction in seconds.
Helms determined the number N = N ot that minimized the computing time
fC. It is found from table 3. 7. 5. 3-1 that the minimum value is approximately given by
ti opt ^ M Ug 2 M '	 (3. 7. 5. 3-3)
The minimum compuLing time is also found approximately from the table to be
TC O^pt 7- (6 x + 90) R 109 2 M	 (3. 7. 5. 3-4)
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2NO2t1og2Nopt
M Nopt log2Nopt Nopt-M+l
< 11 32 5 <	 13.9
11-17 64 6 14.22-16
18-29 128 7 16-18
:10-52 256 I	 8 18--20
53-94 512 9 20-22
95-171 1024 10 22-24
172-310 2048 11 24-26
310-575 4096 12 26-28
575-1050 8192 13 28-30
1050-2000 16384 14 30-32
2000-3800	 1 32768 15 32-34
3809-7400 65536 16 34-36
> 7400 1310 72 17 > 36
Table 3.7.5.3-1 N opt as a Function of M (assuming N opt a power of 2)
From the table it is also obvious that TC opt is not a sensitive function of N.
3, 5.4 Reduction of Operations for Real Filters and Sequences
When the non-recursive filter and the sequence being filtered are real than it
is quite easy to reduce the number of computations by a factor of two by either of the
methods of the previous section.
In both methods the sequence x is progressively replaced with N-M+1 values
of the sequence being filtered, X,^,. I?x is real successive sequences can be equated
to the real and imaginary parts o xm and as long as the
	 are real the result of the
convolution will be the two filtered sequences yj
 as the fe an3 imaginary parts.
Linearity of a complex number under irultiplication by a real constant allows the
result.
Therefore, both the "select.-saving" and 'overlap-adding' methods may be
used with two successive filtering operations of N - M + 1 points performed witn the
single application of the DFTl and the IDFTl.
3.7.5.5Comparison with the Direct Programming Method
It is of considerable interest to compare t%,e number of computations using the
fast Fourier transform realization with that of the direct programming method of
Section 3. 7. 1. For the direct method each filtei output requires 4M multipDcations and
4M addition/subtractions for complex weights and data. Real weights and data require
one fourth as much computation, but as the fast Fourier transform operates on two sets
of data points simultaneously (Section 3. 7. 5.4) for real quantities a comparison with
complex quantities is valid, identically.
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For R input data points the total computing, time, TC D , for filtering by direct pro-
gramming is approximately
TC D	4 (a+ P) 1112	 (3. 7. 5. 5-1)
with quantities as defined previously. The comp , itational efficiency ratio of the fast Fourier
transform algorithm to the lirect programming method is
TCD
E - TC	 (3. 7.	 5-2)Opt
4 (cr l P) M (N opt-AI + 1)
2 ( 2	 3P) Nopt log; ^ropt
from (3. 7. 5.3 2) for optinram N. Using the approximation (3. 7. 5.3-3)
E —
	
4 (a + 8) M
	 (3. 7. 5. 5-3)3 (2a + 36) log ) 'NI
u
If the multiplication and addition/subtraction times are assumed approximately equal/
(a ￿ 6), for comparison purposes,
8	 ME 15	 logy NI	 (3. 7. 5. 5-4)
T'lis approximation is useful, however. only when M is large -; examination of
table 3. 7. 5. 3 ­ 1 will indicate. Careful examination will show that th• break-even" point
for Lasing the fast Fourier transform is between M - 18 to 29 when a = P. Thereafter rapid
gains may be expected. By varying the multiplication time slightly with respect to the
addition;/substraction time the break-even time may he varied greatly. M = 20 is the
approximate break-even point for equality.
3.8 REALIZATION OF SOME NON-RECURSIVE FILTERS AS RECURSIVE FIL'T'ERS
Oddly enough, certain non-recursive filters can be realized as recursive
filters. For example, the filter:
N
1
Yk	 N +1 xk-j;
j=
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which s re( ogm/ed as a simp!e averagilig over a span of N + 1 points from the most
recent data point back, has the weighting sequence
1
ti++l,
w, _ 0, k >N.
The z transfer function is, therefore:
_ 	 z JH tz^	
Z N +G
J-0
1	 I	 -(N + 1)
N+1 	 1 z
I -Z -,
The equivalent difference equation may take the form (Section 3.1)
_	 1	 _	 I
yk	yk-1 + 1' + 1 Kk	 N - 1 xk - (N + 1)
(3.8-2)
(3.8-3)
(3.8-4a)
Note that N + 2 values of past history :must be kept in storage as successive ykts
are computed,
Actually, this result is obvious without recourse to z transforms and associated
paraphenalia, it simply states that the most recent running average can be formed by
taking the last running average (yk-1), subtracting the oldest point divided by the number
of points being averaged, and adding the newest, sbmilarly weighted. Computing the
running average by hard, or djesk calculator, shows this res7:It rather quickly; it would
be simpler Co perform, 1 addition; I subtraction and two divisions (multiplications),
rather than T,T + 1 additions and 1 division (multipiica t on), when N is large. It is
neeessa:y to make sure that y o = 0; or any non--zero value w ill be carried as an error
when computing further yk.
Other non-recursive filters of N + . heights can be realized as recursive filter .,
as long as
1
-^	 cVkz- l:
r, = u
is expressible as the -ratio of two polynomials in Z-1 . Care must be taken with
xi.itial values in recursive realizaticas as initial and/or round-off errors can pro-
pagate and/er gcow with time. Thls occurs because the denominator of the re-
cursive realization often has a zero on the unit, circle which car, cause instability.
Infinite precision arithmetic and care ininitial value; can avoid these problems as
the exact rnathematica? iormulatior. has no roles. As there is seldom infinite pre-
cision arithmetic, P °ror effects in recursive realizations of basically non-recur-
sive filters (finiie number of members in the impulse response sequence) should
a'_ways be :,alyzed.
-2S
r^r. nYl a^iatf^^f
	
^e+^C t	 ..x^^4 f. ;Y^"rl
-
k^f
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A technique to assist in minimizing finite precision arithmetic instability is the
moving of "apparent" Poles , of ;,nn-recursive filter realization by recursive filters,
inside the unit circle. The adjective "apparent ' is used because the recursive realiza-
tion has no poles (or the impulse response sequence would have an infinite number of
members). Denominator terms of the form: for example, I-z -1 as in(3.8-3), actually
can be divided into the numerator, giving the orl inal non-recursive filter expression.
::ith a finite number of terms.
The instability is caused by the homogeneous solution to the difference
equation with which the filter is implemented. For example, the runn:.,g average
recursive realization can fx^ written
11
Yic - y k-1	 iv +	
_
xk	 + I xk - (N + 1).	 (3,8--4b)
Regardless of the input sequence, x,_, a solution for yk is the solution toh
yk - yk - l= 0.
As with differential equations there are "nomogeneot:s" solutions WI ich, due to the
linearity of the difference equation can be added to the solution for a particular irput
sequence xkk. These homogeneous solutions are "transients". For the example
above, solution yl, = CQk is assumed and it is iound that Q = 1. Therefore, the
homogeneous sclution is
yk = CO 
= C
	 (3.8-5,
If the pracess (filter) is started with an error C it is retained. Quantization
errors and round-off errors _ an contribute to C, as if the filter were being re-started
at soarna time other than zero. By making 9 less than 1, the errorwill tend to diminish
with time. Setting
r = 1-2-n,
where 2 -1 is a few Lr.ore bits significant than tae precision vi the arithmetic used,
will cause the tram -ent error to decay faster than it iy gene rated. Fur example,
if the machine has 32 bits of si-rnificance, then n = 22 to 28 will help keep errors
under contr(l.
Tne m.,dified recursive filter is; tl en,
- n 	 1	 _	 1	 (3.8 - 6)
+ l+l xk	 N+1 xk-(N+11.
For m.,dest runnin averages (N < 5000) thus m,dification hardly affects
the frequency esponse.
3.9	 "LEGAL" F'iL"IF":I; FORMS
r .:ri Section 2 the general filter expression was determined. and
Section 3.4 -,.here the impulse response was defined and discussed, it was sound
that onl y certain forms for digital filters are legitimate.
F'irther discussion is warranted to clarif y the restrictions on the filter
expression.
Writing the transfer function in terms of positive powers of z produces
7%i
^- m
a
M
H'(z) __ m = 0
 (3.9-1-)
n
n=r,
To ensure that onl y negative (and zero) poxers of z are involved in the expansion of
HZ (z), as physically required (Section 3. 4), b ca-.mot be equated to zero if a 0 is not
zero. Having both a 0 and b zero is legitimai% as this would be equiveiert to having
a digical filter with a numeAtor of the order M - 1 aad a denominator of order \ - 1.
Therefore assuming b - 1 is not restrictive. Finall y , any of the a r, s may be zero,
though there should be0at least one non-zero am so that the filter transfer function
is not triviall y- zero.
An example of a legitimate, or "Leval", non - recursive transfer Lrotion it
^i
H (z) _ 
	 an,z-m J	 (3.9-2)
z	
_11
m = 0
with the correspuiidin- filter
^T
3 xj y^ =	 m ^-m'
m=0
An "illegal" Iron-recursive filter transfer function is
H (z1 = z	 amz-m'	 (3.9-4)
Z	 J
= 0
as b0 = 0, bI = i. I'lie equivalent "illegal" filter is
1t
a x. 
IZl = 0
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N f c7, 
^lh^i^ Sri;
► ,, ors,+
1 h il^	 t, 	 •r	 .tl.	 }pie '^	 ,I	 I. n
	 ^Itll '1 t1-s elf, it in" t"! I^^ . 	 eq u a l ..,,. (.^	 -.3) Is a [SCI .cL	 ..	 1[) .ta• _^ 	 ex press ... ^^	 !, 	 .l, e^
a true :!tilt. time dela y is It sta!lds, c(,imrarY to the definiti..n of a transfer filnctio!1
exprCSsIl1; the relatlull bCtwCell 111[).!! 211d 0:11l)l!t SegUellces at the same ilLStant (t)r
index).
RCC,rsivc filters, 5V the a1.t)Le ar L1M,'1ltS, IL'tlSt 11..t • C the Ior:11
!1 1-'1	 1?	 3-n?
where a!iv a	 r b (b _ 1) can t^ zero as 11)n^ as stabilit y is preserved.
:3.10 BANDWID - l'ii AND TRANSIENT RESPONSE TIME, C'R
11 M)"WIDTH OF A S_ NIPLED PULSE WAVEFORM
A -cnelal measure of impulse deem • time can be obtained. Equi-
valcm1 y , a relati,11 between a di,;:tal waveshape pulse width alld its spec s rural
i_ t6tai:led.	 general meastre is needed to handle the sonlew •hat arbitrarily
shaped filters anc pulses w-hicn occur in practice
.-assume that a luw-pass Falter, with a bandwidth relativel y small compared
t.+ half the sa-n;)fin`, frequent' is impulsed. Equivalentl y , assume that a di-ital pulse
waveforill is z trailsfor! od.
In either case, a filter, ,)r spectr.! n, effective bandwidth, a is defined
s
2
I	 = i2 	 II( W" r.^ 	(3.10-' eL -	 ^`	 z
- s^,
w1e r,.
the di,ital filter transfer fi!nciion or
ti'e spectrum id the san'.pled pulse wavefirrll.
The filter'	 iipe 'trun-, is :iss in'ed -Lo he + formal i zed, for coive!lience, such that;
I	 2
—	 zi^t)	 d.^
(3.10-2)
Ch is .^:1r-;.,; ;,r.:_.i:,.. _ :1.:)e !)er±c)rll,eJ fc • r anv filter or spectrum.
0
Conversely, this ncrmalization is equivalent to the time dumain
relationship, or normalization;
wK	 = 1.	 (3.10-3)
,k = 0
The impulse response, or pulse waveform is such that the sum of the square of
the sample values is unity. To prove (3.10-3) note that
00
Hz(w) _	 wke -iwkT	
ws = T
	
(3.10-4)
k=0
fir stable filt( -s and
w
;c-
j 
1	 eiw(k-j )Tdw 	 1 
	
(3.10-5)
s
	
^0, otherwise.
-w
s
2
Next define an effective time waveform width,
[ ..- L (kT)2wk2	(3.10-6)
k= 0
It can be seen tha t both the effective bandwidth aad effective waveform
width are r. m.s. values defined with respect to positive weight functions, 1- IH z (w)
and w 2 , consecutively, which integrate or sum to unity as do probability s 	 r
dens i^ functions.
The relationship to be proven is that,
ctl3 S 4.	 (3.10-7)
Wide filter bandwidths or spectra, correspond to short time waveforms, or conversely.
First, the expression for R2 must be converted to one involving Hz (w). As
m
H`_	 w e -i u kT:(t` '	 k
k=0
8 Hz(w)
0 w = -i
00
L(kT)wke-iwkT
k=0
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(3.10-8a)
->
i
and,
*	 m
8 
z	 = i	 (j T) w.el w jT	 (3. 10-8b)0 G%	 J
j-^
Therefore, it is found that
	
W	 w
	
S	 s
	
2	 CO	 CO	 2
S1 - - I 2 d w =	 kTjTwkwj w • C 
ei (k-j)Td ^
	
s -
w	 k=0 j=0	 s -J4:S	 S
	
2	 2
(3.10-9)
407 (kT)2 w k 2
k=0
T'ie product a 2 a 2 can then be written:
_s
	
S/2
	
2
2 2 - 1
	 ('	 2	 2	 1	
S	
i a HZ (^) I 2 dH,	 d w
16 	 s
	
^/2	 -mss
2
(3.10-10)
From Schwarz' inequality
b	 h	 /2	 b	 ] I
	f2
	
dX	 C	 g 1 2 dx	 z 2 I Re	 S f g* dx
a	 a	 a
(3.10-11)
the relation
s
2
1	 ^1r*y (u)
	
H (ca;)
	
-	
u	 J	 w (H z (L) 3	 + Hz * ( a:)	 LC 	 ] d u:Ws
2 s	 (3.10 - 12)
can be written.
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The integral on the right may be recognized as
Ws
2
W	
f u%	 Hz (W) 2 d ^	 (3.10-13)
s -W
s
2
which can be integrated by parts:
wS
2	 2
1	 f w	 Hz (w)	 dw = -1	 (3.10-14)
S	 3
-W
_3
2
from equation (3.10-8) and assuming that H z (Ws/2) r^0. As was to be shown.
ag	 4.
The relation can be generalized to include filters, or spectra, that are
peaked about some average frequency,  W9 and time waveforms that have an average
time, T, of occurrence where °D, and T are defined by usual methods:
w
s
2	 2
1
w /2
	
w IH z (w)	 dw,	 (3.10-15) 
Q
	 f
0
and
00
T =	 kT w 
k	
(3.10-16)
k=0
Equivalent bandwidths and pulse widths are defined, then, by
w
s /2
_ s
	
f
(w--w) 2 JH(w)12dw ,	 (3.10-17)
/2 
0
00
[q r =
	 (kT -T)2 
w k .	 (3.10-18)
k=0
and
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fhe proof that ,, 13 > 4 can still be performed, but it is much more
complicated a ,id requires that
W
.1(0)Ii ( 9) ,	 (3.10-19)
- 0.
This is ILA unreasonable s Isis proof is for filters, or spectra, that have significant
values only at some frequency not equal to zero or w  /-).
If the effective bandwidth, 3, is converted to hertz, or cycles per second: 13
='217fthen
at3 > 4	 (3.10-20;
becomes
aft >	 ;
r
the product of effective pulse width and effective spectrum width is greater than or equal
to 2/r. A sampled pulse v: ith an envelope of 1/100 of a second nust have a spectrum
width
f	 > 1
	
2
a .1
= 2	 x 100 hertz,
To obtain an intuitive idea of the transient decay time evaluate the impulse
respo use for a perfect rectangular filter(albeit unrealizable):
1, I ",^ - 2 I< I' +
e I- 0 + 2 P,Il(a^) _
0, otherwise;
	 (3.10-21)
with w0 + 2 ^ 2s
The impulse response sequence is given (using equation 3.4-3) by
0 ++-w0  2
	
wk 	 i LckT d Le
	
e i wkT dw
w^
_	 _ :S
` 0 	 2	 w0 2	 (3.10-22a)
ur	 i Sill	 -YTk
	
l:	
A	
( 2	 )	 COS w0 k -r	 (3.10-22b)5	 ^
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The familiar sin x/x, x = OTk, /2, term that the rectangular filters generate
is found along with a cosinusoidal "ringing" at the center frequency of the filter.
The amplitude of the impulse sequence I's less than one (20/w < 1). The sin x/x
term is substantially down to 10 percent of its value at about STk 0/2 = n or where
r a = 2;r;	 T = k0T.	 (3.10-23)
The product of filter- bandwidth, A, and impulse decay time, T , is equal to a constant
2rr which differs only slightly from the general "effective bandwidth-transient decay
time" (3. 10-7) .	 A narrow bandwidth gives a long decay time. Concurrently, if
the sampling time is short, many sampling intervals, k 0 , are necessary before the
transient decays. If a digital computer is used, computer time and, therefore, cost
is large for a narrow bandwidth as many computations are necessary before the filter
arrives at its "steady state" conditions, if the steady state operation is of interest.
3.11 THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM AS A DIGITAL FILTER
The discrete Fourier transform is a linear, complex coefficient, non-
recursive filtering operation. That is, if the discrete Fourier transform is taken
at a particular frequency, then input sequences tnat deviate from this frequency
can contribute to the value of the output at this frequency via a transfer function.
To see this compute the transform at a frequency wj =j ws /N with an input sequence
at an arbitary frequency w.
Let	 iwkT
vk = e	 (3.11-1)
then the discrete transform at frequency w j of vk is
N-1
V (u)) =	 ei(w-wj)kT	 T = sampling interval;
k=0
1 - e (w- wj ) NT
1 - e i (w-wj)T,
iJ .r
e i(w-wj) (N_1)1.	 sin[{w-w.) ^-
	
(311-2)T ''
sin^(w-w.) 2
which is the transfer function of the Fourier coefficient computed at w..
Now	 J ws
LO =	 N
NT
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1
G,Yifla	 1^ Wffi
Therefore, it can be seen that inputs at w = w (k^ j) hav — zero o»tput. At
W = wj , V  (w) = N. A typical plot of V j (w) is seen 	 in Figure 3.111.
I
z^z -"/ P,
	
0	 Cc:, j+l
Figure 3.11-1 Response of a Discrete Fourier Transform
If the response of another coefficient is computed, for example V. (u))
then its maximum occurs at the first zero of V j (w) to the left of the maxkhof
Vj(w).
It shouted also be noted that V.(w) falls off approximately as I/ (WT/2)
away from the center with the excepU6 of the sharp zeros at harmonics of
A w = 
W,S IN*
3.12 A USEFUL SUMMATION IIELA-rION
A quite useful relation involves the sum of a product of a "lagged sequence" with
itself. '`'hen the "lag" is zero the sum particularizes to the sum of the square of the
sequence. In mane applications this relation allows 'simple ' evaluation b y residues.
It will tie shown that, if x 
	
= 0 for k < 0, then
w	 ^
	
*k X  + '	 2 
i	 X (z) X * !z) 
z T Ozz	 (3. 12-1)
k-0
where the path of integration is the unit circle, or in frequency form
s2
-1- ^^	 X(w) X* (u:) ei U T f d U)
-WS
with X (0 an ohvious abridgement of X (z), the z transform of 
xk
1
	 41 tic ;,^i
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tIf the sequence x  is real then
X* (z) Y X ( 1 )
on the unit circle and
o
x  x k+ T L1fi § X (z) X { z) d7
k=0
The proof is relatively simple and involves the orthogonality relations:
1	 dz
-	
(3.12-2a )2'Ri	 zj-k+1	 ^jk 
with the contour enclosing the origin or
w
s
2
1j e  W (j -k) T d ut = 6jk	 (3. 12-2b)
s
-w
S
2
Computing the integral using the t, ansferm of xk
2 Ri
	
X (z1 X* (z) zT dz =
cc
 
x . 
x* 1	
_ dz
k 2ffi
	 zj -T- k
j , k = 0
	
-	 x  x k* bj' T + k	 (3.12-3)
j, k - 0
T x*k k + T
k=0
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as v. -as to f ^ shmm. The trequcnev representnti o ^n. i nte g r ition along the Unit C1rC'e.
follov's easily'.
An examine of interest involves the im)ullse response of a stable di-ital filter, in
,xhich case x 	 W k Ind X (j) it z (z), and the sum of the squares is of interest, namelN .
k 12 2 i	 (V If J ( z ) Il i ( I ) ^^	 (3. 12 -  })
k 0	 J
In this example t1s s u1 11C the transfer function to Iv
[l^ (z)	
—	
= r^-1
	
(3. 12-5)
1-e	
r
and
m	
2	 1	 t('	 1	 1_	 d z
-a T - 1	 -a T	 z
e	 z	 1- e	 !
k	 U	 (3.12-G)
I_	 _eat dz
2 17 i	 (z - e -a T) (z - e a T )
as this is a stable s y stem onlN , the hole within the unit circle contributes to the evaluation
bN , residues. the-efore
Q
--	 -.^'k
	 2q7	 (3. 12- 7)
k 0	 1-e
3-3{)/4o
r
4. NUMERiCAL: A I'I°;t:ItA'1"UN OV UNE'All, CON:
-i-ANT (:;)EFFTCIEN'r INTEGHO-.
DIFFE.RENI
-Al. FQU_ T1,,)tiS
lh!,Itnt Vi'Wcs a1.o' he conslder, , d :_nd d(,s,:,:?eU as si ,Lnal or data process'ng
elements independeotiv off. analogue filter cm, ­ ',
	 However, as consider;-lble knowledge
applicable to eor taut. cc, effic Tent a,l;.f., ur fi1k';'s i, ntso useable for constant coefficient digital
filter design it is de:'ir^h'e 	 ce_'tain cwilwc • trlus betvxen the two oiumains. Also as
digital filter's a-'_"' 01tC[i Used for numerical, lntc^r;ltion, y r Slnllllat!on, Ut anal01)UC systems
S
7
: connection is emni'.nently N(jrtimhil e Uil(:(2rstalllhn(_Yo
CCrtatn tlll?llatlll'lltal llnlll,ttl(11a Ill ni,Ilned'1C'al IC1Leg1'atloIl, 01' SilnUlatlOtl, are found.
It will be seed that ,4
 sUcce:,sful Illtlnel-lt.ai
 Ltltegl',#tiUtl tectln glle via a linear digital fiiter means
equali,y of the analogue and digital ..ransfer fun tiens over the signal bandwidth of interest to
a maMmunl frequency :nte, .-A of zc°ru tc'ialf the sampling frequency. A basic theorem to be
proven shows that a general analogue transfer functi- 1 11 c,lnnot be synthesized by a digital filter
wi-.hcut delay in the output of :he diglta! filter. Therefore, a digital simullitioal inherently
contains dela y.	 V
Pedi l^woically, It
	 u3ual:v easiest to fathom digital filter operation and usage
lrougl. l:nuv,Iccigc I It count^l`larts in the aria logLte domain. Familiarity with both subjects
blurs the distinction u,ltil_ they, ;n fact, cross-pollinate eacn other,
4. 1 INTRODUc riON TO EssEN • C ,1ALS OF DESCRIPTION OF CONSTANT COEFFICIENT
SYSTEMS
Lineur,constant coefficient differential (or i.ntegro-differentiae) equations describe
a mLdtitucie of plhysica.l systems either :xactl_y or approximately. Electrical circuits, dynamical
systems, servo-mecha.lisms , and o on, often have either partial or complete descriptions in
terms of these kinds of equations. To a degree of approximation linear equations whir "slowly
varying" ocelficients nla y
 also be desceil2ed %%ithin the framework of constant coefficient systems.
illstoric'_iliy these F_'g
_JMAI lls were solved by numerous techniques including the
Fourier and Laplace transfurins discussed fIreviously. However, until the advent of the modern
digital computer the prnnart interest <was in iir--ding solutions for "typical" idealized driving
functions to obtain a physical ''tee i ing` a[)(--ut the behavior of the system under discussion.
"Closed form" solutions Yere cht,i ;ned which involved the "Green's Function" of the mathe-
matician and physicist or the salve quantity b y
 another name, the "impulse res ponse" of the
electrica l. engireer,
To soi1dlfy notatim, for fu 1-1-11e-l- •Xori: i)ertinent constant coefficient,linear ditfcrential
solution techniques are nreser.t^d
	 {
linear const_)nt coeffic ient ditterential equat^oil ^s defined 1r;
\	
\	 --
1
L	 ct	 it	 ^^il ,!i'
	
(l. 1-11
n - U
	
n dt
	 Ill
	 0
where
y	 ytt^. t1w system rc^p^^il.,c, the "output•',
x x 1, 1 'P the systen, dr!% 11-	 "iup"L"
6
f-•1
Jd	
= the j h^ derivative of u with respect to time (i = 0 ineans the function
dt^	 u, it_vc'f),
q. ,	 p.	 =
J	 J
considnts determined by the system at hand,
Constant coefficient integro -differential equations can also be reduced to this form.
A38aMing that the physical system is initially in the state at t s 0 where
0	 for all j,
dd	 t s 0
then the Laplace (or Fourier) transform appli p^ :;, froth sides of equation (4, 1-1) produces
(s)	 - H(s)X(s)	 (4.1-2)
where m
Y(Q)	 _ y(t)e-st dt
0
= Laplace transform of the output
X(s)	 = x(t)^te 	 dt
0
= Laplace transfcrm of the input
and `i MSf.I	 m
M = V
H(s)	 _ —M
L,	 n'
n=0
The r=elation
z m
S 
d^
dt a -st d 	 =	 s	 u(t)e-st dt	 (4.1-3)S
0 0
for .erC, aitial c^nditions has been used repeatedl y in +^ ::.i;^ (4.1-'L). Non-zero initial
conditions are discussed s::`r-equcrAly in section 6.4.
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For Dilivsica1 S tenia^'.tiii^'IC an outp-Lit is not to lie expected before an input is
applied, then it cal: be sh,-)wn that th2 de;;ree of the nunieratc-r in H(s) must be less than or
equa l
 to that of the numerator: -Ni <- N. Furt`Iermore for Aabilit y , bou-:ded solutions, the
Poles of the denominator of H(s) must lic in uie left half of the "s" plane, H(s) is frequertl}
called the "s ystem function" or "transfer function" b y
 eng ineers, and the "eig.:nvalue" of
the differential equates^
	 and mathematicians.
From equation (2. "-7) it ma y be seen that N .(.) can ►)e found by the Laplace
inversion integral
y- i
	
1	 Py(t)	 _ 27i 
yl_	
F(s) e ist dsi
y - i5
	
- 2'T i	 ,;	 11(s) l(s) e ist ds
(4.1-4)
i
s
where the integrand is assumed anal ytic to the right of y .
This irate. ral is of fundamental importance in the study of constant coefficient
differentia! equations anc i
 through the use of complex variable -echniques can e evaluated
quite simply foz• mangy- cases of anal ytical interest and a fey.- cases of practical interest.'
If a sine wave (complex) x(t) _ Ae i w r had been ufed for the driving function in
(4. 1-1) the y! The output would have been found to be
^(t) = H(i } Ac wT
Complex sine waves- .
 ^re simpl}- multiplied by the complex number H(i w) when operated upon
by the differentia? .^q-atior, H(i w) as a function of w is called the "frequenc y- response" of
the systein described by the differential equation.
If the Fourier tra-isform of equation (4. 1-1) had been Laken, then
I(i w) = H(i w) X (i w)
	 (-I. 1 -G)
and
x
(t'	 R	 H (i w) X (i cc) eiwt d 
_m
where x(t) is constrained to be Fourier transformable rather than Laplace transformable
(see section. 2. i). and zero initial conditions have been assumed for t < 0.
* A. Papoulis, The I'oueic.r Integral and Its application, McGraw-Hill
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Defining the impulse response w (t) (Green's function) of the differential equation
b y
 the solution for an impulse input (equation 2. 1. 2-5), then this tunciion is given by
µ. (t)	
21
	 S If (iw ) e iW t ,jw	 (4.1-71)
where vv (t) = 0 for t < 0, as implied by the condition too "causality" (no outn •.,t before an
input).
The solution car then be written, after some manipulation, as the "convolution"
of the input with the impulse response (See Section 2. 7. 1):
y(t)
	 = S	 % ( -r)k (t - r) d t
or
y(t)	 _ , w (t - 7) x (T) d T,
W (t) can be calculated anal ytically in closed form relatively easiiy.*
Not atypically this formula is used for numerical integration of the differential
equation when x(t) is not given analytically but as an empirical function whose sampled values
are Im-own. This situation would occur when using a digital computer, for example, as the
computer must operate on discrete values rather than on a continuous record. Unfortunateiy,
severe restrictions are found in using this formula for numerical caiculations in the obvious
form
J
y( kT) - T	 w ( ?T) x ( ( k - J ) T)
=0 (4.1-9)
where J is some large number, and T is the sampling interva.. Subsequently this problem
will be discussed.
Henceforth, H( w ) wiil be written for H(i ce) for notational si-mplification wh:tn-
ever confusion will not arise.
4.2 NON-ZERO INITIAL CONDITIONS
Assuming that the initial conditions are zero is not a restrictive assumption as
the solution of :a linear, constant coefficient equation can be separated into the sum of the
solutions for zero initial conditions and the "transient" solution defending en initial conditions.
Care must be taken, however, during numerical solution so that the "transient"
solution which is computed analytically and sampled, once the initial conditions are given,
is delayed in time corresponding to the solution for zero initial conditions which is solved
numerically and therefore usually has a delay involved (See S-cticn 1).
* IBID.
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in enc a1, the Laplace transform of the n th deri%ative of a function u(t) is given by
U(s), n	 0
x	
_
(t)
	rS d n u	
e s• dt =	 n	 (4.2-1)
dt'	 cnt,(s) _	 sn	 ^ )u(1	 1) (O y l, r. > 0
j^ 1
where
Uks)	 (` u(t) e-st dt
and
j
u (1) (U ) = lim d u,t^	 I E >0
,^ - )L dtj	 t = f
Taking the Laplace transform of (4. 1-1)	 results	 in this	 case
7 qsn	 Y(s)
N
q,
n
^
s^ - j ) O j	
_) (0~)
Z = O n	 1 i=? (4. 2-2)
^I
-	
qn3	 Y(s)
Ni
-	 F'	
p
v	 m
ni
('
(r
n - k)X(k - 1)(0
ri-0 m=1 k=1
where non-zero initial conditions are allowed.
Therefore:
lis)	 =	 trik^-) 1 is)
N	 n	 m
t'	 '	 rn -i1(i-11--	 c'+	 (( m -k 1(k -11,-qt,	 '	 1' '	 (U) -	 pm L S	 a	 (V	 (1. 2-3)
n	 1	 j	 i	 m = 1	 1: = 1
Q (S)
^vi:erc
	 N
	
Q (s) -	 qn' i
1 - 0
n
M.
and	
L i^mV
Q (s)
4
¢ l
2,
rsww^4e
flim H(s) _ pN
s -+ W	 q 
which is not zero.
(4.3-111
The first term H(s) X(s) is the Laplace transform of the solution for zero initial
conditions discussed previously; the second term is the - transient" depending upon initial
conditions at t = 0+.
Obviously, due to linearity of the original differential equation, the solution fc r
zero initial condi.tiors, the inverse transform of H(s) X(s), can be considered independently
for numerical solutions.
The part of the solution corresponding to
N	 n	 m
7"
	 Lsfi - j)y.( j - 1)(0-) -
	 pm j' jm -k :(k - 1) (0 +) (% 2-4)L
F(s) = n=1 j=1	 m=1	 k=1
Q(s)
can be found quite simply by taking the inverse transform using fami'iar Laplace transform
tables. However, the initial conditions are quite often not given directly; the derivatives
(xI (0+), yl (0+)) must be estimated from samples of a(t) and y(t). The Gregory -N'cwton
polynomial interpolation formula may be used.
>LTechanizatiun of the initial condition ".ransieat" comnu' tion is deferred until
section 6.4 after the basic problem of computing y(t) fer zero initial conditions i3 dis-
cussed.
4.3 CONVERSION OF A "HIGH PASS' TRANSFER FUNCTION TO A CONSTANT PLUS
"LOW PASS' TRANSFER F U:•+CTION
A few words about the transfer function H(s) are in order here. Subsequent
analysis will show that transfer functions that approach zero as s(or i w) approaches infinity
are of considerable interest when considering sampled data. The general form for H(s),
M
m
L, pm 5H(s) _ m = 0
A
qns n
n L=J 0
indicates that when M < N, H(s) approaches zero for large s. However, for M = N
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Fortunately, H(s) may be arranged in the form
P
H(s) = N + H
q	
1 (s)
N
where	 N - 1
n	 N qn)snq
t1 = 0	 N
H l (s) = N
gnsn
n=0
(4.3-2)
Another, equivalent, useful form of H(s) is the partial fraction expansion of section 6. 2.
In block diagram form the system is arranged in two equivalen: forms ( fig. 4. 3-1).
X(t) ------^ H(s) ^ I,( t)
a) Original System
Amplifier	 Addition
PN	y1(t)
x( t) — T — W q	 E	 Y(t) = Y 1 (t) + Y2(t)N
^`—	
Y 2(t)
b) Equivalent System
Figure 4. 3-1 Two Equivalent Forms of a Linear System for M = N
In effect, H(s) for M = N can be considered as a network for M < N (tl ,.e response
approaches zerc as H( w) b2coines large) whose output is added to that of a simple amplifier
of gain pN /qN . The input tr. both the network 11 1 (s) anc the amplifier is the driving function
x(t) and the sysicem output is the summation of their outputs.
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4.4 FILTERLNGOF A BANDLIMITED FUNCTION REPRESENTED IN TERMS OF SAMPLED
VALUES
Having discussed the basic properties of linear, constant coefficient (or time
invariant) differential equations, i.t is of considerable interest to find their effect upon an
arbitrary- bandlimited function represented in terms of samples at equi-spaced intervals of
time. Operation upon a bandlimited function is of interest because it is not "damaged" by
sampling and as a sequence of sampled data r.aay be considered equivalent to a bandlimited
function (section 2. 1. 1.). At firs. assume for simplicity that the numerator order of H(s) is
less than that of the denominator. From previous work it was found that the Fourier trans-
form of a bandlimited signal could be written as
Q0
TI x(nT)e -iwnT' H < s/2
X 	
n = -m	 (2. 1. 1-7)
0 , 1w ` > w s /2
where fac bandlimit of x(t) is assumed, in this section, to extena to half the sampling fre-
quency. ..(t) also has been set to equal for t < 0.
The output of the filter H( w) was given  ;n equation (4. 1-6) as
co
y(t)27r -hS H( w) X( w) e
iwt d w
	
(4.1-6)
and the transform Y( w) of At) as
Y(w) = H(w)X(w)
It can be seen fiat if X( w) is bandlimited, then the filter output has the same
baiidlimit. The transform can, therefore, be written as
T y(nT)e-i u: n (5 w /2
Sn=
Y( w) = j	 (4.4-1)
i	 0	 (wi > ws/2
^	
I
where y(nT) are the sa,npled values of the output. From expression(4. 1-6 )it is found that
m
y (t)	 T	 x(nlf)2n
n = -^°
W
S
2
Ii( w)ei w(t - nT) d w
-ws
2
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(4.4-2)
S^f e^Tj iC	 11
then
y(kT) _	 x(nT) cvc ((k - n)T)	 (4.4-5a)
n=- OD
or suppressing the functional notation
c
	
^.,	 -	 v,•	 x
	
k	 _	 k-n n
n -
which is a fundamental formula for numerical integration.
(4. 4-5b)
At a sampling instant t -- k1', the output is given by
S
a	 2
y(kT)	 x(nT)	 1	 H(w)e 'w (k - n)Tdw	 (4.4-3)
n - _ Go	 _
2
The action of the filter at th - sampled output times is completely specified b'N' the
quantities in the brackets. Defining these quantities, the Fourier expansion coefficients
of H(w) over 0 : ^Jwj< ws /2, as
W
s
_2
H(w)e iWjT-!W
S2
c	 1
;v (j T) - —
G^;
s
(4.4-4)
It is important to note that the ;v c
 (jT) defined is not generally the samr1ed
impulse response ^ (jT) 11 4.1-7), as w (t) requ:r-s integration over W from - 0' to + a
rather than from	 u, /2 to c.s /G. If the transfer function is handlimited to the interval
_ Ws 2 to w/2, the we (jT) wil l be seen to he proportional tow (jT). Furthermore, the
we (jT) are generallN , non-zero for j < 0.
If xn is applied only at t - 0 (x0 - 11,	 then y_k - IV _-k The output is
apparently non-zero at the sampling instants even if no input has been applied.	 This
apparent contradiction is caused by the assumption of "bandlimit:ng" on x(t). 	 h4He
x(t) is	 zero	 at t -	 -k'I',	 k =	 1,	 2. the function x(t) is root generally zero
between sampling instants as can he seen from equatior. 2.1.1-9. I'hQrefore,
	 output
from the continuous fiite: for t < 0 is present at the sampling instants.	 Usually these
outputs are quite Small.
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The relation between the quantities wc (jT) and the filter impulse
response w (t) (1. 1-'7) is al$o of interest. The transfer function is given in terms of
w (t ) by
H( w) = -
cc
 W (V) e 	 d.'	 (4. 4-6a)
or as w (t) = 0, t < 0, for physicall .v realizable transfer functions it can also be written:
we
H( ul = J w (t') e ' 	 dt'	 (4.4-6b)
0
Inserting(4.4--e)into(4.4-4 )gives
Ws
2
wc(jT) = J dt ' W(t') al	 S	 w(t' - jTi d w
2
ao	 W
s
dt' w (t') st	 2	 (t' -,l T)	 (4.4-7)
_ ao
[W2
s (t , -j T)
If w (t') is "I,andlimited" (H( w) = 0, (W I > W s/2) then it can bp expressed as
sin W s (t' - nT)
u'(nT)
	 2	 _	 (4.4-8)
w
_ m	
2s (t' - nT)
and
cc	 1, k = 0,
w (j T) _	 vr(nT) T b
n - j ^k -	 (4.4-9)
_oo	 0, 1: #0
4
-10
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t
t
i
as
00
S
sin x	 sin x + kt! dx -	 bk	 (4.4-10)
_ o
x	 x ^ k9t
Finally,
we
 ( j T) = T 7N ( jT )	 (4.4-11)
as expected whe^^ H(W) is zero fors WI> k !2. Further, %N c (jT) - T w (jT) is zero for
j < 0 in this case, as it is assumed H(W) is physically realizable. Actually. "physical
realizability" and "bandlimiting" are contradictory ideas. No real linear network is
actually ')andlimited as it will have non-zero response to :x; -- f- I^ However, in practice
many transfer functions are essentially zero above some frequency.
It s not necessary that the sampled impulse response w (jT) equal the
w (jT) I s, but if delay between the output sequence yk apd the input sequence x  is to be
minimized then the sampling frequency 
s 
should be
 large so that 
c 
(jT) —_ 0 for j less
than zero (see Section 4.5.2).
4.4.1 Extension to High Pass Transfer Functions
It would appear that high pass transfer functions are excluded from considera-
tion as they do not approach zero for W large. The work of Section 4.3 indicates that
a high pass transfer function (M = N) can be written as
p
H(s) -	 N	 + H1^s)
qN
	
(4. 3-2)
where H 1 (wl) approaches zero for W large. Therefore, this form is used to develop the
effect of H(s), (H(W)), on a bandlimited function.
As in equation (4. 4-5) the resalt of H(W) operating on a bandiimited function
Is
y (kT )	 Ax(kT) 1	 w ((k - n)T) x(nT)
n
where
A == p /q
N ^,•
q:.''
4
and	
CV
s
2
C	 1	 iwjT(j T)	
S H (W)e
-W
s
2
This equation may also be writLen
CO
y(kT) _	 rA bkn + wi ((k-n)T) x(nT)L
n=-m
or with functional notation suppressed
(4. 4. 1-2a)
o^
x
yk = ,^, `^"kn
n	 _00
+ we	 a(1)k-n	 n. (4. 4. 1-2b)
As shown previously, if H l (w ) is bandlimited by S/2 then
w (i)j	 T)	 (4. 4. 1 -3)
where w(1) (jT) is the sampled impulse response of H1 (s), ( H
1 (W)):
OD
2r
	
SH
1 (w)e iwlTdw
	
(4.4.1-4)
_CO
40 5 DI; FI\I'I](?\ t%l'
	
M. A ITNI"Al't C0NST.11T Cof .'FFICIFNIT SYSTF 11
simulatio. is	 to mean T110 c act (car highly
 approximate) dup17r-a`.ion
of the s fin tit taneukislN . .'a;l'i)ll'li i::pi,t :tnd	 A ^ contlnuolis +sYstetn b'y processing on
a digital computer. C'o;nputnt,an time of fi l e 001 1 pmcr Ls considered as less than the
sampllrg interval betwer.n input saim)Irs, A-, Ion- as the r,orrect output is availahle before
the ne:;t input is qi. plied ti,en simulation has i)een ^thieved.
Sfntulat-on can i re used e;thet • n,; + re-placement for part of an op2ratinr'
physical system, where	 dl- — .;i (70111l;ute° filters a number stream that is taken from
samples of a continuous L-,nction, o: •
 it can be used as an anaIrtic simulation N,,,hereb^
the interest Is in conceptuollr rep) ;inn a continuous system, or part of a systeni. bq a
program which accepts 1 sample of the i:.pui: .lnd tienerates an output before the next
input is accepted. Obvlovslr, jr lih sinni l ated gvstem is part of an operational system,
then the successive outp:;ts anus` i:,e c_)ittputed ir_ "real-tinier" that is. })efore the neat
input arrives. For aiii1vtx simu;ctt cr , it is onl y
 necessary that the s nlula.ted output be
approximatel y
 equal to tits cori'	 )its o..ttput in simulated time. " In diagrammatic form
simulation is i dic ated by	 4.5-1.
i
SL
	1),
ri --
i)l^.',14^i1
G )tilt u':' 	 ^T)
when simidation is - ,tc 'V':.'(t ^':^:ti''•^F t '7l'1! 	 li;	 ll	 <	 (ii	 1')-
-1- I
C.
4.5.1 Simulation and Numerical Integration
Yumerical integration is the process of solving a system of differ-
ential equations when the driving function is given by values taken at discrete instants.
These instants are usually taken at equal spacing. When the numerical solution
corresponding in time to the input driving function at that time can be obtainer b y the
mathematical procedure u-, ed before the next input sample value then this proc-e4ur. is
termed simulation. In other words, numerical integration without time delay is
simulation. Usually some delay, in terms of the number of sampling intervals, is
necessary ir_ any numerical integration scherne though it caa be made small by choosing
the sampling frequency sufficiently large. Simulation is then approximate, thoug:i in
practice the delay can quite often be made unnoticeable.
Again it should be emphasized that the delay is inherent in the
mathematics of numerical Integration and not in the time to perform the computations.
	 -
4.5.2 Exact Simulation is Impossible in Principle Except for Bandlimited Transfer
Functions.
It is a surprising fact that exact simulation of a linear constant
coefficient system by a linear digital system is :mpossible unless the transfer function
is bandlimited by half the sampling frequency. if delay in the output sequence y(kT)
with respecr to the input sequence is tolerable then the sampling time is constrained
orts by the signal bandlimit.
A formal proof will be given demonstrating the general impossibility"
of exact simulation, or "real-time" sampled data filtering without delay as it points up
pertinent aspects of numerical integration.
THEOREM: A "rea;-time," linear, constant coefficient digital filter (or numerical)
integration procedure) cannot be found which produces an identical sampled output as
the linear continuous system at the same instant, even upon assuming that the computing
time is negligible, if the signal bandlimit extends to half the sampling frequency unless
H(s) is bandlimited by half the sampling frequency. Delay by the digital filter is the
fundamental limit.
PROOF: First, assume that the numerator is of lower order than the denominator in the
transfer function H(s), without loss of generality (Section 4. 3), so that high pass systems
need not be considered here.
In Section 4.4 it was fond that the sampled output of a continuous
filter with a bandlimited input is
Co
cYk =	 wk-n Xn
n=- Q°
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(4.4-5)
.i
with W,
s
2
we = 1	 H(w)e iw jTdw 	(4.4--4)
Wsj
.w
s
2
It can be seen that for a given time t = kT that all future inputs are required as w.
I
is not generally zero for j < 0 unless H(w) is bandlimited by ws /2. In this ca€e
(See equation 4.4-11)
w^ = T Tv,jT)
	(4.4-11)
where V (t) is the "impulse : - •,ponse?' of H(w ).
Now for a stable system the wj 's will be practically zero for some
j < -M (eq. 4 . 4--7). Therefore, the output can be written as
CO
7 c
yk L wk-n xn
n=-GO
CO
wmc xk-m	 (4.5.2-1)
M=-W
w
c
m xk-r_7
m=-r1
'	 A delay of MT seconds exists between the output and input sequences. Now equation
(4.5.2-1) is an "illegal" expression for a digital filter as it expresses an output which
depends on future inputs. See Section 5. 1.
I
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r
myk =	 wk-n xn
n=--
(3.4.1-3)
By defining Y'k {M = y  and adjusting indices in `_, atiun(4. 5.2-1 )
yk =
	 wn-M xk-n	 (4.5.2-2)
a realistic, in the sense that time relation is considered, computing expression has been
obtained. The output y  depends only on the present and past inputs. Obviou31y, the
delay of MT seconds is still present by virtue of the redefinition of the output sequence.
MT may be made as small as we like by taking T small. However, in principle
simulation is impossible:
Though it has been shown that equation 4.4-5, when used for numerical
_ntegration or for simulation, of the differential equation described by H(w) inherently
contains delay, it has not been shown that some one of all possible linear digital filters
cannot perform the "real-time" integration or simulation. This situation will now be
remedied.
In terms of the filter in-pidse response the digital filter input-output
relation can be written as
As the function (sequence) being filtered is arbitrary it must be true
that the "impulse response" of the digital filter is related to the numerical integration
formula by
c
w  = i -M
	 (4.5.2-3)
If identical outputs are desired. Therefore, there is only one linear digital filter
	 -
(wj = wl -M ) of all possible linear digital filters for numerical integration and it possesses
MT seconds of delay.
The theorem is proved!
An analog transfer function bandlimited by 8/2 is the only mearts of
obtaining accurate simulation over the entire region 0 <Iwl< s/2 of .he bandlimited input.
In Section 7, it will be shown that conditions on the digital
filter can be relaxed considerably if the input data bandlimit is less than half the sampling
frequency. It will then not be necessary that the transfer function H(w) be bandlimited by
ws/2 , though usually artificial meons will be used to effectively bandlimit the given transfer
function.
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4.6 RELATION BETWEEN ANALOG AND DIGITAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR FOURIER
COEFFICIENT INTEGRATION FORMULA
A question of Interest is the relation between the analog transfer
function via the Fourier coefficient numerical integration formula (4.4.1-2) and the
corresponding digital transfer function. The case for H((,;) with M < N will be considered
for simplicity.
By definition, the digital transfer„ function Is (with z = e iwT)
m
i;z (w)	 L wje - iwjT
j=0
For this particular integration formula the w j 's are given by
(3.4-2)
i
i
i
t
i
VF
w
s
12
W	 SJs
-W
s
2
(4.5.2-3)
H(WI)e iw'(j-M)TdwI	 (4.4-4)
and it follows that
W
s
2
H (W) = 	 1 S
z j-0
- W
F
2
Now M was chosen such that it was large enough to make w c 	 Z 0• j < 0. There-J-M	
-iW MTfore, equation (4.6-1) can be recognized as the Fourier series expansion of H(W)e
that is
H(w ?)e -iw'MTe iW'jT e-iwjT. (4.6-I.)
Hz(w)~ H(w)e 
-iw MT' 0 < (w^< w /2.
s
(4.6-2)
wj
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The digital filter has precisely the same characteristics as the
analog filter except for the additional phase term a—icy MT which corresponds to the
aforementloned delay of MT seconds.
In practice, the upper limit of the summation must be finite; enough
terms in the Fourier series are Went to maintain an "adequate" approximation.
Section 5.6' discusses methods for reducing the number of terms (improving convergence)
and the delay M. n's technique is usueily used only when the data bandwidth approaches
half the sampling frequency. Recursive methods are preferable when higher sampling
frequencies are allowable or the data bandwidth is "small. " The more closely that the
analog transfer function approaches bandlimiting, the smaller the delay MT becomes
and less wj Is are needed. for J< 0.
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S.	 NON-RECURSIVE FILTERS AND FILT::R LIMITATIONS
Non-recursive filters, as mentioned previously, have no dependence on past outputs.
The transfer function takes the form of a truncated one-sided Fourier series with only
negative exponents. Synthesis of digital filters of this form will be seen to be closely akin to
determining coefficients of Fourier series. In fact, subsequent discussion of Fourier series
and conditions for convergence will show that arbitrary .
 transfer functions cannot be synthe
sired without considerable delay, in general, irrespective of the form of the filter, recursive
or non-recursive.
Independent. of any general theoretical considerations non-recursive filters have a
certain practical advantage besides being found naturally in some physical problems. These
fitters allow synthesis of arbitrary transfer functions satisfying mild regularity conditions
arbitrarily well- over the entire bandridth from zero to half'the sampling frequency albeit
with delay generally determined by the accuracy of approximation.
It will be seen that non-recursive filter synthesis becomes a matt! r of curve fitting
and that techniques used historically can be matte available. Least squares curve fitting will
be discussed along with exact fitting at arbitrarily spaced points using polynomial techniques.
Cgnverganee methods used upon Fourier series can reduce the number of coefficients in the
filters and will be discussed.
Two major disadvantages of non-recursive filters are (1) the large number of coef-
ficients, or weights, that are often needed entailing long computation time and/or complex
hardware when implementing them, and (2) the lack of ability to draw upon the voluminous
work on analog filter synthesis that recursive filters will be seen to allow.
s
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5.1 REDUCTION OF THE GENERAL LINEAR DIGITAL FILTER FORM TO NON-RECURSIVE
FORM.
Development here, reduces the general, linear digital filter transfer
function form to a general "delayed" non-recursive form. The general filter form is
M
am z-m
Hz
 ( z) =	 0
`	 N
r+ bn z-n
n=0
Setting all the bn to zero (b0 = 1) produces (by definition) the general
non-recursive filter input-output relation
M
Hz(z)-marnz 
m = 0
whose realization is
M
y  = I am Xj-m	 (5.1-2)
m = 0
Obviously, the transfer function of the non-recursive filter when
evaluated at z = e u '
 , is the frequency response function
M
H	 Y a -i',u rn T
	 (5.1-3)
m = 0
where the notation is abridged as before, setting H z (e 14.' T) = liz(w).
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It should also be noted that H
z 
(a:) is a partial Fo , irier series: that is,
it contains a finite number of terms with negative exponents. The most general linear
filter has an infinite number of terms, though onl,3 with negative exponents. As sh;tll
be seen, the fact that there are no positive terms in the Fourier series will not allow
synthesis of an arbitrary transfer function without delay, which is true of linear. digital
(and analog) filters in general. The finite number of terms in the Fourier .series for
non-recursive filters causes ripple in the appr; ..imations not generally found in recursive
filters unless specifically desired.
Alternatively, the impulse response form of the transfer function
z-n
N 7 (z) -	 n	 (3.4-?)
n = 0
can be truncated to ": + 1 terms to define the non-recursive filter.
Rearrangement of the transfer function into another form allows
discussion of representation of a given arbitrary transfer function as a digital filter.
This form also is used in transfer function fitting techniques for non-recursive filters.
Multiplication of the original transfer function by unit y , 1 = z
_T 
z T .
with T an integer produces
M
H z W _ z-T z 	 amz-m
I	 m = 0
(5. 1-4)
M-T
_T	 - m
zz=	 am +T
m = -T
with a change of indices.
Defining the bracketed term
as	 bt
Hz 
T (z) zT 
	
amz-m
m - 0
(5. 1-5)
M-7
-rn
Z am 4-Tz
m = -T
then in another form
r
HZ''Z)	
-T
z	 1
7
T) (z)
r 33J°^
Corresponding to the "transfer function" H z (T)(z) a time relationship
can be written:
^M'
yj-T 	 mXj-m	 (5.1-7a)
m = 0
or equivalently:
M
yj = Y am x^.+T-m.	 (5.1-7b)
M = 0
This obviously (Section 3.4) is an unrealizable filtering operation as
future data is required to produce the present 0 th ) output. While the idea of time rela-
tionship between input and output is somewhat misplaced, the unrealizable transfer
function is quite useful in approximations.
If Hz(7) (z) is used as an approximation to an arbitrary transfer function,
H(w), then a delay of T will be involved in the actual filter as can be seen from eq. (5.1-6).
The desirability of H (7) (r', -is the approximation fer a given arbitrary
transfer function follows from (5.1-5), whc re it can be seen that T positive exponents are
allowed. This produces a truncated Fourier series which can approximate an arbitrary
transfer function under quite general conditions. These matters, and the choice of T,
will be discussed in Section 5.2 et al.
Hereafter the "transfer function" H (T) (z) will be called the "delayed"
(by T) transfer function for obvious reasons.
f
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ICertain properties of the "delaved" transfer function Should bo
mentioned:
(a) heriodicity with period s:
(T)
H Z (G^) - II
z
T) (c + s)	 (5. 1-8)
and
(b) Specification of real coefficient filters by positive frequencies:
I
[HzT)(a)
	 -	 l-i(z ) (-w)	 15. 1-`,)
As a non-recursive filter is already in the impulse response form
of the transfer function hereafter set
	 = am and have (again)
M
-m
FT Z ( Z) -
	
amZ	 (5.1-10)
m -- 0
and
M
H(Z) (Z) _ 
ZT Y 
wm 
Z -m
m = 0
(5.1-11)
M-T
-m
wm+T Z
- 7
m - -T
55
Finally, when the "delayed" transfer function is used for approxima-
tions with T = N, where the number of coefficients or "weights" is odd: M = 2N, it
is called a "central filter. " This particular name takes on significance when expression
(5.1-11) is examined. The summation is seen to by symmetrically, or "centrally,"
located within the limits = N.
5. 1. 1 "Cosine" and "Sine" Central F iltcr Simplifications
The particular case T = N, the "central filter," has a pair of
simplified forms which allow easier computation, both from the point of view of weight
computation and in speed of data processing. Central filter; often have, however, more
weights than necessary when approximating an arbitrary transfer function.
The first form is for "delayed" real transfer functions, "cosine"
filters: As the real part of K(T) (w) is an even function it is easy to show that
WN-1c	
wN +k; k = G, 1, . . . , N;	 (5.1.1-1)
the weights are symmetrical about the center one. Therefore, only N+1 weights must
be computed. The filter speed can be increased by noting that the realization is
N
_vj -	 WN-n `'n+j-N
n = -N
N
wN: `J-N, + ^ wN-n (xn+j-N + x-n
n = 1
The nwnber of multiplications is reduced by N. The filter, of course, delays automa-
tically with no other phase shift. to the center of the filtered data span.
Similarly : for H (T)(w) pure imaginary the filter is called a "sine"
filter. The phase shift is automatically 90 degrees plus the delay to the midpoint.
Also, the transfer Faction must oe (Ad. it can easily be shown then, that
w,^. 
=0
«•N-k = -wN+k k = 1, 2,	 N,
which simplifies the weight calculations to N rather than 2N+1.
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The realizable filter reduces to
N
_	 y.	 wIv-n (xn + j - N -x -n + j-N)	 (5, 1. i-4)
n = 1
t	 with only N multiplications needed.
Developments in Section 5. E illustrate usage of 'cosine"
and "sine" filters for implementing various bandpass filters.
5.2 FOURIER SERIES FUNDAMENTALS
Understanding of the basic elements of Fourier series is essential to
an understanding of the limitations upon synthesis of a digital filter with an arbitrary
transfer function. It will be seen that allowance of positive exponents in the "delayed"
transfer function by the delay of T sarpling units is critical to synthesis.
Quite generally it will be proven in this section that an arbitrary
1	 transfer function with modest mathematical constraints can be synthesized arbitrarily
well if sufficient delay is allowed. If the transfer function undergoing synthesis is
analog and bandlimited by half the sampling frequency then no delay is necessary
1	 (T = 0) (Section 4. 4).
The "delayed" non-recursive filter form (5.1-11) can be put in a
(	 slightly more general fora.
N2
r
-iwnT
G(wT) _	 c n e	 (5.2-1)
f	 n -N1
where N2 and N1 can be related to M and T. The general filter transfer function
s
+	 (5.1-1a is simpiy N1 = 0 above. Therefore, discussior_ of this form and its properties
is pertinent to our synthesis problem.
After discussing the properties of (5.2-1) its coefficients c11 will be
related to the w  of the non-recursive filters (Section 5.3.2).
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The filter form has the variable co T as an argument where
-IT <_ wT	 To simplify matters let w be normalized so that
ZZ= U. T, - R <Li:<v:
and have
N
2
-iE:n
G(w) _	 cre	 (5.2-2)
n = -N1
The bar on w is superfluous and is dropped in further discourse. Effectively, the
frequency axis has been scaled so that the sampling interval is unity and angular
frequency ranges between minus and plus f.
- -he basic theorem on Fourier series states that if both the real and
imaginary parts c`. G(w) satisfy the conditions (the Dirichlet conditions):
a. G(w) is defined at every point of the interval - n < w < n:
b. G(w) is everywhere single-valued, finite, and sectionally
continuous; G(w) can have a finite number of discontinuities
only, and two consecutive discontinuities must be separated
by a finite interval;
c. G(w) is of "bounded variation," that is, it has a finite
number of maxima and minima:
there, G(w) can be expanded into a convergent infinite series which converges unifor:nlN
extent at a point of discontinuity.
N2
-iwn
t^(w) = lim	 c n e
Nl -4 " n -Nl
N a=2
where
(5.2-3)
cn _ 1	 G(w) e iu;ndca
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or equivalently;
AT
G(w) =	 a0 	+	 lim	 (an cos wn - ibn sin Wn)
N -+ CO	 (5.2-4)n = 1
with
7f
1
ao	
-	
27rG(w) dw,
7
an 	=	 G(w) cos nu:dw;	 n = 1, 2,11f
-	 7T
7f
1=b   	 G(w) sin w n dw; n = 1, 2,
- 7r
At a point of discontinuity w = o , the series converges to Vie
arithmetic mean of the two limiting ordinates:
G( o^
	
=	
2	
G (W)	 + G( o)	 (5.2-5)5
The coefficients an and bn
 can be obtained through the well known
"least squares" method (Section 5. 2. 1). 	 Alternatively it can be assumed that the series
(5.2 -3) exist with coefficients	 (-, an , and b 	 as given, and investigate convergencen ,
and sufficient conditions upon G(w) to ensure this convergence,
	 (the Dirichlet conditions).
The coefficients of the two representations (5.2-3) and (5. 2-4) are
related by
a	 -	 c
0	 0
an	
=	
cn	 +	 Vin' 
n	 0 '	 (5. 2-6a)
b	 =	 c	 -	 c	 ' n%0;
n	 n	 -n
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and
co = ao0
c  = (an + bn)/2; n > 0,	 (5.2-6b)
c -n = (an - bn ) /2 ; n > 0.
If, for a moment, the truncated Fourier series is written in exponential
form with both indices equal:
N
GN(w)
	
	
L 
cne -iwn	 (5.2-7)
n = -N
where the superscript Non GN(w) indicates the truncation at n = f N and also (as before):
n
1	 iw'n
cn = 2,r	 G(w ) e	 dw 	(5.2-8)
T
the cn can be inserted back into the expression for G (tee. Interchanging the orders of
integration and summation:
R	 N
GN(w) 
_ 27T	
G(WI)
	
a i (W - to )n dw'
	 (5.2-9)
_ 9	 n=-N
or
'T
sin(N +
	
(w - w )
GN^^) = S G(w')	 2	 dw	 (5.2-10)
217 [sin ((x - w')/2
- tl
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t}t
1
(
a
It can be shown that the so--called "kernel" (the "Dirichlet kernel")
sin(N + 1 ) (w - w')
KN(w - w') =	 2	 (5.2-11)
2'R sin (w - w') 2
has the property that
n
lim G ` (w) = lim	 G(w') KN (w - w T ) dw'	 (5.2-12)
N -Om	 N-4m
-f
= G(w);
if the Dirichlet conditions are satisfied.
Unfortunately, when K  (w- w') is plotted the function
becomes sharply peaked as N becomes large and the first peaks on either _ ide
of the main one are significant and approach a constant fraction of the main peak.
If an approximation of a function with a discontinuity is tried, say,
f1, jwj< w-
H(w)	 c
^0, jw'> w
C
then these peaks, even for large N, cause the "Gibbs phenomena" severe oscillations
about the point w = we (FYgure 5.2-1). As more general functions with discontinuities
can be represented as the sum of a step function plus a continuous function, the "Gibbs
phenomena" is still present for these functions (Section 5.6 ).
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Q
FREQUENCY (RADIANS)
Figure 5. 2-1. Gibbs Oscillations (N = 12)
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It can be shown that the first overshoot approaches a limit ^ 1 for
increasing N and similarly for the first undershoot. In many practical circumstances
these "ripples" cause unwanted non-negligible effects in the filtering process. The limits
are .08949 for the overshoot and -.08949 for the undershoot.
A point of view that may be taken towards the "Gibbs phenomena" is
that the kernel KN(w - w') = KN(-(w - w')) does not have sufficient "focusing power.
It does not fall -off sufficiently fast away from w = w 1 . Its rather large oscillations
outside of the thimedfate region of w = w 1 cause the large oscillations in the truncated
Fourier series GN(w) at a point of discontinuity.
The fact that the truncated Fourier series approaches G(w) uniformly
except at points of discontinuity is of exceptional interest as this allows approximations
within a given error over the entire range 0 < W !5 tr for some N.
Methods of suppressing the "Gibbs phenomena" will be discussed later.
5.2.1 Orthoncrmal Expansions and their Relation to Fourier Series
An expansion of a function G(w) over a region a.<
 W:< b in terms of an
"orthonormal" function set is often possible. An "orthonormal" set is a set of linearly
independent functions 0 j (w) which have the properties
i
i
and
b
f
I 
Qj (w)I 2 dw = 1
a
(a. 2. 1-ia)
0, (w) 0 *(w) dw = 0; j / n	 (5. 2.1-1b)J
a
An "orthogonal" set is one which has not been normalized so that
(5.2.1-1a) is true. It, of course, can be so normalized.
An expansion of G(w) in the form
I G(w) = lim
N-400
N
A.0j (w). (5.. 2. 1-2)
I
	 j = 0
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is often desired. Usually it is also desired that this e-q3ansion converge over the region
a < w < b for a very general class of functions G(w). That is, restrict G(w) by as few
conditions as possible. The Dirichlet conditions of Section (5.2) are as general as needed
in most practical problems.
Assuming the expansion holds both sides may be multiplied by 0n *(^%)
and integrated from a to b. Using the orthonormality conditions it is found that
An =	 G(w)on *(w) dw.	 (5.2.1-3)
a
Letting
VW) _
	 1
2n
02n(w) =	 1	 cos nw. . n = 1,	 2,	 . ;	 (5.2.1-4)
3 1T
and
-	
1	 sin nw , n2n+1w) = 1,	 2,
over the region -it _< w:<. 1.1 , then the Fourier series (equation 5.2-3) with ,lightly
different normalization would be obtained.
If the general orthonormal expansion had been truncated at N + 1
terms
N
GN(w) _
	
Aj	 (w), (5.2.1-5) a
j = 0
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;n.. .
then the coefficients of Ai
 could be determined so that they minimize the square error:
N
s 2
 =	 I G((w ) -	 Aj^Ai(u)	 dam:	 (5.2.1-6)
a	 j-0
Minimization is obtained by taking the partial derivatives with respect
to the coefficients and setting them equal to zero. They are
b
Aj =	 G(W) 0 *(W) dw.	 (5.2.1-7)
a
Amazingly, the coefficients are the same as obtained before when
deriving equation (5.2.1-3).	 ,
It should be kept in mind that least squares fitting only minimizes
the integrated square error. The error at a given point can be quite large. Fortunately,
when sines and cosines are used starting with the 0 th harmonic and adding in the next
sine and cosine harmonic, as 'N is increased by one, the set P (w) has been ordered in
such a way that the series uniformly converges and the absolute error also decreases.
E'The exponential form of the trigonometric series which is also
composed of orthogonal functions is not ordered as simply, so that the expansion does
not converge if the limiting is not performed properly. For example, the general
expansion
N^
°iG:n
	 —G(G;^) - Iim	 L	 c  e	 -17 < G: < 17	 (5. 2.1-8)
N -+ °D1	 n = -N1 /T-7
N2-+ ao
will not converge, in general, to G((,e) if say, N 2 + °° only is allowed. Of course, if
G(w) does not contain the members of eiWn for n <-Nl . then convergence is possible.
This exceptional case happens to be the case of interest for realizable digital filters.
Also, it should be noted that the orthonormal trigonometrical
exponential set can be arranged in the manner of the o (W) I s so that, as each term
(or pair) is added, convergence to Gfw) is uniform.
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Writing
1
^oo(w)
-inw
(02n (W)= 2n
	
n > 0 (5.2.1-9)
inw
02n+1 (w) =	 e	 ^ n > 0
and the form equivalent to (5.2.1-2) becomes
N
G(w) = Jim	 A 0.(w)	 (5.2.1-10)
N -► m F	 l lj=0
A	 N	 e -ijw	 eijw
+ lim	 1 (A2 j 3W + A2j + 1 vI F-irrif 	 )N j=1
Examination of this form, using the identities
e±ilw = cos jw f i sin j w.
will disclose the fact that, as N increases, successive harmonics of both sines and
cosines are being added allowing the approximation error to decrease uniformly. If the
A2n terms should be ignored and approximation by a series of the form
NN
GN(w)- L, A2j + 1 1012T(5.2.1-11)
j= 0
failure is imminent in general, except for the special case where G(w) does not contain
the positive exponential terms.
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5.2.2 Completeness of an Orthonormal Set
The last few pages have been a specialization of a particular fact
about "completeness" of orthonormal sets. If the orthonormal set (in this case the set
consists of the functions e ± ikw) is not "complete," then a function cannot be fitted
satisfying the Dirichlet conditions in a converging mrnner.
Mathematically, completeness means that the set P j (w) possesses the
property:
CO
1 0 i (w) (0i *((x')	 (5.2.2-1)j - 0
b (w - -,,').
where b (w -	 ') is the "Dirac delta function. " K (w ; w') is a "kernel" with the
property:
b
G(w) -	 G(w1) b(ce - w') dw': a < w < b	 (5.2.2-2)
i
a
4
3
The "completeness" property is obtained by inserting the coefficients
b
Aj -	 G(w`) (Oj *(w') dw 	 (5.2.1-3)
a
back into the expansion that was assumed to existed:
i+T
N ^^
	
	
J
	 (5.2.1 - 2)
j - 0
After interchanging the orders of integration and surnmation, it is
found 0j (w) must have the property (5. 2.2-1).
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H
z 
(W)_ -iwNT
N
w	 e
-ic,^^znT
N+m^
m -N
(5.3-1) t
f
The preceding discussion about the functions 2fl final simply
reiterates the fact that a general transfer function can be synthesized (appro)imated)
in a converging manner only if the exponentials for ail n = 0, f 1, ±2,
	 are
present as ^ increases. A "complete- set _*r ust be used!
A fact of importance that should Le remembered in later work, occurs
when filters are synthesized to fit exactl y; at M+1 given points of the desired transfer
function. While the fit is exact at the M+1 points in ooth a. iplitude and phase, inter-
polation points between the fitted points can deviate wildly from the desired function.
This can happen as the function for which a fit is desired can contain members not in
the approximating set.
5.3 RELATION BETWEEN FOURI]ER SERIES EXPANSIONS AND LINEAR DIGITAL FILTER
'TRANSFER FUNCTIONS (INCLUDING RECURSIVE FILTERS)
The general non-recursive, linear filter frequency response was
expressed as
M
-iWm THz ((X) =
	
w 
m 
e
m=0
It is immediately seen from Section 5.2.2 that legitimate transfer functions belong to
those functions which can be expressed with negative (and zero) trigonometric exponentials.
Extending Zvi to infinity includes all linear, time invariant digital filters
which may be recursive.
When Cie transfer function of a non-recursive filter was written as
Hz (z)= z.
-T
 HZT) (z),	 (5.1-0)
with	 M-T
HZ^) (z) - c ^rml,r z-m	 (5. i-5)
m = -T
it was sir_iply on algebraic manipulation whdch still had only negative and zero powers
of z(or e lwT ). Equation (5.1-5) above was called the "delayed" non-recursive filter
form. At this point it should be more clear why the non-recursive transfer function was
written in this manner. For example, when T = N in (5. 1--5) above, with M = 2N for
expository purposes:
5-H
	 a
e
when z = e 4.T which gives the frequency response. It can be seen that if a delay T of
N units is allowed (NI' seconds) corresponding to the factor e-rwNT then the second
factor contains both positive and negative exponents in equal quantities. Therefore,
with T = N an arbitrary transfer function H(w) can be approximated satisfying the
Dirichlet conditions (Section 5.2) by (5.1-5), by allowing N to be sufficiently large.
However this means the delay also gets larger.
A pertinent example of the relation between delay and phase is the
approximation of an ideal bandpass filter by a non-recursive digital filter.
For example, if a low-pass Enter whose amplitude is defined by
li t __, ) _ 
1,1 4%l< o ^ s/2,
	
0, 4.0 
<6wj	 S/21
is desired, then the closer the approximation the more delay required. In Section 5.7.4
it will be found that the "fall-off" interval (the interval where the approximation falls
from 1 to 0, at,proxirnately) is gizer_ by
_	
©W = ;` 1 1 110 1- ,
for Fourier approximations without modification for the Gibbs phenomena. If rapid
"fall-offs" are desired (Aw small) then N must be concommitantly large and, therefore,i	 the delay must be large, (NT).
5.3.1 The Transfer Function Approximation Problem and the Determination of T.
The approximation problem for an arbitrary transfer function, with
possibly delay, is now clear.
Definition of HZT) (z) was obviously made so that it possessed terms with
positive and negative exponentials; the quantity of each-controlled by the integer variable
r. Assuming T has been selected, at first, near the center of the range 0 to lei, so
that the approximating exponentials are present in relatively equal quantities, the
approximation problem follows.
Given a transfer function H(w) for which an approximation is desired,
with. H(W) given either in numerical or functional form, determine the numbers n so
that the error
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c (w) = H(w) - Hzr) (w )
(5.3.1-1)
M-r
	
-iw mT
V wm+r 
e
H(w) _ u
m - -r
Is minimized in some sense.
Using the least-squares method of approximation (or any other)
along with convergence factors for removal of the Gibbs phenomena to be discussed in
Section 5.7 the method of approximation is relatively straight forward.
1. Determine by some manner (trial-and-error, convergence
rate of Fourier coefficients (Section 5.4 ), analytic
properties of 11(w), etc. )the initial number of weights
M+1.
2. Set r to (M+1)/2
3. Compute the weights wk
4. Examine the fitting to H(w) 1^y 11(7)(w)
5. If the result of 4) Is adequate examine the weights w
n	 _.
Quite often in practical problems the weights will
diminish rapidly to insignificance for n near zero.
if they are small near zero,T may be decreased by
an amount equal to the number of insignificant weights
with an attendent decrease in the number (M + 1) of
weights. Step 4) should }x repeated as a check on
removal of the "Insignificant" weights.
5.3.2 Fourier Least-Squares or "Dirichlet" Weights
Using the least-squares methods of Section 5.2 the "Dirichlet"
	 -
weights are easily found. Comparison of equation (5.2 = 1) with (5.1-5) (z =: a wT)
gives the relationship between the "Dirichlet" or least-squares coefficients and the
filter weights.
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cn = wn+T , -T < n < M-T,	 (5.3.2-1)
or
wn = cn-T ' o < n < M
wwith	 s
2
	= 1	 H e iwnT	 (5.3.2-2)Wen	 s	 (^)	 dw
-w
s
2
and H(w) is the transfer function undergoing approximation.
Generally, H(w) may be the transfer function of a complex filter
(see Section 8) producing complex weights. If H (- W) = H * (w), as is Jften
the case, then the weights are real numbers.
If H(w) is give„ in amplitude and phase form and has a real impulse
response (H(-w) = H*(w) ) then
H(Co) _ e (w)eW(w)
	
(5.3.2-3)
where
A(w) = amplitude, an even function
and
0 (w) = phase (in radians), an odd function
then the 'least squares" weights can be written as
n
1
v'n =	 A(Z•+) c - (^D (Z,) + w (n-T))dw.	 (5.3.2-4)
^w
_n
Many limitations present were mentioned previously, but will be
reiterated for completeness; others are included.
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ra. H( T ) must be known analytically between its discontinuities,	 j
if any.	 i
b. Numerical integration is required in most cases for the wn,
where at leas` N + 1 complex sample values of the desired
trar_sfer function are needed. The coefficients will become
periodic with period 2Q + 1, where 2Q + 1 is the number of
real and imaginary (amplitude and phase) transfer function
samples available, with most numerical integration techniques.
This means that 2Q + 1 is the maximum number of coefficients
that can be obtained using typical numerical integration schemes.
Fortunately, the integrations can be simplified by a discrete
transform technique. (Section 5.5).
c, The total square error is minimized and not the maximum error.
This effect is seldom pronounced when the "Gibbs phenomena" is
properly handled.
d. For delays sinall, T = o, the convergence of the approximation
is usually poor. This is due to lack of convergence to
''complete" set of functions a±iu;k . Details are given in Section 5.2.
1.	 The advantages of the technique are pronounced: i
a. For T = (M+1)/2 there will be convergence to a 'complete"
set for increasing M; convergence is as fast as the coefficients
wN-n decrease with n(as fast as n- 1 , even with discontinuities
at w = 0 and tt in the imaginary part of the transfer function).
If the imaginary part of H(W) = 0 at w = 0 and T then conver-
gence is at least as fast as n 2 . (See Section 5.4).
b. The "Gibbs phenomena" can be removed simply (Section 5.6)
with a small price to pay in accuracy. Usually better accuracy
for a given class of filters with a smaller N is possible; for
example, "handpass" Filters.
C. wns that contribute relatively little can be recogni7: d by
examining the ratio:
wn
Hz(w)
If this ratio b-- less than the tolerable error for important w
this term can be dropped as the eikw are "equi-ripple" func-
tions with a maximum ripple of ? .
r
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5.4 CONVERGENCE RATES OF THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE TRANSFER
FUNCTION, OR MAGNITUDE OF FOURIER COEFFICIENTS IN GENERAL.
In Section 5.1 it was found that HZT) (W) possessed the property
HZT) (- W) = HZT) (w)*	 (5.1-9)
for real filters, or weights which, if H (k) (W) is written in terms of its real and
imaginary parts:
H(T) (W) = f(W) + ig (W),	 (5.4-1)
implies that f(W) is even:
-
	
	
f(-W) = f(W)
	 (5.4-2a)
and g,'x) is odd:
(5.4-2b)
t
y_ Pirthermore, the correspondence developed in Section 5.3.2 relates
the transfer function weights to the Fourier expansion coefficients. How the expansion
coefficients behave for large indices, therefore, becomes important because it informs
about relative error magnitudes in transfer function synthesis.
Because of the evenness of f(W) and oddness of g(W) it is found that
the coefficients an and bn are given by:
n
2{	 an =	 f(W) cos Wn dw, n > 0;
0
	
(5.4-3)
7
2bn = —	 g(W) sin Wn die:.n^
The order of magnitude of the coefficients an and bn r.an be estimated.
Consider, first the coefficients a n; for f(W) continuous and n small it is difficult to
estimate their behavior in general. With large n the factor f(W) changes relatively
slowly. Integration by parts may be performed:
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IT
a_ f W sin w1n 	
-
 1	 fl(w) sin nW dW
2	 n	 n	 n
0	 fo 	(5.4-4)
n
- 1	 f'((A.,) sin nW dW
n f
0
Integration again by parts results in
n
2 
an = 1 
2	
f'(W) cos nQ;	 - 1 2 f" (w,
 ) cos nw dW .
n
	
0	 n	 (5.4-5)
It is now possible to say that for large n the coefficients an fail off at a rate of at
2least 1 /n for continuous functions.
Similarly, the behavior of the coefficients b  can be investigated for
continuous functions g(W). Integrating by parts:
n
r b  = _ -9 (W) cos W n	 + 1	 g'(W) cos Wn d!w
2	 n	 n
0	 0 (5.4-6)
IT
	_ - ((-1)n
 907 ) - 9( 0)) + n
	
g'(W) co:- wn dW
0
Unless, g(tf) = g(0) = 0, the bn descend only at the rate of n 1 . If gm = g(0) = 0,
then further integrations by parts demonstrate that the b n 's, the sine series, con-
verges at the rate n-3.
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Anaiogous considerations, using integration by
 parts, for genera].
discontinuities (assuming a finite number within 0 :<. 
	 ;, u- •vonstrate that both sine
and c-)sine coefficients, then on -ly fall-off as 1/n for large n
Some other- properties of expansions in Fourier series aid in con-
vergence, but remove discussion from the interval -17 <u= <17, and will not be considered
here.
-
	
	 ir. summary it can be seen that sine expansions are preferred if the
constant 90 decree phase shift Can be tolerated and the desired transfer function is
'	 zero at g,11) and g(0) and is odd; as the convergence rate for large n is n -3 : If g(1i)
and g0) are not zero then the convergence is only as n- 1 . A method of assisting in
making g(17) and g(0) equivaient to zero .s discussed in Section 5.6 though the dis-
continuities are sti i ieft to be expar_ded,
' Real t;, arsfer functions , cosine transfer functions , converge as n - 2
if discontinuities are not present.
if a restriction to sine or cosine expansions is made, then varying
phase shifts cannot be synthesized.
5.5 FOURIER LEAST' SQUARES APPROXIMATION USING DISCRETE FOURIER
TRANSFORMS Ii 7^ CLUDING EX.-1%CT FITTING AT N + 1 EQUI-SPACED POINTS
A major Limitation discussed n a previous section, in "least-
squares" fitting ksing an analyticai expression for H(W: was the difficulty in performing
the integrations necessary for computing the weights either by analytical or numerical
integration techniques. Fortui>ately, a simple method is available in the numerical case
which converges to the exact least squares weights for a sufficient number of complex
sample values of the transfer function, The methods needed to remove the "Gibbs
phenomena" are also applicable here.
y
Generally, complex coefficient non-recursive filters can be computed
by the method to be descri bed. NVhen the input transfer function is restricted to having
the property H( -W) = H*(w) real weights r,.;su'_t. The IDFT2 of Section 2.6.1 will be
useful in subsequent paragraphs.
Trigonomettic functicr possess integral orthonormality over the
normalized region
	 W:5 1r when W is a continuous variable as discussed previously.
Amazingly, they also possess this relatively unique property over equally spaced
discrete samples. As complex exponential forms are easier to manipulate only these
forms will be discussed. Equivalent results can be deduced from these forms for
sines and cosines.
As in the continuous case A ith 'least-squares" fitting the magnitude
of the error over the range - s < W < s	 is squared to avoid cancellation and
2	 2
summed. The vveigrts w  are chosen to minimized the summed squared error, hence
the name "least-squares. "
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The total square error between the desired transfer function H(w)
and the approadmation Hi ^ca 1) at the frequency sampling points W is
Q° !	 T
e 2 =	 I H( q) - HZ )(	 2q)	 (5.5-1)
q=-Qo
where
21f
coq = q QT,
2Qo , Q even,
Q =
2Qo+1, Q odd,
t
Qo = Q - Qo - 1
Q 0 - 1, Q even
Qo , Q odd
Inserting the form (5.1-5) for 47) (W) and taking the partial derivative
with respect to wm+T (or its conjugate):
2
0 = 
ae 
w*	
(5.5-2)
M+ T
Qo
_ -	 H(w )e 1W qmT	 Q W
q	 m+T
q - Q 
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where the discrete orthogonality of Section 2. G. 1 has been used. Therefore,
Wm- T is given by
Qo
=	
1	 7	 Ii(W )e iw q mT (5.5-3)
^^m +T Q	 L	 q
q	
- Qo
with W	 = q S^Q and can be computed directl y; using complex arithmetic procedures.
When H(u:) is the transfer function of a real filter (H( W) - H*(W))the weights are real.
It may be noticed that the weights are given by the I 	 F	 .of Sectior 2.6. 1.
If the transfer function is that of a real filter and given in amplitude
and phase form
H(W) = A(W)e io(w)
then the weights can be written:
Q = 2Q0 (even)
s	 ^'wm17 =	 cpQ A(0) cos (0) + QA(s^ 	 cos (^ QT + ( s )l,2	 2	 0	 2
Q-1
+ 2	 A(W ) cos (u; mT + cp (u) ))Q	 q	 q	 q	 (5.5-4a)
q - 1
Q - 2Q0 + 1 (cad)
Qo-1
w 	 1
A(0) cos (0(0)	 Q	 A(ce ) cos (q mT	 q
u,	 1 (5. 5 -41))
For real filters it should also be no`A that 0(0) and O(w 2)
arc restricted to multiples of n.
1
r
S
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(5.5-7)
The choice of T for the weights computed by discrete sampling of the
transfer function is performed in a manner identical to that for continuous least squares
fitting (Section 5.3.1).
When the number of transfer function samples, Q, is equal to the
Number of filter weights, M+1, then the fitting will be exact at the points Wq as(5.5.3)
may be recognized as the IDFT2 of Section 2.6.1. However as 7 approaches zero the
fit between points often goes completely awry. This occurs because of the "incomplete
set" again.
Determination of Q so that the discrete coefficients approach the
continuous ones is most clearly understood by consulting Section 2.6.6. As work there
in the time domain the relation is converted here to the frequency domain.
If H(W) is expanded in a Fourier aeries as in Section 5.3.2.
00
H(W) 
_ Y cme -iWmT	 (5.5-51)
M
- -
CO
with
u;
s
1	 WUrn T	 27T
m s
	
s	 T
- W
S
2
then the discrete coefficients, Cm , are given in terms of the cm by
CO
Cin	 L cm-jQ	 (5.5-6)
= -CO
The method of Section 2.6.6 is used identically to derive (5. 5-6).
Q should be choser. so that the "aliasing 1P i ndicated is minimized to
allow
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In ether case the digital filter coefficients are related by
w	 _ C'	 . m = 0. 1, . . . , M,	 (5,5-8)m	 m-T
m = cnl-T' m = 0. 1,	 M.
or
ii
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i> :SUPPRESSION  OF THE "G1BBS PHENOMENA"
The "Gibbs Phenomena", as mentioned previously (:Section 5.2), is due to the so-
called Dirichle> "Kernel", that is, if the -- pproximation to the function G(w) is represented as
G (^) =	 c e	 (-.2-7)it
Il = —
with the usi_aI Fourier coefficients
cn
 = 2r
	
G(wl)eiw'ndw,,	 (5.2-8)
and these are inserted bacn into the expression for G' (:^),
s tn[(N +^) (w - w'))
G (w)	 G(``^`)
r^
2 	 sin{ (w - w') 21	 dw'	 (5.2-10f
')
results. Integration and summation have been reversed in obtaining this equation.
Also, as mentioned in Section 5. 2, if the Diri.chlet conditions are satisfied, then
r,
sin (IN 	 2 ) (w-w')j
Iir-	 M= lim	 G(w')	 dw'
N- W	 N-o^	 2 sin[ (w - w')/2 ]
(5.2-12)
at all points where G(w) is continuous and i_s equal to
Vr
at a point r: discontinuity w , where w + and w indicate limits from either side of the
discontinuity. If the fiunctio i G(w) is c8ntinuo4 in the interval
a<,- -,fib,\
the convergence of G (w) to G(w) is uniform in the open interval
a,< w <b
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if the points a and b are points vi -; iscontinuity. As a point of discontinuity is
approached; the Ieries converi-:s'to the value G ( wo-) + . 08949
(G(wo ) - G(w ) ), as wors approached from the left. An overshoot, regardless
of how large N Becomes, of approximately 9 percent exists! Similarly, at the right
of the discontinuity an undershoot of 9 percent exists. The phenomena is illustrated in
Figure 5.2-1.
^-
G(w)	 G(wo	
.03949 (G(wo ) - G(wot) 1
-) i► t
T
'o	
r
Figure 5.6-1. THe "Gibbs Phenomena"
5.6.1 Separation of Discontinuities from Arbitrary Functions
A function other than a simple rectan gle, as those in Figure 5.6.1-1
v(w)	 1	 I	 u (w)
(a)	 (b)
Figure 5.6.1-1 Simple Rectangles
which has a discontinuity at w = wo as in Figure 5.6-1 can be decomposed into a
continuous function plus a simple "square wave" or rectangle.
.	 : or example, removal of the discontinuity in the function G(w) of Figure 5.6-1
can be accomp;:shed by adding the rectangle v(w) (Figure 5.6.1-1a) weighted by
(G (:4: -) - G(^ +) ). That is, the function with the discontinuity removed, G R (w), can be
w rittoen	 °
G R (w) = G(w) + (G(wo ) -
 G(w o+ ) ) v 	 (5.6.1-1)
It can be seen that G R (w) is continuous at ^o = wo and can be expanded in a rapidy con-
verging Fourier series (see Section 5.4). Of course, the expansion of
G(w) - G ( w ) - ( u (wo ) - G ( w0	 ) v ( w )	 (5.6.1-2)
is actually desired. AssumLig the expansion o G R (w) has been obtained cnly v(w) need be
expanded. A function which has a discontinuity that jumps positively as w passes the
point w = wo would involve u(cj) (Figure 5.6.1-1b).
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If convenient methods can be found for expanding u(w) (Figure 5.6.1-?b) and
	 -
v(w) with high accuracy and a relatively small number of terms, then G(w) can be
expanded much more accurately. Furthermore, as appropriate analytica; forms can
be found for the expansions of u(w' and v(w), the numerical accuracy of the expansion
	 -
is also improved as only the expansion co. fficients of G 11 (w) must be computed
numerically.
Subsequently, expansions of uta)) and v(w) will be discussed with attention to the
"Gibbs p►
 enomena" (Section 5.8)
One other type of discontinuity exiss which should be removed before calculation
of coefficients is attempted numerically. The even part of the function G N(w) is con-
tinuous at w = to by virtue of i` ,; eveiness. However, the odd part (the imaginary
part) is automatically discontinuous at w= t 7r unless G(w) is zero there.
	 -
The asymptotic behaviour (N-- ) of G N (w) has been assumed.
This odd function, say g(w), has the value -g((4 at w = - qr . Graphically, the
function can be presented as in Figure 5.6.1-2:
Or)
W -jif.
Figure 5.6.1-2. An Odd Function
Assume, of course, that all other discontinuities have been removed by the previous
pr6cedure,. Removal of the discontinuity at t ii can be performed by decomposing g(w)
in a part that does not have the discontinuity at t tf, gRO(w), plus a linea function;
	
b
that is, the representation
9ROM = 011) - 7 a,	 (5.6.1-31
11
can be written, or
g( w ) = gR0(w) +	 g ('r)r - w	 (5.6.1-4)
It can be seen that gRO (w) has no discontinuities and may be expanded in a rapidly
converging sine series (Section 5.4 ). 	 -
The preceding discourse has indicated that three fundamental functional torms
	 -
must be considered with respect to the "Gibbs phenomena": Con3, ideration, of course,
must be given to whether these fundamental functions are needed in the real (even)
	 ^(
part of the transfer function or in the imaginary (odd) part. The third of the functions
(w) is only of use in the imaginary part as it is an odd function. The first two functions
v(w) and u(w) can also be considered as ideal bandpass functions; v(w) is a high-pass
filter and u(w) is a low-pass filter. Linear combinations of v(w) for different values
	 --
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Of wo give Landpass filters. iw, by itself is a "differentiator.
Note that v(w) and u(w) are related by the simple equation
U(W) = i -v(w),
or
	 (5.6.1-5)
v(w) = 1 -u(w),
j	 so that only one of them need be synthesized. Unfortunately, if the discontinuity being
I	 removed from a transfer function Ls in the imaginary part (the sine expansion part), then
there will be difficulties if v(w) is needed. A discontinuity exists at = f T , as v(w)
will be odd in this case.
To (1) remove the discontinuities in the real or imaginary parts of a transfer
function or (2) design low, high, or bandpass filters discussion of various sine and
1 cosine expansions of v(Le), u(w), and w will be presented.
5.6.2 Basic Approaches to Removal of the "Gibbs Phenomena"
Two fundamental techniques have been used to reduce the oscillations induced
by the "Gibbs Phenomena".
1. Replacing of the discontinuous function by a continuous approximation
a la J. Ormsby. *
For example, Ormsby replaced u(w), the ideal low-pass filter, by
0, 1 W 1 > w
1 , IWISWe	
-
^^(wl ( !w + w i)/(wT- W ) )p , W < w^-wc
( (w -	 T-wc) )p^ we < w^ wT (5.6. 2 -1)
1	 winch looks approximately like Figure 5.6.2-1.
A
i
,a	 -wT -wc	 0	 we	 WT	 Ir
Figure 5.6.2-1. Ormsby Replacement of Low-Pass Filters
*Ormsby, J. F. Design of Numerical Filters with Applications to Missile Data
Processing: JACK Vol. 8, 1961 pp- 440-466.
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The integer "p" is the degree of the roil off. Obviously, this is a "cosine" or zero
phase shift filter. (It is an even function.)
Other writers have used other roll-off functions.
This general technique of replacement suffers difficulties in the determination
of the Fourier coefficients analytically. The integrations are often quite complicated
and tedious, and error evaluation as a function of the number of coefficients is difficult
to determine. As the "replacement" function is arbitrary an unnecessarily strict
requirement is made. Better filters are obtained by a method to be described,
2. Use a filtering technique on the ideal transfer function to rzmove its
undesirable features; namely, the discontinuities.
Many writers have performed this maneuver though they have not given it a
common basis. Various names used are:
a. Use of the Fourier convolution theorem to improve approximations
b. Use of "apodizing" functions
c. Weighted Fourier Coefficients
d. Lanczos factors
e. Fejer summation (and Cesaro summation in general)
While the first approach to removal of the "Gibbs phenomena" received only
a short discussion, as actual dcz1gns depend on the method of ideal filter replacement
and has received a good deal of attention elsewhere, the filtering technique will be
developed fully here.
Definition of "Fall-off" for the Filtering Technique
When rectangular filters are designed it will be found that they have an
approximately linear "fall-off" for the useful ones. The middle of the filter "fall-off"
usually occurs near w = w 
'
where w is the step in the ideal rectangular filter
normalized to unit gain in the passbarid. By computing the slope, m , of the approxi-
mating filter, H (w), at w = w "fall-off" car. be
 found accurately, and as a function
of 2N+1, the number of ;veightos.
HA( w)	 —	 Ideal low-pass filter
P-r-
wQ
	n
Figure 5.6.2-2. Illustration of "Fall-Off"
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The "Lll-off" for the filtering technique (and it can also be used for the
"replacemeiit" filters)	 defined as
F - -, m
s
where
	
	
(5.6.2-2)
m = d (if A GO ) )
S	 d 	 IW = w
,	 o
The sampling frequency has been assumed normalized tc 2- in radians or unity in llert7.
The ''fall-off"  X	 is the distance in w between points where a lire of slope
m inter sects the ordinates 1 and 0, divided by the sampling frequency, In "non-
ro'rmalized" frequencies
^ _	 I
F	
.c ms
where	 (5.6.2-3)
m = d	 (H ^ (.r) )
s	 dd w	 A) = w0
is considered with H A (w) as the transfer function prior to transformation to the inter%ai
to
5.6.3 "Filtering ,r The Transfer Function
If the transfer function is looked upon as simply a periodic function, it could. he
filtered as, say, a time function. To "filter the filter" is another way of putting it.
The reasoning behind this method lies in the normal dealings with square waves in ti-,
time domain. Filtering a square wave with various forms of low-pass filters rounds
sharp coz-ners, and produces finite ris r times.
As the frequency do-nain and the time domain are connected through Fourier-
series and transforms, an.L operations in one domain can equally well be performed
in the other, operating upon the exact, ideal sampled data filter with time filteriII7 is
considered. That is, operate on
3
3
.^ ,mod ,` 	r 	
J +j	
^.	 4 .R	 ^
go
H(w) _ E eke-iwk
k=-^
where	 a	 (5.6.3-1)
ck = 21r 	 H(w , ) eiw°k dw,
—T
with a linear operation, of , in w (linear combinations of derivatives, summations, and
integrations with real coefficients). As with linear time domain operators:
H(w) _	 cXe-iwk	 (5.6.3-3)
k= - ^o
The effect of a linear operator in w on a function e' wt is well known:
oLe-iwt = c (t) a 1G1t	 (5.6.3:•3)
where (t) is the "transfer function" associated with the operator. As can be seen,
the roles of w and t Have simply been reversed from that which is customary.
The problem, ultimately, will be the determination of the proper transfer
function in the time domain. (Section 5.7)
Having defined a time domain transfer function, the effect oftcan be written
als o as	 co
#1 H(w) _ E ck Q k e-i^vk	 (5.6.3-4)
k = - co
where
a k = a (k)	 (5.6.3-5)
has been defined to simplify notation.
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N, w set	 N
,— / w) =
	
ck Q ke -iwk	 (5.6.3-6a)
k = -N
or
N
--^
H A (w}
	
rke-iwk	 (5.6.3-6b)
k = -N
w ith
r  = c  a k	 (5.6.3-7)
and where HA (w) is the truncated approximate transfer function
N
HA (w) =	 -i wkcke	 (5.6.3-8)
 L
k = -N'
and h (w) is the filtered version. Equation (5.6.3-6) is a version of equation
(5.6. A4) with the time transfer function adjusted so that
k;ic - 0, t 1, t2, ..., ^N
(k)	 o;	 k ? N; k, aninteger.	 (5.6.3-9'
In general, many Q (t)) Is can be found for a given set of a I s. Note that
filtering H(w) is the same as weighting the Fourier coefficients by weights k.
Hereafter,a (t) will be supers cripted with :`Z; namely Cr N (t), so that it will be
recognized that the filter depends on the order of approximation of H(w) that is
desired.
To obtain another method of formulating the problem let
-N (t) _ 27rGN 
(w) eiwt dw
	 (5.6.3-10)
-00
where GN (w) is the Fourier transform of Q N(t) and can be consider d its '' repulse
response"' in the frequency domain.. in terms of H(w) and G N (w), rk^ = Q k ck can
be written (from eq uations (5.6.3-1) and (5.6.3-10) ) asCO
rk 	 1 2	 H(w') eiw"k dw t
	GN(w") eiW11kdw"	 (5.6.3-11)
(2;r)	 S
	
_Tr	 -CO
r::
Defining a truncating function U(w) as
U(w) _1 , 1 w 1 157r( 0, otrerwise;	 (5.6.3-12)
gives:
0	 00
N	 1	 i cw'k	 N	 iw" k rk
 =	 2	 H(w') U[f.^') e	 dw'	 c G (w") e	 du)". 
(27r)	 .1
_0	
_00 (5.6.3-13)
T
Namely, r can be looked upon as the sampled values of a tunction r N (t), which iG the
product of kwo time functions; the inverse transforms of U(w) H(w) and G(w).
That is it can be written
rN (t) = c (t) QN (t)	 (5.6.3-14)
where c (t) is the inverse transform of the truncated transfer function (to the interval
Iw 1 25- n ). At this point, if desired, H(w) can be considered as an 4rbitrary transfer
function extending to f °° as U(w) suitably restricts it.
By the convolution theorem (Section 2.7.1) the transform of r N (t) can now be
written as
CO
RN(w) = S rN(t)e-iwtdt 	 (5.6.3-15a)
_ 00 0
2^	 E dw' U(w') H(w') G N (w - C-0)
_00
and also
c00
= 27	 coJ dw' U(w - w') H (w - ') GN(w') 	 (5.6.3-15b)
_00
or as U(w - w') is the truncating function:
^H (w l )RN(w) = 1 	 GN (w - w') dw'	 (5.6.3-16)
i
0
t
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If 11 (w') is a low pass filter (Figure 5. G.1-1)
11{w') 
=(,1, 1 
w 1 5 wo
0 otherwise;
= u(w)
then, for this special case.
W0
	
RY(w) = 21f
	
S	 G  (w - w') dw'
-- w
c
W + wo
	
27r	 S	 GN(w') dw'.
W - w0
(5.6.3-1 )
(5.6.3-18)
The coefficients of the expansion of the general filtered truncated approximation If (w)
are given by:
r
1k=	 2	 C R N (w , ) e iw'kdw,	 (5.6.3-19)
By inser t ion of the general relationship (5.6.3-15) for R N (w) in t o this equation
for rk , and then placing this into the express`.on for H A (w) (equation (5. 6. 3 -6b)) it is
found that (after changes of orders of integration and summation):
	^
7r
	 N
_	 i(w" -w)k
H A (w) =	 11(w')2^	 S GN (w" -w')	 e 9r	 dw" dw'
T	
-7r	 k= -N
J
(5.6.3-20)
Nov,, for large N, it is known that the bracket approaches G(w - co") if G N M
satisfies the Dirichlet conditions. See Section 5.2. Then,
7r
H A (w) ti	 II(w') G (w - w') dw'	 (5.5.3-21)2.
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as before. For H A (w) to approach H(w) for large N, then G N (w)/2-r must also
approach the Dirac delta function for large N. Namely, G N (cw)12 Tr must become
sharply peaked and have an area of unity for N large.
"Phis also means that the time domain fiiter response
CrN(t) = 2 7
	
GN(w') e iw r tdul'	 (5.6.3-22)
approaches a constant - 1 which would be expected on physical grounds; as N becomes
large it also seems that the lower order coefficients r  = c kNmust approach 
c  
to
adequately approximate the low frequency components of Hj(.v).
Finally, from equations (5,6.3-6) and (5.6.3-1) write:
N
	
H ^,^) _	 Y	 e twit
A
K = -iv
Tr
N
	
_	 dw' H(w') 2rr
	
v kNe-i (w - w')k
- 7 	k =^-.r
 N
CO
Sdw' H(w') KN c (w - a , ') dw'
_ 00
(53.6.3-23)
where N
N -iwk
^ k 
e
k - -N
1
K.N (a;) =
 2,7
(5.6.3-24)
In effect, it can be seen that the Dirichlet kernel of Section 5.2 has been
replaced by another• . In order that +1A (w) converge to H(w
.
) for large N, it must be
true that T^ lin^i ^ K
N 
(w - w') = 6 (w - w) where 6 w) is the Dirac delta function.
Recapitulating, this discussion has served to show that various equivalent
relations can be d:veloped which are equivalent to filtering the transfer function:
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a. Weighted Fourier Coefficients (equation 5.6.3-6): the coefficients of the
filtered transfer functions are given by
rk = ck O N ; k = b, t 1, z 2, ... f N
where r
ck = 2 i 11(w) eiwk dw
-7
(5.6.3-7)
and
a  = a N (k)
with a N(t) the time transfer function of the "filter-filter" and is the
function to be determined at the times t = k.
b. Use of apodizing functions: this is completely equivalent to (a);
determining the coefficients rk from the relation
rk = r' (k)	 (5.6.3-13)
with
r  (t) = c(t) v	 (t)	 (5.6.3-14)
where:
c(t) is the time transfer fun-- tior. of the ideal transfer function over I ^e _^
(or the impulse response with respect to the truncated H(w) ) and crN(t)
is the "filter filter" transfer function or the apodizing function subject to
the condition Or k = o, J k l> N.
c_ Use of the Fourier convolution theorem: the coefficients of the filtered
transfer fur_ction are given by
r
rk _	 1^ v	
RN' (w)e i ^kdw	 (5.6.3-19)
-R
q ^1 14,	 t	 ,	 ,,
where I
R (^^) = 2_
r	 H(^^') G' (m - w')tiw'	 (5.6. 3 -I6)
and
G(c^} _	 „ O (t) a-i^tdt	 (5.6.3-25)
with aNr  (t) subject to the conditions Cr
 
k = o, k N: GN(w) is also
subject to the condition that
`r .i x G N (W) = a'	 8 (W)
with b (w) equal to the Dirac delta function or, equivalently, that
N 4 a
	
i.
^k = 
d. Use of other summation techniques: equation (5.6.3-23) demonstrates
that the filtered approximate transfer function can he represented in terms
of zn integrating kernel
r
H, (v) _	 dw' H(w t) K	 (5.6.3-23)
N
where
N
l	 N -LA
KN (s; -	 k e
k = -N
and
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It wil: be shown (Section 5.7) that this is equivalent to other methods of
summing a Fourier series, e.g. Fejer summation.
5.6.4 "Filtering" of Non-Central Trausfer Functions
If the "delayed" non-central transfer function:
M-T
H{ z )( "')	 wk+; e-iwk
	 (5.1-11)
k= -T
is considered as the approximation to H(c.. ,) by least-squares techniques it can be
operated on with thc- operator (filter) of Section 5.6.3. From equation(5. 6. 3-4) it
is found that:
u	 ^ e-iwk
1% } r
M
wk + T	 Q e -iwk	 (5.6.4-1)k
k=
obrviously, the coefficients for a given exponential e - 'wk are
r k - wk +T or k
where
k, T < k <M -T,
a 	 o, otherwise.
	
(5.6.5-2)
?ti
k =
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r.
r
WThese factors are also useful in reducirg tho approximation. oscillations induced
by the functions e irk being "pushed away" from being a complete set (Section 5.3) as 	 -
becomes small (less delay. Section 5.3). Errors due to the "lop-sided" set will
still remain_, but at least the severe rippling will be removed.
When the various methods are used to generate '.he Ct quite often they
ore.adjust the cl to zero at the highest frequency plus ore. This highest frequency
should be tak& to be M _T.
5.7 I-ARTICULAR ("FILTER FILTER") )METHODS
At this point in time it does not seem that the choice of a "filter-filter" has
received an analytically rational basis. Future developments should receive attention
usina- the unified formalism of the preceding sections.
Antenna design, where the weights correspond to the illumination, has supplied
a number of techniques that work well from an empirical viewpoint and may be justified
by the preceding methods. Three choices of the filter att') that give useful results are
discussed in subsequent pages. Other forms have been investigated by many writers
but the three presented here seem to produce the best compromise between reducing
the "Gibbs phenomena" error and allowing fast fall-offs for discontinuities. "Optimal
trade-offs", which is often a meaningless term in }p ractice, must be determined in
futare research.
The three methods that show the most promise at present are:
1. Fejer weighting
2. Lanczos weighting
3. "cosine-squared" weighting.
All of the5z <; met:_ods have a common property: the time transfer function (the
weights) possess the property.
c (-t) = a
, (t) ;	(5.7-1)
implying that the transfer function is real. General design should include time
transfer functions that are complex. Rec_nt work on antenna design has suggested
the usefulness of this possibility. Also, the fact that the linear frequency filter operator
possesses a linear combination of differentiations, summations, and integrations, with
real coefficients (Section 6.8.3) only restricts a ( L) such that it possesses the property
or (-t) =t7*(t), as is true for frequency transfer functions, which suggests use of more
general filters. However, as the weights of the filters must be real numbers, a(-t)=
C1 (t) for the filters developed thus far.
5. 7.1 Fejer or Linear Weighting
i
Fejer's theorem on Fourier series* states g hat a function which satisfies the
Dirichlet conditions and is magnitude integrable can be surniried in the following m-iner.
Defining the partial sum
	 LL
T. J. Bromwich; An Introduction to the Theory of Infinite Series; MacMillan and Co.
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n c 
e
-iwk	
_
k	 n	 0, 1, 2.
	
(5.7.1-1)
k = -n
where as before
n
ck _ 21T
	 (^ H(w)eiukdw	 (5.7.1-2)
— R
then N
S
n
H(w) = lim	 n_ 0 (5.7.1-3)
N-4 m	 N
Suppose the sum ?s truncated at N terms, then
N
( N+1	 -	
^ k L ) -?wkA (w) _ c . e (5.7.1-4)
N + 1 k 
k = -N
Namely, summation by this method produces weights:
N+1- I,k^ ; j kI^ N,N N+ 1 
Qk	 = (5.7.1-5)
0 Jkl>
	
NT,
with
lim	 or N	 =	 1N -# co	 k
as expected.
The equivalent "kernel" of Section 5.6.3 for the Fejer weights is given
by
sing	 N w/2K O	 (w) -	 - (5.7.1-6)
N	 27T N sin 	 (u/2)
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For non-central filters T ^ N, the Fe jer weights are found to be
= —
T+1 - I kid, -T_<_k<_M- T.(M-T+1)
5. 7.2 Lanczos Weighting
If the filter4, (Section 5.6.3) in the w domain is defined to be a
combination of truncation, or ideal bandpass, at the Nth harmonic and a second operator
1110
', such that it performs "local averaging," then the resultant time filter is known as
Lanczos weighting*. The "local averaging" averages over an interval of length
217/(N+1) in (4 approximately the length of the period in the highest harmonic of the
truncated Fourier expansion of the ideal H(w)(sveraging over 2t1/N is not chosen as it
would remove the Nth harmonic ). The averaging operation is
.^&(W) 
= 4 HA(W)
IT
N+1
N+1
217	 S
N+1
HA (w + w l ) dwl (5.7.2-1)
where
N
A(w) 
_	 cke-iwk
k=-N
and
Sck = Lt► H(w)e iWk dw
* Cornelius Lanczos, Applied Analysis, Prentice Hall
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`	 - ^^ t^rfix•
	
^3f ,i'^'_ Y)^d ^^',y, ^"tij ^'I'y_,	 y, a
.4
are the usual Fourier coefficients of the expansion of H(w) over ; wl < IT.
It is found that HA (w)is given by
N+1
1	 cke -i4 k	 r	 e-iu'kdwl
A	 2n
k = N
N,1 (5.7.2-'L)
	1\ 	 N -iwk
ckgk e
k = - N
and c* i s given by
sin j_ nk
N	 N,1	 1 <Iki< N	 (5.7.2-3)
It
+ 1
i, k=o.
The filtered transfer function has a truncated form of 2N + 1 terms and the
original Fourier coefficients, c k , are weighted by the Lanczos vk factors.
For non-central filters T # N, the weights are found to be
sin (	 k	 )M - T + 1Qk 
=	 - T < k:74 - T .
tt k
( M- T + 1	 )
5.7.3 Cosine Squared Weighting
Results from Fejer weighting and Lanczos weighting suggest that a possible
compromise between them would be a function that weights the low frequencies more
than the Fejer method and the high frequencies less than the Lanczos method. Such
a function is
2
cos (Cfk)
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The first zero of cos 2 (CYk) is chosen so that it occurs after the last Fourier
coefficient. For central fitting:
ff01 (N + 1) = 2
	
(5.7.3-1)
or
_	 na	 2 (N + 1)
and the weights are given by:
ek 
= cost	 2(N	-1,	 0 S I kl S N	 (5.7.3-2)
a can also be adjusted to make some vk = 0 for k < N. Fitting, in general,
deterio,. ates.
For non-central filters T ^ N, the cosine - squared weights are found to be
tQk = cos ( 2 (M -T + 1) ) ' -T <k < M - T .
5. 7.4 Error Analysis of "Filtered" Filters
For the types of weights used (Fejer, Lanczos, and "cosine-squared''),
various parameters of low-pasF, bandpass, and high-pass filters are of interes'.
Primarily, the concern is with the rate of "fall-off" of the filters (equation
(5.6.2-3)) and the errors in the regions outside of the fall-off for a fixed number of
weights.
For simplicity only "low-pass" cosine filters are considered. Considerations
such as those in Section 5.9 plus Figures 5.10-1 through 5.10-6 indicate that analysis
of this special case is sufficient to enable determination of the errors in. bandpass
filters, which are combinations of low-pass filters (Section 5.9.3) and "sine" filters.
Analysis of ripple errors has had to be performed numerically as the ripple
determination by analysis is quite difficult in general.. Numerical ripple computation
to N = 1000 has been computed. N larger than 1000 is usually an impractical situation.
Fall-Off Rates
The approximate fall-offs of the various techniques are found and compared
with the Fourier method.
The Fourier filter approximation coefficients of the low-pass filter:
I Q;^<_ o,
N(w}	 _	 (5.7.4-3)
to , o <I WK it
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L	 '^^	 4.a i ^ rya ^ l^:: ^ l f
are given by
u1
0
'•	 icek
^'k	 2 r,	 S
0
sin w k0
irk
The filtered filter approximation is ,,given bY
h
II (W) -	 o	 2	 VQ	 sin wok cos wk
k - 1
Its slope at w uo
lI (^^	 N
- -	 k sin c^k	 (5. 4-6)d w
	
IT	 T
u = Ce	 k - 10
N	 ti
n	
k +	 Cr cos 2 ok
k - 1	 k	 1
From this relation the slopes are computed using the various a le 's ( Fourier,
;anczos, Fejer, and cosine-squared).
For this purpose various trigonometric identities are derived in .'Appendix B.
fXwelopinent of the Lanezos slope will be performed in detail as it is the most
complicated. The other slope computations are similar and the results txi' morelY be
stated.
xi{
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i7E	 { ,	
e
Lauczos Slope
a A(w)j 1 N sin	 tt 1N_ -	 irk
w= o
	
k_1	 N+1
I,
(5. 7. 4•-7j
N	 nkYsin
+
	
—N+ 1	 cos 2w k,
k-1
	 ffk	 o
N+1
Use of a trigonometric identity allows this equation to be written as
a H (w) N IT kA
_ _ N + 1	 sinF N+1—dw 2w= o k=1 k
(5.7.4-8)
N
+ 2 2 1 
Y 
sin (20 + N+1
1
From Appendix B these sums can be written in closed form;
2W0+
ff
1N+d H (^) N+ 1
A N + 1 ^(e 1 ) d9' + 2 E OfN( O f )d w n 2
-w
W - 0 0
2w
^1N
(5.7.4-9)
where
sin (N + 2 ) 6
E N(8)
2 sin ( 2)
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^,^att^ ,{	 Z	 Yi	 ^	 ?.^ ^^	 ^t^tl 
if,;v1} "Y^',r4^;1^'^}^r i l:• ^ !v ^ v J ^	 _
For w >
	 —o	
N + 
1 , and N urge, the second integral is essentiall y
 integration
of a sine wave over a cycle, which is rel p-Aver small compared to the first integral.
The first integral can be computed numerically, relatively simply for large N (greater
than 10) and is found to approach
N+1
E ( 6 1 ) de l 	1.18 x2	 (5. 7.4-10)
0
Therefore, for Lanczos smoothing of a low-pass filter, the slope of the
"fall-off" is given at w - o approximately by
A(W)	 _ 1. 18 (N+1 ) w >	 > 10.
d w
	 w- o~
	
27T	 0 N+1 (5.7.4-•11a)
For the other smoothing factors, the "fall-off" is found in a similar manner:
Fourier (Qk = 1)
d Aw)
_ - 
N+1 W >	 N > 10;.dw	 w= w~	 7T , o N+10
(5.7.4-11b)
(5.7.4-11c)
i
t
t
0
i
Fe jer (0k	 +1= T^ rN 
I k h
d H (w)
A	
_ N_1w > IT , N > 10;
dw fw= w,
	
2n	 o	 N+1
0
Cosine-squared (a, = cost N 1 )
d A(^')
	
N+.1
	
TT
w >	 N+1	 N > 10. (5.7.4-11d)
0
NOTE: The number of filter weights is M 2N ^ 1.
tiP
t	 `• ^^ t
, rsa:.l
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Fourier:	 Af	 =	 If
G	
2(N + 1)
Fejer:	 Of	 1
--- 
_ 
—
N + I
s
Lanczos: Af
	
=	
1
fs	 1.18 (N + 1)
The number of filter weights
is M = 2N+1
(5. 7.4-12)
NOTE:
Cosine-Squared:
Af	 1
T— - N
s
It should be noted that the restrictions on the approximations so that they are
valid, are also necessary for reasonable filter approximations as the terms that
were neglected through use of these conditions vary wildly. Namely, rectangular
filter design (and differentiators) should satisfy at least
N + 1 > W
	
(moo - 2	 which is not really a restricticn, see Section 5.0)
0
and
N > 10.
Smaller riumbers of terms can be used in practice but the approximation
must be numerically evaluated and examined carefully as to its utility.
From the slopes found above "fall-off", defined in Section 6.8.2, can be
computed
It can be seen that the Fourier series provide the fastest "fall-off" with
the "Lanczos" filter being the next best, but "falling-off" only about 1/2 as fast
for a given N. Subsequently, it will be seen that the "ripple" error of the "Lanezos"
and "cosine-squared" series (or filter) is remarkably small compared to the Fourier
and Fejer series. Apparently, a factor of about two has to be paid in the number of
weights to reduce the error significantly by the "filter-smoothing" technique for a
fixed "fall-off".
5.7.5 Ripple Errors of "Filtered" Filters
Earlier it was found that the expansion of an ideal "cosine" low-pass filter with
2N + I weights was given by N
	
W	 E-.	 U in c k
H A (W) -	
0	 2	 L	 U 	 k J cos wk (5. 7. 4-5)
	
7T	 IT
k=1
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where cv
U 
is th.e citt-off frequency.
Numerical search techniques have been utilized to find the first two "ripple"
errcrs either side of the discontinuity, neglec^ing the fi • tite "fall-off", are approximately
equal. for each method. In fact, they approach equality as N becomes large for each
method. V-rious cut-off frequencies were used and the errors again approached the
same limit, assuming N was large enough to obtain decent approximations (N co > 'T) .
Finally, to ensure that errors did not increase as w approached Tr , the error for the
nearest rippie to IT was calculated and found to be significantly smaller than the rirst
two ripple errors, Tile limiting errors .or the various methods are tabulated. Ripple
errc,rs for different N azid wv arcs substantially equal to those for large N and do riot
vary- more than 10 to 20 percent (at small N) of the limiting forms for N = 1000. Values
of ,.v t:sed were c:• = 17 A2, 17/4, and IT /2 with half the sampling frequency considered
as ° IT. Frcia relalior.s ir_ Section 5.9 it will be seen that ripple errors also are
identically valid for cy, o = lI Tr/12 and 3 IT /4.
Ripple errors nurmalized to percentages for the various weighting methods
follow in Table 5. 7.5-1.
Fourier	 Feier	 Lanczos	 Cos`
`v o 1st 2nd 1st y 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
17/12 8.9% 4.9% 4.9% 2.57c 1. Vc .48% .64% .1917c
jr/4 8.9 4.9 4.9 2.5 1.2 .48 .64 .19
.r/2 8.9 4.9 4.9 2.5 1.2 .48 .64 .19
31r /4 8.9 4.9 4.9 2.5 1.2 .48 .64 .19
11 /12 8.9 4.9 4.9 2.5 1.2 .48 .64 .19
TABLE 5.7,5-1 LOW-PASS FILTER RIPPLE ERRORS
n
It is obvious from table 5_7.54 ulat the "'Lanczos'" and '"Cos"" methods produce
usable errors (40 to 60 dB rejection out of the passband at the firsi two error ripples).
The "Lanczos" method gives a slightly better fall-off though the ''Cos 2 " method has
better ripple deduction by about a factor of 2(638). It should be remarked that the
first two error ripples in the passband have the same values as those out of the passband
for each technique. Figures 5.10-1 through 5.10-6 demonstrate the efficacy of the
various techniques graphically and show clearly the advantages of the "Lanczos"' and
Cos 2 techniques.
5.8 EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS AND WEIGHTS FOR THE DISCONTI UITY REMOVAL
FUNCTION'S (OR ''CENTRAL" BANDPASS AND DIFFERENTIATION' FILTERS)
hi this section the Fourier expansions of the important functions u(:v), v(w),
and, w which can be used to remove discontinuities from transfer functions or by
themselves as bandpass filters or differentiators will be given. The weighting
methods of the previous section should be used to remove the Gibbs phenomena.
Furthermore, they will be given as central filters (T =N) , which automatically
produces a delay of NT. Both "Sine" and "Cosine" versions of the functions, or
filters, will be stated except for the differentiator (H(cv)=iw) which is given only in
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.1 sine" form.
5.3.1 "Cosine" Low-Pass Filt* r (u(w), Figure 5.6.1-1b)
The ideal filter is given by
H(w) = 00,
0 < jWj< W
0
1 0, 
o 
<+cc; j< s/2.
The Fourier approximation is
N	 -iwnT
n = -
i% ith	 cc:
s
2
c	 1	 (' H(W)e icy nTdu; .
n	 WS	 J
- Gc:
s
2
(5.8.1-3i
1 u; T	 sin W nT
0	 0	 n	 0,
w nT
0
4'?T	 n = 0.
17
The corresp-onding nor.-reccirsi-e filter weights aie given by
W	 = c, n=-	 -(N-1)	 0,	 N	 (5.8,1-4)
N1n	
n
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When applying factors the weights are
t-n
b+n 	 ncn,-n
	
n,(5.8.1-5)
  n.
5.8.2 "Cosine" High Pass Filter (v(w), Figure 5.6.1-1a;
The ideal falter is given by
H(w) = v(w)
(5.8.2-1)
1, wo j ci) <-ws /2 .
As v(w) is simply I-u(w) its expansion can immediately be written using
coefficients and weights from the preceding section
f-woT sin wonT
	
w;onT	 n -.10
r,
c -
(5.8.2-2)
r.
w T
1-	 ^°,	 n= Q
The fi'ter weights are
V , NI+n = cr, , n = -\, -( -1) ;
 ... Q, .... N;
	
(5.8.2-4)
5.8.3 "Sine' Law Pass Filter (u(w), Figure 5.6.1-1b)
Again the ideal filter is
H(w) = it2(w)
-^. -w o
-
< w < o,
	 15.8.3-i)
o, otherwise.
s
r	 _j	 ^}yj f^ &Y 1i ,.^ ^1
ryp.^r
The corresponding Fourier coefficients are
w T	 cos w nT0	 0 _
	
n 0,7r	 w nT0
c 	 (5.8.3-2)
0	 n = 0.
The filter weights are
wN+n = cn . n = -N, -(N-1), ... , 0, ... N 	 (5.8.3-3)
and with weighting factors:
c_n = -cn,
`^ N+n	 a n c n'	 (5.8.3-4)
	
Q	 a
-n	 n.
5.8.4 "Sine" High Pass Filter (v(w), Figure 5.6.1-1a)
Here the ideal filter is
H(c.,) = i v (w)
1 ' wo	 w	 ws
2
-+, 2s < w < wo,
o, otherwise.
The Fourier coefficients are
ON 
w 
0 
T
	 1-cos wOnT
a	 w nT	 n # 0,
c 	
=:4	 0	 (5.8.4-2)
0	 n = 0.
The filter weights are given by
wN+11	 cn, n = -N, -(N-1), ... , 0, ... , N,	 (5.8.4-3)
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7't`
	
't^
c =	 -c-n n,
c	 =  o
-n n'
wN+n - 0 ncn'
r
(5.8.4-4)
I . i -
n
it	 ,uld with weighti_ factors
li
5.8.5 "Sine" Differentiating Filters (iw)
The differentiator is defined only to some frequency w 	 w /2 as
	
different.iators tow /2 have Gibbs phenomena ripples of twice their usual 	 amplitude
due to the discontinsity of twice the differentiatur value at w /2. Of course,
differentiators can be designed to w /2, if need be, though the error increase must
be tolerable. In practice, this error increase can be made less significant when
Lanczos or cosine-squared c factors are used.
Differentia-tors are defined as
iw, 0 < 1w K wo
H(w)	 _	 (5.8.5-1 )
19, etherwise.
The Fourier approximation coefficients are
2w 2	 cos w nT	 sin w nT
--' c	 oo	 n/ 0,
c
ws	 woaT	
( w
-- 
o 
n,I, ) ^
=
n	 j (5.8.5-2)
0, n =0,
Filter weighs are given by
'
1^ 14+11 - cn' n = :.', - (N-1), ..., 0, ..., N. 	 (5.8.5-3)
With weighting factors the filter weights are
c
-n - -c n'
w^,+n =	 ncn;	 (5.8.5-4)
a	 _ v
-n	 n'
1- A,41 j
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5.9 CERTAIN NON-RECURSIVE FILTER GENERALITIES
Before presenting the graphical results (Section 5.10) of certain rec*angular
filter designs, it is advantageois to understand a few general relations among non-
recursive filter types. These relations allow consideration of the designs of a few
cases and generalization to many other cases. This reduces error analysis o f filters
substantially to the knowledge of the behavior of typical cases. Also, if need be,
the design of "related" filters can be obtained directly.
5.9.1 Cosine Filters (Low and High Pass)
Low-and high-pass filters considered as even "delayed" non-recursive
transfer functions ( T= N) in the frequency domain involve only the real part of the
transfer function. A typical, even ideal low-pass filter is depected in Figure including
the periodic extension to w = 3
^iwo1 I	 -, 0
-a	 -a -w 0 w a	 a	 37r	 27T	 5n	 31r
2	 0	 0 2	 2	 2
Figure 5.9.1-1. An "Even" Ideal Low-Pass Filter
From analysis of the Figure 5. 9.1-1 and recogeition that the transfer function
is periodic and real, it can to seen that translation of the Fourier expansion (either
truncated or filtered as in Section f 5.6 ) of the low-pass filter by ft gives a high-pass
filter whose cut-off frequency is at 7 	 -w0.
That is, if a cosine approximation_ to H(w) exists, namely HA (w) (or HA (w) )
of the form
N
HA(4-' , LP =	 rke-iwk	 (5.9.1-1)
k 
N
= ro + 2
	 E r  cos c^.k
k = I
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for a low-pass filter whose cut-off is at w0 ; then,
N
HA (w- ^)	
=
LP	
Elk
r e -iwke + i ^r k
^ 
k = -N	 (5.9.1-2)
N
(-11 k r 
k 
e-iwk
J
k = -N
or
N
HA (w) IHP = r0 + 2	 (-1)k r  cos kw	 (5.9.1-3)
k=1
is the approximation to the high-pass filter whose cut-off is at it -w0.
Error analysis in the pass-band of the low -pass filter gives identical results
with *he error analysis in the pass-band of the high pass. In fact the two filters are
simply reflections about the line w = 2 . Stop-band analyses are also identical
nd reflected.
From the analytical point of view, analysis and synthesis of high-pass filters
is equivalent to that of iow-pass filters.
Simil rly, it can be shown that analysis of the low-pass filter in the region
0 C w	 2 (w = cut-off frequency in radians) is sufficient to determine the
behavi r of a filte? (low-pass) whose cut-off lies in — e w0 < ir	 From Figure
-	 5.9.1-2 it can he that the low-pass filter whose cut- of
- T	 -a	 0	 A cc 7r	 37	 21r	 5z	 31r
	
2	 0 2 y	 2	 2
Figure 5.9.1-2. A "image" Low-Pass Filter
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at w -wo = Z
	
- A can be related to the low-pass filter whose cut-off is at
w = 2 + A. The relation is relatively simple:
1. Translate the approximation for the low pass to R giving a
high-pass filter (as was d?e in preceding paragraphs) whose
cutoff is at 1T - w  = —27 + A, namely, the cutoff is at
wl = 2
	
+
2. Subtract this high pass from an "all -pass" filter (H(w) = 1 for all
w).
ire resalt is lie low-pass filte with a cut-off at w. = Z
	
+ A. therefore, analysis
of low -pass filters for w S
	
is sufficient to dkermtne the behavior of filters for
<
't
0
 
Ir	 A bitoof thought will show that ripples in the pass -band of the low
pass for wo = -2 - - A become the ripples in the stop-band for the low-pass filter
with cut-off at wo = 2 V+ A behave similarly. In other wjrc;s the w l filter is a
reflection about w = -^ plus a reflection about H(w) = 2
Mathematically, if Fl a (w) is the transfer function for the low pass whose
cut-off is at w o = 7 - A 5 the transfer function of the low pass at w 1 = 2 + -A is
HA(w) w = 1 - HA (^)
1	 ^o
(-1) k + 1 r  cos kw	 (5.9.1-4)
where
HA (w)	 = rO + 2 
`^o	 L
k =1
5.9.2 Sine Filters (Low and High) Pass
Low-and 'high-pass filters considered as odd functions in the frequency de*nain
involve only the imaginary part of the standard transfer function. ? typical odd ideal
low-pass filter is depicted in Figure 5.9. 2-1 including tha periodic extension to w = fl
5-GO
•yr
(1 - ro ) + 2	 1
k =1
r  cos kw.	 (5.9.1-5)
j
iit
ti
wo 1
-n	 U o w	 n	 ! 2au 	 L.,^!
Figure 5.9.2-1. An "Odd" Low-Pass Filter
As the low-pass filter is odd, it canno t. pass DC; namely H(0) = 0. Also,
a discontinuity of 2 units exists at w = 0, which means that a straight truncated Fourier
expansion would have approximately an 18 percent overshoot at w = 0+ where o+ is the
first. maximum. (See Section 5.2. )
As was done for coEine filters in the previous section high-pass filters can be
generated from low-pass fi;fi^rs. That ;, using the notation of the previous section,
it can be seen by examinir_- Fit-, - •n 5.9.2-1 that a high-pass filter of cut-off at ff -wo
can be generated from th,: ;•	 ^ a; wo by translating the low pass to v and re-
flecting about H(w) = 0. 'i i
HA (w) i HP = - :i (w - IT) I LP,	 (5.9.2-6)
where the notation is obvious.
As before, if a useful approximate expansion exists for the odd low-pass filter
with a cut-off at wo :
H a
 M 
LP 	 N	 rke- iwk	 (5.9.2-7)
1	
k = -N
N
`, .3 L r, s;n wk;
k=1
then, the transfer function of the equivalent high pass at u-- t ► 
-wo 
is
N
H A (w) HP = - 2 i
	
(_1) k + 1 rk
 sin wk	 (5.9.2-8)i
k = 1
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Ripple behavior analysis in the pass i;ands of both the io%%-pass and equivalent high pass
are identical, as are those in the stop hands it can be seen, with a bit of thought, that
the two filters are really reflections of each other about the line W - TT
2
5.9.3 Bandpass Filters (Sine and Cosine)
Both sine and cosine bandpass and band stop filters can be generated by simply
taking high-pass filters and subtracting their expansions (or weights). That is, from a
useful high pass filter at frequency (angular; o and another at	 a useful bandpass filter
whose pass band extends from w. to wl can be obtained.
Of course, two sine high pass filters mu--t be used if an odd band-pass filter
is wanted and two cosine high pass filters it an even bandpass filter is desired. It is not
necessary that there be the same number of terms in each filter, but error ripples are
usually reduced if both high pass filters have the same number of terms, which is that of
the filter with the highest number- of weights.
The error analysis of the band-pass filter is related to that of the two high-
pass filters. The error ripples interfere and c<tn at worst be the sum of the errors of
the two high pass filters at n. given frequency-:
As the errors usually drop-off rapidly awa 'v from the points of discontinuity
the errors of the bandpass filters a^ e asla:iy not significantl; «orse than that of the high-
pass filters from which then are generated. The errors :Are only affected by 10 to 20
percent. The exceptional case occ l trs ^Nhen 
o 
is apF:,roxi pnate1Y equal to wl, a narrow-
band filter, then the maximum errors add. Examination of the figures of the next section
above Nvill convince the reader of these facts more easiiv than an y
 laborious mathematics.
The foregoing means that "-ide band-pass filter errors are equivalent to the
errors of the high pass used with the Ncorst errors: Narrow band filter errors are
approxinrateiy twice those of the two high pass filters used to synthesize it, and occur
in the passband.
5.10 GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF NON-RECURSIVE FILTER DESIGNS
In this Section the results of designs using ;he v rious smoothing techniques
are presented.
Figttres 5. 10-1 through 5 10-6 illustrate . ar»us central cosine and sine
fil+ ers designed using the weights of Section 5 S and the Smoothing ("filter-filter") factors
of Section 5.7	 The number of filter aei;hts of these filters is 25 (cosine) or 24 (sine)
as N = 12 or M = 25 was chosen for illustrative p.:,pt,:.cs
The "cosine" and ' s: e" fillers demonstrate a number of pertinent points
made in the previous section: 	 These po:nts a. e
1. The number of Liter %;eights must he such that - decent
approximation ca;a be made (see iow--pass approximations
for o - it 12).
2	 Significant improvement n error reduction can be made at
the price of halving ^Joprs I)v the %attous 'fitter-filter"
methods.
3,	 Sine filters that extend to w
	 w  '2 have a large error
there (about tttice) due to the "double" discontinuity caused
by the "oddness" of sine filters.
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5, 11 RELA'LONSHIi'F AiYI1 .'LITUDE, AND PHASE ACCU11ACII?S TO RF.AT, AND I11Ai:iNAR' '
PART ACCURACIES
Assuming that the "delayed" non-recursive transfer function approxiinai.ion is
given in the form
H(w)	 H(Gi)e	 (w"
it can be set equal to	 (5,11-1)
f(u:)	 ig(W).
Investigation of the necessary accuracy of the two expansions for f(w) and g(w) should he
made where
f(W, _ 11(w) cos 9(W)
and
	
(7.11-2)
g(w) = H(w) sin 9 ((.:;)
If approximations are determined	 fA (W) and gA (U.), such that errors
E f(W) - f((e) - fA(w)
(5.11-3)
Eg li%) - g(W) - g (W)
are mad;,, then the approxirliaticn is given by:
II a (W) - f`A (G;) + i g, (W)
(5.11-4)
= II(e) - (E f(W) - i(9(W))
or in terms of magnitudes
H A (W) = H(W) e^ (^")- B(W )e i6(W)
	
(5. 1.1-5)
--5
wh re
B (w) = VG:` (w) +	 9C 2 ( y')	 (5.11-6)
and
Van 0 (w)= f— (-W) 	 (5.11-7)
The magnitude of H A (w) is given by
H A (w) =	 H(w) 2 + B2 (w) - 2 H(w) B(w) cos (9(w) - (w) )
It can be seen that H A (w) must lie between two bounds
H(w) - B(w) < H A (w) <	 II(w) + B(w)	 (5.11-9)
Therefore, if 'C(x) and g(x) are determined such that
B(w) = EH = E f2 (.v) +	 a2 (u,-}	 (5.11-10)5
throughout 0 5 w ::-1. tt, then the error in approximating the magnitude of H(w)
is luiowr to be less than, or equal to B( y) = E H.
The phase of H A(y) is given by (5.11-i1)
Lan 9
	
=	
H(w) sin e(w) - 13(w) sin 6 w
3	 H(w) cos 9(w) -B(w`, cos 0 (w)
or alternatively
R	 sinew
tan 9(w) - h(w; cos 9 (w)tan, 9 ^(^') _	 -
	
1 - B(:^)	 cos 6 (w)
	
lI(^)	 cos 9 (CO)
Let
Y ( w) =	 B(^`	 -	 (5.11-13)fll :) cos 9 (w)
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iii
and have
tan eA (w) = tan e(w)y (w) cos s in
	
 ( 0 ()	 (5.11-141
where ^ (w) is usually a rapidly varying function of w.
Obviously the size of y(w) determines the validity of the phase approximation.
For ,9 (w) not appro.;imately equal t o the tolerable error, E e; but less than
45 degrees it is found that the maximum error in @(WI) is of the order of
E	 - B(w)	 E	 < < 9 <	 45°.
	 (5.11-15)9	 H(w)	 9
When (4 approaches 90 degrees informat'.on can be found about the error by first
assuming B(w) / H(w) < <1 (which must bo true for "reasonable" approximations) in the
numerator of equation (5.11-11). Then
tan 9 A =	 BDtan
 Cos	 (5.11-16)
1 H(w) cos 9
F
which implies that the fractional error in tan 9, E 9 , is
E f
	
tan e- tan 0A
G	 tan a	 (5.11-17)
_	 1	 _ -	 cos b
1	 1 - ^/cos	 1-yCos
Use of the trigonometrical identity
tan g - tan 9A
tan (a 
-8A) = 1 + tan 9A tan e	
(5.11-17 )
and a bit of manipulation. and it can be shown that the error in angle, Ee'
up to about 90 degrees, also is of the order of
tan E	 B(w)9	 li(w)
	 (5.11-19)
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s
and as (B(u))/ H(w) )<<1 for "reasonable" approximations
N $(w)ee _ H(w) (5.11-20)
5.12 SYNTHESIS OF NON-RECURSIVE FILTERS BY POLYNOMIAL TECHNIQUES
To this point in the discussion Fourier techniques have been used, both
continuous and discrete, to approximate the transfer function in the form ( 5.1-5).
The practical utility of these techniques depends on a number of factors (Sections
5 to 5.10).	 -
Polynomial methods have been used historically and the lfteraturz is quite
extensive. Polynomial methods allow only a few advantages that would come_ l the
use of these techniques rather than remain content with Fourier techniques:
a. The transfer function is given in sampled form where the
samples were not taken equidistantly.
	 -'
b. The transfer function is given in terms of powers of cos wT and/
or sin wT.
As will be shown, Fourier series are equivalent to expansions in Tchebychev
polynomials in cos wT which, as is well-known, minimize the maximum error bound
versus other polynomial expansions. *
Subsequently, the relation between. Tchebychev polynomials and general
polynomials will be found. If the designer is given a trarsfer function in polynomial
form in x = cos wT, then the -.onversion to the Fourier form may be made using
the relation between a general polynomial and Tchebychev polynomials.
	 -
In Section 5.12.5, a technique for fitting a transfer function exactly at points
whose values are given unequally spaced in frequency is developed using the
Tchebychev expansion relations along with polynomial interpolation techniques.
Only real coeffi^lent filters are considered (H(-w) = H*(w) ).
	 -
5.12.1 Conversion of the Non-Recursive Filler Transfer Function To a
Polynomial Form	 -
Examination of subsequent developments shows that the transformation
x = cos wT transforms the transfer function into a linear combination of Tchebychev
polynomials (with the exception of a factorV1__-­xT
 in the imaginary part). Further,
the transfer function in terms of Tchebychev polynomials can be rearranged into
powers of x.
as
* Hamming. R. ; Numerical Methods For Scientists and Engineers
T
P
f
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For a large class of functions it can be shown that an approximation to a
function f(x). sav fA (x) in the two forms
N
f (1)	
a
T (x)
A	 (x) _	 lc k	 ,
k = 0
and
	 (5.12.1-1)
N
(2 )	 _	 k
1 A	
(x)	 L akx
k = 0
where Tk (x) is the kth Tchebychev polynomial, can be obtained fcr two quite different
values of N for the same accuracy over a region -1 < x < 1. The expansion in the Tk(x)
is often orders of magnitude shorter than the power series. It should be recognized that
A1) (x) is nothing mote than a Fourier cosine series in disguise (x cos 4: T).
To convert the transfer function to polynomial form it must ba expressed in
an appropriate sine-cosine form. In future exposition only the forms for an odd number
of weights will be used. The "delayed" non-recursive filter form can be written, upon
chwiginv indices
	
N	 -ica.'nT(T)	
-i^ T T
	 w T	 e	 (—,r = N- THZ (G.) = e	 :^ + n	 (5.12.1-2)
	n=-N
	
M = 2N+1
Defining, for convenience
(^) _ H (7) (W)e i4) T T
	
z	 (5.12.1-3)
	w 	 e-iG;nTi N+ n
n = - N
t	 and expressing the summation on the right in sines and costines:
	
N	 N
H(w) _ I ak cos WkT -i Z h sin WkT,	 (5.12.1-4)
	
k=0
	 k=1
* IBTD
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where
a0 = wN
ak 	=	 wN+k	 1 wN-k : k = 1. 2.
	 N (5.12.1-5a)
=	 w ?^_ +k	 -
 'N-k" : k = 1.	 2.	 NN
or
wN =	 a0 : -
wNT+	 (1 %2) (ak+bk ) 	 k = 1 !`L,	 N, (5.12.1-5b)
WNT-k 	 (1 /2 ) ( ak-bk ) ; k = 1.	 2.	 N.
Recognizing that the ak 's and bk 's total 2N 1 1 variables and are related.
through a non-singular linear transformation, to the 2N - 1 wk `s: then they may be con-
sidered as independent variables.	 Phat is, if the ak 's can be determined such that
equation (5.12.1-4) is a sufficient approximation, then the wk 's computed from (5.12.1-5)
give the same approximation.
To obtain a polynomial form for the "delayed" transfer function use the
Tchebychev polynomials. *
Tne Tchebycliev polynomial of the "first kind" of the kth degree is defined by
Tk (x)	 =	 cos (k cos -1 x): (5.12.1-6a)
letting x	 =	 cos 8: then
Tk (x)	 =	 cos k 6 (5.12.1--6b)	 -
From trigonometric identities a recursion relation that exists among the Tk (x) can be
found: namely
T
k+1 (x)	 =	 2x Tk(x) -Tk-1(x) (5.12.1-7)
with
i
T0(x) = cos (0) = 1
and	 [
T1 (x) = cos ® =X.	 .
*Korn and Korn: '.Mathematical Handbook for Scientists a n d Engineers McGraw-Hill,
pp. 723-724.
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Use of this recursion relation gives
2T2 (x) = 2x -1
3	 (5. 12. l-8)
T3 (x) = 4x -3x
etc:
which are, indeed, polynomials in x. Therefore cos k8 can be expressed as a polynomial
in cos 9.
Similarity, define a Tchebychev polynomial of the "second kind'' of the k-1st
degree by
1 - x Uk(x) = sin (k cos -lx)	 (5.12.1-9a)
or letting x = cos e. then
X- Uk(x) = sin k 8.	 (5.12.1-9b)
From trigonometric identities it can be seen that a recursion relation exists
among the Uk(x), also, namely
Uk+1 (x) = 2x Uk(x) - Uk-1 (x)	 (5.12.1-10)
identical to the recursion relation for the Tk(x). This time the first two values of the
recursion relation are defined by
i
N 
J 1 -
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U l (x) =I
U2 (x) = 2x.
Using the recursion relation:	 (5.12.1-11)
U 3 (x) = 4x2 - 1
U4 (x) = 8x3 - 4x
etc;
which are polynomials.
Orthogonality relations can be found among the polynomials T (x) and U (x)
similar to those for sines and cosines since they are really sines a1N cosinesNn
disguise. Both integral orthogonality and orthogonality of discrete sets of points
exist, as for sines cosines. As this development is not needed at present it will
not be performed here.
In terms of the Tchebychev polynomials of the firs' and second kinds the
transfer function (5.12. 1-4) becomes:
N	 N
H (w) ==	 akTOx) + i 1- x 2	bkUOx?	 (5.12.1-12)
k=0	 k=1
where x = cos wT.
Now A(w) is a given function (5.12.1-3) determined by an H(w) to be
a®proximated and a phase shift that is a known function of w (a linear phase shift).
Mw) also possesses the property
H (-w) = H(w)	 (5.12.1-13)	 - -
which means it can be written as
H(w) = f(w) + ig(w) 	 (5.12.1-14)
where f(w) and g(w) are real functions and f(-w) = f(w) , an even function; and g(-w)
	
4
_ -g(w), an odd function.
Therefore, there are two approximation problems for an arbitrary transfer
function H(w):
N
f(w) 
_ L a k T Ox); x = cos w T	 (5.12.1-15a)
k= 0
a; id
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MCC) = "/17—p x
	
	
bk Uk W. 0 < W T <_ ir.	 15.12.1-151))
k = 1
The approximation procedure by polynomials can be clearly outlined.
Polynomial approximations are found, e g. Lagrange interpolations, in the variable x-
f(w) = f ( —lI cos , x); x = cos WT
N
2- 7 %xK:	 (5.12.1-16a)!CJ- 0
g ( WI ) = g ( L ccs-lx),
N- 1
t - x2	 Ok	 (5.12.1-161))
k = n
where as u ranges over 0 _< WT < 7T, x ranges over 1 > x _> -1.
The coefficients ak and 9k are determined by the method of approximation to
be used. :ante the CYk and 
^k are determined, then the forms (5.12.1-16) must be con-
verted back to the forms (5.12 1-15) using Tchebychev polynomials of the first and second
kinds. From the ak and bk the wk are the: ►
 computed and the approximation problem
solved.
As the Tk (x) are linearly independent among themselves (as are the Uk tx) ).
it is possible to express powers of x in terms of them (or the Uk (x)). The Uk (x) are not
linearly independent of the Tk(x) and can be expressed in terms of them for the T k (x) in
terms of the Uk(x)).
5.12 .2 Reconversion From Polynomial Form to Fourier Form by Determination of the
Transforming Matrix Elements
Using the work of the previous section; set
N
V 10V = L akTOx)	 (5.12.2-1)
k = U
	
k = 0
Using the properties of Tchebychev polynomials the a k 's in terms of the o^'s
in an exact form can be found. As the calculation is tedious and complicated it is relegated
to Appendix A.
17	
In Appendix A it is found that
N,+1
2 }	 (5.12.2-2)
a	 =	 Ik C(2k, k) O2k'
o k^ 0 2
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m even:	 N + l^
f.2
_2
am	 1 C(2k, (m + 2k) /2) ) a2k
m
k= 2
m odd:
2+ 1)
am	- k--1 C(2k -1, (m + 2k -1) /2) a2k - 1
z
k= m+1
2
where
(N + 1^
2
is the truncated integer; for example
^
5+11= 3
7-11
and
{^} = 2.
Also,
C(k, m) - — k!m? -m)!
The bk is can also be found from th-- imaginary part expar_;ior::
N-1
	 N
Kakxk	
^ukUOx)
k=0
	
k=1
(5.12.2-3)
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assuming tli t the polynomial expansion has been found;
\	 i j k	
—^ ^--^-k x _[
k - U 	—
Ix
Appendix A gives the derivation and it is found that:
(5.12.2-4)
m even:	 N + l^
t2
_	 2m
tam	 (2k + m)
k= n -2
C(2k - 1, (2(k-1) + m) /2)
22k-1	 ^j2k-1 (5.12.2-5)
r.-, odd:
`2
2m
bm	 2k+m+1
k _ m -1
2
C /2, k, (2k+ m - 1) /2)
22k	 "2k
where f ^}is the truncated integer part of x, and
m) =	 k!
m! (k-:n)!
5.12.3 Rtieonversion From Polynomial Form to Fourier Form in an Easily
Machine Programmable Manner
If a digital computer is available it is often useful to have a method that
allows simpler prograrnming. Such a method follows.
To find the a 's in the relation
k
N
a kxk
 =	
akTP)
k	 k=0
a
(5.12,2-1)
5 ^5
or as x - cos w (use cos w rather than coswT for simplicity)
N	 N
a  (Cos w)k = ^ak
 cos kw	 (5.12.3-1)
k= 0
	
k= 0
use tais time, Newton's method of evaluating a polynomial plus an identity
UTk(x) = Tk-1 (x) + Tk+l(x)'
	
(5.12.3-2a)
or cos w cos kw = (cos (k-1) w + cos (k + 1) w) /2. 	 (5.12.3-2b)
Newton's method of writing a polynomial is:
N
akxk = a  +(a I  + .... ( C4N-2 + (&N-1 + Ot1 cos W) cos W)... )cos W (5.12.3-3)
y
k=0
Starting with the innermost bracket:
a^^-2 (aN-1 + a N cos w) cos w
(5,12.3-4)
= aN-2 + CeN-1 cos w + a  cos w cos w
which upon using the identity becomes:
aN	 aN
aN-2 + 2 + aN-1 cos w +	 cos 2w.
Calculating the next bracket gives:
N-3 + (aN-2 + 2 + ck 
-I COS w + 2I 	 cos w) cos w
aN-3 + (aN-2 + 2 ) cos w + aN-1 ( 2 + co.:22 W)	 (5.12.3-5)
aN cos wcos
+	
3w )
2 2^+ 2
T
aN-3+ a 2 -1 + (aN-^` + 2^ +	 )cos cv + 2 -1 cos 2 W
U
+ UN cos 3w.
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Continuum this process until the rr term has been added, gives the form on the
right side of equation (5.12.3-1). ^ particular value of w is not used kkhen proni';tm-
mi.ng the prc edure for a machine; simply form the coefficients of the Tchchychev
expansion at each stage. At the end of the procedure tr^ ak 's I,avc been procluceci.
For the similar expression
N-1
	
N
^s k X. k -	 bkITOx);	 (5..2. 2- 3)
k-0	 k=1
01•
-1 ti
sir. ,
	 )	 .k(cos	
-c)k -
 Tb k sin Lc
1:-0 1^=1
use the prt , co lint; procedure on the Sum
- 1
. 	 k
k (cos
k	 I?
and arri^c at, say,
- I
d	 cos kwk
^^ =	 11
- iy muitiplyin- this intermediate ( , ,ap ressi!)n by sin ac:
`-1 \ -1
sin w ^k (cos w-)	 dk sin w cos kw
k = 0 n=O
`: -1
17
_	 -dt' - sin _[sin (k + 1)
	 :,gin (k - 1)w)
/	 G
!1 - V
(•5.12.:;-G)
(5.12. ;-7
(.-1.12. 3—))
3
t
This hcconLs, after ad i:sting ind.ees.
-- 1
sin :^ K. ^k (('on w) k
k= 0
	-1 s in kw -	 2T: s ui ku,,	 (5.12.3-10)
k=1
	 k=-1
bk sin k;cLrr
k=1
where
/9
(5.12.3-U)
	
(dk-1 -dk+,) /2: k =	 3,	 t-2
^h
hid
This procedure is only slightly more complex tbwi that for the ,.os kry
expansion.
5.12.4 Exact Tz-ansfer Function Fitting by Lagr,ar&e_ Interpolation
Inter, olation formulae proliferate zar.InZ in complexity cf rcr?putnYion or
speed of computation. As weilght
	 is not usually performed except to
generate a filter, .z: hicD is then used many Limes, only the Lagran ge method iz.
discussed which does aot necessarily compute the weights in the €aste„t or mast
accurate manner. once the weights are obtained, by an y
 interpolation meth ki, the
speed by whdch they are canipi ted, as long as _t is not ridicv ously slow, is usually
ximportant. The weights are ura-lque, excepting round-off, regar 1Uess of the method
us eU .
The interpolation pro6lenn is restated in a standard form. Phe desired
transfer f motion was riven in tl-le forrn
where f(wl = f(-w), (even)
r^ `~
g(-u)) 
_ -g ( w), (odd).
An exact fit at N + L points is desired by polynomials:
N
fA(w) 	
E 
akxk 	(5.12.1-16a)
k= C
= f(w)
9AM N-1 k
sin wT	 '1kx	 (5.12.1-16b)
k=0
N ^,
— sin nT
vviiere cos w T = x.
Rccon-,ersion to &e transfer fun^ticm io: m li(w), finding the filter weights,
is performed in Sections 5.12.1, 5.12.2, and 5 1?. 3.
Only the region 0 < (oT < 7, , or 1 _> x > -1 is considered as the fact that
x = cost wT guarantees proper behavior for --,r <— w'; < 0 for "real" filters.
Because f (w) involves \ + i coefficients a there must be N + 1 values of
f(w) to deter.n-A them. Similarly, N values of g' w ) are needed to determine the
F3^k of gA (w). The sampling of the real and imaginary parts can be independent;
tlkiat is, a d f^.-erent set of values of w may he used for sampling them. The fir
will be exact for each part separately at their sampling points. Normally, the
sampling coincides.
A difficulty arises if the point wT = 7r is included and an attempt is made to
fit with 2N + 1 weights. This occurs because the tern b sin NwT = 0 at wT = 7r
%,:hick ;rakes it impossible to determine the coefficieni: bN. In terms of the filter
heights (5.12,1-5) thew 's are underdetermined, which can be resolved most easily
by setting w 2 = 0 impling wo = aN*
Another problem also arises if N + I trarsfer function samples are taken and
a sample at w = 0 is not taken and both the real and imaginary samples are used
to determine the ak and ,3 k, It will be found that there are 43N + 2 real and
imaginary part samples and only 2N + I coefficients. There is one superfluous
imaginary part sample,
anti
and
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The difficulty can be resolved in two ways. The easiest, of course, is to
ignore one of the imaginary part samples, in which case an exact fit will not be
obtained at this point in the imaginary part. Alternatively, it can be assumed that
a filter is being design v¢ith 2N+3 weights, which would mean that N+2 ak and N+1
	 --
Qk must be determined. The N+1 imaginary samples can now be used to determine
"'e Pk. Setting aN+1 equal to zero resolves the problem of having too many ak!s
,,-,d in turn sets a 1 to zero. Again there are too many weights, 2N+3, and only
2N+2 ak and 9 1, (or ak and bk). This problem is resolved by setting w^N+2 to zero	 y
which results in wo = bN+1 . in the end, a filter with 2N+2 weights will - be obtained.	 -i
With these qualifications in mind, the real part the samples are:
f(wo). f(w1 )' ... f(wN),	 -_
and the imaginary part samples:
g (01 )	 g (w '2 )	 g (w'N)	 --
sin^ T	 sin 	 ' s^-T	 -
N
where the sampling frequencies for the real and imaginary parts are not necessarily
the same (denoted by the prime).
The "fittthg" problem for both real and imaginary parts is identical.
	 -
Fit a function. h(x) by a polynomial
z(x) _ z(w)	 (5.12.4-1)
M k
_ Z yk
k = 0
exactly at the points
	 I
X11- = cos wkT,
given the values h(xk) at
c,,k
 = wo, CO, ... , wM
	 I
where the wk
 are arbitrarily placed in the interval 0 < wT <7r. It can be seen that
xk
 varies from 1 to -1 as wkT various from 0 to r.
At this point fngrange interpolate the function z(x).
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The Lagrange interpolation formula is given by*
'1	 t►
 (x) h(xk)
z W (5. 12.4-2)(x-xk) 1t '()   
L	 Tk = 0
where rr(x) = (x-x0) (x-xI ) . . . (x-xM),
-1 <x<1
and
do (x) I
t7 (xk ) =	
dx	 x = Xk
It fits exactl y
 at the points xk = cos t,T.
It can he shown* that any other method of producing a pol ynomial of 'Mth
order that fits exactl y at the M - 1 points xk
 will have exactiv the same coefficients as
z L(x). excepting round-off.
Convergence at the points between samples and the magnitude of the errors
!	
are other matters.
The error, E (x), of polynomial interpolation. that fits exactl y at the '•M - 1
points is given b;-i
G 
	
= h 	 - z 
	
= ()} 	 ('1 -- 1)(X)
	 (5.12.4-3)
whc re
hii - 1)!x)
	
d(Ni	
1)h(x)
dx(hf { 1)	 1x=x
and x is some value in t he interval
-1 <x<1.
As x.is usuall y unknown and extremely difficult to find analytically. an
 error hound of
an 11th
 order approximatior car. be
 found if the maximum value of h''M , 1 (x) is kno%m
^ 1
in the interval. Seldom is h 
NT
	 (x) of an exWrimental curve know
—,: with an, accuracy,
as finding a high order derivative numericall y
 with accuracy
 is quite difficult.
In general. it may
 be seen that the maximum error is not only a function of
the value of h^1	 1 (x) but of the polynomial.
IT (X) = (x - x0 1 ix - x1 ) . 	 (x - xNI ) 	 (5.12.4-4)
*Hamming. R. : Numerical 'Methods For Scientists and Engineers
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As the point 'x is a function of the sampling points x k , it is difficult to choose the points
xk
 so that error is minimum throughout the region -1 < x < 1.
While the error is not known exactly. as x is not known, the error can he
bounded by considering the maximum value of hM 1 (x). Namely D = hM + 1 (x) max.
-1 <x<1.
Then the maximum error is certainly
E  =	 (x) DM	 (M + 1)
	
(5.12.4-5)
Assuming effects of the x k on h  + 1 (x) are rot known, the next best way of controlling
Emax is to minimize the maximum value of It W.
The solution to this problem is found by using the Tchebychev polynomials
appropriately. To quote the needed property*:: "Of all polynomials FM + 1 (x) with a1
leading coefficient (-c jVT	 1 ) equal to 1, the polynomial
TAI	 1(x)
2^1
has the smalest least upper hound for its absolute value in the interval -1 < x < 1 ",
Since TM + 1 (x) has a maximum value of 1 in the interval then this upper
bound is 1/2 1 . In "act, all maximums of TM 
-4- 1 (x) are equal to one.
Control of the factor 17 (x) in Emax, the maximum interpolation error, can
be obtained by letting
'T(x) _	 M	 1	 (5.12.4-6)
2 
as ti (x) has a leading coefficient of 1. This, in turn, implies t'.:az the sampling points
xk are the zeros of the Tchebychev polynomial T M 1 1 (x) which are given by
2kIfix = cos a—_+ ^•M-k	 2 (M + 1) ,	 (,5 . 12.4-7 )
k = 0, 1, . . . . , M.
The maximum error, then, becomes
_	 D (5. 12. 4--8)Emax	 2 VI (M + 1)!
+
h	 1(x)max
2M(M + 1)
*!BID	 M
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Recapitulating, the minimum maximum possible error is obtained by
sampling at the zeros of the M + 1 st Tch-^bychev polynomial if x is known. In actuality,
this is equi-spaced sampling in the W domain of the transfer function. Namely, equi-
spaced sampling in the original transfer function variable W is more desirable than
any other to minimize the maximum possible error. This suggests, in a very strong
way, that transfer function approximation using polynomial methods, unless unavoidable
for compelling reasons, shou ►d be avoided. Fourier methods are generally more
efficient and more accurate.
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5.12.5 Convergence of Polynomial interpolation
While it is customary to think that finer and finer interpolation gives smaller
errors, as for example in numerical integration or in the very definition of an 	 -
integral, it is not true, in general, that exact fitting of a polynomial of M + 1st
order at M + 1 points give a smaller error with increasing M.
Excellent discussions of the reasons for this unfortunate state of affairs
are given in "Applied Analysis", by C. Lanczos. Basically the reason is that the	 -+
derivatives hM + (;:)grow too rapidly for "non-analytic" functions. "Non-analytic"
functions are those that have singularities somewhere in the finite complex plane.
For thes- functions, which comprise a large fraction of those fund in practice a
finite radius of convergence, R, exists in their Taylor series expansions. This
implies for an infinite number of values of M, that 	 -
C  
R( Mi I hM (xi > 1, C
or	 (5.12.5 _1)
(hM(x^ >
	
M!	 -.
(R +y )M
The upper bound on the Mth derivative grows as M. Therefore, the upper bound
on the error grows with M.
Where the sample values are taken also has a profound effect on the con-
vergence. Equi -spaced sampling in x suffers all the difficulties mentioned above.
Sampling at the zeros of Tchebychev polynomials allows convergence. A discussion
of these phenomena are outside the scope of this work but can be found in a refer-
ence "Applied Analysis" by Corneiius Lanczos. 	 -
As an example of a "bad" function in the intervai -1 : x < 1, the function
1
I+x2
is a well ;mown example. In fact, as M grows, the approximation diverges between
equi-spaced sampling points as M increases.
Polynomial interpolation curve fitting is a dangerous game!!
important examples of "non-analytic" transfer functions can be ordinary
networks which have "poles".
r-
1
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6.	 RECURSIVE FILTERING TECHNIQUES
Recursive filters, those that use past output sequence values to develop the present
output sequence member, appear frequently in the analysis of linear systems. It is the
intended purpose of this section to present basic methods of generating recursive filters of
various kinds along with limitations imposed. Section 7 will incorporate techniques to
alleviate some of the limitations.
Recursive filters posses certain distinct advantages over non-recursive filters and
should be used whenever possible. In many applications they have significantly fewer co-
efficients allowing shorter computing time and less data storage. Approximation ripples
in and out of pass-bands are usually not present with recursive filter., while great care must
be taken with non-recursive filters to avoid the phenomena. Finally, they are often more
tractable analytically allowing pertinent characteristics to be discovered more easily and
quickly.
Three general classes of techniques will be discussed.
A given analog transfer function is converted via a slightly modified z transform to
a digital transfer function which ideally would be equal for all frequencies up to half the
sampling frequency. As this requires bandlimiting of the ar ►alog transfer function the
techniques of Section 7 are needed to extend the useful approximation region toward half the
sampling frequency. A numerical integration form of the bi-linear z transform is also dis-
cussed but allows approximation to quite limited frequencies.
-
	
	 Another form of the bi-linear z transform is given which allo,vs synthesis of an
important class of band-pass and band-reject filters from an analog prototype. As much
work has been done in development of analog filters of this type the tef Imique makes avail-
able the considerable literature on analog band-pass and band-reject filters to generate
comparable digital filters.
A third technique for exact fitting a recursive transfer function to a fixed number
of points of a given transfer function is presented.Unfortunately the resultant filter may be
unstable. A technique for quaranteeing stability at the price of phase modification is
developed.
Miscellaneous topics in this section include the use of the delayed z transform to
compute transient responses of analog systems among other things and a set of transforma-
tions for converting a digital low-pros filter to band-pass and band- reject filters. directly
in the digital domain.
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6.1 DIGITAL FILTERS THROUGH APPROPRIATE Z TRANSFORMATION OF ANALOG
FILTERS
In Section 4. 4 the formula
CD
y(kT) = Ax(kT) +	 wi ((k-n)T) x(nT)	 (4.4.1-11
n = -^
was found for numerical integration where A = pN /gN. For high sampling frequencies
it was found that for a constant coefficient, linear system
w^ (jT) = T wj(jT)	 (4.4.1-3)
where WI (jT) is the impulse response of the low pass portion of H(s); namely
H 1 (s) (Seption 4. 3). If H(s) is low pass M < N, then A = 0 and If (s) = H(s).
Assume now that w' (j T) is equal to Tw 1 (jT) in equation
Subsequently, it will be found that this relation can then be replaced by a realizable
recursive digital filter, under a certain condition the filter will produce approximately
the same results as the analog filter H(s) and various techniques (Section 7) can be
used to modify the analog transfer function so that both the analog and digital filter will
have the same rbsponses, within a delay for "low" frequencies.
Replacing wi (jT) by Twl (jT) in
m
y(kT) = A x(kT) + TI wl ((k-n)T) x(nT)	 (6.1-1)
n= - m
and taking the z transform:
	
Co
	 m
Y(z) = A X(z)+ TY	 wl ((k-n)T) x(nT)z -k	(6.1-2)
n=0 n=0
where
Go	
-
X(z)	 x(kT)z-k,
k = 0
t
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and
a
(z)	 NAT)z
k = 0
with NAT) and x(k"1') assumed to he equal to zero for k < 0.
Adjusting indices in the summation by letting k-j = m (k = j
	
m)
a
YQ) ￿ A , T	 w1 mT)z -m X (z)	 (G. 1-3)
M, = 0
The digital transfer function is then
^	 _Y(z
li7 (z) = X(z)
(G. 1-4)
A - T (^	 n'1(mT)z-m
m -0
For constant coefficient, linear s ystems the function
a
If (z)-	 w1(mT)z-m.
	 (G.1-5)
m = 0
which is common]%- called the z transform of the system. can be summed in closed
form ao the ratio of two pol'N'nomials in z- 1
 (Section 6.2) and realized as a recursive
digital filter (Section 3.1).
However the frequenci• response of 11 z (z), found bY setting z = eiW T
is not, in general, equal to that of 11 1 (w). From section 2. 1. 2 equation (2. 1. 77- 10)
a relation can immediately be written between H , (el WT or 11 (W) for
..	 G
convenience, and il l `a;?. This relation is
if (U:)
	 1 2	 T	
1I1(c^ -k s). s = —,T	 ((;. 1 -(")
k=-a
1; -:3
where w`1 (o+) is the limit of w1 (t) as t approaches zero from positive values. The
summation on the right consists of terms which are simply translations of the trans:er
function Hl (W) by positive and negative multiples of the sampling frequency. The term
wl )/2 is produced by the discontinuity in W 1 (t) at t = o if one exists (See SW.,tion
2.1.2).
From the initial value theorem of Laplace transforms:
71 (0+ ) = lim [ s H1 (s),	 (6.1-7)
it can be seen that w1 (e) is only non-zero for lv.mped parameter filters whose
denominator order, N, is equal or 1 greater than the order of the numerator, M-
'M = N
or
M = N-1
As Hi (s) has a numerator order less than that of the denominator only M = N-1 can
produce the constant 71 (o+) not equal to zero.
To remove the effect of this constant consider the quantity
^	 w J-6+%
H
z 
(z)= Hz (W) - 1 '2
00
1	 H1(W-k $).
T k = - 60
If the tranezer function H 1 (W)is such that it is essentially zero for 1 W i> c s 12: namely,
"bandlimited" by half the sampling frequency, then
Hz(W) "' T Hl (W), ^WI< s /2.	 (6.1-9)
If the transfer function is not bandlirnited, then Hz (W) is "aliased" and not equar, in
general, to HI (W) over the entire range o < I W <_ 8 /2. The amount of interference of
-r
the terms for k ^ o allow error estimation prior to synthesis.
However, if H 1 (W) is such that it is approximately zero for f
DWI > Ws - Wat Wa < W /2, thena	 r
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^1
li z (W)	 1t1 (W) for ^W; < a
	
(^:.t 	 -10)
This occurs because the "tails" of higher order terms of the suni:r)atior. N. t-)
(k = f 1, f 2. . . . ) do not overlap in this region. Use of this fact will allow
approximations to 11 1 (u%) by a. recursive digital filter up to a frequenc%- a in a suhse-
quent section, albe i t with a time delay (Section 7).
In sun,»!arc, this discussion has served to indicate that the function
T H z V) = T 1I z (w) - T w(o`^
2
(mT) z -m	 (0 ^)
7'	 1	 - T 1 
L 
r>>	 o	
Jz=e
can approximate an ana'.og filter 11 (CC) under certain definable conditions.
Therefore the digital transfer function in equation (6.1 -4) should 1^e slightlt-
modified to read
X(z) CO(r. 1-12)
_ 
IA - Tw'o's	
^	 wl(m T).- 'm i
m = 0
As H Z (z) can he summed in closed form, as the ratic of two pol^ -non-;ials
in z-1 for linear constant coefficient differential equations (Section 6.:'- ). it
represents a recursive digital filter of Section 3.1.
It should ')c noted that the digital imps lse response (Section 3.4)
of H z (z) is the actual sampled impulse response of Il l s), the continuous netw-)rk . whi ^h
is somewhat obvious frorn the manner in which 11 z (z) was defined.
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6.2 DIRECT Z TRANSFORMATION
The z transform of the impulse re3oonse of a line r   , conttant coeif cient
system eon be found relatively easily from the avv.ovriate exmnslon of the trensfcr
function H(s). - If the outoAt is desired delayed by an amount "of T seconds then	 "delayed"
z transform should be used (Section 6.3)- Usually the transfer function is given as the
ratio of two volynomials (See Section 4.1).
Q(s)
M	
k
7°kg	
(4.2-3)
k"= 0
N
qsk
J	 ,^
k = 0
H(s) can be exoanded in "partial fractions" namely
Lv ])	 iµ)
H(s) = A -L %'	 Aj
	
j = t	 is = S	 (s+ µ
with the sum of the "r-:ultipHe itties. " v (j) of the roots give:- by
L
v(j ) = N	 (6.2 - 2)
j=1
an (_0:) are the L distinct rots of the denominator Q(s). The canstar.t A is given by
0. iii 4f N.
r tT /`ijvT t M = iY
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(6. 2-3)
acid the subscriuted constants A ;; . lyy
	
A.
v	 m	 :n	 L) (i)	 )
r3s
	
with m = 0. i . 2.
	 . V (if- 1
As the inverse Laplace transform and z transformation are linear overators
the iinvulse resnorse of each term of ( 6.2-1 ) can he computed and the z transform taken.
The resultant transforms are su-nmed to give total z transform.
To conirvute the impulse response of a typical term:
A. 0A i
	
—__1
	
2- 5)
take its invers.= Laplace transform ixv contour integration. It also may be found in am_-
text on cont nuo4s s.-steris.
t-
A"
	
,	 A(µ)	 t 11 to-^jt. t > 0
—L
(s L rg 1^	 (µ -1y	 (6. 2.6)
i'
0. t < 0.
(µ--1) -O .tFinding the z transform of t	 e	 3 is simplified if it is recognize that
rµ-^ a r-1)	 -^ t
d ^ (^-1) e
7
A = 1. 2. . . .
This relation allows the conmutati n of the z transform of multi poles by
simple differentiation of the z transform of e -^	 The z !ransform of e- Rj t
 is
	
^j t	 e -^lnTz-n
	 1	 (6 2-8)
	
Cr	n= 0	 1- e j Tz-1
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iAs parametric differentiation and z transformation a re linear, commutative
operations,
	
the z transform:
-^^ t )I(t(^ t )e (6.2-9)
is equal to
( 1) (wt y	 a	 rµ-^_) z (6.2 -1Oja0(H -1) jT
i z - e
Combining the previous results it is foyind that 11 (z).	 the z transform
transfer function	 which is + he z transform of the La place transfer function H(s)
im pulse response,	 is given by
L	 t4j)	 (-1)( -1)A,(µ)	 a (µ- 1)	 l
HZ(z)
	
L	
(µ-1)r	 a
Z	 !'A
 9T
j - 1	 µ-1	 ] z-e
(6.2-11)
s
where A is simnly added.
All of the operations necessary, to compute H(z)from H(s) can be per-z
formed by a computer program.	 It is rot necessary to do the differentiations and
summations miaiptically.	 When H z rz'l is computed as above all the individual terms
are combined into the ratio of two polynomials in z.	 In general , the final form of
H Z (z)wi l l be
N
a z-k
H	 k = 0-z(zl	 (6. 2-12)
V-kI bkz H
k=0
where the % and b.	 are determined by converting equation (6 2-11) to a least common
denominator and normalizing such that b o= 1,	 N is the degree of the original denominator.
Again this computation can be performed by machine rather than by hand when N is large.
Subsequently. a recursive technique will be developed for computing the z transform of a
high order pole.
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For computational simplicity some useful relations should be used.
1. For N(s) with real coefficients, roots occur in complex conjugate
pairs. Partial fraction expansion coefficients for one complex
root are conjugates of these for the conjugate root. Therefore,
only coefficients for half of the complex poles must be computed.
2. It was seen that the impulse response term w(0+) is needed when
M + N-1. By examination of the impulse response as the term
by term inverse Laplace transform of the partial fraction
expansion of H(s) it can be seen that
r L
(1)IT (0+) =Real part ^	 A j	 (6...2- 13)j
=1	 J
Alternatively, as
w (0+) = iim( sH(s)^
-► m l
(6.2-14)-
PN
-1W (0+) = 
qN
3^
Either relation may be used according to the manner in which 11(s) is giver.
6.2. 1 14echanization of the Com putation of the z Transform for mth Order Poles
The z transform for partial fraction terms corresponding to a jtn multipole
of order v (j):
i	 L
(s
	
	
(6.2.1-1)
+ ^j >^
^=1
is given by (See equation 6.2-10)).
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, N't T^m
l!(j)
Ai(u) (-1) U- 1 	 8 (u-1)	 z (6.2.1-2)
1 (u-1) !	 8	 N-1)	 z- e -S j T
u 1	 i#
Computation of this expression for a high order pole is difficult to perform accu-
rately by hand. However, machine computation is simple ii certain relations are recognized.
The procedure to be developed obtains results in powers of z rather than z -1 . Conversion
to inverse powers is best performed after all poles have been combined to form the transfer
function. Then only the ordering of coefficients need be changed.
1
Computing the terms of equation (6. 2.1-2) starting with the lowest order is obviously
the preferable procedure.
The partial derivatives can be expressed as
a	 (u-1)	 z (6.2.1-3	 --^
8 (u-1)	 Lz- eI fl.  T
(u-1)
	 (1-1) 1 	
8v (A-1)	 z - e 	 ( v = -S j T
Defining the derivatives as s
i
8 m
D=	
8	
—	 1	 (6.2.1-4)
m	 'nv 	 z - ev
	
the first few are given by 	 i
1	 ^ ID p
	 z - v
e V
D1	 (z - ev) 29
f
1
2! e 2v	 1! etiD "
	 (z - e v ) 3	 + (z - ev ) '-
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	D	 3! e v	 + 2 x 2! e v	
2,+ 	2, e^
	
3	 (z - ev) 4	 (z - ev ) 3	 (z - ev ) 3
C v
(z -ev)2
With this simplification the z transform of the multipole expansion (6.2. 1-2) above
can be written as
(6.2.1-6)L	 (µ -1) !	 (m -1)
µ= 1
Placing the first few Dm 's over common denominators:
D	 = -	 1
z - ev
_	 e
v
D1	
(z - cv ) 2
2v	 v
e	 + e zD2	
(z - ev ) 3
D„	
e 3	 4 e2v z + ev z2
J	 (z - e v 1 4
(6.2.1-7)
A,%-
e 4 L
 lie 3v z + lie 2v z2 -4- ev z3
D4	 (z - ev ) 5	
—
a,id
a
a
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It can be seen that the general form of D m appears to be
am	
emv	 + ame(m-1)v	
z	 +	 +	 am evzm-1Dm 	 0	 1	 m-1
	 (6.2.1-8)`	
m+ 
1
(z -e ) iJ
where the am	 are the coefficients which are presently unknown. The superscript m on
the a J
	
is not an exponent but serves to indicate the set of m coefficients for the mth Dm'
The subscripts indicate the appropriate power of z.
By using relation (6.2. 1-4)
D=	 8	 Dm +1	 2 v	 m (6.2.1-9 )
where Dm is r-sed in the form (6. 2.1-8) and equating it, after placing it in least common
denominator form, to the general form for D m + 1:
m+1	 (m+ 1)v	 m+1	 my m+1
	
v	 mao 	 e	 +	 a1	 e	 z	 ^ . + am	 e	 z
Dm + 
1	 (z - ev )m + 2
(6.2.1-10)
a recursive relation is found expressing the coefficients for Dm+1 in terms of those for Dm:
namely
m +1 =	 +	 m	 +	 -	 -	 ma	 (^ 1)	 a	 (m	 (^ 1) )	 a (6.2.1 -11) ^J
with end conditions
am	=	 am	 =	 1;	 m	 =	 2, 3,
-1o	 m
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Obviously the relation is only needed for m = 3 and higher as m = 0, and 1 are
special cases. For m = 2 the coefficients
2
a l
	= 1,
(6.2.1-12)
ao = 1,
are known. and used as the starting point for the recursive formula (eq (6. 2. 1-11) ) to com-
pvter higher order derivative coefficients.
As an example the coefficients for D3 and D4
 are calculated using the recursive
relation.
Now a0 = a. = 1	 from the end conditions.
	 (6. 2. 1-13a)
Only ai must be computed:
ai	 - tai	 +	 (2 - (1-1)) a 
2 + 2	 (6. 2. 1-13b)
4 , as ai	 = ao = 1.
Therefore
3v ^	 2v	 v
D3	 a	 4e v)
	
- e	 z`	 (6.2.1-14)
(z - e )
as was obtained by direct ca l culation ( eq 6. 2. 1-7).
Simi larly, for D4 , ao = a3 = 1. a  and a4 must be computed from the
coefficients for D3:
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rA
J--	 I
I
(6.2.1-15)
1
i
_^	 1
e4v + 11 
e3v 
z + 11 e	 z	 e	 z
2v	
2 + v 3D4	 =	 (6.2.1-16)
v 5
as calculated previjusly (eq 6.2. 1-7).
The computation for the coefficients of successive derivatives is easily organized
into a computer program along with the power of e  to give the coefficients of the polynominal
in z which is the numerator of D m . Computation of the denominator of Dm , (z-ev )	 + 1 , is
most easily performed usir_g the binomial theorem
n
vn	 `'	 n!	 v n -^j j	 ^-(z - e )	 _ L	 j^ (n - )^i (-e 1)z	 (5.2.1-17)
	
j= 0	 *-, t
A recursive relation can also t—e .found, if desired, among successive coefficients of the
denominators for a fixed n, though this is rot as necessary as the recursive relation for
the numerator.
	
ai	 =	 2 a3 + (3 - (1-1) ) a3
	
•	 =	 11;
and
4
a23 a2 + (3 - (2-1) ) al
= 3+2x4,
= H.
D4 is then given by
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u
n
n
k
12 t w As
H(s) _	 ^ 0
S2 +2tw s+w 20	 0
(6.2.2-1)
6. 2. 2 An Example of Digital Filter Design by the z Transform
Synthesis of a handpass iilter of a Q of 20 (center frequenc% , divided by bandwidth)
follows as an example. The response before and after correction for the impulse response
term at t = 0 (;7(0 + )/2) is plotted in Figure 6. 2. 2-1.
The Laplace transfer functionof a bandpass network (a single stage L-R-C network)
is given by
where
wo = center frequency in radians,
t	 -- 	 / 2 Q,
Q	 - w0/0.
S	 = bandwidth in radians,
A	 = gain at w0.
Actually the above rP i a:i^,nsnip between t and Q is an approximation which holds
for large Q. "r`,'ri.;dii y
 of interest is large Q, so this approximation will be used. Q's
.,z,t er than 5 are usually sufficiently accurate.
The denominator of H(s) is factored into two roots:
2 +2 t w0s-,W'1)
	= (s+ t w0 + iG;0 1- t l ) (s+ t ^0 -iW0 1-t 2a	 ),	 (6.2.2-2)
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Figure 6. 2. 2-1. "Modified Impulse Invariant" Design
of a Single Pole Bandpass Filter
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which allows
2t 
	 As
N(s)	 ---	 °
(s4 t w ° l
 iw ° 1 -	 ) (s+ W ° - i y° 3 i - -)
to to written. The roots of the denominator are complex conjugates.
Next the partial fraction expansion of 11(s) is determined:
2 two A s	 Al	 A2
(s +a) (s 4- a )	 s+a	
s+a*
(6.2.2-3)
(6.2.2-4)
where
a =
	
wo + iwo 1- t ..
and a* is the complex conjugate of a. To determine A 1 ,. multiply both sides of
(6.2.2-4) by (s+a), and set s = -2. This gives
A l = 11(s) (s+a) 
Is==a,
(6.2.2-5)
2toi As
s+a
s=-a,
2 t A 
o
a - a
or
t 2
A l = Awls t -i 
1-^2
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41
IH (s) = A w
os_ s\	 + a
1 + t ----
+ 'V
s + a*
In general it can bc: shover that the partial fraction expansion coefficients for
complex conjugate roots are complex conjugates. Therefore , A 2 = A I * , though A 2
 could
a	
be computed as was A l , if desired. The resultant exapnsion is
	 -
^.J
(6.2.2-6)
_	 1
Furthermore, the imp v, lse response at t = 0+ the sum of the real marts of the
partial fraction expansion coefficient. of single pole terms is
(6.2.2-7)
(6. 2. 2-8)
-1
-rw T	 t	 1
^-
2 Am- r 1-e	 °	 cos (w T	 1- 2 J
\ +
	 sin (w T 1 _ t 2 )
o -	 ^	 o	 0
1- t2	J	 ^	 .,
Hz(z)	
_ - t woT	 `,^ -1	 -2C woT 	
(6.2.2-9)	 a
1 2e	 cos (woT r l t ) z + e	 z
Next, correct for the discontiauit y in the impulse response, and the scaling factor T:
H,(z) =T Hz(z)
-^w T	 -2^ w T
Awo T I-2e
	 °	 — - sin (wo T 1- T '") z_ 1 -e	 ° z-2
3 i -t2
-r w T	 _ _	 -2 ^w T
1-Ze	 cos (wT f 1- ^ "I) z -^ I ^ e	
0 
z-20 
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w(0^) = 2 A wo
The corresponding z tranEform of H(s) above is
1 -i--	 1 ji
r	 1-r2	 _ _ 1-^2Hlz) = Aw01—e z 
-1 1 -e-a* T
Combining as the ratio of two polynomials:
f_!
--	 (s. 2.2-10) 
^ 
^
This is the form necessary for the digital filter.
a - Aw t T1 
0
ao = a.
t ^.OT	 t
ja`' 	 2i,-	 -2 a e	 s:n (w	 T1 0
t - -  
_o -2 r u:	 T
a =	 - cy e	 ° (6.2. 2-12)
b6 1.
- t ;u T
° 1-7,b 12e =	 cos (w0T
-2 t W0T
b9 e
then
1
2	 -m
a	 z
m
Az(z)
m	 0 (6.2.2-12)
bnz-n
n	 0
The corresponding difference equ2*_ion that implements the filter is
^ n -	
-b 1 y	 -b.,.n-2 + aoxn - a2 xr. -I - a2`n-'3
( 
 6. 2.2 -13)
where. yn is the output sequence. and xn , the inp;-; sequence.
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The figure plotted of H, (z) (Figure 6.2.2-1) before com pensation, and H z (z) alter
compensation clearl}- shows the validity of the technique. An w 0 = 2 ff `0 of 1/4 the sampl-
ing frequency was used as center frequenc y and a Q of 20 was chosen. H z (zl before com-
pensation was scaled by 1 /T so that plots could be compared.
Exam?nation of the corrected digital filter indicates that a better "fall-off" is
o r^tained for a, > fr /2 than the continuous filter. This occurs because of the image tail of
the first aliasing harmonic (equation (6. 1-6)) happens to cancei the "fall-off" as it is shifted
by 180 degrees in phase. At frequencies less than the center frequenc y the image tail from
the aliasing harmonic s in phase.
6.3 THE DELAYED z TRANSFORMATION
If the output sequence of a reconstruction procedure, (Section 7. 1) a numerical
integration procedure or a digital filter is desired at a time not equal to an integral
multiple of the sampling time i t = nT), but at a time t = nT -mT - T where T is not an	 ^7
integer, then the "delayed" z transform should be useduj
T'le rationale is quickl y- seen if the derivations of numerical integration procedures
are examined (Sections 4.4 and 6. 1 ). The outputs are evaluated at an input sampl-
ing instant. Had t = nT - T been used slightly different formula for the z transform of the
analog filter impulse response Mould have been found:
W	 E
H z (zi - 2 w• (nT - T) Z -n	 (6.3-1)
n=0
T may be and num1V•r but it is convenient and not restrictive to consider it as less than T.
If T is, for example, equal to T' ^ mT (T' < T).then mT is simply a deiay of m units of	 1
the sampling time T
:mother application of the delayed z trans"orm is in computatian of transient
solutions (Section 6.4) where the transient must to delayed as the numerical integration
procedure for the homogeneous solution usuall 'v has delay (Section 71, Again. the delayed
z transform of the transient solution has the form (6.2-1) with the inverse transform
given, this time, by samples of the continuous sx •stem transient so`_tstion. 	 I
In all cases discussed to this poir.'., if a funs .ic . f +i - T) is the sampled inverse
Laplace transform of the transfe-- funcr.i-in (impulse tespoacei or the transient solution 	 +
of a constant ecefficient s ystem, the '"delayed" z transform ?nay-m found in closed form
as the ratio of two polynomials M z 1 similar to t-le plain z transtx , rM. .
If the transfer function or transient solutior. ­.s g i ven as trw ratio of two polynomials
it may be expanded in partial_ fractions as 9r, 1-'Acti(jo 6
A. (u)	 fl- 11cF ( g) _ A +z (
	
_._L—
j = 1 M. 1	 (s E J ) ^	 (6.3-2)
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Er	 El (µ) (u )A.	
to-1 a - S jt . t > o,	 (6.3-3!
Lis	 6 j )µ 	(µ --1)'
0. t<0.
fjµ (tl
The delat-ed z transform to be computed is
FD (z) = A j	 f (nT-7) z -n	 0< T < T.
n=o
with	 (6.3-4)
L	 V0)
- f (t)	 _ ^	 f ^	 (tl
j-t	 m-1
w As T > 0, and f (t) - 0 for t < 0. it may be noted that the term for n - 	 0 is not
E_ included in the delayed z transform
To compute the z transformation for the "dela yed" terms consider the time function
e
`
common in form to all terms. 	 The general terms are given by
-(µ-1)	 8	 ,(-1)	
C -'
	
(t-Tl (µ- 1)	 -S (t-- )=	 (t-)	 e	 j	 (r.3-5)L
As discussed previousl }• the z transform and differentiation by S j are commutative operations.
Therefore. the z transform of the individual terms is given ht•
(f- 	 (t-T )) -(-1)(,•-1)	 a o	 j	 e-Sj(kT-T) z-k
l	 „j	 L
k=1
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Adjusting the indices on the summation:
	
e -S j (kT - T) z -k _ ^'	 e -S jkT	 -k a - 9 j (T-T) z-1
-L
k=1
	 k=o
n(6.3-7)
	
fl
r^
u
u
n
0
a
a
z -1 e- 
i ^
(T
.
-T)
1 -e j z
The z transform of the general "delayed term" is
A.(µ)
	 1	 (µ-11 A. (µ) a	 (µ - 1 )	 -1 -81(t-T)^—	 (t_T (µ-1) a f3.t = (-l)	 _	 z e
(µ-1) r 	 	 J )	 (µ-W a (µ - 1)	 i T -1 II-e -5 z
0.3-8)
It can be seen that the z transform of delaved terms are ratios of polynomials in z-1
as in the case of integer delay. The terms for the whole transform can be combined into
the ratio of two pol ynomials in z 	 in turn praduces a difference equation as before.
Recursive relations can be developed, as for the plain z transform, to mechanize the
computation of the transform for higher order poles.
6.4 MECHANIZATION OF INITIAL CONDITION OR "TRANSIENT"' COMPUTATIONS
The transient solution f (t), which is the inverse Laplace transform of F (s) (4. 2-4)
can be readily computed by expanding F (s) in partial fractions (see Section 6.2) and obtain-
ing the inverse transform term by term
This function f (t) can then be evaluated at t = kT
f  = f (k T)
and added to the solution for zero initial conditicns. A;, will be seen in section 7 numerical
solutions for zero initial conditicns usually have a time deiav of a mown amount. B^fore
f (t) is used it should be delayed by the amount of time (or simulated time) found in the
numerical integration procedure.
A simple procedure for computing the "transient", via the impulse response of a
digital filter can be found. At first assume that the delay is an integral multi ple of T plus
an amount T ( 0 < T < T) in which case the delay is a simple deferment of calculation for the
requisite number of sampling periods plus a delay by T. By taking a delayed z transform
of f ;t) it is found that the resultant transform is the ratio of two polynomials in z as the
transform of the individual terms of the time function, found by partial fraction expansion
of F (s), are ratios of ;polynomials in z (Section 6.3).
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In fact F (s) may be looked upon as a transfer function as far as the z tra•sform
calculation is concerned. The method of Section 6.3 is directly
 applicable to F (s) 'sing
the delayed z transform. The time function f (t) may he considered as the ► mr ,  ,e response
of F (s).
Writing the delayed z transform )f f (t), which can be computed via F (s) from the
method of Section 6.3 as a ratio of two polynomials in z -1,
M
c z - m
m
FD( z) = m -0	 — —	 (6.4-1)
d z-n
n
n=0
where the coefficients have been normalized so that d0 = 1, an equivalent difference
equation or digital filter can be written;
N	 11
h  - -^	 do hj-n - ^ cm gj-m	 (6.4-2)
n► l	 n=0
See Section 3.2.
Now the response of this difference equation to an impulsive input in the digital
domain:
1, j=0,6 
	
0, j Y 0;
is the impulse response of F^ (z) in the digital domain or the sampled time function:
hj = f OT-f).
In summary, application of 6 j to the recursive relation produces the "transient'
time function at the sampling time:
N ICI
h .	
- -^ d h. c 6^ n ^-n m j-m
n=1 m =0
(6.4-3)
Prior to application of 60 the initial values of h i are set to zero; j = -1, --2, . . . , -N.
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6. 4. 1
	
Example of Delayed z Transform Utilization to Compute Transient ResponsFs
This example is a simple case of a more general discussion of initial condition
computation given in Section	 4. 2.	 Consider the simple line 3r, constant coefficient
differential equation.
!
dy
dt	 +	 ay 	= d dt (6.4.1-1)
ITaking the Laplace transform
sY	 (s) - " (0+) + a	 Y (s)	 =	 a s X	 (s) - ax (0+) (6.4.1-2) 1
or +
Is
	
_(0+ - axe
Y(s)_	 X	 (s)	 +s+a	 s + a
where
_t
Y (s)	 Laplace transform of y (t).
X (s)
	 -	 Laplace transform of x (t).
and	 v (01) and x (0+) are initial conditions.
The transfer function H (s) is obviousl y given by
11 (s) s us 1 (6.4.1-3) t
transform by	Section 4. 2)and the transient	 (See
y i0:	
ax	 +)F (s)	 = (6.4.1-4)y(s	 a)
The inhomogeneous solution is determined bY the methods of Sections G. 1 and 7
applied to H(s). The transient, or homogeneous solution, can be found by taking the inverse
Laplace transform of F(s) directly:
f(t) y (0^) - ax (0) a -at (6.4.1-5)
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Delayed by T ( n 
-e T < T) and evaluated at t - kT, if necessary, to compensate fur delaY in
the inhomegeneous solution.
f V -T) -	 y (0+) - ax (0+)	 e -a (kT-T)	 !6. 4. 1
BY using the delayed z transform at the point where F(s) was determined (eq (4. 1-4)).
1^(F(s)) - FZ (z)
`^
	
c
-a (T-T)
T z-
1
- 
L
y (0+) - ax (0+) 1	 Z-1_ e-a 
which has the corresponding difference equation (S ,?etion 6. 4).
h T _ 
e
-aTh 7	 + C e-a(T-T)
j	 j-1	 gj-1
where
C = y (0+) - ax (0^)
Applying an impulse
1. j =0
g j	
0 . j ^ 11
and letting
(6.4 1-8)
1-
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the impulse response is found to be
h0 = 0,
h	 e
T	 -a(T-T)
,	 -	 ,
-	 h 	 e-a(2T- Tj
2	 +
etc
or
hk - f (kT -T^
(6.4.1-9)
as expected.
While in this example, it was a simple matter to determine the transient response
directly rather than via z transform the recursion formula allows computation by simple
multiplication and additicn rather than using an exponentiation computation. For more
complicated problems, the z transform techniqu-- is usually easier to use as the ntimber
of 'exponentials • and sines any cosines • increases with the complexity of' F.(s) producing
increased computation time. .
6.5 DIGITAL INPUT - OUTPUT RELATION FOR LINEAR, CONSTANT COEFFICIENT
SYSTEMS WITH "IMPULSE SIMPLIED" INPUTS
For "impulse sampled" (Section 2.1.4) inputs a simple relation between the input
sample values and the output sample values of a constant coefficient, linear system at the
same, or displaced, sampling instants may be found. Subsequent z transformation of this
relation produces a recursion relation, or digital filter, relating input and output samples
in a manner quite similar to that of the previous section.
The impure sampled input function is given by
x (t) = r. (t)	 d (t-jT).
s
j=0
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x(t) = the analog input prior to impulse sampling, assumed
to be zero for t < ().
b(t) = Dirac "delta" function.
F.quation(4.1-8) allows the output. ' y et), of an analog filter 11(s), for zero initial
conditions, to be written in terms of the impulse response wtt):
Y(t) -	 W (t -'r)xs(T) dT
O
x	 ^
w (t-T) x(T)	 b (T-jT) dT	 (6.5. 1)
j=0
0
-	 ^k7 (t-jT) x (jT)
j=0
if H(s) is such that the numerator is of lower order than the denominator. If the numerator
order of 11(s) is equal to the denominator order, M = N, then the impulse sampled input will
also appear in the output modified by the factor p N/qN of Section 6. 1.
The value at a sampling instant, t = kT. is given by
Q
C'y (k T)
	 L w ((k-i )T) x (j T)	 (6.5.2)
J=O
or
W
c^
Yk	
21 
Wk-i xj
j=0
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N.
upon sui3pressing functional notation.
Taking the z transform of this equation
Letting
where
as
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Y(z)	
z	
Ykz-k
k=0
CO
wk_j xj Z-k
j=0
m = k-j
Y(z) = r,	 r,	 Wm x,z -m z-j
j=0	 m=j
= Hz (z)	 X (z)
H z (Z)= I 
w (mT) z-m
M =O
w-j = 0 for j = 1, 2...., and
X (z)
CD
 x z
j=0
J,
9
n
i
ri s
n
ti
r^
^I
't ^_^	 p+, 	 l,e	 .^i7 l^^y 'fta:' r
 a '^i: r'	 -
s 	
s	
k k	 j 4rLIT 	; . ^:Ilu
Fortunately, for linear, constant coefficient systems H z (z) can b: expressed in
"closed form" as the ratio of two polynamirls in z -1 (See Section 6. 2). As such it can be
implemented as a recursive digital filter relating the input and output sample sequences.
N	 M
-	 C`	 a x.j	 L bn y j-n L	 m 1-m	 (6.5-5)
n =1
	
m=0
All the considerations relating the frequency responses of the given transfer
function 11(s) and the digital transfer function H 7 (z) in sectio 6. 1 apply as the dfinitions
of If (z) are identical in hoth sections.
It should he noticed that H z (z)is different from Htw) by a factor of 1 /T for band-
'	 limited transfer functions over 0 < I ,d< w 7 /2. In the sample and hold reconstruction
methods of Section 7. this is unimportant as the various holds have a factor of T to
spare in their transfer functions. In fact the utility of the impulse sampling model is found
primarily in sample and hold systems.
When the output is desired delayed then the transform method of Section 6. d should
be used with t = kT--T in (6. 5 2).
6.6	 BILINEAR z TRANSFORMATION (DATA PROCESSING FORM)
Previously considered was the application of the z transform tc a linear continuous
network impulse response to obtain approximately the same frequency response with a
digital filter. The output sampled sequence was given in terms of the inverse z transform of
the product of H z (z) X(z). The frequency response to a sampled sinusoidal input sequence
of frequency w =211f was found to be H z (z) with z = e twT ' Obtaining the proper frequency
-	 response required sophistica ted. i)ut simple, modification. Difference equations were
analyzed and found to be describable by a z i • ansform transfer function providing a con-
venient method for mechanizing the continuous network by means of a digital computer
On it more abstract basis any rational function (a ratio of two polynomials) of z-1
can be considered as a candidate for a z transfer function. Netting z = e i:^T gives the fre-
quenet- Tesponse as a function of u. Merely equate coef^icients of the numerator and de-
nominator of this rational function of z -1 to those in equation 3. 1- 1. which is its implementa-
tion as a linear difference equation, a recursive linear filter.
With these thoughts in mind a search may he made for transformations of s ir. the
transfer tunction of a continuous s^. stem, 11(s), such that the imaginary axis of s, narnely
s = iw is mapped onto the unit circle of another complex var i able, sat z, and the new function
of z remains rational. Furthermore, this transformation would preferably be one-to-one.
The z transform used previousl y was not one-to-one, many points of the iu axis mapped into
jthe unit circle. in fact all points modulo 2r/T = w  in w, become the same point in z.
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^A: = i
W =-0o
A transformation which is one-to-o gle in frequency (and in fact everywhere) and
maps 0 < w < -, onto the unit circle in z, 0 < C T < jr, and - = < w < 0 onto the lower haif of
theunit cir+:le - tt< 67T <	 is
z - 1
S	 z+1
_ 1 - z
-1
1	 Z-1
or
I -i- s
z 
_
1 - s	 (6.6-2)
This ;s culled th- "bilinear" z transform.
It is seen that when s = iw
IZI 1 T 1w _
as stated. A diagram of the mapping follows (Figure 6. 6-1)
Figure 6.6-1. Mapping of "s" Plane to "z" Plane
The corresponaence between w and OT is found by letting s = iwand z = eMT
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OT
n 2
i^ r w^
iur -
e;,1T -I
MT
e	 ^i
iiTr
	 ICIT
2	 2
e	 -e
i.-,,T 	 mIT
e	
7-e ..
and finaliv.
w -tan ''—T 0 < l:^I' < n
(6.6-4)
(6.6-5)
Fi f ure 6. 6-2. Frequenc y Re -lation B-2tween w and it
The transform is one-to-one in frequenc y
 as stated. It also is one-to-one elsewhere.
Consider the onfinal contir. • ious network transfer function 11(s) which is the fre-
quenc} response when s U. As the variable :-T traces out ^; to fr. the frequ2nc ,% response
takes on all its values though there is z non-linear w ar;,ing of frequency axes riven bv(6.6-5)
,See Figure 6.6-2). The shape of H(iw) w-111 be distorted in the ;1 variable though amplitudes
and phases f&, r values of'.-. and w connccieu hN • reiation(6.6-5)will he ider.ticai.
This means that certain analog filters such as Tcheh ychev. Butterwo*tn and elliptical
filters max , he s:-nthesized in the variable Q. Tne frequencies of cut-off or stop-hand must by
specified in the variable (of course T must be such that 101< n/T). By
 means of the trans-
formation f). 6-5)the corresponding values of w in the s plane are found. Construct 11(s) h}
normal s plcne techniques; replace s b .% ( z - 1) /(1+z-1), and perform the algebra necessary
-1
to obtain this transfer function in z	 as a ration of two pol ynomials in z i .	 A recursive
filL., r is obtained when 11 ( s) is rational.
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A sample example beat illustrates the method. Assume a low- . pass RC filter which
has a transfer function
w
	
H(s) = s LL, -	 (6.6 -6)
0
The *magnitude of this function when s = iw is
	
w	 10H (iw)
	
(6.6-7)^ _ -	 — _
2,	 2
w + wn	 '^' 1	 ( w )2W 0
It has unity gain at w = 0, and is 3 dB down (li2 power) at w = wry-
For a low pass digital filter 0 is equated to some cut-off frequency ;10 . Cornpute
the equivalent frequency in s by
W = tan 00T
O	 2
Then replace s:
Hz(Z) _ H ( 1 - z -1-1 )
1 +z
w
o
1 - Z-1 + L
	
1 + 
Z -1	 0
w0 { 
1 + Z-i)
1 - z -1 + w0 { 1 + z-1)
	
w0	 W 	 -1
	
1y w	 +
	
w	 z
	
a	 o
w0 z -1
_ (1 +w )
0
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(6.6-9)
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Figure 6.6-3. Bilinear •r. Transform Low-Pass Filter Design
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(E . 6-10)	 U
(6.6.1-1)
where 9
n'
The difference equation to implement the filter is
	
1-w
	 w	 w
	
yn - ( 1 + cc	 n-1	 1 ^wo ^n + 1 owo Xn-1
and the design is complete. For designing complicated filters, the technique can to mechanized
on a digital computer. A ,)lot of the frequency response of a 2 KHz filter with a 10 KHz eampl-
ing rate is shown in Figure 6.6-3. The plot has been normalized so that 1 Hz '.s equivalent to
10 KHz. On the figure is shown the response of a 2 KHz continuous filter given by equation
(6.6-6) for comparison.
6.6.1	 General Low-Pass to Band-Pass, Band-Stop, and High-Pass Transformations
of an Analog Filter Via the Bilinear z Transform
An analogue low pass filter, H(s), with its 3 dB point at w = t is called a "normalized"
low pass filter. It may to any kind of filter such as a Tchebycnev, Butterworth, elliptical,
etc. , as long as it realizable as the ratio of two polynomials in s.
It is well known that certain transformations of the variable s produce, from a .^i
-normalized" l ow-pass filer, low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop analog filters
with similar roll- off and ripple characteristics.i^
The appropriate transformations to go from our normalized !ow pass designs are:
	 1
s I s	 : low-pass to low-pass,
a'u
2
s 4-	 w
ss(w ^ 	 low-pass to band-pass,_
u X
J I `^
s(w - W )
s<—  2 
u
	 low-pass to band-stop,
s 4 wu w
w^
s	 : low-pass to high-pass,
s
e	 y = replace s by y in H(s),
wu = upper cut-off frequency in radians,
= lower cut-off irequenry in radians.
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s
	1 	 1 - z-1
	
W
	
1 + z-1 low-pass to low-pass,
Under these transformations stable filters remain stable as the real part of the new s vari-
able roots remain in the left hand plane.
All the previous remarks sre well known to students of circuit synthesis as well as
E	 the experts
To go to the z transform of a sampled data filter that has the same cut-off frequencies
and identical ri pple iu pass and stop bands as the continuous filter, merely replace the vari-
able s in the appropriate kind of filter by (1 - z -1 )/(1 + L -1 ) ae mentioned before. Further-
more, the frequencies wu and . above (equation 6.6. 1-1) are computed from
Cl T
	
wu - tan ^	 (6.6.1-2)
I	 and
m = tan n^T
	
2	 0
where 1^ and C) R are the desired cut-off upper and lower frequencies of the sampled data
filter (See Section 6.6).
Rather than perform this two step procedure on a normalized low pass filter both
operations can instead be done in a single step. Replace s in the equations by the bilinear
z form (1 - z -1 )/(1 + z-1 ) which Lrivea a direct transform to the appropriate digital filter
(after simplification to the ratio of two polynomials in z -1 ). Of course, wu and W are still
computed by the relation(6.6.1-2)above.
The direct 7 forms to convert a normalized low-pass filter to the other forms below:
(1+ww - 2(1-ww^l z-1 + (lwuw^) z -2
i	 s	
u	 u	
: low-pass to band-pass. (6.6. 1-3)
t	 (tou - W p) (1 - z-2)
L}-cup) (1 - z-2)
s	 - 1 	--	 -2 low-pass to band-stop,
t	
(1+w wj) - 2 (1-wuco^) a T (l+souro^) z
s 1^ c^u 1 + z _ 1	 low-pass to high-pass,
1 - z
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(A. 6.1-4)
where, as ikfore, the symbol	 means, replace s in the normalized low-pass design by
the symbols to ti►, right of " <--
The ut,!ity : if titese direct conversions depend on the method o f implementing the
ri-niaeezr,ent. Pa, .er and pencil methods probably are easier with the direci corver :Aon pro-
e,-du:-c. Ma—p ine r. _ athods probabiy are easiest with a tw•) step process as two subroutines
can e ;written; , ach v , handle a par: of the process
7' e method is iliust-ated by implementing a ;saute- past third order Butterworth.
A third order Butter:~orth normal?zed to ucii cut--off reque, r;' in radians has a
m3gniiudc r;;sr^nse liven by
v,Rih it = 3. In teim-v of ::e r: •)jes in flip stable left hard plane, Vitt Laplace transfer function
can t.^ wt.*ten as:
1
H(s) iS - a) 1•e	 a* )	 + 1))
where
a = a+io'
1 
+ i 
3
2
a*= 2 - i 2
and
b = +1.
To convert to a band-pass filter the traw.3formation used is
(1 = u^ W ) -2 (1-W W ) z -1 + (1 + W 
u 
w,? ) z-2
s_	 u Q	 u ..^ (6.6.1-3)
(WU -WV ) (1 - z-2)
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Defining:
1 +_ u'u^',Q	 t7T
C =	 ur =tan	 ,
Wu - W_R	 2 (6. G. 1-6)
f 'T
1	 W to
d =
	
u
I +^
	 Wu- W
gives
c - 2 d z -1 + cz
-2
z
-21-
Replacing s gives the z fo:-:
Hz (z) = H (s (z))
(6.6.1-7)
(6.6.1-8)
H (z) =	 1	
1z	 c - 2 dz -12+ cz -2 + a c - 2 dz-12 
cz-2 + a*c 	 - 2 d7
-1 Zcz-2 + h 1
1=z	 1-z	 1-z
Simplifying to a polynomial ratio, gives the z transfer function'for the band-paes filter with
upper and lower cut-offs, 01 and .0 respectively. Upon Simplification; it is found that the b 
term obtained is not in the standard form
5
Z a z_m
n
bnz-n
n=0
where b0 equals one. Therefore, the numerator and denominator must be divided by b0
to obtain the standard form. The above mentioned "simplifications" are quite laborious to
perform by hand. A computer program can be written to perform these operations.
Amplitude and phase plots of the digital filter obtained by this method are given in Figure
6.6.1-1. The sampling frequency was assumed normalized to 1 Hz and the upper and lower
,cut-offs at fu = . 3, and f^ _ .2 Hz.
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Figure 6.6. 1-1. Bilinear z Transform Landpass Filter Design via Analog Low-pass to
Digital Bandpass Transformation
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rwr
_ z - 1
s	 z+1 (6.6.2-1)
6.6.2	 General Transformations of Normalized Low-Pass Digital Filter
Designs to Low/High-Pass, Band-Pass and Band-Stop Filters in the
Digital Filter Domain
The "hili-ear z transform" has been used to convert well 'Known continuous transfer
function designs to digital filter designs.
Continuous, low-pass. normalized filters such as Butterworth, Tchebychef, and
elliptical, could, after conversion by well known transformations of the "s" plane, (Section
6.6. 1), he converted to low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop filters with their
significant properties intact. The bilinear z transform was then applied. after "pre-warping"
significant frequencies in the "s" plane design, to convert to digital filters having the same
significant properties as the original analog filter. Stability in the s plane re3ulted in
stability in the z plane.
Furthermore, the bilinear z transform is a one-to-one mapping. One point in the
s plane corresponds to one point in the z plane, and vice versa.
This Mme-to-one correspondence of the bilinear z transform can be exploited. in
reverse", to develop transformation rules in the "z" plane so that digital low-pass designs,
designs possibly made independently of any "s" plane considerations, can be converted to
low-pass, high-pass. bamd-pass, and band-stop, filters with similar prop-erties.
Utilization of the transformation, "in reverse" is a simple matter. The bilinear z
transform is
y
t
t
i'
1.
or z in terms of s as
+ s
z	 1-s
Therefore, if a stable, constant coefficient, digital filter lf z (z) is given, a stable continuous
filter can bc, developed,
1+s
liz 1 - s
 (
where the frequencies in the two domains are related (Section 6.6) by
W - tan T
(6.6.2-2)
(6.6.2-3)
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Assuming a digita', low pass filter, H z (z), with its "cut-off" frequency normalized at: 	 U
T	 4
_	 (6.6.2-4)
or
Oc	 2 T
"u
-.
ws
 = radian sampling frequency:
then the corresponding continuous low pass filter,
H z ( i ± s I	 (5.6.2-2)
	 I
would have its cut-off at w 1. Namely, a normalized, stable, low-pass analog filter design
has been produced. Now there is liberty to use s plane transformations (Section 6.6. 1) to
the other band-pass and band-stop designs, and then use the bilinear z tr2nsforrr. to reconvert
to the equivalent z transform digital filters.
Diagrammatically, the route in Figure 6.6.2-1 is taken.
I
Low-Pass "s" transform Low-Pass
Normalized INormalized,
Digital s + 1	 Analogue i]
Filter
_z	 s -- 1	 Filter
i
!J
' Appropriate'
bilinear
	 Conversion 1z transform	 to I
Digital -I$--	
--	 —	
- Appropriate'
Filter z - 1
	 Analog
1	 — --I
s =	 z + 1	 Form
Figure 6.6. 2-1.	 Low-Pass Digital Filter to Other
Digital Filter 'Transformation Route
Actuallv, it is not necessary to go through this procedure, formally, each time the
	
►
transform from one digital des i gn to the neat is desired. Transformation car. be
 developed
directly in the "z" variable from the known "s" plane transformations (equation 6. 6. 1-3).
I
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IThe procedure for going from a normalized low-pass design to a high-p-ss at rut-off
w is demonstrated.
First. the normalized analog filter is derived from the digital une under the
transformation.
	
1 + s
	 g^Z
	 s	
i
'.	 I
namely;
H Z (z)= H z 	1 + S	 (6.6.2-2)
Next, transform the analog filter to high pass via the transformation (equation 6.6. 1-3)
w
S	 w^ = low frequency cut-off
where "	 " means replace the left hand side by the right side in transfer functions.
Therefore, the high pass analog transfer function is
1+ S	 1
H Z 	 1 - w l	 (6.6.2-5)
Finally, reconvert the high pass analog design to a digital design, after adjusting we so that
the digital filter will have the proper cut-off C1 Q. That is, replace the s in the high-pass
t
analog design
1
n^ z-1
z+1
using
(6.6.2-6)
Q T
wI = ta_n —2^—
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and obtain the digital design
( i 1
H 1+w,Q1z-1
W zjli
^(Z=11
(6. 6.2-7)
The net result, is that a high-pass digital filter with a cut-off at wi = tan (ORTi2)
can be obtained from a normalized low pass (A = w /4), by s'_mply replacing z in the digital
low pass:
`z + 1 /z 	 1 -	 z
-wXI +1 ^ 10^ = tan (6.6.2-8)
or simplified
Z	
^Wx	 (w^1 - 	 + z1 
W_
	 y 	 z
	
X	 [`
4ereaftec, the s plane need not be discussed: the transformation in z is sufficient.
Using :ne same method to derive them, the four transformations in the z domain
equivalent to the analog transformations (equation 6.6. 1-3) are listed.
( W  - 1, + ( Wu + 1 z
z <L
 W'
	mu 1t	 J ^	 -	 z}
z	 -\wQ - 
1) + (QD J + 1) z
/cry y 1l - (W R - 1} z
z	 _(1-a+)	 2 t^-1) z - (l+o,+e) z2(1 +o-9) + 2 (6-1) z + (1-a+6) ,2
Lo%v-pass to Low- ;pass:
Low-pass to High-pz ss: 	 (6.6.2-9)
: Low-pass to Band-pass
Z L (1 -3r +6) - 2 (p
-1) z + (14a+6) z2
(1 +a+6) + 2 (6-1) z	 (1-a+6) z2
Low-pass to Band-stop
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0 T
wn = tan ( u )
Q T
w.V = tan()
o = u-Wn
u w,(
Another convenient form of the same transformations is:
with
and
z
	
-1	 ( u-1 ) + (u+i) z-1
( Ou+1) + (On-1) z-1
	
-1	 1 01 -1) + (w^ +1) z-Iz	 -
(w1 +1) + ( w^ -,) z-1
: Low-pass to Low-pass
: Low-pass to High-pass	 (6.6.2-10)
	1	 _ (1-a+O) + 2 (0- 1 ) z-1 + (1+o+H) z-2
z	
-1	 -2 	 Low-pass to Band-pass(1 jart^) + 2 (F-1) z	 + (1 -o+^) z
	
-1	 (1-(Y+D)+ 2	 z-1 (1+Cy+8) z-2z	 Low-pass to Band-stop
(1+a+6) +2 (g-1) z
	 (1- a - $) z 2
with
e
a =wu
 - we,
B	
wu W-Q '
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T
Wu = tan , L
^^ = tan 2
and
as before.
Figure 6.6.2-2 illustrates the usage of thse transformations on a "normalized"
digital lowpass which was designed from an analog 3 pale Butterworth prototype by the
methods of Section 6.6. 1. Depicted are the direct transformations via equations (0.6.2-10)
to a low pass filter at a cut-off of .3 Hz (a), a high pass filter at . 2 Hz (b), and a band-stop
filter with cut-offs at .2 and .3 Hz (c). The sampling frequency was assumed equal to
unity. The band-pass design was not reproduced here as it is identical to that in Figure
6.6.1-1 which also illustrates the validity of the method.
These transformations may be performed on 11 z (z)in any realization, namely
those of Section 3. 7.
d
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FF
(6. 7-1)z Z -1
S 
= e;f z+ 1
T = data sampling interval
0 = a constant which will be found most advantageous if set equal to 1.
where
6. 7 BILINEAR z TRANSFORM (SPECIAL FORM FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION)
Another method of creating a digital filter or numerical integration procedure for
linear, constant coefficient, interro-differential equations is quite similar to the preceding
method and is simple to implement though it requires a machine program to do the arithmetic
for complicated transfer functions. It has the basic limitation of allowing operation to only
about 1/16 to 1/8 of the sampling frequency, depending on tte accuracy involved, and cannot
be extended above these limits even with delay. Certain transfer functions, such as bandpass
filters whose parameters: cut-off frequencies and band-widths, can be pre-adjusted (or "pre-
warped") so that the "data processing" bi-linear transform: of the previous section gives
desirable results. Those are of special interest and will not be discussed here. See section 6.6
The bilinear z transform used in this section is the replacement of s in H(s) by a
relation quite similar to that of the previous section:
The new sampled data transfer function Hz (z) is given by
H z (z) = H(s)
H((aZ, z+ 1) 	(6.7-2)
As H(s) is assumed to be given as the ratio of two polynomials in s; the substitution gives a
transfer function Hz (z)that is a rational function of z (a ratio of two polynomials in z) and
therefore describes a difference equation or recursive digital filter. The relationship between
	 r
the frequency responses of the continuous filter H(z) and the digital filter is of interest and
follows developments of the preceding section.
It should be mentioned that this form of the bilinear z transform is one-to-one and
produces stable digital filters. The transform is one-to-one as a given point in the s plane
corresponds to a unique point in the z plane and conversely. Stability is guaranteed under
the transform as the left half of the s plane maps into the interior of the unit circle of the z
plane.
The relationship between the frequency responses of H(s) and H z (z) is simply the
conne..tion between s on the imaginary axis, s = iw, and z on the unit circle, z = ei0T
u, is the frequency in the analog (s) domain and is the frequency in the digital (z) dom,ain.
Given a value of 1-1 in the digital or sampled data domain, the corresponding analog frequency,
W can be calculated: At these corresponding values Hz(e i '" M and H (iw) are identical.
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i
f
1
2	 2T
W T tan ( ? } (G. -3)
Mparentl% it is onl y the relationship (;f the frequerc^ scales that determines the i-havio,r
of the digital filter kith respect to the inalog filter. BY ;ctting
s	 is
and
i-T
z	 e
in the bilinear transform (eq. G. 7-1) it is found that
Examination of this equation shows that the i w axis is mapped into the unit circle in
the z pla,;e. Plus infinity in w is mapped on to T T = it, or .1 /2 = 7T/T (half the sampling
Isfrequency). Furthermore, at low frequencies (^',T <n/4)
tan	 )	
—2
	 (G. 7-4)
which gives w _- 8	 Therefore 8 should Ise set equal to unity as stated previously. to have
a decent transformation. Finally, it can be seen that this transformation is restricted to
frequencies in the digital domain such that
< 4T
or	 ((-,, 7-5)
s
for the linear approximation to remain valid. When more accurate approximations are
desired the frequentY range of is further restricted.
The hilinear z transform is obviously quite ease to use and gives approximations
good to abut 118 the data sampling frequency. ;, s . If the transfer function being approximAcd
varies rapidly th non-linearit y
 of the mapping between w and ii can cause distortion of the
appr,_)ximation even below :: s 18. It mad•
 he found that -,s /1(; or lower is the upper bound for
the approximation region.
	
► -
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6. 8 EXACT FITTING OF A TRANSFER FUNCTION BY A RECURSIVE
FILTER AT Q + 1 POINTS
An arbitrary transfer function can be fitted exactly at Q + 1 points by a recursive
filter transfer function. While the tit is exact at the points where the fit is specified. it is
difficult to assess the error between sample points. Furthermore, as the number of sample
points increases the order of the numerator and denominator of the recursive filter increases
causing long computation times when using the filter. Finally, filter stability is not guaran-
teed though the filter may be altered to be stable at the expense of changing the phase charac-
teristic. the magnitude will remain unchanged.
The exact fit problem in terms of a non-recursive transfer function means finding a
function
f
M 
a e-iwmT
m
HA
 (w) = m N 0	 bo = 1,	 (6. A-1)b e-iwnT
n
n=0
over the interval 0 < w < ws /2, ws = 2 it /T, so that HA (w) equals H (w) at Q + 1 points.
It may be noticed that N + M + 1 parameters have to be determined:
a09 a1 , . . . , am
and
bi , b2 , . . . , b N ; (b0 = 1).
If there are samples of the transfer function H(w) )ver the interval 0 < w < ws/2
and 0 and ws /2 are included as sample points then there will be an even number of
independent values of the real and imaginary parts (or amplitude and phase). If ws /2 or
zero, but not both were included then there will be an odd number of independent values.
If both ws /2 and zero were excluded there will again be an even number of independent
values. This occurs because H A (w)must be real at w = 0 and ws /2 due to its form. Trans-
fer functions of continuous systems satisfy the reality condition at w = 0, but are arbitrary
at other w's. The implication is that the imaginary part of H (w) cannot fit at w s /'2 unless
its phase is + r (or + 180 degrees). Other points will be fitted exactly.
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Amplitude
11(w)
0 ,1 	 wq	 Q,
w ^/2
—o w,
Including the points w - 0 and w cilS/2 sampling can be as in Figure 6. 8-1.
figure 6.8-1. 'Transfer Function Sampling
It can be seen that there are real values at w = 0 and w s /2 which are two independent numbers
and Q-1 pairs of irriplitude and phase values giving 2Q total independent numbers when
sampled at Q } 1 points. It is therefore expected that the number of coefficients a  and hh
{	 N + ibi + 1, must be equal to 2Q.
The case where the sample point w  does not lie at w s /2 (or zero) gives 2Q + 1 values
of phase and amplitude and, therefore, in this instance, 2Q + 1 = N + M + 1.
To find the coeff' -ients set the desired transfer function H (w) equal to the approxima-
tion at the points wq , which are not necessarily equi-spaced. This gives
M	 -iw m T
Ta 
m e q
Ii(wq) - m 0 	 bo - 1
	
(6.8-2)1 b e -iw nTn	 q	 y
n - 0
or
iV iwb  II(wq) e - gnT _ I	 ain c-iwgmT	 H(wq).	 (6.,,-3)
n 1	 m ￿ 0
t
t
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No,v
-iw nT	 -iwgnT
11(wq) e	 q	 = [f(wq) + ig(wq)^ e (6.8-4)
if H(w) is written in terms of its real and imaginary parts, f(w( and g(w), respectively.
Carr ying out the multiplication.
H(w a -iw nT	 rf	 cos w nT +g)	 q	 = ^ w( g)	 g	 g(wq) sin wgnT	 (6.8-5)
+ i lg(wq) cos wgnT - f(Wq) sin wgnT
Writing (6.8-5) in terms of its real and imaginary parts gives
N	 M
xegns	 bn(f(wg) cos wgnT + g(wq) sin wgnT) - ^ am cos wtmT = f(wg)	 (6.8-6)
n = 1	 m=0
N	 M
ye q—n s	 bn (g(wq) cos wgnT - f(wq) sin wgnT) + I	 am sin a qmT = -g(wq).
n=1	 m = 0
There are four sets of values for x and y, the number of equations, depending on the
inclusion of the endpoint samples, zero and w s /2. A table of the values for x and y, and
their total versus sampling at the endpoints follows. In each case Q + 1 samples of H(w) are
assumed.
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H (0)
Present
H(wg/?)
Present x y v= x + y
Yes Yes Q+1 Q Q
Yes No Q+1 Q 2Q+1
No Yes Q +1 Q 2Q+1
No No Q^r1 Q+1 2Q+2
TABLE 6.8-1
Number of Simultaneous Equations for Various End Point Conditions
The equations R(6. 6-6) are linear in the variables am and bn and may be solved by
standard linear equation methods using library routines from any computer installation, or
paper and pencil methods if the total number of equations ie small (about 4 or less).
Obviously, v = N + M + 1; the total number of equations must be equal to the mimber of un-
known am 's and bn Is (bo excluded).
When the number of samples of H(w) is "large", the solution of the simultaneous
equations (6. 8 -6)becomes difficult due to machine round-off errors. "Large", is about 7 or
8 samples which produces 14 or 16 simultaneous equations if endpoint samples are included.
A reduction in the number of equations that must be solved is possible in the specie., but
important, case of equi -spaced sampling of H(w). This reduction is to about half that for
unequal sampling, :lamely, N equations.
6.8.1 Exact fit at Equi - Spaced Points
When the data is giver at equi-spaced points the problem can be simplified, as far
as the order of the system of simultaneous equations that must to solved. As usual, certain
complications arise when the number of coefficients a m and b  to be determined, N + M + 1,
is even or odd.
In the even case the transfer function samples are taken at
ws
qW _ 2 1
Q
(6.8.1-1)
QT	 q=0, 1, . . . , Q;
where Q 4 1 is the number of transfer function samples and 2Q = N + R?+1. It may be noticed that
the endpoint samples, w = w 2 /2, are Included.
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h f • + ^•^^^f+.tip '^^„^ t ^-•s
y
t
For odd N + M + 1 = 2Q + 1, the samples are taken at
m	 = ws
	 2q
q	 2	 2Q + 1
(6.8.1-2)
2 W
_
with Q + 1 samples as before. =
The endpoint sample
m
mQ 
= 2Q+1 	 2 (6.8.1-^) -
does not allow inclusion of a sample at cos
 /2.
t
Sampling at different places when N + M + 1 is odd or even is necessary to allow use
of the orthogonality relations, which give the subsequent simplification in solution of the
simultaneous -equations.
	 The relations of interest are
1 e q
o-k 
= ^N 0-k), the Kronecker delta (6.8.1-4a)
when N + M + 1 = 2Q (even) with W
^s	 q(Nq = '2 	 Q
)
and
@
=^
2Q+1	 a q^J-g)T = 8  U-k) (6.8.1-4b) -
q = -Q
when N + M + 1 = 2Q +1 (odd) with }
cn	
= cos	
- qq	 2	 2Q+1
7 y
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Obviousiv tiw- discrete Fourier transform, DFT2, of Section 2. 6. 1 is being used.
In the rest of the work it will be assumed that N + M + 1 = 2Q (even). The odd case
is carried out in an identical manner. From equation 6.8-3 the relati -,n
N	 M
Ib  H(wg) a
-iwgnT _ E
	
am e iwgmT 9 b  = i.	 (6.8.1-5)
n=0	 m=0
can immediately be urrit*.en. Assuming wsq%2Q; q
this equation b`v eiwgkT/2Q and sum over q as in (I
N	 Q	 M
1	 ( ) iwq (k-n) T	 abn 2Q ^-+
	
H wq e	
- 	
m
n=^ q=-(Q-1)	 M=O
= 0, 1, . . . Q, multiply both sides of
i.8.1-4). Then
Q
2Q 'E
	
el q(k-n)_1	 (6.8.1-6)
q= -(Q-1)
Letting k take on the values 0 to :b[, and using relation (6.8.1-4) it is found that
N
ak = ^,	 t`Tk-n bn; k = 0, 1,	 M;	 (6.8.1-7)D=O
where
Q
	wJ = 2e r	 H(w ) Ci^ugiT
	
L	 q
q= -(Q-I)
(6.8.1-8)
has been defined. The aks in terms of the b n 's have been found. Note, before passing, that
if H(w) is written in ter«_s of amplitude and phase:
H(so) = A^wi e ids (w)	 (6.8.1-5)
that
wj - ZQ A(0) cc,5 4 (U) ;Q ,^(wQ ) cos 91 !^ Q)
Q-1	 (6.6.1-10)
Y Q	 A(wg) L!) z^6wg)J^T + 0 (wq)),
q-1
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as H (--D) = H* (W). The w.'s are real.
ti
To determine the bn's let k take on the values M+1, M+2,
	 M+N, and arrive at
	 j
N
. 	 6
wk-n b  = -wk , k = M+1, M+2, 	 M+N;	 (6.8.1-11)
n=1
where it has been remembered that b = 1.
o
As the wj Is are known, it is seen that (6.8.1-11) is a system of N simultaneous linear	 -£
equations in N unknowns, the bn Is, n = 1, 2, ... , N. The number of simultaneous equations
that must be solved has been reduced from N+M+1 to N.
Recapitulating, the unknown bn 's are determined from (6.8.1-11) and then inserted
	 - {
in (6.8.1-7) to produce the ant 's.	 ! f
A useful piece of information when computing the w j 's is that they are periodic in j
with a period 2Q = N+M+1, that is
	
s
_..1
Wj + 2Q = W	 (6.8.1-12)	 -
This means that only 2Q = N+M+1 of them are needed and the rest are obtained from
(6.8.1-12). For example, if w-j is desired they w2Q-j can be used if it had been computed
previously. This fact is of importance when computing the coefficients in (6.8.1-7) and
(6.8.1-11).
Figare (6.8.1-1) snows the result of an exact fit using this method i(^r N = 8, M = 7,
and Q = 8, and for N = 4, M = 3, and Q = 4. It will be noticed that the fit for N = 8,M = 7 is
astonishingly good.
6.8.2 Stability of Exact Fit Method
If it is found that the approximate transfer function obtained
MI amz-m
HA	 N Q 	 bo
n
	 =1
bz-n
n=Q
(6.8.2-1)
is unstable; namely by computing the roots of the denominator of H A (W), then corrective
fiction may be taken. This corrective action will preserve the magnitude characteristic but
will obviously alter the phase approximation.
	 ..
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Suppose the denominator is factored into the form
N
I- 
bnz-n = (1-01z-1) (1 -02z
-1)
0
s
(6.8.2-2)	 - -
where certain Ok's have a magnitude greater than one. Than the filter is unstable
(Section 3.4.2).
To correct this instability the factor -zorresponding to the root outside the unit
circle may be modified: This modification consists of replacing the term (1-9
1z-1 ) where9 j is a root whose magnitude is greater than one by
0j* (1- Sj -i* z), * = complex conjugation.
	 (6.8. 2-3).
The magnitude of this term is the same as the replaced term when z = eianT. As the magni-
	 - -
tude of the product of terms is the product of the magnitudes of the individual terms the
magnitude of (6.8 . 2-1) has not been affected. Obviously, the new root, 1 /0j*, lies within
	 -
the unit circle.
F
t
6.9 ZERO FREQUENCY CORRECTION
	 -
In many applications .of the preceding techniques, and those to be mentioned in
	 - s
Section 7, It will be found that the value of the digital transfer function at zero frequency is 	 - -
not exactly the value desired due to aliasing when z transforming. In particular, differenti-
ating techniques usually require a zero value at zero frequency. 	 -
A quick and useful remedy for slight errors is simply adding (subtracting) she
necessary zero frequency correction from the entire digital transfer function Hz(z). That	 - {•{
is, if the desired value at z--ro frequency is H D(0), and the digital transfer function has
	 _ t
the actual value HZ (0) yet zero frequency, then the corrected digital transfer function is
t
Hz' (z) = Hz (z) + HD(0) - H ^ (0)
which can be rearranged into its original form of realization (direct, partial fraction, etc. )
Without this correction many filtering applications will be fount; to have gross errors
in the low frequency components even though the transfer function error at zero frequency
is relatively small.
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7.	 SYNTIIESIZING OF RECURSIVE NUMERICAL. INTEGRATION DIGITAL FILTERS
WITH S,,^IALL DELAY AND DATA RECONSTRUCTION
Preceding work has demonstrated the impossibility of producing linear numerical
integration procedures that do not have delay unless the transfer function of the continuous
linear system is bandlimited by half the sampling frequency. Of course, the high pass con-
tinuo-is system is also considered as bandlimited if the constant level is approximately
reached by half the sampling frequency (Section 4. 3) 	 . The delay incurred using
numerical integration procedures, which limits "black box" simulation, is caused basically
by the requirement of using samples of a bandlimited process. It has been mentioned that
infinite delay is required to reconstruct, or filter, a bandlimited function from the sampled
VLlues. Of co ►nrse. approximate reconstruction with a finite delay with arbitrary accu--acy
can he obtained (Section 5). It should not be expected that any integration scheme would
work in general without large delay over wide bandwidths using slow sampling.
Two basic numerical integration schemes will be discussed having various merits
but achieving results by narrowing the approximation bandwidth:
1. Reconstruct the input using polynomial techniques. Recursive digital
filters are obtained.
2. Low-pass filter preceding the original system function to achieve either
of taco equivalent goals: bandlimit the transfer function or reconstruct
the input. Recursive digital filters are obtained.
T'lese techniques have the distinct advantages of having relatively smal! dela y
 and
allowing recursive digital filter implementation. These advantages are accrued at the
expense of only allowing approximation of the analog filter operation to about 1/8 to 1/4
of the sampling frequency for reasonable approximations. More accurate approximations
lower the frequency to which the transfer function can be approximated for a given delay and
allow usage of only the bandpass reconstruction method.
To discuss these methods a slight detour must be taken into the matter of data re-
construction
7.1 DATA RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
A subject of much practical interest is the reconversion of sampled data to a continu-
ous analog waveforrn. Not only is this a useful enterprise in itself, but certain techniques
found applicable are also quite fruitful in :numerical integration and synthesis problems.
Methods to be described fall in a general category of linear, time independent
methods. An example of a time dependent method is one that uses the convergence factors
of Section 5. 7
	 on the Fourier. transform (2. 1. 1-7), or reconstruction formula (2. 1. 1-9),
for bandlimited functions to eliminate ripples caused by a finite sampling time. These time
dependent methods are usually not useful for long data spans or for "simple " data process-
ing . ("Adaptive" methods that use data characteristics are not included in this comment. )
All methods to be described have the property of limiting the output signal bandwidth
to a greater or lesser extent. The more the bandwidth is limited to the "ideal" the greater
the delay. However; Certain methods are easier to implement and when used in conjunction
with a subsequent digital filtering operation , result in less weights in the filter.
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(t) = sin 2 (t-kT)
[W'
  (t-kT)
(2.1.1-9)	 _ }
E
7. 1. 1 Time Invariant Reconstructi(.n
— LA well known technique, "sample and hold reconstruction", plus a method not so
familiar, use of a bandpass filter with a pulsed input, fall within a general category.
	
_ t
Namely, a general linear form for reconstruction is used:
XR (t) _	 xkQ (t-kT)	 .. s
k=0
where the xk are the data samples,O (t) is a "reconstruction" function and T the sampling
interval. For bandlimited functions the "ideal" reconstruction function is
as given in Section 2.1. 1. However, it may be noted that cp I(t) is not "causal" in the sense f
that it has values for all time making :c O depend on all samples extending both in the past
and future. An approximation may be made however by noting that 0,(t) tends to zero for
large t. If this delay is allowable in the system under consideration then a truncated cpI(t)
may be used, namely cp I (t-j T) u(t) where jT is large and u(t) is unity for t greater than
zero and zero for t less than zero.	 'r
A oroperty of the reconstruction function that must be met in any physical system is
that it vanish for negative time; namely,
	 -.
1
tp (t) = 0, t < 0;	 (7.1.1-2)
l^
_^	 J
a "causal" function.	 +
It should be noted that the impulse response of a realizable analog filter raust
satisfy this requirement.
Upon taking the Laplace transform (or Fourier Transform) of the linear reconstruc-
tion (7. 1. 1-1), it is found that the transform of x R (t), XR (s) is given by:
CO
X R(s) -	 (s) T xke -skT	
(7.1.1-3)	
- 
I
k=0
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F
where
0,(s) = f o (t )e-'tdt	 (7.1. 1-3^
0
= the Laplace transform of cp (t),
and the well known transform relation
W
f tp (t-T) a-stdt = e -s9' j (s )	 (7.1.1-4)0
has been used.
Now the summation
m
X s (s) _ Z xke-skT	 (7.1.1-5)
k=0
can be recognized as the impulse sampled spectrum of x(t) whose samples are x k
 = ).(kT)
of Section 2. 1. 4. It was shown that the impulse sampled spectrum was identical (within a
factor of T) to that of x(t) up to half the sampling frequency, if x(t) is bandlimited by half
the sampling frequency ws = 21Y/T. The impulse spectrum is periodic outside of the region.
The ratio
X R(s )($) =	 X s(s )	 (7.1.1-6)
then, is the reconstruction transfer function. I (s) should ideally be zero above half the
sampling frequency and unity below. However, the time function corresponding to this
(b (a) is 0 1 (t) of equation(2. 1. 1-3)which is unrealizable without significant delay.
7.2 SAMPLE AND HOLD RECONSTRUCTION
A popular method of data reconstruction, polynomial curve fitting, is also commonly
known as a "sample and hold". The degree of the polynomial fitted is assigned to the
sample and hold, e.g. , "first order sample and hold".
A convenient polynomial reconstruction formula that fits exactly at the sampled
values is the backward difference Gregory-Newton interpolation formula.
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xR(t) = x k+ u A x K-4 + u 2+ 1). Q 2 x k-2
(7.2-1)
+ u^u+11(u+2) 03 x	 +	 + u(u+1).... (u n-1) &3	 k -3
	 " "" '	 n
	
xk-n
where
t - kTU = T
4c j = xj +1  - Xi ,
n = order of "fitted" polynomial
and
T = sampling interval.
This •formuleis used for kT < t < (k + 1)T for "extrapolation" holds and with t re-
placed by t - T for "delayed" holds with the n + 1 sampled values xk , xk-1 , • • • • ,
 xk-n-
7.2.1 Zero Order Sample and Hold
The extrapolation case for n = 0
XR(t) = xk , kT- < t < (k + 1) T, 	 (7.2.1-1)
is often called a "box car" as it simply holds the value of the most recent sample until the
next arrives. The "delayed" hold simply delays the reconstruction by a sampling period T.
Figure 7. 2.1-1 illustrates its operation
* C. Lanczos, Applied Analysis, Prentice-Hall, 1964
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x (t)	 Output
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I	 ^.. T j
Figure 7.2.1-1 Zero Order Hold Output
To determine the transfer function (7.1.1-6) take the Laplace transform
x  (s) = f 
x  
(t) a-stdt
0
(k + 1)T
x.k	 f	 e-stdt
k =0	 kT
m
= 1 - e -sT	 x e-skT
s	 ^ k
k=0
Now
Xs (s) =	 xke-skT
k=0
is the transform of an impulse sampled function x(t).
(7.2.1-2)
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_ 1 - e-sT
s
(7.2.1-3)
0
Therefore the ratio:
X g(s)
ROW_
X s (S)
_ f (S)
is the Laplace transfer function of the reconstruction function with respect to an impulse
sampled input.
The reconstruction function obviously is
(t)	 0, otherwise	 (7.2.1-4)
by taking the inverse Laplace transform of (7.2. 1-3) and is depicted in Figure 7. 2. 1-2.
0	 T	 t-4
Figure 7. 2. 1-2 Zero Order Sample and Hold
Reconstruction Function
Letting s = iw the transfer function as a function of angular frequency is
-iwT	 . wT
2	 sin -2F-Ro
 (lw)	 '= a	 ,yT
2
(7.2.1-5)
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The phase obviously is given by
tb o (W) = -
a delay of T/2 is introduced as the phase shift is linear in W.
The impulse sampled sequence is moe-ified in amplitude by
sin Z
Ro ow) = T
2
Figure 7.2.1-3 is a plot of I Ro0w) I /T as a function of WT/2 n= W /WS
(7.2.1-6)
(7.2.1-7)
U	 1	 L	 3 S
(a)	 .(b)
Figure 7.2.1-3 Amplitude (a) and Phase (b) of Zero Order Hold
The important features of R  (i W) are that significant sampling harmonic leakage can occur
at W = WS unless the signal bandwidth is small or a subsequent system transfer function is
small about Ws and furthermore, significant error is caused by the lack of flatness of
Ro (iW) I for W close to zero.
In analog systems a zero order hold is quite useful as approximate performance is
all that is usually desired and, further, a low pass filter can be used to remove sampling
harmonic ripple or error. Sampling prior to this removal, as in a digital system, results
in aliasing. of the "ripple".
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Typical values of the response of the sample and hold are tabulated:
Sit^
	
___._^
	 +	
_
	Phase
	 T I R° (inn) I	 E
s	 _.
0	 0°	 .1
1/4	 - 45°	 .901
1/2	 - 90°	 .636
3/4	 -1350	 .305
1	 -180°	
I	
0	 E
Table 7.2.1-1 Zero Order Hold Values
	
It is quite evident from the table that the transfer function is not "flat" near zero 	 -
frequency. 10% error is incurred at 1/4 the sampling frequency.
7.2.2 First Order Sample and Hold (Delayed)
The "delayed" first order sample and hold is implemented by the linear formula
(t) _^ + t - T+ 1) T ( 
xk - xk-1)	 (7. 2.2-1)
with
kT<t<(k+1)T
1
Taking the Laplace transform the transfer function is found to be
CI	
f
4
XR(s)
(1 - e -sT ) 2	 (7.2.2-2)
TS2
(s)
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assuming x  = 0 for k < 0.
This sample and hold method fits straight line segments to the between data points
delayed by one sample time as in figure 7.2.2-1.
Reconstruction
Figure 7.2.2-1 First Order Sampled and Hold
Reconstrtzeticm (Delayed)
By taking the inverse transform of (7.2.2-2) the reconstruction function is found to
be a simple triangle:
Z„ 0<t<T,
^p(t) =	 1-t TT , T<t<,2T,	 (7.2.2-3)
0, otherwise
It is depicted in Figure 7.2.2-2.
Figure 7.2.2-2 First Order Sample and Hold (Delayed)
Reconstruction Function
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With s = iW the transfer function becomes
d-iWT sin  ( 2 ?
R1 (iw) = T e	 (7.2.2-4)
wT) 2(72—)
The delay is seen to be T seconds, twice that of the zero order hold, and the amplitude of
f (iw )/T is identical to the square of that for the zero order hold. Besides the delay it has
one deficiency over the zero order hold and one advantage. The deficiency is that the trans-
fer function falls off faster with frequency in the useful range, zero to half the sampling
frequency. Its advantage is the additional attenuation of higher sampling harmonics by the
inverse square fall-off with frequency which assists to some extent in removing aliasing
when sampling the m itput of a filter whose input is the reconstructed waveform.
Typical values of the transfer function are tabulated in Table 7.2.2-1.
WS
Phase T Rd OW)
0 0 !	 1
1/4 - 90° iI	 .8121
1/2 -1800 .404
3/4 -2700 .09
1 -360° j	 0
Table 7.2.2-1 First Order Hold (Delayed) Values
7. 2.3 First Order Sample and Hold (Extrapolation)
The polynomial fitting formula is (eq (7.2-1) n = 1)
t) = x + t - kTR (
	k	 T	 (xk - x k- I
with	 (7.2.3-1)
kT<t<(k+1 )T
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In pictorial form the effect of this form of extrapolation can be seen in Figure 7.2.3-1.
Reconstruction
x (t)
r I
1	 ,^
^T
Figure 7.2.3-1 First Order Sample and Hold
(Extrapolated) Output
By taking the Laplace transform of (7.2.3-1) the transfer function is found to be
2
Re (a) 
_ ( 1 + To 	 ( 1 - e-eT )1	 T	 s (7.2.3-2)
XR(s)
X s (s)
after considerable algebra. Letting s = iw the frequencv and phase responses are found to
be
( sin WT )2Ri (lw) i _ T [I+  (wT)21 1 /2	 2 2
( T	 (7.2.3-3)
ty l e	 tarp-1 (wT) - wT
The amplitude and phase responses when plotted appear in figure 7.2.3-2.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.2.3-2 Amplitude (a) and Phase (b) Characteristics
of a First Order Hold (Extrapolation)
Typical values of the first order hold transfer function phase and amplitude are
tabulated below:
.
s
Phase Z, I Rl (icy) I
0 00 1.0
1/4 - 32.50 1.51
1/2 -107.7 0 1.35
3/4 -192.0 0 .424
1 -279.00 0
Table 7.2.3-1 Amplitude and Phase Characteristics
of a First Order Hold
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Taking the inverse Laplace transform the reconstruction function is
1+t 0<t<T,
tp ft) _	 - ( t - T) , T < t < 2T,	 (7.2.3-4)
0, otherwise
and is illustrated in Figure 7.2.3-3.
2
I
a
-1
Figure 7.2.3=3' First Order Sample and Hold
(Extrapolation) Reconstruction Function
The first order hold (extrapolated) suffers from difficulties. Its phase shift is non-
linear and t&i transfer function peaks markedly above unity gain at ci^ w s = .25. Further the
phase shift is more than 1.5 times that of the zero order hold at a given frequency. Finally,
	 1
the normalized (by 1/T) amplitude response only falls off as fast as 1/wfor large wdoes the
zeroth order hold. However in many feedback systems these difficulties are unimportant as
the delay is less than that for the delayed first order sample and hold.
7.3 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION BY INPUT RECONSTRUCTION WITH POLYNOMIALS
This method of numerical integration has been used extensively and successfully by
electronics engineers for many years. * In many applications a time function is sampled,
converted to digital form, transmitted to some point, and then reconstructed for analog
system processing. Analysis of this sampling, reconstruction, and subsequent processing
by a linear system leads to a difference equation if input and output at the input sampling
instants is of interest. This difference equation can be mechanized on a digital computer
and, therefore, a numerical integration scheme is obtained. General reconstruction and
the transfer func tion of polynomial fitting for low orders was discussed thoroughly in Section
7.2.
* Julius T. Tou, Digital and Sampled - Data Control Systems, McGraw-Hill 1959
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A major drawback of these systems is the introduction of an error in the reconstructed
signal which also appears in the output. This error is due to the sampling harmonic leakage,
	 -
especially at the sampling frequency. Polynomial reconstruction does not allow as much re-
	 •t'jection of sampling harmonics as the lowpass filter method (Section 7.4) but requires no extra
filter coefficients in the digital filter.
Sometimes it is stated in the literature that polynomial reconstruction allows exact
solutions at the sampling instants. This statement is misleading. While it is true that a
	 -
numerical integration procedure can be developed to describe the input-output relation bet-
	 ^.
ween the reconstructed signal input and the linear system output with no delay, the desired
relat;onship is a numerical integration scheme between the continuous input and the linear
system output. Sampled signal reconstruction is, however, a fundamental part of the
numerical integration. Polynomial reconstruction does not allow exact numerical integration
	 -
of the total continuous input /linear system problem and, in fact, produces significant output
error for low order polynomial reconstruction at higher frequencies though time delay is
	 ° t
small. As the order of .reconstruction, the degree of the polynomial, increases the time
delay must increase.
Intuitively it is almost obvious that delay must increase as reconstruction order
increases. More data points are needed to define a polynomial as the order increases:
n + 1 data points are needed for an nth order polynomial.
7.3.1 Conversion of Hold Systems to Digital Recursive Filters
The Laplace transfer function of the data hold was defined as the ratio of the continu-
ous reconstructed output transform to the impulse sampled input transform and was given as(See Section 7.2)
-sT
	
Ro (s) = 1 -S	 (7.2.1-3)
	 -
for the zero order hold,
	
s+ 1	 2
	
R1 (s) = 2 T (1 - e-sT)	 (7.2.3-2)
s	 {
for the first order (extrapolated) hold , and
	
i
ti
sT 2
Rd (s) = LLI e —)(7.2.2-2)1	 TS 
for the first order (delayed) hold.
I
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Combined with a low-pass transfer function H(s), the overall transfer function is:
R (s) H (s)
where R (s) corresponds to the hold involved.
To compute the time response the Laplace transform, Y (s), the output of H (s)
is ubed:
Y (s) = H (s) R (s) X s
 (s )	 (7.3.1-1)
By the convolution theorem, (Section 2. 7.1 ), y (t), the inverse of Y (s), is given by:
cc
CO
Y (t) = f w (t - T) x (T)	 b (jr -JT) d T	 (7.3.1-2)
j=0
where
m
x (?) .	 b (T - JT)
=0
is the inverse transform of Xs(a) (See Section 2.1.4)
and
w (T) is the "impulse response" of H (s) R (s).
Carrying out the integration:
m
Y f^) _ T
	
W (t - JT) x (JT)
j=0
(7.3.1-3)
At the sampling instants t = nT
y (nT) _	 w ((n-j ) T) x (jT)	 (7.3.1-4)
j=0
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Taking the z transform and adjusting indices it is found that
Y (z) = H z (z) X (z),
where
Y (z) _	 yk z-k
k=0
m	 (7.3.1-5)
X (z) _	 Xk z-k
k=0
and
Hz(z)
	
w 
(kT) z-k
k=0
If Hz (z) can be represented as the ratio of two polynomials in z -1 , then (7.3.1-5) is
equivalent to a difference equation. Fortunately, if P. (s) is derived from a linear constant
coefficient differential equation then Hz(z) is the ratio of two polynomials in z -1 . The
method of converting Hz (z) to a ratio of two polynomials in z -1 is common to this method
of input reconstruction and that of the low-pass filter reconstruction method. It was
described separately in Section 6. 5.
It should be noted that the particular forms of the zero and first order holds allow
simplification of the z transform procedure upon the impulse response of the transfer
functions. As a-sT in the Laplace transform domain corresponds io a unit, T, of time
delay it can be seen that the z transform. of the impulse responses 'of the reconstruction
systems are:
1) Zero Order Hold
Hz (z)_ (1 - z -1	 U) /^. (H—)	 (7.3.1-6)
wher(: ( H- s (s) ) means the z transform of the impulse response of the transfer
function H (s)ls.
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2) First Order Hold (extrapolated)
-1 2	 (s T )Hz (z)_ (1 - z )	 2	 H (s)	 (7.3.1-7)
s
1(s+T)
where	 —2-- H (s) is interpreted identically as for the zero order hold.
s
3) First Order Hold (delayed)
Hz(z) _ (1 - z -1 )2 ^r( H—^)
s
(7.3.1-8)
It should be noted that care must be taken with these formulae. When, for example,
the z transform is taken of the impulse response of H (s) /s,
r(H^ ) ,
a term ( 1 - z -1 ) is introduced in the denominator cif the sampled data transfer function
HZ (z)due to tl_e factor 11s, (See Section 6. 2 ). For efficient digital filters *n''th a'
small number of coefficients and for stab*lity (a pole on the unit z circle) this term
( 1 - z-1 ) in the denominator should be cancelled by the ( 1 - z -1 ) introduced in the numerator
by (7.3.1-6).
For the first order hold sy3tems a similar kind of term ( 1 - z-1)2 appears due to
the .11s2 term. This should be taken care of in the same manner as for a zero order hold.
7.4 BANDPASS FILTER RECONSTRUCTION FUNCTIONS
From previous discussions it should be somewhat apparent that bandpass analog
filters possess desired properties. They are, for filters of the Butterworth, Tchebvchev .
elliptic, etc. type; a "relatively" flat amplitude characteristic, controllable attenuation
for frequencies outside the "pass-band", and an approximately linear phase shift in the
"Pass-band". Therefore, these kinds of filters should be considered as reconstruction
networks as they can be used to remove sampling harmonics.
An apparent difficulty, in analog reconstruction, might see p to be the need for
impulse modulated inputs. However, instead of impulses, triangles or pulses of a width
narrow with respect to the sampling period may be used.
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The reconstruction function is then the impulse response of the reconstruction filter
transfer function (though the filter transfer function is of more practical importance):
CO
^P (t) = 21f1 J R (iw)e
lWt
 dw	 i7,
_0,
As the design of recursive filters from an analog prototype can be considered from
the point at view of an impulse sampled input a pertinent low-pass reconstruction filter will
	 -
be considered.
7.4.1 Design of a Reconstruction Low-Pass Filter
A particular, well known, low-pass filter which is realizable and has desirable
characteristics is the Butterworth filter. * It is also known as a "maximally flat" filter
	 -
because of its extreme flatness at (,,.,'< 0 which is related to the number of derivatives which
are zero at w = 0.
The Butterworth filter was chosen for use here for a number of rea. ons:
a) Approximately linear phase through the "pass -band", giving a constant delay to
a signal localized to the "pass -band".	 - -
b) Approximately constant amplitude through the "pass-band" produces lit`Ie amplitude
modification of the systemtransfer function of interest. 	 ..„
c) Synthesis for numerical integration purposes is virtually trivial.
d) Only a filter with a few poles (2 to 6) is usually needed.
The low -pass Butterworth filter is specified by the magnitude function	 ~
1	 _	 --
1 R t ? u) = 	 1 + ( 10 	 (7.4.1-1)
w0
where n is the number of filter "poles" in ine "s" plane, and w0 is the cut-off frequency
(the filter response is down 3 decibels or a factor of 1 /T from that at w = 0). As the
magnitude is completely specified so must the phase. Fortunately, it is found that the phase
is approximately linear through most of the "pass-band", zero to w 09of the Butterworth
filter producing delay without distortion.
The stable transfer function corresponding to the magnitude function above is:
n
wu
R (s)	 (s + s l ) (s + s2) .........	 (s +s n)	 (7.4.1-3)	 - -
* M. E. Van Valkenburg ,Introduction to Modern Network Synthesis ,Wiley
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1R(W)
If
where the negative roots s.
J are given by
i n+ 2k-1) It
s j	 W e	
n	 2	 , K = 1, 2, ... , n	 (7.4.1-3)
Each of the poles is a first order pole and exists, as it must, along with its com-
plex conjugate pole for n even. When n is odd the poles are also first order and exist in
conjugate pairs with the exception of a single real pole at s = -W0.
The phase shift oper pole of the filter is -45
	
or -- 1 7/4 radians to the cut-off fre-
quency. However the approximately linear portion does not extend to W 0 but the extent
approaches w0 as n increases. The linear portion of the phase is approximately given by
On (W)
w 	
n	 (7.4.1-4)
0
where
WO = cut-off frequency in radians per second,
n	 number of poles or the 'order" of the filter.
The Butterworth filter has two parameters which may be adjusted for data recon-
st.uction, the cut-off frequency, wp and the 'order", n. It will be seen that these para-
meters need not be adjusted independently, but in a manner that minimizes the time delay
for a given attenuation of the sampling harmonics (or of a transfer function that is being
bandlimited).
To determine the filter parameters c-*isider figure 7.4. 1-1.
uif
o t`s	
U11d
	 t`s
2
Figure 7.4.1-1 Reconstruction Filter
r	 ^/
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W
s
wa = ^: 2 , 0< N< 1, (7.4.1-6)
where:
isa = (a) bandlimited of sampled analog input or (b) dosired region of approximationof analog transfer function (radians/see)
s
= sampling frequency (radians/sec)
W0 = Butterworth filter cut-off frequency (radians/ sec)
= (a) least attenuation of first impulse sampling harmonic with respect to
unity ( a = . 01 is a reduction of the harmonic by a factor of 100) or
(b) the least reduction of the first image harmonic of the desired transfer
function in the region 0 < I w I < w  (Section 2. 1.2).
Wd = (us - Wa
Setting the Butterworth filter attenuation at the edge, wd , of the band of the first
sampling harmonic to a desired value,
1	 = o,
i+(mdj2n
W0
or
(7.4.1-5)
Wd
Replacing wd by t s - Wa and letting w. be represented as a fraction of half the sampling
frequency,
then (7.4.1-5) can be written as
WO
(2 1) 1/42n)
v /2
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(7.4.1-7)
a p
ae
g
t
Y is the cut-off frequency normalized to half of the sampling frequency. Now the cut-off
frequency WO must be greater than w  if distort-ion of the input signal (or the transfer func-
tion being approximated) is to be minimized. Therefore, 	
1
W0
Y = W 72
(7.4.1-8)
>p: 0<Y<2-^L
On the other hand the time delay of the Butterworth filter is approximately given
by
on (W)
T d = W
(7.4.1-9)
2n
0
in the :filter pass band fron equation (7.4.1-4). Also Td can be written as
	
Td	 n (#2-1)1/(2n) 	 (7.4.1-10)
	
T	 T► 2 1 - 2)
from equation (7.4.1-7) and as Ws = 2 V/T where T is the time between input data samples.
Examination of this equation shows that it expresses the time delay, normalized to the
sampling interval, in terms of the Butterworth filter order, n, the desired normalized
approximation frequency, µ, and the desired approximation accuracy, a = 1 /0. For a fixed
p and R it can be shown that Td/ T has a minimum as a function of filter order n. n can be
adjusted to minimize the time delay.
This adjustment of filter order is subject to the constraint (7.4.1-8) above. Carrying
out these computations it is found 'ha;. - leeting the constraint, Y > p, often requires a filter
order that is greater than that which minimizes (7.4. 1-10) independently (a minimum pole
filter.
Recapitulating, the procedure for determining the Butterworth filter parameters u:0
and n is the following
a) Specify the attenuation of the first sampling harmonic (the approximation accuracy)
a = 1/0 as a fraction of imity.
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l
b) Specify the fraction, µ, of half the sampling frequency to which the
approxima+ion is desired.
c) Compute the normaiized Butterworth cut-oaf frequency such that	 €
2 ( 1 - 2 ) 	iY = ( y 	 1(2n)	 i
is greater than p by increasing n from 1 to some value n 1 . n1 is the first
	
F
value of n that satisfies the inequality-
Y > P.
3) Inse: t n = n1 into the formula
'r	
(f:2 1) 1/ - 	 n	 f
d	 ^.l
T = ff2t1-2)
i
and see if this value of (Td/T) is less than that obtained by using n1
 + 1. If not
continue increasing n until the minimum value of Td/T is found. This is the
minimum time delay. If the delay increased by using n 1
 + 1 then the value n-
is the minimum that satisfies all the criteria.
e) Using the value of n obtained from (d) compute the final value of W O :
0
W0
	 Y
1 2
	
-
W8 (#
2 
--1) 1/(2n)
The Butterworth low-pass is completely defined from steps (d) and (e) above plus
	 -
7 4.1-2 for the transfer function ir terms of n and w 0 .	 -
Table 7.4.1-1 below has been computed using the procedure above for various
useful. approximation accuracies, and approximation regions; µ, of the analog
transfer function. 	 -
As the minimum number of poles to satisfy the accuracy requirement ( a ) is also
of interest, for numerical accuracy and for the least number of coefficients in the recursive
digital filter ultimately obtained, it has been included as a separate item in the table.
6 1 12
For convenience the various parameters used in table 7.4. 1-1 are summarized.
a = approximation accuracy as:
(a) minimum attenuation as a fraction of unite of the first impulse sampling
harmonic or
(b) minimum reduction factor of the first image-term
of the desired analogue transfer function,
p = wa /(ws /2), the normalized transfer function approximation region,
wa	 a a s
= un-normalized transfer function approximation region ( 0 < w < w ; w < W /2)
- -in radians per second,
ws = 2 IF /T, data sampling frequency in radians per second.
T = data sampling interval in seconds,
Y = w0/ (ws/2), the normalized Butterworth filter cut-off frequency,
WO = un-normalized cut-off frequency in radians per second
Td = Butterworth filter time delay,
n = Butterworth filter order.
TABLE 7.4. L-1 Minimum Delay- and Minimum Pole Reconstruction
-'.itterworth Filter Design Parameters
n	 Y	 Td/ i
2	 .614	 .814
1/2	 3
3/4	 5
2
2
	
.594	 .841
	
.555	 .901
	
.697	 1.075
	
. 789	 1.583
a=.1
Minimum Delay
(a)
7-23
yd/T
.195 1.284
.188 1.327
.555 .901
.697 1.075
.789 1.583
3
5
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
7-24
Lv= .1
Minimum Number of Poles
(1-1)
	
n	
y	
rd/T
1/16	 5	 .771	 1.621
1/8	 5	 746	 1.675
1/4	 f	 5	 .697	 1.794
1/2	 5	 597	 2.093
3/4	 10	 789	 3.170
0?
Minimunf Della
(C)
Pip
lown
µ n Y rd/T
1/16 2 .194 2.581
1/8 2 .188	 Ii 2.667
1/4 i	 3 .377 1.989
1/2 5 .597 (	 2.093
3,14 10 .789
i
i	 3.170
i
o = . 01
Minimum Number of Poles
(d)
t µ n Y Td/T
2.423
^
1/16 7
I
.722
1/8 7 .699 2.504
1/4 7 .652 2.683
11/2 7 .559 i	 3.130
3/4 14 .763
i
f	
4.586
a? _ . 001
Minimum D^lay
(e)
•
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	 '
I Iµ	 I	 n	 Y	 Td/T
1/16 3 .194 3.871
1/8 3
i
. 188 4.000
i
1/4 4 I	 .311 3.213
i
1/2	 i 7 .559 3.130
3/4 14	 j
I
I
.763 4.586
Cy =.001
Minimum Number of Poles
(f)
7.4.2 Using an Analog Low-Pass Filter for Recursive Digital Filter Synthesis
This method of approximating the analog transfer function is quite simple in
principle. In Section 4. 6, it was seen that an analog transfer function landlimited
at half the sampling frequency had the same frequency response as the digital integra-
tion formula. Obviously, it is-possible to approximately bandlimit any transfer
function by preceding it with a low-pass filter which is essentially zero above one-half
the sampling frequency; a price of additional delay must be paid.
Once the transfer function is bandlimited, then the common z transform method
may be used to obtain a recursive digital filter. In practice, it is found that the number
of poles of the low-pass filter needed to reduce the original analogue transfer function to
a bandlimited one is quite large if the low-pass filter is "flat" or constant up to approxi-
mately half the sampling frequency.
These extra poles tend to produce three undesirable effects.
1. Additional terms (and poles) in the resultant digital filter
2. Numerical accuracy necessary in the z transform conversion to a digital
filter becomes greater
3. More time delay, as mentioned before.
However, these difficulties can be circumvented to a large extent in a practical
situation if certain basic facts about sampled data (or sampled impulse responses) are
recalled, (Section 2. 1).
This method can be made to work up to about 1/4 of the sampling frequency for
reasonable accuracies for most transfer functions. If the i aput function x (t) is considered
as being impulse sampled, as in Sec(2.1.4 ), then the spectrum of the modulated impulse
train is the periodic extension in W of the spectrum of x (t) with a period of the sampling
frequency pus , assuming x (t) is bandlimited below half the sampling frequency. Figure
7-26
7.4.2-1 illustrates this situation. Impulse sampling produces a spectrum
Impulse Sampling
Low-Pass	 HarmonicsFilter
Spen`rum
of
a	 I
x (t)/T	 `	 I
^	 ^	 I
0	
s	
2W
Figure 7.4.2-1 Impulse Sampling Spectrum
with harmonics at multiples of the sampling frequency and amplitude scaled by a factor of
1/T.
Although the number sequence, x (kT), in a computer is not obtained by impulse
sampling, the resultant numerical integration formula that will be obtained is not dependent
on impulse sampling actually being performed. Impulse sampling is performed in concept
only.
To reconstruct x (t) from the impulse samples, it is 'only" necessary to low-pass
filter the impulse samples with a filter that removes the higher harmonics.
From Figure 7.4. 2-1 it can be seen that if the spectrum of the continuous input
extends to wa which is less than half the sampling frequency then the first impulse sampl-
ing harmonic becomes appreciable at w  = 
W  _W a' 
A low-pass filter acting upon the
impulse samples, which has sufficient attenuation above wd , will serve to reconstruct
x (t) from the samples. Ideally, the low-pass filter would have perfect transmission
(except for a scale factor of T) for I w I < w,a and infinite attenuation when I w I > ud or
1, w,<wa
R f ur) = 0 .
	w > wd = ws - wa
	
(7.4.2-1)
*	 Arbitrary, a<1 w ! < Wd'
If the input signal, x (t), has a spectrum such that its upper limit W  extends to half the
sampling frequency then R (w) would be unity in magnitude up to ws /2 and zero above.
Unfortunately a filter of this type is impossible to realize without infinite delay. However,
as the signal bandwidth, wa , is reduced below ws /2 then it becomes easier to realize a
filter that approximates the characteristics of (7.4. 2-1).
-- •
Another way of looking at the problem of obtaining the appropriate numerical
integration formula is that it is not necessary that the transfer function H(s) (or H1(s)),
be banXimited at ws/2 if an approximation only to Wa < os/2 is desired. The low pass
filter mentioned previously can be combined (multiplied) with the desired system transfer
function H(s), such that the product transfer function
R(w) H (w)
is approximatel; zero for w > wd 
= ,ws -wa . 
In this lase, the first image tail of the digital
integration transfer function (eq 6. 1-10 ) will be insignificant at 0 < I w I < wa . Of course ,
the digital transfer function will not be the same at frequencies higher than w a so that the
data must also be constrained to contain frequencies less than w a . Obviously , a time
delay will be introduced by the filter R (w) used to attenuate the image tail of H (,w).
	
In previous work, discussion of the use of a particular filter for the use of data 	 -
reconstruction, or equivalently, the nullifying of the transfer function image tail in terms
of necessary filter poles, delay, and attenuation specification was made. A "Butterworth"
filter was used. Other filters such as Tchebychef and elliptical designs may be used but
little is gained at the expense of significant complexity.
In Section 6. 1 the digital input-output relation was derived through appropriate
z transformation for a network or transfer function whose input was a sampled function.
It is only necessary with this method to Gssign the reconstruction filter, R (s) of
Section 7.4. 1 to meet specifications and take the appropriate z transform of the product.
R (s) H(s)	 -
to form the digital integration procedure H z (z). of Section 6. 1.
A warring is in order. The z transform of the product filter must be taken, not
the z transform of the individual filters.
7.4.3 Example of Digital Filter Design Using a Butterworth Reconstruction Filter
Assume that a numerical integration formula or simulation of an analogue transfer
function, H(s), is desired from 0 to 10 Hz with a sampling frequency of 40 Hz. A delay
of one sampling interval is considered tolerable (1/40 of a second). Further, an attenuation
	
of 100 ( ly _ . 01) is also desired for the transfer function image tail or the first impulse 	
- r
sampling harmonic.
From Table 7.4. 1-lc ( a = .01) it can be seen that a delay of 1.621 sampling
	
intervals only allows an approximation to 1/32 x 40 Hz. To obtain an approximation to 	 ` F
10 Hz it is necessary to use p = (10 Hz/20 Hz)= 1/2 which implies
a) a delay,
(
Td = 1. 794 sampling intervals 	 -
= 1. 794 x 1/40 seconds	 -
i
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o ^ hwda^',
b) a Butterworth filter order,
n=5
c) a Butterworth filter cut-off,
WO
W^ = Y
s
= . 697
WO = 2 IF x 42 x .697
= 2 9► x 13. 94 radians/sec,
f0 = 13 . 94 Hertz
The Butterworth transfer function is, then,
5
W
R (s) =	 0	 7.4.3-1(s +8) (s + s l *) (s + s2 ) (s + s2 *) (s + WO)	 (	 )
WO = 2 'R x 13.94
sl = WO ( Cos (5 2)+i sin ( 5 2))
S *= W
 (cos(' ^) - isin( 6 it	 ,
1	 0	 5 2	 5 2
82 = WO ( cos ( 5 2 ) + i sin ( 5 2 ) ) '
s 2 *= w0 (cos ( 5 2)-isin(5 2))
The desired transfer function for numerical integration is R (s) H (s).
also
with
To obtain the numerical integration formula (or digital filter) the appropriate z transform
Section 6. 1 of R (s) H (s) must be taken.
Of course, the desired delay of 1 sampling unit (1/40 sec) cannot be achieved if the
attenuation of 100 ( a = . 01) must be attained in the transfer function image tail. If this
requirement can be relaxed to a factor of 10 ( a =.1) then Table 7.4. 1-1 indicates that
a delay of 1. 075, which closely approximates 1, can be obtained. Other "trade-offs"
among parameters can be easily fcou nd from examination of Table 7.4. 1.
7.5 ILLUSTRATIONS OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES
Many techniques have been described in the preceding pages. It is quite interesting
to see the effects of the various techniques in actual designs. Ten applications of various
techniques are illustrated with comparison to the original analog transfer function.
Figures 7. 5-1 and 7.5-2 demonstrate that an essentially bandlimited transfer
function may be successfully z transformed by the method of Section 6.1 with zero fre-
quency level correction for the slight aliasing that does occur (Section 6.9).
Practically the entire repertoire of techniques of Sections 6 and 7 were used on a
servo-control transfer function
(1+b s + b a 2 +b s3)
H (s)	
. 0012174 (s + al ) (s 2a2 ) (s + a3 ) (s
 + a4)	 (7. 5-1)	
4
where
b1 = 10.0644
b2 =	 .648635
b3 =	 .058991
and
al =	 .04718
a2 = 11.13939
1
a3 = 0.05429
- R
a4 = 52.00895
	
This transfer function is of the low pass type with a numerator and denominator of degrees
	 -
3 and 4, respectively. It therefore requires the impulse modification of Section 6.1. The
data sampling rate (10 Hertz) used is such that the transfer function is quite significant
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above half the sampling frequency.
Figure 7. 5-3 exemplifies the heavy aliasing that can be obtained when direct z trans-
formation is used blindly. The procedure is virtually useless.
The situation is dY i.. , amatically improved using the dela 'vcd first order sample and
hold, Figure 7. 5-4. Ensuing digital phase plots have been adjusted to remove the linear
phase gradient caused by the reconstruction techniques to allow phase comparison with the
analog original. Section 7. 2. 2 discusses the first order sample and hold reconstruc-
tion method. As might be expected errors increase after 2. 5 c ycles though not as large as
might be expected as the combination of aliasing and hil;h frequency rejection by 'he hold
actually help in this particular case.
The zero order sample and hold (Section 7.2. 1) does not offer the improvement of
the first order delayed hold as the aliasing due to hii;h frequencies is not removed as well
by the slow high frequency roll-off of this reconstruction method.
Figure 7. 5-6 illustrates the distortion caused by the high peaking in the extrapolation
sample and hold reconstruction transfer function above 1/4 of the sampling frequency.
Butterworth filter reconstruction techniques with various aliasing levels (Section
7.4) are illustrated in Figures 7. 5-7 and 7. 5-8. Both figures illustrate a reconstruction
technique designed with an W,
 of 1,14 of the sampling frequency. As may
 be seen this de-
sign parameter should usually be slightly higher than the limiting design frequency actually
desired due to the slight roll-off of the filter within the pass-band. Namely, if reconstruc-
tion to 1/4 the sampling frequency is desired an W  of 5/8 ,u)uld not be inappropriate. The
effect of varying the aliasing level from . 1 to . 01 is plainly evident in the figures. The
greater degree of attenuation above 1/4 of the sampling frequency (2. 5 Hertz) for an alias-
ing level of C( = . 01 is caused by the faster roll-off of the reconstruction filter in this case.
In all the Figures 7. 5-3 through 7. 5-8, it should be clear that operating above 1/4
the sampling frequency is difficult with a recursive filter when the original transfer function
is not bandlimited. The Butterworth reconstruction method may be extended to slightly
higher frequencies at the expense of more poles and filter weights.
Another interesting example is illustrated in Figures 7. 5-9 and 7. 5-10. The pre-
vious control function (7. 5-1) was multiplied by s to create a digital iitter whose output
would be the time derivative of the output of 11 (s): namely
F (s) - s 11 (s)
As s = i wincreases rapidly with frequency. F (s) is more liable to aliasing than H (s).
A combined technique was used in Figure 7. 5-9: first a Butterworth filter with an
_ . 01 was used to reduce the high frequency content by a significant amount and then a
first order delayed sample : nd hold was used on the composite. The combination of
techniques sometimes allows the final product digital filter to have less poles and therefore
less weights. If the Butterworth filter had not. also tx en used the first order sample and
hold would not have reduced the aliasing sufficientl y . An adequate: differentiating control
filter is obtained to about 1. 5 Hertz.
Figure 7. 5-10 illustrates the disastrous affect of using only a simple zero order
sample and hold on F (s).
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S. "COMPLEX" FII,TERING
Discussion to this point has centered on filters with real valued impulse
responses that operate upon real valued data and produce real valued outputs. Subsequent
developments will demonstrate that certain, particular, important t } •pes of waveforms
and filtering operations are conveniently represented in complex, or two component,
form,
Digital equivalents of well-known analog formula will show that narrow - hand
spectrums and narrow-hand filters. those that vanish outside of some frequene 'v rand
which is above zero frequency, are capable of representation b^ •
 two component, complex
low frequency signals or impulse responses. A narrow hand, often high frequenc'N,
waveform can be filtered after decomposition into components by
 "low" frequency filters
in a manner equivalent to filtering at the original frequency hand.
Formula developed for narro w- band digital waveforms are identical to those
for analog waveforms within a factor of T as the inverse z transform and Fourier
transform are identical under the assumptions involved within a factor of T. However.
it should he remembered that digital waveforms are not the same as analog waveforms
unless certain special conditions are met ( Section 2). One particular application
discussed in some detail, with the ideas involved, is the digital filtering, or numerical
integration of a handlimited, narrow-band, high frequency wavefor-n
8.1 CERTAIN C 10MPLFX FILTER RELATIONS
Previously. a digital fi l ter transfer function and impulse response were
defined along with the interconnecting relationships ( Section 3). However. emphasis was
placed primaril y on real impulse response filters, Certain other aspects of digital
filters, when complex impulse responses are allowed, will be clarified presently,.
It should be noted that the property H(-4:) = H *(Le) for real impulse response
filters does not hold for complex impulse response filters. This means that the entire
range -S	 <2 < W 3 12 is needed to describe a complex filter. However if the filter
r	 is decomposed into real and imaginary part impulse responses then each of the con-
stituents possesses the property.
In this section the z transform will he appl?ed to the complex filter form.
(^.	 The filter will he seen to he describable by a z transfer function exactiv as in the real
l	 number case: stabilit y conditions will also be derived. A rmre general filter form will be
constructed from the simpler form. It is sufficient to ';.scuss only the more simple
( 1	 form at fi rst.
I
A digital filter is defined by the relations (Section 3.
m
u  = z wn-k v 	 T
k =- a	 1
or
	 (8. 1-1)
u  =	 wk n-k
k=0
where
un = the output sequence.
= fn + ign i fn , gn real:
vn = the input sequence
= x + il , : xn ' Y real;
n	 n	 n
and
wk	 k + i wk ' w k wk rea l. and wk = 0, k < 0.
Taking the single sided transform exactly as in Section 3.2
U(Z) = II Z ( z ) V(Z)
i
B
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
Y
1
♦-
8-2
where the var ; ous transforms are obvious-
U(Z) _	 unz-n, the output transform
n = 0
(8. 1-3)
f11z -n + 1	 gnz-n
n = 0	 n = 0
00
v(Z) _	 kz-k, the input transform.
k=0 (8.1-4)
-k	 -k
= L xk z 	 + i L 3Fkz
	
k = 0	 k = 0
and	 OD
H
z ( Z)_ I w j z -j , the transfer functionj = 0
W. R z-j + i	 µ, 
j
f z-]
	
j=0	 j=0
As before the ratio
U ( Z)= llz(Z)
V(Z)
:s only dependent on the weights, or filter impulse response. wj.
(8.1-5)
'V
8-3
By defining the two "real" transfer functions
m
H ZR
 (z) _	 W. z-t	 (8. 1-6a)
j = 0
and
` 1
If (z) _	 «,j z	 (8.1-6b)
j = 0
the total transfer function ma .v be written
Ii z (z) = IIi (z ) + i If I(z)
Similarly, b^v separating the input and output transforms into "real" and "imaginar.v-
parts
_	 I
TT(Li = F(z) + iG(z)	 (P. 1-7a)
and
1
V(z) = X(z) + i Y(z)	 (8. 1-7b)
can be written where F, G, X and Y are 'he transforms of f n , gn , xk , and }k,
respectivelN .
Upon using these forms in equation (8.1-2) for H z (z), U(z), and V(z), and
equating coefficients of units- and i = 1--V
F(z) = If (z) X(z) - H I (z) Y(z)
and
	
(8,1-8)
G(z) = Ilz (z) X(z) + IIZ( z) Y(z)
8-4
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Obviously. these equations a-4oress in transform form the physical filtering that is
	 f
actually pertormed. They are the transforms of equation (8.1-1) which expressed the
impulse response form of filte -ing which is implemented.
Examination of the proof of Section 3 . 4. 2 indicates that the stabiilty
criteria is identical, namely
m
S I wj I (3.4.2-6)
j0^	 r
if bounded outputs are to be obtainec' for bounded inputs. As w^ is composed of tws
	
►
n
"real" filters
I	 I 2 = (w R,2 + (w 1)2
	(8. 1
-4)
which implies that	 P
Co
( w R < m
L I i i	 ;+j=0	 -
and	 (8. 1-10)
m
i
`mi =0
That is, both of the constituent filte ,, s that are actually implemented must satisfy the
stability criteria individually which seems intuitively obvious.
In turn, the stability criteria implies not only a constraint on the impulse
response but, as for tots:!;, real impulse responses, also that the singularities or poles
	 i
of tl z ( z ) must lie inside the unit circle in the z plane.
As is the case for "reel" digital filters the output sequence is given by the
inverse z transform (Section 3. 2).
u = 1	 , U(z) z  dz_
n	 21T i W	 z
.Jl	
(8.1-11)
1	 H (z) V(z) z 	 dz21T i	 z	 z
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i^ Assuming that all poles are within the unit circle and that the integrand is analytic
elsewhere. evaluation of the contour about 'the unit circle gives
Ws
2
u 
r 
_	 C	 HZ(e icy; T) V(e iG^:T)P ic^.'nT^
	(8. 1 121J
8
2
where s = 2t► /T.  T = the sampling interval. If the poles do not lie within the unit
circle then (8.1-11) must be used.
By abbreviating notation, H z (W) for Hz(e iwT) as has been done many Vines
previousl y . and Vz (W) for We twT) then the inverse transform can be written
s
2
1
un = ^	 Hz(c^;) VZ 4')e iWnT da;	 (8.1-13)
s
s
3
Interpretation of this form of the inverse z transform can often be made. in many
cases of analytical and practical interest. in a manner identical to the Fe::rier trans-
form -Section 2. 1 ) with t considered only at multiples of a sampling time T.
Complex filters possess a "frequenc y response" exactl% , as "real" filters.
Assume a complex sinusoid input
icy nT
Vn = e	 . T = sampling interval	 (8.1-14)
and zn output of the same form modified by a constant (complex), G(Wl-
ur, 
_ G(W)e iWnT	 (8-1-15)
Ther. from relation (8. 1-1) it is found that
m
G(^)	 I wke -i0:T	 (8. 1-16)
k=0
exactIv as for real filters.
t
f
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Comparing this result with (d. 1-5) it can be seen that
G(W) = IN (e iwT
). 	'
(8. 1-17)
H (z) I	 iwTz	
z =e
A simple generalization of a "complex" filter can also be made to "two-
dimensional" vector filters. The fact that the input consists of two components. xk
and yk - allows a more general linear operation expressed by four independent filteriro
operations, namely
 (I1)	 (12)
fn =	 wn-k x1c + wn-k k
It =	 -
and	 (8.1-18)
m _
(21)	 y	 (22)
gn	 L L n -k xk	 wn-k yk
It = _ m 	
where all w(mn) = 0 for j < 0.
This generalization allows, among other things, more freedom in the design of optimal
filters for noise rejection which will not be discussed here.
Alternatively, the more general filier can be implemented with two of the
	 ?j
simpler filters (equation 8.1-1) in terms of complex arithmetic which is often more
useful. Given two complex impulse responses wj and r;? such that
1	 I P,	 l I
w j
 = wj 	 + i W 
J
and	 (8.1-19)
2	 211	 2I
W  = wj 1 i W 
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then the genera'. filtering operation inay tv expressed bey
U 
	 n	 ign (8. 1-20)
x	 °D
1	 2
µ n-k v 	 n-k vk
n = - 00	 k = _ m
where
vk
 = xk 	 ilk
r
The w's of the complex representation  are related to the geneal
.	 J
representation b%
11	 1R	 211
w :	 _ W	 +
^	 J	 J
12	 lI	 2I
w _ -w + W
J	 J	 1
a
(8. 1-21)
21	 11	 21
J	 = µ.J	
+ W
i
22	 111 _	 211
W 
	 = w1	
W]
As the transformation of the representation is linear. and the determinant non-zero. the
twc complex impulse responses -,re also independent filters.
8.2 FUNCTIONAL FORM OF "HIGH FREQUENCY." NARROW-RAND SEQUENCES AND
I11'IPULSE RESPONSES
if a spectrum or filter of a real sequence or impulse response has
significant value only in a certain region, say
W - W < W < W - w • W < 4.1 < W /2:
0	 1—	 — 0	 1' 1	 0	 s
then the sequence. or impulse response. can be written in a certain form. This form
is that of a "modulated carrier." namely
s(kT) = x(kT) cus (WkT) - y(k l•) sin (W kT)	 (8. 2-1)
8-8
1-1
1-1
l 1
i
where:
s(kT) = signal or impulse response
x(kT) = low" frequency cosine moduiation
y(kT) = "low" frequency sine moduiation.
The spectrums of xV., T) and y (kT) -xtend from - W, to c I and, therefore, deserve the
connotation of "low" frequency modulations.
The proof of these remarks is relatively simple if the ap nropriate definitions
are used. TyUoforms wili be abridged, for nbvious simplicity, so that, e. g , F(4;) will
replace Fz (e IW ).
I,et S40. the signal spectrum or filter transfer function. be
 non-zero (which
can onlc be -,pproxirrately true in physical syotems) only in the region
l4: I< 4:0 4 wl . then the time signal or impulse response can be obtained by
the inverse z transform:
s(kT) =
	 217i	
S(z)zn _dz	 (8.2-2)
where S (z) is the sequence spectrum z transform (Section 8. 1). In terms of frequency
let z = ei4.T as usua l.. aid have
W
s
2
s(kT)	 21T	 C	 S (4:)e i4. nT d4.'.	 (8.2-3)
s
2	 i4;T
with 4t = 2 1T /T, the sampling frequency, and S (e	 has been abridged to S (w) for
simplicit:•. As S (w) has been assumed zero outside of a narrow-band region
4)0
	t^;1	- 0 4- t^;1
e s(kT) _	 S (W,)e iwkTdw + ( S(W)ei4:kTdw
	 (8.2-4)
	
^0 - Ce 1	 - 0 1
where the negative frequencies have been included ( S (-4:) = S • (4:)). Narrow-band
spectrums or filters are also assumed to be zei o at zero frequency.
Changing variables in the integrands produces
01,	 IIUI
iw kTi 4:kT	 -iw kT	 S(4: - w )eiw kT e.w .c,s s(kT) = e 0
	 S S(w + ub)e	 dw + e 0	 S	 0
- ^1	 - "1	 (8. 2-5)
8-9
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Define the trio linearly independent quantities
X(W) = S(w + WO ) , S(w - O). I w' I ^ WI:
and
Y(w) _ - iS(w	 O) - S(w - 8)	
1W1 <
 w1.'
Both X(w) and Y( w) are transforms of real sequences as
X( -w) = X*(W).
and
Y(-w) = Y* (w).
(8.2-6)
(8.2-7)
Furthermore, both X(w) and Y(w) have sp^?ctrums that extend from zero to
±u; . namel y low frequenc}• spectrums.
1
In terms of X(w) and Y(w), the original spectrum can be written as
S(w + wU ) = 1 /2 X(w) + i Y(w) I .
J	 (8.2-8)
S(w - O) = 1 i2 I X(w) -i Y(w)L
Therefore. using the inverse z transforms of X(a) and Y(w), x(KT) and N • (kT), respectively.
equation (R.2-5) can be written as,
s(kT) = 1 /2 x(kT)	 it (kT) e' 0kT 1 /2 x(::T) - i} (k T) e-i Wpk`IL
Re I x(kT) T iy(kT) e jwUkTj j	 (8. 2-a)
x(kT) cos w kT-IN• (kT) sin Le kT
S. 2.1 "Complex Aodulation" of a Narrow Band, High Frequency- Sequence.
A narrow band. high frequenc'- sequence or waveforrn can be repre-
sented as a complex number, hereafter called the "com plex modulation." if the center
frequency or carrier is known. This fact makes the al ;ebra and understanding of linear
filtering considerabl y, simpler, and it has the physical interpretation of removing the
carrier frequency from consideration as long as it is known (along with the carrier phase).
The narrowband signal can be written as (Section 8. 2).
s(kT) = x(k'T) cos 0 kT - v(kT) sin t DkT (8.2-9)
Re^ x(kT) - iy(kT)e iG:0
J	 1
It can be seen that if to is known, then s(kT) is rrmpletelY defined. via equation (8. 2-9)
I %, the quantitY
v(kT) = x(kT) + i Y(kT)	 (8.2.1-1)
which wilt be called the "complex modulation. "
Often the pair of quantities x(kT) and x, (kT) are called "observables"
in coherent radar and communications s}-stems. "Coherent" systems are simply- ones in
which the carrier frequencY (and phase) are known.
Simi!arl y . it can he seen from equation (8.2-E) that the transform of a
narrow band signal, s (kT), can be expressed in terms of the z transform of the com plex low
frequency modulation:
(v(kT)) = X(w) -4- i Y(WI	 (8.2.1-2)
as long as the carrier frequenc y is known and XW and Y(W) are known independently.
Subsequent endeavors will show that filtering operations performed at a
precisely known carrier frequency- and phase zan be expressed in terms of the complex
modulation input, such as v(kT) and an output u(kT) = f(kT) , i g(kT) at the same carrier
frequency•.
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8.1 DIGITAL FILTERING OF A NARROW-BAND, HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNAL USING T11F,
COMPLEX MODULATION
If the frequency of the band center, 1100. is known then linear processing
of the narrow-band signal may be performed equivalently on the low frequency complex
modulatior components x(kT) and y(kT) as is the situation for analog signals.
From equation (8. 2-8), S(w) the z transform of the narrow-band signal
s(k'I') can be written as
S(W) = 1	 X (w - w + i Y(W -^^ )
	
2	 0'	 0
-
1
As S(w) vanishes outside the region WO - Wl < W < WO + Wl foi positive
	 j
w, and the region -(s -W  < W < 0 ^ W l for negative W,, the Effect of a linear filter
I1 z (W) is to produce another narrow-hand high frequency signal that vanishes in the same
regions. This obviously occurs because
R(W) = if z (W) S(W)
	 (8.3-2)	 .^.
is the z transform of the output signal.
It is of considerable interest to find R(W) in the form
	
IF
1	 1
J	 (8.3-3)	
^..
+ 2 [F(W  +WO ) - i G(W+ WO}
where F(W) and G(W) possess low frequency spectrums in terms of H(w), X(W), and Y(W).
To this effect the computation of r(kT),	 the putout of the filter in the
time domain,	 is a fruitful avenue. Taking the inverse z transform of R(W) and using the
form W
s
2
r(kT) = 1 R(W)e' W kTdw .
Ws J
- W
s
2
0 + 1
S [H z (te) X(W-WO ) + i Hz (W) Y(W -WO)
e'w kTdW
2 Ws
'CO -
W1
SHz (G;) X(W + W0 )-i fyce) Y(W+ WO)
eita:kTdw
s
8-12 0 W1
Upon changing variables is the integrals and using the	 relations	 (8.2 - 7), plus
Hi (-w)	 =	 H z(W) for the filter, the relation
wl
r(kT) 1 1 T1 z (w+ G) (X (W) + i Y(W ) ) iwkTa iwkTdt+ I 	e	 p2 W	 J
s
i w
,1 (8.3-5)
+ 1
I
1 S Hz (w+ ^%) (X. ( W ) --i `_'*(w))	 a - RAT dw e-ic$kT
2 Ws
is obt2ined.
Recognizing the second integral as the conjugate of the first. then the expression maY be
written as	 w
1
r(kT) = Re it 1
	
w	 14z((A.+W^) (}C(W) + i Y(G: e iwkTdu: ei wok 'I'
i	 s
(8.3-6)
If the integral is defined as
`	 u(kT) = f(kT) + i g(kT)
1
lei (8.3-7)
I	 _	 \ If (W+ WO ) ( / X(w) + i Y(w)l^ eiWkTdW
W
s	 )	 \	 /I
then
r(kT) - f(kT) cos (okT) - g(kT) sin(w^kT)
which is the time representation expected (see Section 8. 2). To find f(kT) and l;Wrl,
and their transforms, as desired, the simple relations
f(kT) = 2 ru(kT) + u*(kT)
and
	 (8.3-8)
g(KT) 	 u(kT) - u*(kT)
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can he used effectively. Now u*(kT) is given by
w1
u*(kT) _	 \ 1I (W- o) (X(W)-i Y(W)1 e iwkT (144;	 (R.3 -A)
-
W
1
upon changing variables u::^: -W in equation (8.3-7)
wt
1
[—
"z(W + WO ) - I1z(W -WO)X(W)
s	
2
	
- W,	 (R. 3-10a)
H (W S W)
z	
- H 
z 
(L, -,W
'1 	 Y(W)1	 1 a iwkT^	 dc.:.
2
and	 ca:l
H z (W + WO) - II (W -WO')
1	 igfkT)	 X(W)
	
- 
s S 
I	
`l
-W
	
1	 (R. 3-1(1b)
1	 0	 uC►
 Y(W) ei (AkT dW .
Obviousl y , the transforms for which a search has been made are naw available: the
transforms of f(kT) and g(kT) are
li ( W+W ) + II (W -W)	 H z (W ^W )-II (W -W )F(W) -
	 z	 0 -2 	 z	 0 X(W) + i	 0	 z2	 O Y( W ) .
and	 (R.3-11)
11 z (4,+WO) - I( z (W -WO )	 11z(W { 4;O ) + H 7 1W - 4;O) Y(W ).
G(W) - -i	 X(W) —	 --
respective ly . A check: for the requisite property: F*( -W1 - F(W). G*(-W) - C11W).
demonstrates that f(kT) and V(kT) at-. indeed. real and that F(W) find G(W) are, indeed.
the required transforms.
I
4
i
These expressions are of considerable interest. The y indicate that the
digital filtering of a narrow-hand high frequenc y signal can he performed on the low
frequenc%. complex modulation components VkT) and v(kT). if they • are available. rather
than at the carries frequency-. Of course. if the total output at the high, frequenc- is
desired: then either filtering at the high frequency- WO is necessary-, or low frequency
filtering car. be performed with remodulation back to the frequenc: • U: 0 . Another, sonne-
t	 what obvious. utilit y of the preceding discussion is in digital filtering of the sampled
complex modulation derived from ^ high frequenc y inalog signal.
The two filters t),at produce the complex modulation output components
from the quadrature input components. x(kT) and v,kT), can be defined as
-
11 (1)- H z(W - to o) + H z (W - WC)
z	 2	
w < 41
_	 and	 (8. 3-12)
ZI-1 (i) 	
H z u; + ^ ► - H z (W - O)	
4..(	 I	
`'1
t,s ;-I z ;W+ if. a "causal" or realizable filter. the impulse respcnse
i esn`t occur before the impulse. it can be shou-n that both Hz1);t^:: and HZ^jW) are
{	 causal filters. Furthermore, the impulse responses of both F. (z
1)
and H (Z u} are)(re
e	 rear. asii z (-W) = 14z(W) implies that then both possess this same property-.
In terms ^f H (1)1w) and	 )(t^;)
F; W) = li(I (Ge) X (W) - HZ2 "(W) Y (W,.
and
G(W) = 11 ,Z
2) (u:) X (^:)	 H ti );^;) Y (W).
(8-3-13)
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x (kT)
y (kT)
f(kT)
g (kT)
Another interesting form of these relations can be written-
F(4:) + i G(4) _ I H(l) (w) + i H(z2) (W) 	 X((A;) + i Y(W) \	(8-3-14)
Equating powers of unity and i =,^_-1' produces the preceding relations.
The "complex" digital filter of	 Section (8. 1) is obviously
ric 	 (Z% + i H( 2) (z )	 (8.3-15)
In Figure 8.3-1 a block diagram form of the filtering operation can
be seen
Figure 8.3-1.. Implementation of a High Frecuenc- Filter
Using Only Low
.
 Frequency Digital Narrow-band Filters
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An obvious generalization, of the simple narrow-band Nigh frequerey
filter, wren the modulating components are given, occurs when it is realized that a linear
process can have four independent filters that are different rather than the particular case
above. Namely, the most general linear operation is
F(W) = H (11) (G:) X (W) - H (12) (W) Y (W)
(8.3-16)
G(w) = H(21) (w) X (w) + H(22) ( LO Y (w)
The "simple" narrow-band filter implementation occurs when the filter
H(il)(^) H(12)(^)`
(8.3-17)
(21)	 (22)h z (u:) Hz (W)
H(11)(W) = H( 22)(w)
H(1)(W)
(8.3-18)
H(12)(W1 = -H(21)(w)
z	 21
_ -H(2)(^),
i
matrix
is such that
G
l I	 and
f
I
I
I
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mW vU  = L 1 !^- j
j = 0
(8.3.1-2)
where
8.3.1 Impulse Response _'orm of Digital Complex 'Modulation Filtering
	 I
Another useful form of the complex modulation digital filtering fOr;.lulae
expresses the filtering of the modulation inputs directly in the time domain in terms of
the impulse responses of the filters H (1) (o.:) and H(2)(W).
By definition. the z transform of the transfer functions HZ 1) (z) and
Hz ) (z) are the impulse responses wj(11 and;c!2 ) . respectivel y . Taking the inverse z
transform of (8.3-13) and using the convolution fora. of the input-output relation for a
di gital filter:
and
0o	 m
	
w 	 W(2)
fk - L	 j:-j	 L	 `k-j
	
j - 0	 j = 0
CO	 CO
W(2)+	 w(1) r
1gk 	 jL. 0	 Xk-j
	 1	 k-jj = O
(9.3.1-1)
Where functional notation has been replaced by subscripted notation (e. g. k = x(kT)
for obvious convenience.
Using complex notation the two equations (8.3.1-1) can be written in
as
,Wl = W 1) " i W(2)
uk	 f + i gk
vk	 xk	 i "k
and
as in Section 8.1.
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From Section 8. 2 it can also he seen that the impulse response of the
original narrow-band filter H z (W) can be written as
h. = w(l) cos (WO jT) - w( 2) sin (WO jT)	 (8.3.1-3)J
`	 as 
wj(1) 
and w ( 2) are obviously the low frequency modulations of the impulse response.
r	 J
This form is 4uite useful in tinding recursive implementations H ' (z) and HZ 2) (z) of the
complex low frequency equivalents of H z (W) if it is also recursive.
8.3.2 Symmetrical Filter Simplifications
A particularly useful simplification. which is approximately the situation
in many applications is that of the symmetrical bandpas3 filter. As one would expect, a
symmetrical filter is defined as being approximately a mirror image in magnitude about
the center frequency 
"b' an even function ?bout WO , and the phase is an odd function
about
Mathematically, a symmetrical bandpass filter is defined by
H z (W + WO ) =
 Hz (W0( O - W ). W < Wl < U	 (8.3.2-1a)
or as
H (-W) = Hz(W)
the equivalent definition
H z (W + WO) = Hz (W - c)
	
(8. 3. 2-1b)
is available.
This immediately implies that the two low frequency complex filters
H (W W ) + H (w - W )H(1) (W) =
	
z	 0 
2	
z	 0	 (8. 3. 2-2a)
= Hz (W + WO);
and
_ - i N(U G.
+	 )	 H(u, - 
WO
H(2)(W)	
O
	
)	 (8.3.2-26)
2 
= 0.
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L	
_.ors
Obviously, the complex modulation filtering operations are simplified as only two
identical filters are necessary in this case:
F(W) = H(1) (w ) h(W)
and
	
	 (8.3.2-3)
G(W) = H (1) (W) Y(W).
Also it can be seen that the impulse response of H Z (W) is (equation 8. 3.1-3)
#	 h. = K,,(1)	 cos (W0 JT).	 (8.3.2-4)J
simply an amplitude modulated (casual) carrier.
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9.	 DIGITAL FILTERING OF THE "COMPLED MODULATION" OF ANALOG SIGNALS
In Section 4 a linear, constant coefficient analog system was represented in terms
of a transfer function and then used along with a bardli:nited signal to express the inout-
outpu: relationship in terms of samples of the input and output waveforms. The avenues
for numerical integration and simulation by digita, techniques were thereby opened. In this
section the developments are extended to narrow-band analog systems in terms of the
modulating components so that numerical integration and simulation ma y be performed at
1	 the modulation component bandwidth rather than at the usually high frequency carrier.
t
I
c
b -1
an	 w1wr
9. 1 SAMPLED REPRESENTATION OF ANALOG BANDLIMITED HIGH-FREQUENCY
SIGNALS
'n a manner parallel to a previous section (8, 2) a real, ana'.og, narrow -
band. high frequency signal can be represented by
s(') = x(t) cos WOt - y(t) sin Wot	 (J.1-1)
To represent s(t) in terms of samples, take its Fourier transform:
S (W) =	 S (x(t) cos 4$t -y(t) sin 4$t) a 
-lWtdt	 (9-1-2)
with quantities defined identically as in Section 8.2 extent Fourier transforms are used.
	 -^
Using the relations.
iW0t
	 -iUbt
cos Wit = e	 2 e
and
	
(9.1-3)	 ^i
e iW^t - eiWQt
sin 4, j^t =
	 2i
^j
^ Y
-t
1
I
1
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S(W) can be written
S(W'I = 2 X(W — WO) + X(W + O)l
} 2 Y(W - WO ) - Y(W + WO)
l
	 where X(W) and Y(W) are the Fourier transforms, this time, of x(t) and y(t), respectivel..
Now x(t) and y(t) are the "modulating" signals and are "low"
frequency wavefcrms. This follows from the restriction that S(W) is a high frequency
narrow-band spectrum. Assuming that the bandlimits of S(W) are, for positive w,
wo
 - s /2 and WO + P /2 then the signal bandwidth is ce's . As x(t) and y(t) are real
numbers the transforms X(W) and Y(!:), respectively, are completely defined by their
values for positive W as
X?-W) = X*(W)
(9.1-5)and
Y (
—W) = Y* (W ).
Roth x(t) and y(t) are bandlimited by W /2.8
!I.
Therefore. both x(t) and y(t) may be represented in terms of their
samples taken at intervals. T = 217 / sa s in Section 2.1.1.
00	 sins (t-kT)
X(t) _	 x(kT) (_2
k = — 0e / s
2
_ 
(t—kTi 1
II 
(9.1-6a)
and
00	 sin 
e 
(t-kT)^
Y(t) 	 Y(k r)	 2	 _/
k = - co i Ws (t..kT)
2
Their spectrums are given by:
00	 WT	
x(kT)e -iG,`kT IW^ < 2
k = -
X(W)
0, otherwise:
(9. 1-6b)
(9.1-7a)
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-iwkT
	
W
I T Y y
(kT)e	 WI : S
Y 11	 k	 co
w,
0, otherwise.
(9. 1-7b)	 II
and
I
F
F
In terms of the sampled modulating signals the high frequency
narrow--band waveform (9.1-1) is
[.x(kT) cos WOt - y(kT) sin Ot sin S (t-kT)s(t) - L
k _ _ "	
ca 
(t 2- T)	 (9. 1-^)
s
2
It should be noted that the signal bandwidth for high frequency,
narrow-band waveforms can be as high as the sampling frequency, s = 21r/T: which
is apparently different than that for low frequency signals which cannot have a band-
width greater than one-half the sampling frequency. however, high frequency, narrow.-
band waveforms required two values at a given sampling instant: x(kT) and y(kT), the
"complex modulation" components of the signal each restricted to a bandwidth of half
the sampling frequency.
The spectrum of the signal S(W) can be written in terms of
the sampled complex modulation as:
CO
S(W) _ T	 7 (xk + ;y k)e - i (W - S)kT—
2 	 k=_m
W
W-W < s
0 — 2
m	 W
W+ W < s
0 — 2
k - - CO
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A. 2 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION WITH NARROW-BAND INPUT SPECTRA BY ,
 COMPLEN.,
DIGITAL FILTERS
Numerical integration and simulation were discussed extensivel y in a
previous section (Section 4) where "iow" freouencv spectrums were apparentlk- of primary
interest. However. in practice. analoh signals are found that have "high" frequenc y , spectra
which often produce difficult filtering problems. If these signa's are narrow-,)and and
t decomposed into complex demodulates then they can he 'filtered either in an analo or
digital manner at much loner frequencies and sampling rates. Numerical interration
and for simulation is equivalentl} performed using the complex modulation.
Developments here follow those of Section 4 which should be con-
sulted if necessary.
t
Linear filtering of s(t)to produce an out put r(t) is expressed in
terms of Fourier transforms h.- the equation
R(Ce)	 = l((W)	 fi(40) 1'_ . 2-1 )
where
S(W)	 =
1
transform of the input,	 s(t).
Rl0:)	 = transform of the output.	 r(t),
II(w)	 = filter trat.sfer or s
.
N stem function
Upon using the handlimited representation of S(Ce) in terms of samples:
t
T(xk,
	
,
' .N k) 	
ic^;OkT I1(4:)e -ic^kT	
L 	 <	 s
—2 J	 2k
0.2-2,
r	 =
c^
`	 (x,.
-iu: kTk )e	 0	 Il(u:)e -WkT I	 sw L G;0
	 ` -Z
I
and taking the inverse Fourier transform. the relation 	 WO 	 W
0 2
m
1	 C' (+ it•k)eOkT 
217
('	 N(u e iW (t— kT)dW
	
r (t) =J	 )2 kL=
WO - s
2 (9. 2-3)
W
cc
-W kT T
	
2	
iW(t-k T)
+ 2 y (xk-i-k)e 021T S	 ii(W)e	 dW
k=-tl0	 W
-c`J -s-2
is obtained. The two integrals can be put into another form by a substitution of
variables
W
	
W	 s
0 + 2	 2
i.W (t-kT)	 i W (t-kT)	 i W (t -k T)	 21T1	 `	 l:l(W)e
	 dw = e	 0	 l	 H(ca+ W0 )e	 dW. s = T
JWS 
w0- s	
W 
s - u.;
CL
	
2	 2—
and
	
	
(9. 2-4)
W
— WO + s	 - s
2	 2
.1 S	
s
H(W)e iW(t-kT)dw = e -i O(t-kT) 1
	 H * (w 1 W )e-i W (t-k T)is	 0
dw
 ,
	 W
	
-^0- 
2 
s 	
28
Letting t -= nT, a sampling instant, and defining
Ws
c	 1	 2 (I H(W +wo)e iWjTdw
J
-w
s
2
(9. 2-5^
I
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the sampLA output can be written as
r(nT) = f(nT) cos s$nT -a(nT) sin- WO
 *,T
{n cos W,
 n- -gn sir, wOnT
(9-2-6)
= 2
	
I 
(Tk + lyk) 
W 
k eic^:O^iT
k
1	 t -iv ) Qc* a-iWOnT2 L xk - k n-k
k=-0!
'Writing the output r(nT) in complex form
r(nT) = f cos W nT -g sin 4; nT
n	 ^	 n	 0 (9. 2 -7i
2 (fn' ign)e icc
0nT +2 (i
n- ign)e 0nT
it can to seen that
or
7 c
fn + Ibn = L R'n-t. (XI, - irk )	 {9. 2-8)
n = - Co
which allows low frequency numeric-all
 integration or simulation, as long as the carrier
frequency and phase a=e kjioa-n- In general the wj- ,s are com--plex numbers
c	 R	 r
tc3 = W	 - i w i	 (9.2-9)
se chat a filtering cperation involves both x ka nd ck to produce fn ;or gn)_ To see this
the rnultiplication in equation (9.2-8) mubt be carried through and the real and imaginar7v
parts equated resulting in
R	 _	 I
f =	 (Rn-k K	 an -k Y
n k = _ x
and
n I
	
R
9  = ` (WI K 1 ^n-k YO
k = - m
(9-2-10)
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Two perfectly "real" computing expressions are obtained for the
"complex" digital filtering of a bandlimited high frequency signal in terms of the sampled
components xk and yk in a manner similar to Section 4.5. However. this expression is
not realizable as future inputs are required. The w^ are generally not zero for j < 0
as was the case nor low frequency digital filters (Section 4). With delay the filtering
operation may be approximated.
By emp!oving the methods of Section 4.5.2 a realizable complex
linear digital filtering operation car be obtained Assuming w c
 is practicall y
 zero for
Borne j < - M: which is true for stable, constant coefficient, analog filters: ana redefining
the time sequence
f.
n+M	 ` g n +1i
	
f n
	 lgn
u'
n+M
(9.2-11)
then.
CO
c
un	
1A,
=	 k-Al vn-k	 (9.2-12)
k = 0
with
vk	
Xk + lyk
as usual. A realizable digital filtering expression has been obtained! Dela y of :SIT
seconds is obviousl}- still present by the virtue of the redefinition the output sequence.
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10. SYNTHESIS OF "COMPLEX" DI ;ITAL FILTERS FROM NARROW-BAND ANALOG
FILTERS
Machinery has been developed to this point where narrow-band "high"
' frequency signals can theoretically be filtered in terms of their low frequency complex
demodulates. This section is devoted to the synthesis of the low frequency ''complex"
digital filter from a given narrow-band filter in one of two forms:
1. An arbitrary transfe r function given in numerical form
2. A constant coefficient analog system as the ratio of two
polynomials in "s".
Most of the develcputent is a simple application of s ynthesis techniques for "real"
filters.
The first form will be used to develop non-recursive "complex" filters and
be described in barest essentials. It will be recognized that all the theor y and techniques
of Section 5 are immediately applicable and a brief sketch snould be adequate.
Recursive digital "complex" filters can be developed through the use of z
{	 transform techniques if a constant coefficient narrow-band analog system is given. Once
the necessary forms for the "complex" filters are obtained in Section 10.2,Sections 6
r	
and 7 should be consulted for proper conversion to digital filters.
t
	
	
It should also be pointed out that the method to be discussed in Section
10.2, ,Oth obvious modifications, is applicable in producing digital complex '.filters frdm
narrow-band digital filters.
%,nthesis limitations are fundamentally the same as those for "real" digital
f^	 filters. Non-recursive filters generally require more delay but almost any transfer
L	 function can be synthesized to half the sampling frequency. Recursive filters usuallyrequire an analog prototype and often are difficult to realize at more than one-third the
sampling frequency unless sufficiently bandlimited. Delay with recursive filters is often
less thar that for non-recursive ones.
t•
10. 1 SYNTHESIS OF NON-RECURSIVE "COMPLEX" FILTERS
Compution of the non--recursive complex filter weights is relatively simple
and the following is, to some extent, a recapitulation of the -.cork in Section 9.2. Using
equation 9.2-5 for the "complex" filter in terms of the narrow-band filter transfer
function, H(w), allows calculation of the real and imaginary components of the wk's.
With these two functions all the methods of Section 5 are immediately applicable along
vrith convergence techniques to minimize the number of w.'s.
10-1
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Equation 9.2-5 for the narrow-band filter can be written in terms
of the constituent rea'. filters as
H(u: + c+.:0) 
= H1 
(W)+ i H2 (4:). IG: I < 8 12:
where
H(W 4-
 
w	 1 11(te -u; )
Ii l (c^) =	 0 
2	
0 -	 s'2:	 (10.1 - 1)
and
11(w CO - H (w -u) )
Ii 2 (W) - -i	 0	 0 :	 `< c^ 2.
2	 s
in analogy 1-A-ith equation (3.3-12).
The real and imaginary parts of the non-recursive filter weights
w. are given by
J
w
S
2
«] _	 J	
H 1 (W)e^ (J-T)Tda. .
s
-k;
S
2
and
	 (10.1-2)
4:
s
I	 21	 ;Wlj- T
^J =
	
n K2(L)e	 l ) dw.
s J
!
-u;
s
2
With both wR and wI real numbers. and 'r the delay. in sampling units necessar y to realize
J	 J
the approximation. Numerical techniques of Section 5 should, of course. be used for
evaluation of the integrals. Only enough coefficients should be retained for the desired
approximation accurac y" of the analog transfer functions. The dela y . ' T. should be
determined bY the methods of Section 5.3.1. Machine programs used for .ow .requencv
filters can be used for computation of the w R and w. l .	 •-
E
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The filtering operations are obviousiv
M	 I
fn = 7 ( k xn-k	 wk ^n-k),
k = 0
and
	
	 (10.1-3)
M
g
 = ^I
	 R
( k xn -k	 k - n-k)'
n k = 0
%vhere convergence factors may be incorporated in the wI as in Section 5.7.
10. 2 SYNTHESIS OF RECURSIVE COMPLEX DIGITAL FILTERS FROM AN ANALOG
BANDPASS PROTOTYPE 1N RATIONAL FORM
Given an analog prototype bandpass filter, H(s), as the ratio of two
polynomials in s that is realizable it is possible to apply all the methods of Section 7 for
love , pass digital filters to obtain recursive complex digital filters which are also low pass
filters.	 Understanding of that section is necessary for comprehensive design: ho —ever
as the bandpass filters are usuall y
 approximately bandlimited ►ar nature of their utility.
straightforward z transformation by the method to be described is usually adequate.
Sample and hold and low pass reconstruction methods are also applicable if necessary
(Section 7).
Expansion of H(s) in partial functions as in Section G.2 gives
L	 µ (j)-
V	 Aµ
H ( s ) = L	 —	 (10.2-1)j = 1	 µ = 1 (s+S1)µ
with
e
(j)-m - 1 dm
1	 m,	 H(s) (s	 Aim	 X10.2-2)
dsm	s = -^.
No constant term is present in the expansion as H(s) is a bandpass function.
The partial impulse response corresponding to a particular term,
found by taking the inverse transform. is
f	 (µ)
r^
	
A!	 tt A-1 e -
	 t > 0:
	 (10. 2-3)(sYsj)µ	
0, t < 0.
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Now for banulpass filters the roots of the transfer function ger.eraliv occur in complex
conjugate pairs. ^n which case it is also true that the expansion coefficients for the con-
jugate poles are conjugates. That is. corresponding to a root ^i a coni ligate. Q i * , must
exist if 0j is complex. Expansion coefficients of 4 1 i*. AOj µ are given by
	
Aµ _	 µ
	
J	 j
Therefore. consider the partial impulse response of a pair of con-
jugate poles	
1 ^ -
	 1	 k -1	 -oj
^	 ^.t	 [Aj' e i
	
A, e j	 t> 0:
L ^s-Aj)µ
	 (s—+1	 0. t<o:	 (10.2-5)r
rµ (t), the partial impulse response
Ai
Writing the expansion coefficient and the root in complex form
^µ 
= aµ , i bµ .
	
J	 J	 J
(10.2-6)
	
J	 j	 J
then
	
2 t µ-1 e-a,t	 r µ	 µ
	
J	 i aj cos bj t - bj	 sin b^ +.	 ,t > 0;
SJ	
(10.2-7)
0, t < 0.
IN
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t
Now the "center" frequency W 0 , of the V,andpass filter is somewhat ill-defined. but anY
frequenc} v somewhere in the "middle" of the passband will do as long as this frequenc*A' is
also uses: when demodulating the bandpass signal that is to be filtered by the digital
filter. Defining the difference between the center frequency and the root imaginary part
as
yi = 6
i 
- WO	 (10.2-8)
then the partial impulse response may be written after some manipulation as
hµ (t) = 2t u-l e J_	 (aµ cos ye t - bµ sin ye t) cos WOt9i(µ-1)!
	
- (a µ sin ye t: + bµ cos ye t) sin W. t	 t > 0.
 )
(10.2-9)
This equation is of the form
hp it) = ?(t) cos WOt - N• µ(t) sin Ot	 (10.2-10)
J
which is true for all complex roots with obvious definitions for ?(t) and rµ(t). This
partial impulse res ponse is in the narrow-band form of Section 8.2 even though it is in
analog form. Therefore, that the total impulse response is
^p 1
h(t) =	 ol. H(s)
wl (t) cos W0  - w2 (t)sin W0 t. t > 0:
0, t < 0:	 (10.2-11)
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i
nir
L	 VO)F	 F
wi(t) =`(t).
	 (10. 2-12a)
j = 1 µ = 1
where
and
V (j)
w
2 
(t) _	 j ( t ?•	 (10. 2-12b)
j = 1 µ = 1
At this point the narrow-band analog impulse response has been
obtained.
If w1 (t) and w2 (t) are bandlimited by half the sampling frequency
then direct z transformation (Section 6. 2) will produce the digital filter equivalents within
a factor of T. When w 1 (t) and w2 (t) are not bandlimited by half the sampling frequency
then the techniques of Section 7 must be used if recursive filters are desired.
To simpliN computation of the z trar:sform , the impulse responses
can be manipulated into an appropriate form which, coincidently, produces the analog
complex filters. This form is identical to that for low frequency filters which means
that the same techniques, or machine programs, that are used for low frequency filters
can be immediately applied to complex filters.
The quantities xµ(t) and y4(t) can be recast, using the original partial
fraction expansion coefficients, into the form
IxA(t)	 (µU1 	 AA e -Sjt + A
	 J^j t	 t > 0:
	
(10.2-131
and
µ-iµ	 t	 µ -4 t	 W. _^* ty (t ) _ —^	 -iA. e J	 iA. e J	 t> 0:
^	 (µ_ t) ^	 J	 ]
where
^. = B. + WO ,
J	 J	 o
WO).
i
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It can be seen that the Laplace transform of wI (t), H1 (s) is given by
	
L	 V 1j)	 u
1	 =^	 A_µ :H (s)	 ^	 (10.2-14)
j = 1 µ = 1 (s+^j)
that is. H 1 (s) is obtained by simply subtracting t.:0 from the absolute value of the imaginary
part of the roots of H(s). The resultant imaginary cart may be positive or negative.
Similarly, the transform of w2 (t). H2 (s) is given by
	
L	 U (j) µ
H2 (s)Y Y	 A 1	 (10.2-15)
j = 1 µ = 1	 (sT^j)
whe re
Ai = -i Ai	 for a root Qj with a negative imaginary part:
and
µ
A	 = i Aj	fo* a root ^j with a positive imaginary part.
These forms for H1 (s) and H2 (s) are obviously identical (not equal)
and are those requisite for z transformation, with the modifications of Section 7 to produce
the digital filter-
H
z
 (Z)= H (1)(z) + i H (2) (z)
H M
 ( z ) _	 (H1 (s)),
and
421(z) _ /^(N2(s))
for complex digital fi'.tering via Sections 8 and 9.
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Procedurally, the steps for producing the two component filters are
quite simple-
To produce H (1 (z):
1. Reduce the imaginary part of the roots of the partial
fraction expansion of the bandpass transfer. function
H(s) by W, , the "center" frequency used when complex
demodulating.
2. z transform the result of step 1 via Section 6.4,
H (1) (z) is the result of the z transformation.
To produce H(2)(z)
1. Roduce the imaginary part of the roots of the partial
fraction expansion of the bandpass transfer function
H(s) by W , the "center" frequency used when
complex demodulating.
2. Multiply the partial fraction expansion coefficients
(for each multiplicity) by
(a) -i for roots with negative imaginary parts
(b) i for roots with positive imaginary parts
3. z transform the result of steps 1 and 2 via
Section .6.4. H(2) (z) is the result of the z
transformation.
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11. S'T'ATISTICAL CONCEPTS
Various statistical aspects enter into the filtering of data. Not only is re-
jection of clear-cut disturbance in the data (60 —
 hum) desired, or emphasis of a cer-
tain feature wanted but quite often filtering "in" or "out" a "randoM" signal is desired.
It is usually desired to "filter out" noise and "filter in'' speech. Hopefully, in some
meaningful manner, "random" signals can be characterized. Receiver noise is
usually a "random" process in that it is not a deterministic process whose values
can be predicted. Similarly speech waveforms may be considered "random"even
though they carry information. Speech, unless repeated, appears upon visual or
mathematical examination of a record to have ver; little "correlation" from instant
to instant. Statistical analysis often points up the regularity of speech in a
"statistical" sense.
A mixture of probability theory, statistics, and communication theory has
been found to be exceedingly useful in the description of "random" processes found
in everyday life. In fact, the combination of these subjects encompasses much more
ground than either of them by themselves.
Covered in the ensuring section are the basic formulae of engineering utility and
their development with an apology for brevity and lack of explanation. The material
is widely known and covered thoroughly and well in many excellent texts. They are
presented for the purposes of utility in further sections and to make the notation used
clear and more coherent. Continuous processes are discussed .irst as they are
more easily understood.
11. 1 BASIC DESCRIPTION OF "RANDOM" PROCESSES
11, 1. 1 Probability Densities
Suppose a function x (k) (t) is given which is a member, the k th , of an en-
semble of ?functionsi forexample, the output noise of an ensemble of identical receivers.
Assume that we have N of these member functions(k = 1, 2, ... , N). At a given time
"t"find the numberof functions, say m (N), that lie between the limits x. l (t) and x2(t)
and define the probability of x(t) lying between these limits as
P(x l (t) < x (t) < x 2 (t) ) N^"m
 M(N)	 (11 1. 1-1)
Further define the probability density p (x, t) of x(t) at time t by the integral
X (t)
P
	 < x (t) < x(t)) =	 I
J	
p(x, t) dx
	 (11. 1. 1-2)
-00
Obviously,	 00
r	
P(-°° < x < ^_) = J
	 p (x, t) dx = 1.	 (11. 1. 1-3)
_-	
_00
3	 The probability that the process has some value is unity. It is immediately, seen that
33	 p (x (t) < x(t) < x(t+a)) = P	 < x(t) <x (t) + A) - P
	
< x ( t) < x ( t ) )
x (t) +A
J	 p (x, t) dx	 (11. 1. 1-4)
x (t)
F	
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'Tor small A it is seen that, approximately,
P(- - < x(t) < x (t)
	 6)	 < x(t) < x (tl) ^ p(x,t) A	 (11. 1.1-5)
Taking the limit as A approaches zero it is seen that
8 P
	 p(x,t)	 (11 1 1-6)
d x
It is up to the analyst or experimentalist to discover, or approximate,
the probability or probability density for a given process. Intuitively, the pro-
bability of a function taking on a value between limits defined in this manner is
natural. If physical reality is repeatable, in an "average" seise, then a
"random" phenomena can be expected to have a certain definite probability of
occurring, which is taken as the ratio of the occurrences of the event to the
total number of trials as the numl er of trials approaches infinity. The proba-
bility density p(x, t) is a natural general i.mtion to include the idea of the
distribution of the values of a variable x(t) (t fixed) whirl, can take on values
continuously. To reiterate x1t) is not being spoken of as a func t ion of t but as
a member of an ensemble x(k)
 (t) (k = 1, 2, . . . N) of functions of fixed t.
The notation p(x,t) is deigned to include the fact that the distribution of mem-
bers of the ensemble x (t) depends upon the time t at which the probability is
evaluated.
Higher order ;p robability densities can be defined. The most useful of these
is the probability of x(t) lying between x 1 and x2 at time t 1
 and between x  and x2
 at
time t9.:
x2 x2.
P(x l < x(t 1) < x 2 ; x l ' < x(t2) < s2 ' j = J J	 p(x,t 1 ; .^Vt2) dL_: dx'
x 1 x I 1
	
(11.1.1-^
The original probability density may be obtained from this second order
density.
The probability that x(t) lies between two limits: x_ 1 (t) < x(t) < x 2(t), must
be equal to the probability that
x2 00
P(x l < x(t) < x2 ; -^ < x(t2) < ^) = I
	 J p(x, t; x', t2) dx dx'
x
1 
- 00
= P(x 1 < x(t) < X2)
namely, the probability of x(t) iying between the limit; x 1
 and x2 at time
t anc caking on any value at time t is just P(x I < x(t) < x 2). These statements
imply the relation among density functions:
00
p (x, t) _ J
	
p(x, t; x', t) dx'.	 (11.1. 1--9)
_CO
Similarly , liigh . .!r order density functions may be defined, but for present
purposes the two defined will suffice.
11--2
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It is also possible to define joint probabilities and densities of two (or more)
random ensembles x( k)(t) and y( k)(t) at the same, or different, times. The joint
probability
 f- action is
x2((td Y 2 ( tl )	 (11.1.1-10)
P(xl(t)<x(tl)< x 2 d; Y1 (t 2 )< Y(t 2 ) <Y2(t2)1 =
	 J	 J	 P(x, t l ; ylt2)dxdy3
x l ( t l ) yl(t2)
the joint density is given by
a 
2P
8x8	 = P(x'tVY't2)	 (11.1.1-11)
11.1.2 Statistical Independence
If two processes are statisticaily independent it is meant that
P(x, t 1 ; Y . c 2) = f(x, t 1 ) g(Y.t2)
11.1.3 Averages
The average over the ensemble x(k) (t) at a fixed time t of some function
of x(k)(t), f(x (k)(t)	 is defined in an expected manner. Take the number of times a
Riven value f(x( k)(t) is found out c: h trials, say, m  (m l + M 2 ' " + 'n r - ) andform
rk)
mk f{x' '(t))
Add all possible values found. divide by the total number of trials, and defir- the
"ensemble" average (denoted by < •- > )
r(N)	
mk f(x(k) ( t) )
f(k) (t)) = lim	 I	 (11.1.3-2)x
k= 1
which in the .4a it of continuous x(t), fixed t, becomes
f' k) (t) =
	
	
J f(x(t) ) p(x, t) dx. 	 (1t . 1 3-3)
_x
For the sim ple case
f (k) (t) = x (k) {t) 	 (11.1.3-4)
the enst:inble average or "mean" of the random process , 1 1). itself. at time t is
ob'_ained
ao
x (k) (t)>= j x(n p (x, t) dx
_X
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second order ensernb:e averages can be defined i p a similar way. The
average of F(x( k)(t), x( k)(t`p) is given by
00	 000	 (11.1.3-6)
	
F(x(k)(tl), x (k), (+ 2) )^ -
	 ) J
	
F (x( t l), x '( t2) ) p (x , Yx', t 2) dx dx'
_00 _00
'N• o special cases are the autocorrelation function
	
00	 00	 (11.1.3-7)
	
x (k) ( t I) x(k)(t2)>
	 f	
r
_ 
	
J x ( t 1 ) x ' ( t 2 ) p (x,t l ; x', t2) dx dx'
_00 _00
which measures the degree of correlation between the function x (k) (t) at the times
t 1 and t2 ; and the mean-square of a function x(k)(t)
	
(x(k) ( t) ) 2 ) = < x(k) (t) x (k) (t) >	 (1i.1. 3-8)
or
	
00	 00
ix (k) ( t) i 2 ^°	 !	 I x(t)2 p (x, t; x', t) dx dx'
_00 _00
(11. 1. ^^ 4)
fX(t) ` p(x, t) dx
- a,
The mean square is uc:ually called the instantaneous average power. If<X2
 (t) ) is not a function of the time of evaluation t then it is called the average
power:
Besides the F. ean, one of the most important averages of a single ensem-
ble is the variance o r , defined as
v 2 =	 ( x(k) ( t) - < x(k) ( t)> ) 2	 (11.1.3-10)
_	 x (k) (t) 2 -	2x(k' ( t) <x(k)(tD+ < x(k)(*
or
2 =	 (k)(t)I ^ _ < x (k) (t) > 2J	 x	 (11.1. 22 -11)
	
where these facts are used: 	 the average of <x(t)> x(t) is sim ;y <x()> 2
and the average of a constant is that coastnnt. which produc ,^ s	
x(ty_ <X(t>1
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The significance of the variance ices in its property of measuring the "spread"
of a random process about its mean. It takes the values of the difference of the random
variable from the mean (squared to avoid cancellation from positive and negative
differences), weights them by the probability of occurrence, and averages them. For-
tunately, many processes have peaked distributions so that the degree of "randomness"
of a variable is characterized by the square root of the variance, a, commonly called
the "root-mean-square" error (r. m. s error). In fact as v approaches zero, the
process becomes less and less "rar_doz.." and takes on only its mean value (with the
exception of values that have probability zero).
Averages of functions of two ( or more) ensembles of random processes may
be defined. Given the function 1'(:•r(k)(i,). y( k)(t2)) of the random processes x(k)(tl)
and y ( k)(t2) form the ensemble average:
at	 2C	 (11.1.3-12)
F(x(k)(tl), Y(k) ( t2 ))	 =	 J Jr F (x( t l), Y( t2) ) P(x , t l 9 y. t2) dx dy
-00 _00
An impurtant example is
c (x . 1), Y( t2) ) =
 x(ti  + Y(t2)	 (11.1.3-13)
I	
with
x (k) ( t 1) + y (k) (t2 ) > =
or finally
	
00	 oc
(x ( t l) + Y( t2)) p(x, t, y, t`) dx dyf f
- 00 - 00
	
Go	 cc	 (11.1.3-14)
f x ( t 1) p(x, t l) dx + f y(t 2) p (Y, t2 ) dy
	
_ *o	 -00
x(k) ( t l ) + Y (k) ( t2)^ = < x (k) ( t l)	 +	 Y (k) ( t2)	 (11- 1. 3-15)
It is found, as expected, that the average of a sum is the sum of the
averages
The cross - correlation of two random ensembles is defined as the average
of the product
°° °O	 (11.1.3-1G)
x (k) ( t 1) Y (k) ( t 2 ) > _	 x(tl) Y(t2) P(x , t l ; y, t2 ) dx dy
-00 _00
If the two processes are statistically independent then, simply,
^ x(k) ( t 1 ) Y (k) ( t2 ) >	 = ( x(k) (t > ) > < Y(k) (t2) > ;	 (11.1. 3-17)
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the cross-correlation is the product of the means. If either mean is zero,
for statistically independent processes, then the cross correlation is zero.
It has been shown that the ensemble average of a sum of two random pro-
cesses is the Rum of the averages of the processes. By use of higher order density
functions it is simple to show that the ensemble average of the sum of n processes
to the sum of ensemble averages for the processes:
n	 n
<^	 ^Z_ x i (± i) > _ i^ < x i (t i) >	 (11. I. 3-i8)
i = 1	 i= 1
Another average of interest is the average of the square of a sun: of
random processes
r.	 n
(	 xi%ity )^> -<I x i (ti+
i = 1	 i=1
Ti
<xi(ti)2 > +
i= 1
n
1 -1
n
L xi (t a ) x.(t.)^J	 j.)=1
n
jai
n	
(11.1.3-I4)
Y" < x i(t l) xj(tj)^•
i = 1 j =1
j^ i
L the cross-correlation between the various processes vanishes; then,
r	 n
(	 xi(ti)	 < 	 >	 (11.1.3-2u)
t=1	 i=1
Therefore, when the cross-correlation among the various processes vanishes, the
average of the square of a sum is the sum of the averages of the squares.
Also defined is a central correlation; the "covariance" between two
random process (which can be the same process at the same or different tines):
µ = <(x ( t 1 )	 ( x (t 1 ) ) ) (Y( t2) - < Y( t2) > ) >
or
	
	 (11. 1.3-21)
µ = < x ( t 1 ) y ( t2) > - < x(t1)> <Y(t2)
Normalization of ;+ of produces what is known as the correlation coefficient of two
random processes:
< x(t 1) Y( t2) > - < x ( t 1 ) > < Y( t2) >	 (11. 1. 3-2Z
oxo Y 	 ^(x(tl) - < { ( t i ) > )	 < (y (t 1 ) - < Y(t l)> } >
11-6
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It is seen, for statistically independent processes where
	 <x(t ) y(t )>
<x(t l) > < y(t2 )^ that << = p = 0. The correlation coefficient 4 to property that
- 1 < v < 1	 (11 .1.3-E3)
If y(t-) = x(t 2) then the covariance and :;orrelation coefficient express the
degree of correlation between the ensemble x( k)(t) at time t 1 and itself at time t2.
It should be mentioned that a value of zero for the covariance does not imply
statistical independence even though statistical independence does imply a zero
covariance.
11.1. 4 Stationary= and Ergodic Processes
Con1p , tation of the various averages are complicated by the fact that they
depend on the time at which the ensemble is averaged. Most physical processes
require these complications. The statistics of receivers as they warm up certainly
depend on the time from turn-on.
Fortunately, a large class of processes that are encounterea possess,
either eAactly or approximately, the property of being "stationary". That is, their
statistics do not depend on translations in time, or the time origin. Mathematically,
this is expressed by the statement that
F(x(t l) j > _	 F(x(t l + T)) > for all r,	 (11.1. 4-1)
and
F(x(t1), x(t2)) > 	 F(x(t l
 + T), x(t2 + r)) j for all t,
(1l . t . 4-2 )
and so on for higher order averages; for arbitrary functions F.
In particular these equations imply
F(x(t I) ) > = ( r(x(0) ) )	 (11.1.4-3)
and
F(x(tl) x(t2) ?
	
_ < F(x(0), x( t 2 - t o
	 (11.1.4-4)
The mean at an arbitrary time is the same as that for : = 0, and second means
depend only on time differences.
It will be seen that stationary processes afford a considerable computa-
tioial savings.
A further restriction on stationary ranaim process known as "ergodicity"
reduces the problems farther. Et.-godocity entails:
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1. Each record of an ensemble is statistically equivalent (identical
means, variances, etc.) to all others.
2. Ensem^'e averages ove r
 records may be equated to time averages
over a single record.
11.1.5 Definition c: the Fourier Transform And the Energy Spectrum for a Single
Record
The Fourier transform that has been used throughout this document is
00
^(x(t) ) = F(w) _	 J x(t) e-iu,tdt
	 (ll. 1. 5-1a)
—00
where x(t) is a record considered to be magnitude integrable so that F(w) will exist.
To recover x k t) from its transform use the relation
00
x(t) = Zr
	
( F(w) eiwtd.	 (11.1.5-1b)
As an extension from Fourier series for periodic functions the quantity
S(w) = I F(w) ( 2	 (11.1.5-2)
is called the energy
 spectrum of the function x(t). A justification for this nomen-
clature for a non-periodic function follows from Parseval's theorem, * namel.,
00
(2
J I x(t) 2 d =	 r	
I F(w) — d.v = 2	 J S(w) du,, (11.1.5-3)
-011- J0	 _CO
That is; the total signal energy is equal to the integrated "energy spectrum". If the
signal is passed through a narrow bandpass filter at c"• = w , then only IF(w) 12/r
will contribute to the output energy (a realizable filter also has a peak at -w con-
tributing energy at - u4 Therefore, the signal can be thought of as composed of
energy distributed over the frequency domain by its energy spectrum.
A heuristic proof, of a specialization of Parseval's* theorem, will be given
in a general fashion for use in subsequent work. The integral
X,
C( 7) =	 I x*(t) x(t r -) dt	 (11.1.5-4)
x	 m
*Ge.-ierally Parseval's Theorem states	 T x(t) N, *M dt = ^-	 ( Ax(w) A
v
* (w) dw
where A y (_) anci A V (L,) are the Fourier transforms of x(t) and }(^), respectively.
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in terms of its Fourier transform, using the defining relation11.1. 5-2:
00	 ao	 00	 w
f
*	 F(w) F*(w)	 iwT a-i (w - w')t
x(t) x(t+ T) dt = J dt	 J dw,	J dw'	 2n	 a	 2a
co
	
-00	 -90
(11.1.5-5)
iiiii
tii
F(x(t + T)) = eiwT J(x(t))	 (11.1. 5-6)
= eiwTF(w)
Interchanging orders of integration and using the relation
00
27r
(
-J 
e-i(w - w')t dt = 6(w
00
where 6 (w - w') is the "Dirac delta function" or the "impulse function" with the
property
E
f6 (w) g(w) dcw = g(o)
-e
and g((o) continuous, equations (11.1.5-4) and (11.1.5-5) become
0r
C(T) = 1 x(t) x (t + T) dt
—00
_
fIF^I? iwT dw
 
21r
which is a specialization of Parseval's Theorem.
	
® result above ( equation
(11.1. 5-3))is a further specialization to T = 0.
Equation (11.1.5-8) is, in terms of the energy spectrum,
CO
C(T)= 2n J S(w) eiwTdw
	 (11.1. 5-^)
-On
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and it can be seen that C(T) and S(w) are Fourier transform pairs (equation (11.1.5-1)).
Therefore,
00
S(W) _ 	 C(T) e-iWTdT	 (11.1. 5--10)
A further note of interest is that
*
S(-a') = S(W)	 (11. 1. 5-11 )
from equation(11.1. 5-2)which implies the relations:
(a) 00
JI x(t) 1 2 dt =	 f S(w) dce	 (I1. 1. 5-12)
-00
	
0
The energy from both negative and positive frequencies is the same as twice that
from only the positive frequencies;
(b) and as C(-T) = C*(T) = C(T) for real
X(t) )
0
S(w) = 2 J C(T) cos WTdT	 (11.1.5-13a)
0
and
00
C(T) = 2? J
	
S(W) cos WTdW	 (11.1.5-13b)
0
which means that S(w) and C(T) are cosine transforms of each other for real functions x(t).
11.1. 6 Definition of the Podver Spectrum and Auto-Correlation Function for a
Single Record
While the energy spectrum S(W) and, its transform C(T) discussed in the
previous section are cften useful in discussions of signal processing, when a short
term signal is present, their utility is limited in the discussions o: long term
random processes. This fact occurs due to the lack of existence of the Fourier
integra:s calculated there. For a transform to exist it must be true, in general,
that a function be magnitude integrable; that is,
QU
f! x ( t ) I dt	 °`	 (11. t . 6-1)
-00
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This limit does not exist for most random processes and, in fact, does not exist
for familiar sines and cosines.
To avoid these difficulties the "power spectruM" is used rather than the
"energy spectrum". The method of getting around the difficulties involves the
"average power" of a process which is a familiar idea. It is defined by the
relati on
P = Average Power
T
lim211, J I x(t) 2 d
T^^
-T
(11.1.6-2)
The statement that a direct current voltage ofy P across a one ohm re-
sistor would have an average power of P is a typical way of giving physical moaning
to the idea of the "average power".
The concept of power spectrum is obtained through the artifice of defin-
ing a truncated version xT (t) of the random process x(t); namely
x(t) , It I < T
XT(t) =
	
	 (1.1. i.6-3)
0, otherwise
X(t)
j
I
t -^
xT(t)
i
-T	 T	 t
Figure 1L1. 6-4. Truncation to a Finite Time Process
Taking the Fourier transform of x,l,(t) which exists as xT(t) is certainly
square integrable;
T
FT(w)
	 j 
x(t) e i^ idt
- r	 (11.1.6-4)
fxT(t) edt
_x
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where FT (w) has been s u b s c r i pted w ith T to indicate its exp ,. icit dependence
on T.
Now compute the quantity
1	 (	
2	 Tr	
00	 CO	 FT(w) FT,(w,) ei(w-w')t
2T	 J	 x(t)1 dt =	 J dt	 f dw	 j,^:d 	 - 41r T	 27r
-T	 -T	 -00	 -00
as	 (11.1.6-5)
00
xT(t) _ 27r
	
FT (Le)eiwtdw
_w
Assuming orders of integration can be changed:
T	
00	 00	
F (w)TF *(w')1	 2	 T	 T	 1	 i(w-w )t
2T	 J I x(t) I dt =	 dw J dw	 47r T	 27r	 dt eJ
-T	 -CO	 -00	 -T Ell. 1.6-.6 )
Takir_g the limit at T 	 and assuming the limit
2
,,, ( )
F L 	 )P(W) = lim
	 2T	 (11.1.6,71T -­
exists, plus recognizing the time integral as the Dirac delta function, gives
00
P = lim 2T	 J	
x,r(t) 12 dt = 2^
	
r P(w) dL^	 (11. 1. 6-8)
T -• mo	 J
-00	 -00
As in the case of the energy spectrum, P(w) is considered as the distri-
bution of "power" over the frequencies. Because P(w) = P(-w), an even function,
the average power may be looked upon as being distributed over any positive fre-
quencies as
	
0	 00
P =
	
j27rP(u:) dw =	 J P(w) dw	 (11.1.6-9)
	
-00
	 0
In the preceding section Parseval's Theorem for energy spectrums was
derived. An equivalent relation for power spectrums can also be developed. Simply
generalize the above by considering the time average:
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T
R(T) = lim 
2T	
J x *(t) x(t + r) dt	 (11. . 6-10}
T — M	
-T
which is called the auto-correlation function for a single record. Note that
R(o) = P	 , the average power, 	 (11. 1. 6-11)
and that
A(-T) = R*(T),
	 (11.1.6-12a)
which for real x(t) is
R(-T) = R(T)	 (11. 1.6-12b)
Namely; R(T) is an even function for real x(t). It also can easily be shown that
R(o) > 1 R(T)'	 (11.1.6-13)
Inserting the expression iii equatioa (11.1.6-10) for x(t) in terms of its
transform it also can be found that
T
R(T) = lim 
2T	
r x*(t) x(t + T )dt
T	 -T
O0	 (11.1 6-14)
1 -	
J 
P(w) ei.JTdw
2r
-00
and as before, for energy spectra, the power spectrum and the auto-correlation func-
tion for a single record are Fourier transform pairs; that is
OC
R(T) = 2  fP(w) e"-L dw	 (11.1.6-15a)
-
and
0
P (W) = J R(T) e_ j`"Tdw (11. 1. 6-15h)
-00
11.1. 7 Power Spectrum and Auto-Correlation Functions of Random Processes
In the preceding sections a single record was considered. Discussed here
is the spectrum and auto-correlation function of an ensemble of records of a
random process (Section 11.1. 3).
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Off' f
^^i 4	 t-	 t
Form the ensemble average of the power spectrums of the member functions
and explicity denote the time and ensemble men?')er dependence of a truncated single
record spectrur by P T (U , x( k)); the ensemble averaged power spectrum is (if the
limit exists)
P(W) = lim <P,r (w, x(k)I
T -♦
^ F T ( ``', x(k>^
= limT -
4 co	 21
Similarly, define the ensemble averaged auto--correlation function as
xx(t' t+ ') = ( x(k)(t) x(k) ( t+T ) >	 (11. 1. 7-2)
Consider the quantity
T
2T	 J	 xT(k)(t)* XT (k)(t+T) dt	 (11.1.7-3)
-T
upon which the ensemble and time averages will eventually be taken. From pre-
vious work
	
T	 T	 FT(w,x(k)) FT*(w ( ))
2Z'	 I x l °^ * (t) x (k) (t+ T)dt = 2	 dt J d ,.,;( dw'	 2n
	
-T	 -T	 -00	 -00 (11.1.7-4)
	
00	 00
e-i(a,—w')t 	 WT	 j	 F (W,x ( `^) ) F,`,*(u,,x(k))	 iw ,	 1	 r -i(w ^')t
27r- e	 =	 dw	 d:.	 41r T	 — e	 2n J e	 dt
-w	 -^	 -T
Obviously, things have. been arranged in equat?- n (11. 1. 7-4) so that ensem-
ble averaging and limiting will give previously defined quantities.
Performing the ensemble average:
T	
00	
F (u , ^c (k) )F * w; `'k))
	
2T ' ^xT(k)lt)•x,l. (k1 (t
.; sidt =	 dw	 I dw'^, T
	
4°T
	
^>eiwr
-T
	
-00	 -0o
T
	
	
(11.1.7-5)
a
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Taking the limit as T
	 and identifying the various quantities as prev'.ousl.
defined:
T	 GO
lim 2T
	 ^xT(k)(t)* xT(k) (t+ T )N dt = Jiro n^ j c .(t, t+r) dtZ •^	 -T	 T^ CO	
-m
f	 F(w' x( )) FT'(w', x( ^)	 1^  i^:r
J dw f ddw' lim <--	 4r T	 /^'e	 C (cam- c')
—+
—00
	
_ eo
	
T
(k) 2	 (11.1.'--6)
i 
l lim <_ 4? T	
-^ I e:;^r dw
so
T -­ 90JJ
or
T	 a
r
lim 21
	J ^. (t, t+ r) dt = 21 } P(w) e i`°T d;^	 t? 1. t ^-7)
T
-T	 --cc
In words, the time averaged ensemble auto- correl2tion function is the
Fourier transform of the ensemble spectrum. As the quantities are Fourier trans-
;	 form pairs the relation
T
P(w) _	 r Jim 
	
t, t+- -r d;. etwr drJ	 2 T
	
xx (	 )	 (1	 7 }
- °0 LT— ac 	-T
is also chtained.
Now, equation(IL1. 7-8)is reasonably complicated to use for calculations;
Jsit in the special cast of stationary processes (Section 11.1.4):
	
(t • t + xx t °,	 } - 4scx(7)	 f11. 1. 7-9)
gz v :2tv
^	 f!im27
	
F	 ^ xx (t, t -' dt = x. ( r )	 (11. 1. 7 -10)
T -^	 '
-T
which praducec
r
(T) e—^c^ 	 .i+	 { 11.1. t-1 Y !xx
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and, also
__ 1(Pxx(T)	 z?r
W
P(w) eiwT dw. (11.1.7-12)
'these are fundamental results. Knowledge of the spectrum of a stationary
random process allows computation of the auto-correlation function through Fourier
transformation, and cor_-ersely. In particular, if the process is Gaussian with mean
zero, then 0 (T). normalized to mxx(0), is the correlation coefficient P(T) _ 0 (T)/
¢xx(0) -
The formulae can be specialized a bit farther. If the random process is
not only stationary but ergodic. such that time averages can be equated over a
single record (k) to ensemble averages; then
(t , t+T ) _ Oxx(T) = fi,,X(T)
T	 (11.1.7-1$)
= I'm	 2T	 p-) (t)* x(k) (t+ T) dtT-9^
-T
and
FT(^ x(k) ) 12
P(w) = lim	 2T	 (11.1.7-141T I x
For ergodic processes only a single record need be studie to gather in-
formation about the random process. Of course, the finiteness of the record
develops errors in calculation of .he process :statistics. Section 1l.I. 10 discusses
the effects of finite time records upon spectra and auto--correlation, functions.
Often when discussing a single process the subscripts wili be removed
from (p xx(T) (q
X-y
(T) _ 0(7) ) when confusion will not arise.
11.1. 8 Gross-Power Spectra and Cross-Correlation Functions for Pwandom
Processes
A development, almost identical to that for a single random. process,
produces relations between two random processes that are quite similar to the
single process case.
As before, define the truncated Fourier transforms of two randam process
.members 00(t) and y.(k)(t)
T
A (:. x is' ? ; _	 !	 x(`^)(t) e -iwt. dt	 C11.1.8-1)T	 i
-T
x
T {k),Q 
e	
t 
dt
ilk
All
	
F 4	 +it	 . 1
and
B1.(w. x(k) _	 ^, (k)(t)	 dtT (11. 1.3-2)
Per record pair the tLancated cress-power spectral density is defined by
(k)	 ()	 `^T *(w, x (k) ) BT ( ``'' y(k)
pT(w' x ' y 
k)	
2T
where the motivation for this definition comes from Parseval's Theorem (modified).
Next form the ensemble average of the truncated cross-power spectral
density and take its limit as T
	
T
	4	
*(	 (k) )	 (	 (k)1 kAT w, x	 B.( w, Y
T± 00 2T if <xT( ) (t)* YT(k) 	 l T(t}^dt a	 lim	 41r 	 > dw
	
-T	 -'o
where the proof of this remark is analogous to that for single randorn processes.
The crass-power spectrum is defined to be the
!	 P(;,.:, X. y) -	 lim <P(w, x(k) . y(k) ; iT -­ 9D
A =,*(W ^ 
x(k) ) BT(w, y(k)
lim	 ^T	 (11.1. $-5)
T ^s eo
In a manner parallel to the preceding section, a relation between the
cross --power spec ►
 r= and the cross-correlation function can also be found.
The truncated crass-power spectrum for a pa{r of records x(k)(t),
v (k)( t) of length T is found to be
" r(w, x (k) ,
 y(k)	 xT(k)(t)* y,r(k) (t+ r)dtI a-iwT dT
-T
Taking the ensemble average and limiting on :':
T
P(w, x, y) = Iirn	 y	 I (b (t, t.s r dt e-iwT dT
	
-+ ea _
1
 so
	
- T	 xy
(11.1. 8-7)
lim ^ PIP (w, X(k) ^ y (k))j` -0 so
	
-
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where
	
xy 
(t, t+ r) is the cross-correla..ion Iunct;on.
As before, P(w, x,y) and
T
lim	 3T J ^xy (t, tT T) dt	 (tt. t 8-8)
T	 -T
are Fourier transform pairs, and therefore;
T	
^r
T, lim 2T	 J ^xy (t, t+ T) dt = 2a J P(u), x, y) eiwr d 
cc	
-T'	 -go	 (I1. 1. 8-9
For stationary processes, as before,
^xy (t, t' %) = b xy (T)	 (11.1.8-10)
and
go	 T
2n	 J P (w • x, y) 
e iw T dw = lim 2-11, j ^ (t, t+ r) dt
T ^°°	 T
	
0xy(T)	 (11. 1. S-1 Z)
For ergodic processes
i
0 xy, (T) = Rxy, (T) = linI 2 1f	 J	 x*(t) y(t+T) dt	 (11.1.8-12)T -4,
-T
11. 1. q Exa pies of Auto-Correlation Functions and Their Spectrums (and
vice versa).
1. 4)
xx (T)= Cre-a 
ITS cos AT
Its corresponding spectrum is
F	 2	 2
P(w) = 4 2 a	 2	 + —2
	
or	 2 
1 a + ( w-R)	 o' + (w + l^)
which has peaks at w = J
2. I^ 2r , 1w!< wo
0, otherwise
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The corresponding auto-correlation function is (assuming a stationary process)
_
sin	 T
h	 (T)	 =	 2w	 o	 (11.1.9-4)I XX	 o	 ^Tu; 
which is a typical sir, (x)/x function that falls off rapidly as x = w T increases.
The function decreases markedly when w T is of the order of n 0 o whenj o
l 1	 Le oT=	 2 f	 f0	 2r	 C11. 1. q-5)0
The correlation time is of the order of the reciprocal of f0 27
I
!
11.1.1 t)
	
Relationship of Finite Interval Spectrum to Infinite Interval Spectrum
When defining the variou-c spectra	 energy, single record power, and
+ randonj process power. the record (s) was assumed to be of infinite length. 	 In
reality, a record can be made oni} for a finite time V.	 Suppose this to be a
portion of the infinite record which is assumed to exist.
Calculating the effect of a finite record upon the energy spectrum shows
that ?t affects the resolution with which the "true" (infinite record) spectrum can
be measured.	 Identical results hold for the single record and random process
spectrum.
	
Statistical variations also lirnit spectrum measurement accuracy.
_ Their discussion is deferred to Section 12,
The resolution in the spectnlm is approximately given by 1/T'.
	
That is.
El' the spectrum at two frequencies (hertz, not radians per second) can be obtained no
closer than at frequencies Af = 1/T' apart.
This remark is proven by writing
t
xT , /2 (t)	 = u(t)	 x(t)	 (11.1.10-1)
where	 I ,
x(t)	 t	 =	 .^
f xT'/2(t)	 =	 y	 (11.1.10-2)10. otherwise
x(t)	 =	 the infinite (in time) record
u(t)	 _^ 1,	 t	 <	 T'/20,	 otherwise .
Taking the Fourier transform of	 xT' 2(t ►
C(I F(xT,/2(t))	 =	 j
	
u(t) x(t) a -iwt dt	 (11.1.10-3)
_a
F T . /2 (w)
11-tq
r^
Now Parseval's Theorem states (S-ction U.I. 5)
00	 0o
Jx(t) y(t)*dt= 2n
	 J	 F(w') G(w') du)'	 (11.1.10-4)
—c	 —00
where
3 (y (t)
	
= G(cu')	 (11.1 t0-5)
If y(t) *is replaced by e -1Wt y(t)*
0^o
a-iwt dt = 2n
	
j F(w') G(w+w') dw'
	 (11.1.10-6)f x( t) YM
—00	 —00
That is, the Fourier transform of a product of time functions is the
"convolution" of the Fourier transforms of the individual functions. Now the
Fourier transform of u(t) is
T'/2
U(w) =	 f	 e-iLot dt	 (11.1.10-7)
-V/2
sir (
= T'	
2
( 2 )
Therefore, the transform of x,T , /2 (t) is given by
00
	__ T'	 r	 ,	 sin	 w-w' T'/2	 ,FT,/2(w)	 2a	 J F(w)	 (w - w') T' 2	 dw	 (11.1.10-5)
—20
As the energy spectrum is simply the magnitude, squared, of F ,//2(c:)
almost any statement about F T , /2 (w) can be interpreted as a statement aW the
spectrum.
The function
Samp (w - w') = 2
	
sin ( (w) T) 2 2	 (11. 1.10 -9)
is sharply peaked at w = w' for T'large. The width of the peak is of the order of
2r/T'. The ripples of its tails way from w = w' tend to cancel the contributions
to the integral from w - w' > -^
	 In the limit as T'	 infinity, this function
tends toward the Dirac Delta function. and (as T' 	 ^)
CO
F."(w) = J F(w') 6 (w - w') d 	 (11.1. 10--10)
.-Go
or
F^(w) = F(w)
11-20
as expected. For finite T' the effect of the function Samit , (w - w') (as a bit of
thought will show) is to sample the "true" spectrum F(w) at the point w = w' while
"smearing" in other values of F(w') in a region of approximately ±,r/T' about c+:
Therefore, the spectrum can be resolved only at points approximately 27r /T' Distant
from each other in w, or in terms of frequency f = w/2a , at points spaced approxi-
mately Af = 1/T' from each other if there are only a record T seconds in length.
As mentioned, statistical spectrums have other problems when they are
measured which are discussed in SeLt icn 12.
11.1.11 T`.e Sifect of a Linear Time Invariant System on the Input Power
I ^►o ^t T lm
The output of a linear time invariant filter in terms of the Fourier trans-
form of the output say, y(t) is given by
90
BT.( w) = H(w) AT ( w) =	 r YT (t)e-iwt 
dt,	 (11.1.11-1 }
-00
where ri(w) is the transfer function of the filter and A (w) is the Fourier trans-
form of the truncated input x(t), namely; xT (t) (see SeTtion 1L 1. 6). The output
average power is
T	 so	
I AT(w)2
lim	 2T	 y	
2 dt =
	
( H(w)	 lim  —
	
^ dw,
T --o ^	 .^ I T(t)	 2	 J	 T— 00	 2^T--
-T	 -^
(11.1.11-2)
i	 from Parseval's Theorem, and comparison with equation(1LL 6-8),the output spec-
trum is
I	 Pout(w) = IH(w) 12 Pin(w)	 (11.1. 11-3)
While this result was derived for a single record, an identical develop-
ment using ensemble averaging for random processes as in Section 11.1.7 prochices
the same result for statistical spectrui- s.
If the input to a time invariant, infinite operating time network is
stationary then the output is stationary. This follows immediately as the output
from the network for an input translated in time is simply the translated output.
All statistical quantities calculated upon the output will be independent of the
translation if it is true of the input.
In terms of frequencies alone the output power of the filtered input may
be written
00	 00
Pout	 J Pout(w) dw = 2 j Pout(w) dw,	 (11.1 11-4)
-so
	 0
a	 so
r
=	 I I H(w) 1 2 P(w) dw = 2 
J
I I H(w) 1 2 P(w) dw.
-b	 0
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11.2 SAMPLED DATA SPECTRUMS AND AUTO-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
The concept of a power spectrum and an auto-correlation function for sampled data
or discrete sequences is quite similar to that for continuous functions of time. Most develop-
ments for continuous functions of time can he extended immediately to sequences. Relations
also can be developed relating the sampled sequence spectrum to the continuous spectrum
if the sampled sequence is derived from a continuous function. It is not, however, necessar'N•
that the sequence be derived from a continuous waveform to use the various ideas applicable
to continuous functions of tirne.
Subsequent developments in this section require the use of the two-sided z transform
that is, both positive and negative powers of z are required. The necessity for this two-
sided transform are its use in the description of statistical processes and the relative
simplicity of power spectrum/auto-correlation function relations. The two-sided z trans-
form is defined by
cc
X (z) 
	xk z-k	 (11.2-1)
k - m
Splitting the sum into one for positive and one for negative k it can be seen from the consid-
erations of Section 3.4.2	 that hounded sequences for positive time (k) have poles within
the unit circle and those for negative time have poles outside the unit circle. Therefore if
this relation is to be inverted, with xl, given in terms of X (z), trnon the unit circle can be
considered as the path of integration if bounded sequences are desired. Deformati( is of
the contour that do not disturb the pole content within or without the unit circle are certainly
allowed.
Equation (11. 2-1) is a Taylor-Laurent series* and may be inverted, within the fore-
going considerations, by the same procedure as for single sided transforms;
x k = _1, i	 X (z) z  oz.
As the unit circle is the path of integration the relation
,Vs
X W) e i c^ itTd Le
* Introduction to Complex Variable Theory and Applications, R. V. Churchill, McGraw-Hill
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2
xk
s
J
s
2
(11.2-2)
(11. 2-3) j^
d^7
f^
i^1
rah • 'xP written where
i L10,
f	 tnd notation has been understandably abridged- X (c; ti	 r....
often the complex conjugate sequence x k
'
 and a certain form of its transforin \vile
oe needed in subsequent sections. The quantity of interest is
X (T) -	
xk* z 
t	
k= cc
CO
X	 , z*)k -^	 ^	 (11.2-4)
k
k--^
1.1
*
x	 ( Z 4 )
I^
If x  is real then, obviously
4	 X(z)	 x ( 1z )	 (11. 2 -5)
('valuation along the anit circle is of interest. in this case
I
X(z) = X
^ r in abridged nctatior and
jX(c^') =	 X* (w) .	 (11.2-6)
I	
When the sequence x k is not real, and the z natation is desired, the conjugation ( 11.2-4)
I	 must he used. If the unit circle is acceptable then ( 11 .2-6) ma y' be used. Real sequences
allo-,v simplification of formula appearance by (11. -5).
Most relations will be written in hoth the frequency, W , notation and the more
Eyeneral z notation. However, it will be seen that physical understanding will be most
easil .v he obtained in terms of power distribution versus frequencv via the spectrum.
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Actual com putations will he most easily computed using the residue method of evaluating
contour integrals* as X (z) will usually be a rational function of z (a ratio of two poly-
nomials) in practice.
11. 2-1 Definition of the Sequence Energy Spectrum and Correlation Function
The energy spectrum for sequences is defined by manipulating; the sequence energy	 i
a
E -^ 1 xk 
12	
(11.2.1-1)
k--^
if the limit exists.
It is ease to show that
cc
E 1 xk
k=- m
 cc
s	 (11. 2. 1-2a)
2
s
2
with notation abridged so that X (w) = X (z) and also that
1	 *	 1	 d 
E - 2 if i	 A (Z) X	 ( T*) z (11. 2. 1-2b)
where the contour is the unit circle. The pertinent relations for developing this result
are the "orthogonality" properties
w
_s
2	
j1	 ('	 e i arj-k) T d W _ b	 (11.2. 1-3)	 1
w	 J	 ik
s - 
s	 j
2
^l
	
f^ ^,	 ,fir•
	
.,	 }
* IBID
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1	 dz
2 ni	 zj-k+1	 - b j 
l
with the contour enclosing the origin. Inserting ( 11. 2-3) into (11
. 2. 1-2b)
1
2 I
	
	
x (Z)	 (Z*)	 dz
unit
circle
t	 s	 ^—
*	 1
L	 ' j ''	
dz
 k 2 tt i
	z j-k + 1	 (11.2.1-4)
k	 unit
I	
circie
1	 cc	 CO
I	 -	 L	 xi X k* 
6 jk
!	 j	 k =-00
^	 m
I2
4
	
	 I 
ak
k =-^
The frequency form ( 11. 2. 1-2a) of the relation is found in a similar manner.
As in the analog situation the quantity
S (W) _	 X (w) 12
I
is called the energy spectrum. It can be related relative ly easily to the energy correlation
sequence . The energy spectrum will be found to be the z transform (two-sided) of the
energy correlation sequence.
I
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Define the correlation sequence by
W
C_ _	 xk* xk + r
	
(11.2.1-6)
k_
with T an integer and assuming that the summation converges. Using 0 ,.e orthogonality
relations above it may be shown in developments similar to those in (11. 1-4) that
m
C,r =	 x 	 x 	 r
k=
ws 	(11.2.1-7)
2
- 1 S S(w)e
1wTT 
sw
s
- WS
2
and also
1
	2ni	 J X (z) X* t * 1 z T zz..
with the unit circle as the contour. Therefore as the z transform of a sequence is unique
it can also be seen that S (Le) is the z transform of T:
	
CO	
—1
S (W) -	 C T e -i wT T	 (11. 2. 1-8a)
T-=•-
or aborting notation.
(11.2.1-8 h)
Obviously the total energy, E, is related io the energy correlation sequence by
E=Co	 (11.2.1-9)
11-2E
I
c
T
S (z) -	 C	 z
T
11. 2. 2 Definition of the Sequence Power Spectrum and Auto-correlation Function
often in theoret-I cal and practical situations the sequence is infinitely, or :earl, so,
C
long with the sequen	 mQtnbers large enough relatively so that the energy spectrum does
not tend to converge. In tMe case the sequence power spectrum is defined along with the
power auto-corr<..lation function.
The sequence power is defined by
I 
xk 12
-Iv
P lim	 2N + 1
	
(11.2.2-1)
Using the artifice of a truncated transform
X: N cd) _ x  (2)
(11.2.2 -2)
N
- ^
X. zj=-Id
then
N
P = lim	 xk 12
N -+
k = -N
WS	
(11-2.2-3)
2
= 1	 S	 n ^ ) d ca:W
s
s
`S
2
where
_	 I X *icy) ^2
FR (ts;)
 
= lim	
1^' +N -+ s	 1.
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•F
if the limit exists (with "lent" notation as usual) or in the alternative form
P-	 i	 j ^s (z} dz	 (11.2.2-4)
with integration abouu the unit circle and
r	 ..,r	 1
	
?	 ( z i	
r	
7^)
P (u;) can be interpreted as the frequency distribution of the sequence power as in the
analog case.
A sequence power auto-correlation function may be defined as for the energy spectrum
and a transform relation found. The power auto-correlation function is defined as
7.T
X*,. x k } fi
-	 iR T
	 Nimes	 2N ± ?	
(11.2. 2-5)
	
Using the truncated transform	 It may be seen upon to -rig the limit at
8
7
1	
a
K
T	 Grs
WS
z
1}s ( u;) eiw-rT d (11.2.2-6)
K	 I	 k - (z) T dsT - '-' rri	 l's	 z	 z
or
11-2b
<.-,-^,^^^^•v ^f - ^.e.^..^...nd-•^.^.. _ ...-^.^. 
p yam- -
	 --	
_..^ .	
__^ ^-a.^..^....^.^,^
Yy Fi`	
tt
	 -7 V-
if!
t	 -
Pli:n	 ^ 
s	 .^,^ C 2N +I >Iv1 (11.2.3-3)
Obviously, the power distribution is the z transform of the power auto-correlation iurction:
x
Ps (z) =
	 R r z 
_r	 (11.2.2-7)
11. 2.3 Sequence Power Spectrum and Auto-correlation Function For Random Processes
i
In the preceding section a single sequence was considered. The ensemble averages
are of interest (Section 11. 1. 3).
Af. for cont i nuous processes the ensemble averaged auto-correlation functicri is
`	
defined.
k
xx(kT, (k+ r) T) _ c Kk x k+r ,	 ltt. 3-1)
and if the sequence is staticnary
Txx(kT' (k - r) t1=cp xt ( 'rT );	 (11.2.3-21
narnely, the statistical auto-correlation function is independent of the origin.
Tine ensemble averaged sequence rower spectrum is defined alsu in a manner
sin«iiar to continuous processes
if the limit exists, where XN (w) was defined in the previous section.
To find the relation between the statistical ensemble averaged sequence auto-correlatior 
ftjn ,^tion and the averaged Mower spectru-1n the relation
LCs
2
N
xk; 
xi_	 1	 XN (ei?) a+i h (4')	 e i ta;rT du:	 (11.2.1-4)
2N+i
	
^'"s	 2N +1
k = -N
2
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may be written. Taking the ensemble average and identifying the various quantities:
S
N
xx (k T, (k } T^ T)
	 i	 ^,lim	 ^	 2N+ 1	 ^	 ^	 is ^4')
eturrT du' (11.2.3-5)
N -. m
k = -N
There:cre, in general Pa (w), the statistical pourer spectrum, is :.he transform of the sequence
,`x k T, (k i T) T)
N -a x L-
k -N
In iransforn: notation (abi idged: P s (U:) - P S (z) )
(11.2.s-7)
Expressed in words, the transform o; the t1rae Averaged ensemble auto-correlation function
is the ensemble averaged dower spectrum,
When the process is itationarv, rFlations cirnplify considerably ( 11. 2.:3-2):
S	 N
Ps
 (z) -	 Iim	 X^ r1-T, 6, r) T)
	
z-r
N
r -m	 K -N
-nd
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N
limxN
	
(k T, (k - r) T	 xx ('r T)
N-#. k - -Fr'
Ps (w,)	 I	 T xx (r T) e -i car T
r = -Cr
(11.2.3-8)
(11.2.3-9a)
1
+^^r	 y 1'!f1 1
or
Ps (2) _
	
Tx  (T T) z- T 	(11 2.3-9b)
T=-m
Inverting these relations for the stationary case
(Pxx (T T	 21r i i Ps (z) 
Z r dz	 (11. 2. 3-10a)
r
or
U,
S
2
C (rT) = w
	
Ps (w) a - iwr T dco
xx	
s
-ws
2
If the process is not only stationary but ergodic then
(P xx	 R r
where R 7 was defined previously (Section 11.2. 2) as the sequence time average
N X* 
k x k + rR Y
 N
li  1	 2N +1k=-N
(11. 2.3-10b)
1
(11. 2. 3-11)
(11.2.2-5)
11. 2. 4 Relation Between Analog and Sampled Spectra and Auto-Corrclation Functions
Of quite a bit of interest is the relation between sampled and continuous spectra and
auto-correlation functions when the sampled sequence is derived from a continuous process.
The subsequent derivation . + applicable to energy and power spectra, deterministic and
statisticai. Stationarity is necessary for these relations to hold in the statistical case.
Examination of (11.1.7 -2) and (11.2.3-1) indicate that the auto-correlation functions
for both tine analog and sampled situation are identical when the process is stationary.
Therefore, as the auto-correlation is related to the analog spectrum, P (w) by
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an
(D	 (TT) _ ,)^	
•1
r	 P (4) e i:^TT dw,
_ m
and the sampled spectrum by
3
2
T) -	 Ps (w) elWTT d 
xx	 WS
- U,s
2
I
(11.1. 7-12)
(11. 2. 3-10b)
_i
then insertion of (11.1 . 7-12) into (11.2.3-9a) relates the two spectra using the Dirac deity
function representation (2. 1.2-6).
	
ps (y,) = T
	
p (WI)	 o^	 el (;^,_ ^`+) TT rl da,,,
cc
(11.2.4-1)
1
	T 	 P (e'- kae)
k = -m
As was the case for the "simple" transform of a sequence, the f1mction was "abased", the
energy, deterministic power, and stationary statistical power spectrums are also aliased.
If the analog spectrums are bandlimited within half the sampling frequency then the eampled
spectrum and analog spectrums are equal within a factor of 1/T over the range
	 t
I	 < cr.'s12.
It can be seen that spectrums that are 'White", flat or constant, over a large
region have auto-correlations that peak sharply. Section 3. 10 discusses sequence (auto-
correlation) widths and their related transform (spectrum) widths in general. A sharp
correlatior function produces a flat spectrum an y+, conversely, a sharp spectrum (narrow- 	 j
band) produces a long corre!ation time or sequence. 	 i
11. 2. 5 Sequence Cross Spectrums and C -oss-Correlation Functions
a
Cross-spectra and cross-correlation functions are often used in statistical studies
and vibration analyses. Their definitions and relations follow closely those for single pro-
-esses and will be simply itemized here. The cross functions require two process
sequences, x  and yk.
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I Cross Energy
Correlation
m
C am
r
'	 x*k y k +r
(11.2.5-1)
k=-m
Power Spectrum
S (4; x, y) _ ^	 C xy e iwrT (11.2.5-2)r
r = -mi
11 Cross Power (Deterministic)
Correlation
s
..r
N
R T =	 lim
!C	 *	 X
T2N + 1 +
(51.2.5-3)
Nam k= - N
Power Spectrum
X*N	
4,)(w)	 Y	 (	 1Ps	 (w. X . Y)	 =	 lim [	 2N + 1N	 I ?.(11.. 5-4)N-4 m
and
o
P
	
^w, k 9 Y)	 _ R T e-1wTT (11.2.5-6)
` III	 Cross Power (Statistical)
C arrel ation
^xv	 (k T, (k+r)T) _ <x k , y k+r i (11.2.5-T)
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and if the processes are stationary
xy (k T, (k + T)	
rY (T)	 (11.2.5-8)
Power Spectrum
Ps ( ca, X, y)	 lim	 2N + 1N -+
r
	
xV (k T, (k + T) T)	 -iwTTl;	 _	 e	 _2N+1
T=co N	 k = -n
and if the processes are stationary
m
Ps ( W , x , Y)	 xy (T) e -i 
wT T	 (11. 2. 5-10)
T-—°°
All the various cross-spectra are related to their continuous counterparts if x 
and V  are derived from stationary continuous process x (t ) and y (t ) by the "aliasing"
relations.
m	 ^^
Ps (W, x , Y) = T
	
P ( W— m Lin g , x, Y)	 (11. 2. 5-11)
where P can mean Pnergy ur power spectrums.	 I
11.2.6 Modification of a Stationary Sampled Sequence Power Spectrum by a Digital Filter 	 !
li 
z 
(w), and the Effect upon "White" Noise as an Example 	 ^ 1
The operation upon a finite sequence with a digital filter in terms of the filter fre-
quency response and the signal spectral content is certainly of interest. Only the statistical
case will be presented as the other spectra are modified in an identical manner which can be
shown by a similar method.
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If the truncated sequence of Section 11. 2. 2 is filtered then the output sequence
transform would be
Y 	 (Le) = 11 z (cep ) X 	 (W)
	 (11.2.6-1)
where H Z (a') is the digital filter transfer function in abridged notation and transient response
has been neglected. The output spectrum P s`, (w) is then
\I Y N (u) I2>
P	 (11.2.6-'2)s` (W) -- lim	 ;N-0m	 2N } 
1
= I it  (Lc) Ir Fsa (WO
1	 with P sx (w) the input spectrum.
The output Sequence power is given, for stationar}• sequences, by
I
s
2
1	 Scp`^ (0) = W
	 I 
11  (4,,)
 I- Psx (G!) dui	 (11.2.6-3)s
- Le
s
l	 If the input spectrum P ax (a) is flat ( "white"); namely,
i^
Psx (c^') = 1:	 (11.2.6-4)
"lien, the input average sequence power is:
s
cpxx (0) _
	
	 die	 (11.2.6-5)
s
-w
S
I	 2
= 1.
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iwr i
Z = e 4J = 0
= 1
(11. 2. 7-1)
The variance of the input noise is the average Input sequence power:
1)
Uy = ^ X` 1 0)	 il l . Z. 6-(i)
as the average is zero. Therefore the r. m, s. noise voltage, N 	 , is
rms
Nrms a - 1.	 (11.2.6-71
Also, the auto-correlation sequence is found to be
1; k - 0;
oxx (k 1)	 0 k { 0;	 (11.2. fi - 8 )
a flat spectrum means that successive samples are uncorrelated. An auto-correction
sequence of the form (11.6-8) also implies a flat spectrum.
inally, the digital filter output power is found to be (equation 11. 2. 6-3)
w
S2
1
aI
s2
Hz (W) 1 2 dLe (11.2.6-9)
11. 2. 7 Modification of the Sampled Sequence Average by a Digital Filter 11 z (z)
From Section 3. 4. 1 the impulse response sequence of a time invariant digital filter
was found to be related to the transfer function, It Z (z), by
m
H z (z)	 Wk z-k
k-0
where wk is the impulse response sequence. At w= 0
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I
Therefure-
m
y T (1) -
	
wk:	 (11.2.7-2)
k=0
the zero friquencv response (DC) is equal to the summed impulse response. The notation
is abridged, as before, b y writing Hz (0) rather than 11Z (1) to denote the DC response.
This 1 asult is used to determine the relation between input and output seuuence
averF- es. As before, assume the input is stationary and that transient effects hav,L deca 'ed,
so that the output will be stationar y . The result will he that the output average, <y >, is
simply she input average, < x >, nwItiplied by the DC response H_ (0).
< Y > - HZ (0) < x >	 (11. 2. 7-3)
From Section 3. 4. 1, the relation between input and output sequences can be written.
as
IM
yn =	 wn-i xj'
j=0
Taking ensemble averages and assuming the sequences 
'^n 
and x
i 
are stationary:
<y> = <y >,
	
n=0 -1 +2 . . .
and
	 (11. 2. 7-4
<X>  = <x i  >,
	 j = 0, + 1, ± 2, . . . ,
1	 then
I	
a
I	 <y > _	 w'	 <x>1	 L	 11-j
j	 U
As wk = 0, for k < 0 the result, using equation (11. 2. 7-2) is:
<y>	 H z (0)<x>.
(11. 2. 7-5)
(11.2. 7-6)
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Intuitively, the result i s expocted. 'rhe average input behaves as the DC com-
ponert and is t: gated as s l ^ch by the filter
11.2.8 L'se of the Discrete Fourier Transform to Evaluate the Sampled Spectrum For
Determinist:c Waveforms
In practical situations the energy and power spectrums of d ,  rministic signals
often must be calculated. Statistical spectra computations are more complicated due to the
spectral estimates depending on statistical data and hence being statistical quantities them-
selves. Considerations for statistical data spectrum analysis are discussed in Section 12
Computation of deterministic spectra are most easily performed using the discrete
Fourier transform of Section 2.6. Thar is, the truncated transform.
N
x (w) = E
	
x k 
e-icekT
k = -(N- 1)
is computed at the discrete frequencies
Or def. ning
'n=x(W)r
2ni
k e
2-N+1  k-
(11. 2. E,-1)
(11.2.8-2)
then
N
which is the discrete transform DF 2 of Section L. 6. 1. The llFT1 of that Section -lay be
used equally as well, though the different range of n should ne carefull y observed.
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The fact that a finite time record i e being used to compute the spectra Lnear.; that
a : esolution in the spectra less than
t -	 A f = 2NT	 (11. 2. 8--3)
may not be obtained. Section 11. 1. 10 should be consulted where it may be seen that
the effect of a truncated record is to convolve a sin x/x waveform with the "true" spectrum
limiting the resolution. If the high leakage side lobes cf the sin x/x function are of concern
in spectrum computation the weighting methods of Section 5.7 u
, ay ne used with a concom-
mitant loss in resolution by a factor cf alxmi z.
That is the spectrum computed by the discrete Fourier transform would be
N	 2s
-t
X or V	 x k Cr k e 2N+1	 (11.2.8-4)
k = -(N-1)
f
where the ok are *-ho Lanczos, cosine - squared, or Feuer weights of Section 5. 7.
C
f
	
	 Of course, the discrete Fourier transform sho ,ild to computed via the fast Fourier
transform algorithm of Section 14 if at all possible to economize on computation time.
l
1
It.
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12.	 D'_GITAL SPECTRU11 ESTIMATION
A major problem confronting engineers and researchers is the computation of spectra
and cross-spectra that arise from various noise-like sources. Usually certain basic
assumptions are used such as stationarity of the time sequences) and that sampling rate of an
analog record(s), if the sequence(s) is derived by this means, is high enough to avoid alias-
ing. However, in many applications the stationarity of the process(es) is in question which
limits the length of time over which meaningful records may be taken and hence the frequency
resolution and statistical stability of estimates. Also, certain "signal-like" waveforms are
often contained within a noise spectra and it is the purpose of the spectrum analysis to detect
"' -nd e anPrtain
 its characteristics; length of the data record and resolution hand-L1118 di^ua,	 _-- -
width are then often determined by what the experimeter believes is signal duration. Finsllr,
:u oomc ^....i i^flr;.,na 	 as speech processing and the study of time varying com-._. - ...	
--- -
R
munications links certain o ther functions of the Fourier transforms and spectrums have taken
on meaning.
Irrespective of all the conflicting aims, meanings, and applications of Fourier trans-
forms and spectrums an understanding of spectrum estimation for noise-like signals is of
basic interest and has ouite general application.
Subsequent discussion will encompass basic approaches and fcrmulse for spect, sm
resolution, statistical stability in terms of relative variation of tYe estima tion
 procedure,
and the necessary data record length to achieve these ends. The fast aiscrete Fourier
transform algorithm (Section 14) will be used where necessary for reductioi, in tl a compu-
tational volume.
It should be pointed out that a simple "periodogram", a conversion of the data direct-
ly to the Fourier transform is not a good method of spectrum estimation as estima tes arE
usualiv exceedingly unstable staUsticall_y. Section 12.4 discusses this matter at length.
Estimation of crt►ss-spectra differs only in minor de,ails which will be. pointed out
where pertinent.
If a Tore rigorous and detailed discussion of s pectrum estimation is desired, the
reader is referred to an excelient treatment by Grenander and Rosenblatt, Statistical Analvsis
of Time Scries. Wiley, 1957. However, the treatment here is probably a prerequisite.
12.1 ESTMATION THROUGH THE USE OF "LAGGED" PRODUCTS
A popular method of implementing estimates of the sampled data spectrum and
cross-spectra is through the use of 'lagged" products. It is basicall y an "indirect" method
of computing the estimates as the data is not directly Fourier transformed even assuming
possible linear weighting of the data before transformation. Estimates of the correlation
function, the 'lags", °re firrit formed, the amount necessary determined by the desired
frequency resolution and stability, then weighted and the transform taken.
Procedurally, it will be found that the fast transform should be used to cumpute the
correlation "lagged" products as was done for discrete convolutions (Section 3.7. 5) when a
significant number of "lagged" products are needed.
As the lagged products are linearly combined to form spectrum estimates it should
not be unexpected thLt the weights form a "filter" or "window" through which spectrum
-stimates are made.
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Equation (11. 2. 2-5) suggests takinz the lagged products defined by	 u
N-1- I k!
pk 	 N -Tk
	
x  x
r+ 10 ' Jkl < N-1
r=0
u
as an est i mate of the auto-correlation function. N, of course, is the number of data points.
If cross spe:trQ. between two processes x k and yk are of interest, then the only modification
here and in future developments is the replacement
Pk f
1^1 XY
 PQ
	
(12.1-2)	 _F
^a
When actual computations are made, possibly using the fast Fourier transform algorithm,
then the ca;culation of ^ kry may involve individual transforms of both sequences (Section
12.1. 1) which is not as much additional labor as it might seem. 	 -
The ensemble average of Pk is equal to the sampled auto -correlation furction assum-
ing a stationary process:
1pk > = tp(kT)	 ;12.1-3)
An estimate chose average is equal to the actual value is as "unbiased" estimate. If the two-	 ^ -
sided transform of 	 is taken and con3idered to be an approximation to the spectrum, which
seems quite rational from the various definitions of spectra and correlation functions in
Section 11. 2, then a spectrum estimate might be taken to be
M
S
	 (12.1-4)
k 
12-2
N-1 -lkI
1
N- k T
	 xr yr + Jkl
r=0
Jam.,.\sa.^^..
where M is some integer le ,3s than N-1. The ensemble average cf this spectrum estimate
does, in fact, apps oach thr actual spectrum when the number of data points and M becomes
large. This uniform weighting has undesirable "leakage" from other frequencies.
A modified estimation procedure which produces a great deal of information about the
various aspects of spectrum measurement is a simple linear weighting:
1
1
M
Is (^) _ Y— dk	
e-1wkT
k= - M
where Gie weightsc:k possess s useful property d -k = dk . It should be noticed that the pre-
ceding estimation formula (12.1-4) is contained within this new procedure when ali the d,
are considered equal. In z transform notation the estimate may to written as
M
Pg (z) -
	
	
d	
z -'^	 (12.1-6)
k 
where notation has r gain been abridged: Ps ( w) = Ps
 (z) for notational convenience.
(12.1-5)
i
0
t
t
t
Ensemble averaging the estimate produces
l\ M
\ Ps ( ^ ) / = 1.. -k (0(k:) e-i4kT
k=-M
which becomes
s
s
-4^
s
2
M
D(W) =Z e e-'uAT
k= - M
(12.1-7)
(12.1-8)
(12.1-9)
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where relation (11. 2.3-10) has been used and the definition
Wmade. In this form the averaged estimate is capable of some interpretation. The function
D (W) is in the form of a central non-recursive digital filter and may be looked upon as a
frequency "window" or aperture through which the actual spectrum contributes to the
estimate. All the methods of section 5 may be considered for synthesis of D ((L, ),
 if neces-
sary. Future arguments show that D (W) must apparently be a sharply peaked functio., if
the spectrum estimate average(121-8)is to be composed mainiy of frequencies about the
frequency of estimation. In fact; ideally it would approach the Dirac delta function.
D(W)	 eel 8(W)	 (12.1-10)
In the limit of large M if an "asymptotically unbiased" estimate
P s
 (W)	 (12.1-11)
is desired. However, statistical stability cons'deraticns indicate that the width of D(w)
measured by some practical criteria (e. g. Section 3. 10) should be finite, and increases
as statistical stability increases. Another measure of effective width for D (w, ) mere
pertinent to spectrum estimation will be introduced subsequently_
An apparent defect of this estimation pr :)cedure may be the possibility of negative
estimates due to D (w) being possibly negative. However, when actual forms for D (W) are
considered negative estimates can be used to indicate large leakage from side-lobes- of
D (W) as in ::eire 12. 1-1.
Figure 12. 1-1. Typical Frequency Window (D (W)) Shape
Simple arguments demonstrate, in the limit of large M, what properties D (w) must
possess. One of these is
Wa
2
W	 S
s _W
s
2
D(W') dcol = 1 (12.1-12)
To show that this is a desirable property consider first Ps (W) as being relatively smooth
over the intervC of peakedness of D ( W'); then
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Wa
_cam
8( W )> = Ps (W) m J	 D(W')dW's
- Ws
2
(12.1-13)
I
I
L
G
l:
C
I.
L
1.
W
if D (W') is considered to approach zero as w l approaches + 2s . Obviously, if the averaged
estimate is to be equal to the actual spectrum then the nroperty (12. 1-12) must hold for
large M.
If the actual spectrum is considered next as a single tone, or frequency of w 6 , and
an amplitude of A then 8(w) may be represented by
A2 w
Ps (Wj =	 4 s	 L 6 (W- o) + b (u.`+ 0)1	 (12.1-14j
where this theoretical power spectrum is computed formally from the definition ( 11. 2. 3-3).
The total average power is found to be
Ws
2
P = ^
	
Ps (W') d W'	 (12.1-15)
s
-w
s
2
A2
2
as expected. If zero frequency (D.^,) is considered P (W) is found to approach a deltas
furction of amplitude A 2 w  and the average *s-)wer is A 2 , also as expected.
From (12. 1-8) the ensemble averaged spectrum estimate with the single tone at Wo,
not equal to zero, is
2
<Ps (w)> = 4 [D (w- o) + D ( W+ W^,)^,
Therefore a good spectrum estimator for a single tone should have the property, pre-
viously mentioned that
D (W) ^' s 6 (W)	 (12.1-17)
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..fit f,^	 i
(12.1-16)
Y
with
fl.
fl
in the limit of large M. Fortunately, the two properties (12. 1-12) and (12. 1•-16) are quite
consistent mathematically. However, it will he seen that extreme peakedness of D (U")
will produce statistically unstable estimates. The wider D (w) becomes the better the
btatistical stability with a concommitant loss in resolution. Good resolution conversely
requires a loss in statistical stabilitv. The two attributes must be balanced against one
another in practice. Subsequent relations -will be seen to quantitatively express this
balance in terms of the resolution bandwidth, the statistical accuracy, and the data
quantity-
To use the discrete Fourier transforms and hence the fast transform algorithm
(12. 1-5) is written as
E
M
P	 -^Ps (^'''n)
k = -(M-1)
-i u, kT
d_ Pk e	 n (12.1-18)
n (A'
s
Wn 
_ 
2 M
2 f► 	 n2M T n = - (M-1).
	
p,	 M.
The bottom index on (12. 1-5) has been removed in writing (12. 1-18) as use of the
discrete transform causes ernbarassment in defining equally spaced frequencies from zero
	 ..^
to half the sampling frequency (Section 2.6) with an odd number of terms. In some older
books, it was not an unpopular practice to introduce a weighting of 1/2 on the end terms
(+ M) to maintain the symmetry of an ode: number .af terms about zero. However, this is
quite artificial and mathematically inappropriate as these two end terms are not "linearly
independent"; one of them is redundant.
Simplifying:	
,^3F
M	
-I 2 !► nk
Ps n) = C	 d, pk e 2M	 (12.1-19)
k=L-(M-1)
which is a 2M point discrete transform, DFT2 of Section 2. 6. 1. As the number of lags is
usually relatively small compared to the number of data points this part of the spectrum
computation is not as desparately in need of the fast transform algorithm as is the computa-
tion of lags.
It will be seen that the proper choice of the weights dk , or the frequency aperture	 F
D (W), will make immediately adjacent estimates slightly correlated statistically, but
	 -1
estimates spaced by two discrete frequencies will be independe.t, at least to moments of
the second order.	 71Before recasting the estimation formula into another frrm where frequency weighting,
rather than time or lag weighting, is used mention should be made of certain useful compen-
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cations that can be made to the lags. Often a zero frequency or "D. C. offset is contained
within the data Sue to inherent data properties, or the method of taking data. A linear
trend also may be preeent due to possible measurement equipment drifting or exper'.mental
trends. If these affects are not removed prior to the lag weight and transformation they
will quite often obscure the actual data spectrum. For example, a large zero frequenccy
component may completely obscure the other spectral components about zero frequency
through side-lobe leakage of D (W). Therefore it is quite often useful to remove these
effects beforehand.
An excellent estimator for the mean to compensate for D. C. or zero frequency off-
set is (Section 13. 1. 8).
N-1
^r^ = N
	 x 
	
(12.1-20)
r=o
By using this estimator the lags may be reduced to those of a spectrum with zero actual
mean. Some slight residual zero frequency component may remain from statistical effects
in actual esN.mation. Using this mean es9_mator is quite simple; it can be subtracted from
the data x 	 , or more simply new lags Pik are defined by
^ 2
Py k = Pk - <x >	 (12.1 -21)
Then P'k is used in the previous estimator formulas instead of Pk to produce the spectrum
estimates Ps ( w ).
Validity
 of this simple procedure may be seen by taking ensemble averages and
examining the definitions of Section 11. 1.3.
When cross-spectrums are being computed, the modification for constant D. C off-
set is simply
Pk	
- Pk' - `x><y>	 (12.1-22)
where notation is obvious.
For a linear trend compensation directly on the data is probably easiest with pre-
sent day computing equipment and techniques. Using the methodology of Sections 13. t. 2
and i3. 1. 7 it is easy to generate a useful correction scheme. The raw data sequence is
modified to
xfk = x k - ( o + a kT )
	 (12.1-23)
1	 where xk has been assumed to contain a linear trend. By using the assumption that the
data is uncorrelated from sample to sample (which is usually untrue) a conservative
f	 estimation of the coefficients a  and a l can be made in an "unbiased" manner (Sections
!	 13. 1.1 and 13. 1. 2). ' Tfese are sometimes called "least-square" estimates and are
Riven by
12-7
N-1
^ _	 1
a0	
AC - B2 r=0
6
and
I C - BrTI x
r
(12.1-24)
N-1
al = — 1 2 T [-B + ArT1 xr
AC-B
r=0
where
A = N
B = N(N-1) T2
C = (N _ 1) s 	 T2
Both the cunstaiA an(; linear trend corrections have some effect on the frequency
windows which will not be examined here.
While weighting of the lagged products (compensated) is not a very onerous chore,
another completely equivalent method of modifying the raw spectral estimates is available
which sometimes reduces computation a bit.
Define the un-weighted, or "raw", spectral estimates by
MV (am) -	
pj 
a -i wmjT 9 
W m Z
i =-(M-1)
(12.1-25)
which is simply( 12.1-18 ) with all d  = 1. Next write the frequency weighting function D(w)
at the discrete frequencies %
	
M	 -i W kT
	
D(Wn) = T
	
d k e	 n	 ( 12.1-26)
k= - (M-1)
Therefore, from the table of Section 2. 8, the discrete frequency convolution relation
12-8
P , 4 ) = b1
	
a -i
	 nk2M
s n d  jk
k=-(M-1)
NI
1
2M	 D (Wn - Wm ) 3 (Wm)
m= (NI-1)
(w 2. 1 -21)
may be written.
Fortunately, D (w) may be chosen in a simple form for computation and also have
desirable properties for estimation. Namel y let
D (0) = 2Ma0
D(w ) = 2AIa
D (- W I ) = 2MaI
and
D(wn) = 0, n - 2, 3, .	 wm.
Then, the estimates may be written as
Ps (c`^n) = a0 V (^',n-1) + p1 V ( wn ) + a0 V (wn+1 )	 (12.1-29)
i^
for I < n < M - 1. The frequencies czo = 0 and ua:M = z1/T = ws /2 must be treated specially
as careful examination of (12, 1 -27) shows that overlap from positive and negative frequencies
can occur. A simple remedy is to use the estimators
ps (0) _ - V ;0) + 2 V (wl )	 (12.1-30)
and
tPs (w^M)	 2 V ( ^` M•-1 ) + 2 V (wM)
which is simple arithmetic averagirs.
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A well known set of values for the a. is
	
N
--	
ao = 1/2
	
(12.1-31)	
_ #
a l = 1/4
and are often_ called "hanning" weights after a German meteorologist, Julius Von Hahn.
These we'.ghts allow• both good statistical stability and low sidelobes and are probably as
good as any other unless special properties are demanded of the estimator frequency
window.
By taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT2) of (12.1-26) the weights
d  can be found in terms of the frequenc y %vindou: sampled values
f	 ?^i i w kT
d k	 2M	 D(Ln) e 
n (12.1--31)
k=-(M-1)
and for the weights of (12. 1-28)
d k = ao + 2a 1 cos W kT
	
(12.1-32)	 ^j
ao + 2a1
 cos (bi k)
r'or "harming­ weights
d k = 2 (1 +cos(1ik))
(12.1-33)
= cos 2 (M k)
which produces another name for the weighting scheme, cosine-squared weighting. This 
weighting should be familiar from Section 5. 7 where it was used for smoothing of transfer 	 J
iurcticns and to supply an integrating kernel that behaved as a delta function. Here it be-
haves as a nice low pass filter with low side-lobes.
Design, of D (eel) in general is closely akin to phased array antenna pattern design.
In fact the mathematical statements of the problems are identical. With a finite number of
terms (2M) it is impossible to have arbitrary control of bandwidth (beam%vidth) and side-	 'n
lobes. It is desirable to make the "width ' of D (Le) as narrow as possible ccncurrent with
low leakage side-'lobes. The matter is discussed more fully when statistically stability
aspects are presented in Section 12.3.	 )
* R. B. Blackman & J. W. Tukey, The Measurement of Power Spectra, Dover, 1559
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It is obvious that this finite estimation procedure cannot produce infinite delta
functions for a constant frequency input. However, if a tonet
-k = A cos Wry Vi	 (12.1-34)
is used it can be sho%;m that value of the estimate at the frequency cen is approximately
A2M
i	
Ps(e:n) = 4
	
(12.1-35)
I
which does increase with the number of lags used. It has been assumed that the weights d k
are all equal to unity. Other weighting usually reduces this value slightly. By evaluating
D (W) at zero frequency it may be seen that the d k satisfy
M
L	 d k	 D (0)
	 (12.1-36)
k = -(M-i )
D (0) must grow with M if D (W) is to approach a delta function..
d-
jMention should also be r.-Lade that these estimates are for positive frequencies.
Negative frequencies have been assumed in the basi- spectrum definition. Therefore, if
r	 only positive frequenc y- spectra are desired the estimated values should be doubled.
Secondly, a factor of T, the data sampling interval, should be multiplied with the estimates
if an ana:og spectrum is being computed through the use of sampled data (Section 11. 2.4).
Recapitulating, the lagged estimation procedure consists of:
(1) Forming the lagged products, most probably by fast Fourier transformation.(Secti;,n 12. 1. 1).
(2) Compensate the lags for D. C. , or zero frequency constant offset and/or linear
trends.
For a constant offset the compensation takes the form of using new lagged products.
r	 N-112
Pk = Pk - [N L xr^	 (12.:-37)
r=o
For a _linear trend the data should be adjust via (12.1-23).
f(3) a. Weight the lags via time weights d k and discrete transform them to obtaiii
the spectrum estimates
`i	 2 ni	
s (u-n) -
	
dk k 
e
-i 2M. 
Wn 2M^ n	 (12.1-38)
k = -(M-1)
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r
4
1-
with
n = 0,•1,
	 M
or rather
b. From the raw estimates
Di
-i 2—
 nl:
V (U: n) _
	
Pk e	 2bi
k = -(M-1)
(12.1-39)
and frequency weight them by the simple formulae
n	 ^	 n	 n
	
Ps (4-n) - al %r 	 + a  V (C'.n) - a1 V (CC n^l )
for 1 < n < M7-1, and
Ps (0) _	 V (0) + 2 V (CC
Ps M )	 2 V (4a M-1 )+ 2 V (WM)
(1z. 1-40)
(12.1-41)
Caiculations may be made which indicate how fineiy the statistical spectrum can
be resolved, namely the number of lags needed, and what kind of statistical stability
can be expected for a given data record length. As might be expected both quantities
can not be simultaneously be improved. One must be sacrificed for improvement in
the other. Increasing the data record length, of course, allows improvement in both
stability and resolution. Also, a calculation will be made of the correlation of adjacent
estimates in frequency. Both the lagged product estimation and digital filter methods
have similar developments in formulae.
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Towards these ends the variance of the spectrum estimate about the mean at a given
frequency is calculated and also the covariance of estimates at different frequencies as it
produces information on how closel y spaced estimates must be made. Of course, the vari-
ance is simply the covariance at identical frequencies so that computation of the covariance
B:liiBties uv 'i, aizcds- Unfort•mately, the covariance computation is quite difficult to per-
form in general so that the assumption of a stationary, Gaussian process is used. In any
case the caiculation is quite tedious, but worthwhile. It will be given in some detail as other
spectrum schemes that may be thought of usually involve sim;'.ar calculations.
The covariance at a pair of estimates at frequencies c: 1 and 
"2 is given by the en-
semble average
Cov [1^ ( wl ) ' Vs(W2)1 = <P'. (W')
 ^s (i`^2 )> - ` s (w1 . ) > < f^s * (W2)>
	
M	 M	
-i w kT i W `T
	
_ r	 7	 -30 1	 2^
	
L.	 L. -k -j	 e
k=-M j=-M	 (12.1-42)
N-1-jkj N-1-Ijl
x n• - 1
	
	 1	 I	 T [<xr x: + Ikl xs xs + l j l> - <xrxr+ l k l>k N^T
r=0	 s-0
ks x6+ 1j1>11
Now if a process X D; p = 1, 2, 3, 4 is assumed stationary and Gaussian it can be
shown from the distribution function and its Fourier transform, the characteristic function,
that
I<
Xl X2 X3 X4 / - m12 m34 + m13 m24 + m 14 m23	 (12.1-43)
wnere
m pq = <Xp
 Xq
C	 12-13
which is the correlation of XP and Xq . Equating X  to the sequence x  for various values of
r it may be seen that
mpq = 0 ( ( p-q) T)	 (12.1-44)
with (P (rT) the autecorrelation function of the sequence. Therefore
}	 ` xr hr + I k I xs xs + I j i /	 \ xr xr + 1 1: I > < xs xs + I j
(12. 1-45)
= (P(r-s)T)cP ((r- s +IkI - Ij1) T) +(P ((r - s - IJI) T)0( r -s+ I k I) T)
Writing 0 (rT) in terms of the sampled spectrum, using the pr(-perty
W (- rT) = 0 (rT), and defining
N-1-IkI N-1-IJI
,}	 (u,, , Gv „) =	 1	 _ 1	 ei(w' - G.,,,) (--s )   T
a -	 - k i N-7	 (12.1-46)N	 N
=	 r=o	 s=o
'	 then the power estimate covariance may be written
R
Cov [ Ps (wl ) , Fs * (u'2)]
	
^+	 w
	
4	 S
1	 dw^	 dw" FP w^ P w,• G	 WI 4,r2	 y	 s(	 ) s (	 )	N (	 )	 (12.1-47)
c`s
	
— w	
—w
•ic
	-i w kT i w jT M	 M
x e
	
1	 e	
L	 dE: d
, f e - iG. I k I - IjI;T +e -1(u" I k i +w' Ij I 
T ^^1
k -M 1=-At
While this seems to be an almost completely unmanageable expression a relatively simple
approximation eases matters considerably. Examination of G N (W I , w") shows that, for
IkI , IJI much less than N, it will approach a sharply peaked sampling function. if the rest
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(12. 1-5oa)
of the integrana of (12.1 -41 is "smooth" over the "peak" of GN ( w' , Wit ) then one of the
	
integrations may l-e performed 'Adth w it
	 equated to w'. GN ( WI , w"') acts like a
Dirac delta function. It must be true, in fact, that the sequence spectrum be relatively
'W smooth". with respect to the width of G N ( w ' , w ") if decent spectrum estimates are to be
made. The requisite property of G N(w' , W" i ) follows from the closed form of the summation
N-1
1	 -i w rT	 1	 1- e -i w NT
N	 e	
- N 1- e -i WT
r=o
(12.1-45)
-iw( N 1 ) T	 w IT
= e	 -	
sin ( 2
N sin (wT)
2
Examination of this expression shows that it is a sharply peaked function for large N with a
Odth of the order of ws /N. In the limit as N becomes large
W
GN (o=' , w")	 N	 6 (w' - w") , we= 2 f .
Then (12.1-48) may be wiritten
L'ov r ^ ( W 1 ) , ^ * ( w2)1
wsnVS 
d t+.' ^Ps 2 (w') e
-i w 
1 
kT	 i cc
e 2 
jT
N
s	 - Ile
2
M M
	 l
x
 Y
I	 d	 d 
^ (e-'W' ( J k l - 11I ) T	 e -iw ' ( jkj + I j l) T)JL	 k 
k =-M j:- -M
(12.1-49)
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.	 w
s
2	 2	 -i w1kT i w2jT
W N	 S d w' (Ps (w') e	 e
e	
- w
e
hi	 M
x2	 d  d  a-iw' Iki T cos ( w ' jT),
L	 k=-M j=-M	 r
A few more manipulations are necessary before interpretation may be made. By changing
the variable of integration w'	 - w' and using the evenness of the power spect*_^um
F	
^
COY l^ ( wl ) Ps
W
1	
2	 2	 - i w 1kT i w2jT
= w N C	 dw' ^Ps (w') e	 e	 (12, 1-50b)
s	
-w	
ll
s
2
M M
x 2 E	 E d  d  e iw' IkI T cos (LL" jT)
k=-M j =-M
By adding these two versions ((12. 1-50a) and (12. 1-50b))of the covariance
Cov ^^ ( wl ) , PQ * (w2)]
w
_B
2
N	 2	 d w' 1P 2  (w ►) a
-i w1kT a  w2 jT	 (12.1-51)
s	
-w	
L 
s
s
2
M M
x 2 2-
	
)L d  d  cos (w' jT) coe (w' kT)^
k= -M j=-M
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Using the identity
2 cos (W' jT) coo (W' kT)
I
1 ( e i W' (j +k ) T + e - i W ' (1 +k) T + e ""' () - k) T + e -i W 1 (1- k) T2 t
and the definition (12. 1-9) the covariance may be written, finally, as
COV l Ps ( W 1 ) . 13 (W2 )J
W
s
1	 2c
- 
c,:V N	 J
s	
- cis
2
(12. 1-53)
Ps 2 (W')
 I D ( W' - W2 ) D* (W' - W1 ) + D ( W' - W2 ) D (W' + WI )) dW1
where the identity D (W) = D (- W )
 and a change of variables have a1sO been used.
Now D (W) is a sharply peaked function if the mean of the estimate is to approximate
the actual spectrum (12. 1-12)..	 Then the second term in (12.1-53) is essentially zero,
except in the vicinity of W1 ^ W2 — 0 and W1 _ 2 — Ws /2, zero and half the sampling
frequency, respectively. As actual functions D (W) are not zero outside the main peak at
w- 0, some leakage occurs at other frequencies depending on the size of P s (W), The
first tern in (12. 1-53) measures the interaction between estimates at different frequencies.
When the separation between W1 and W2 increases the only interaction is due to leakage
throagh the side-lobes. If P s ( W2 ), the power spectrum, is large outside of a given esti-
,nation frequency W 1 then the covariance will also be large and the estimates at the two fre-
quencies quite intertwined. However, when P s ( W ) is relativel y smooth estimates at fre-
quencies W1 and W2 are relatively independent when they are separated by more than the
	
-	 "effective width" of the frequency window D (W). See (12.1-78).
From the previous discussion (12.1-53) may be reduced approximately, when the
estimates about zero and half the sampling frequency are excluded for a moment, to
W
	
^_	 s
2
Cov I Ys (W1 ) , g* (W2 ) J = W N	 J P8 2 (W') D (W' - W2 ) D * ( W' - Wl ) d W'
s	 _W
s	 (12,1-54)
2
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The spectrum estimate variance at an arbitrary frequency w is given, of course, by
ty2 - Cov I P 8 ( W ) ! Ps * ( W )]
(12. 1-55)
W
_s
2
W N	 S Pg 2 ( W ) I D ( W ► - W ) I 2 dW'
s	 _w
_s
2
or by a change of variables, also
ws
2
v 2 
= w 1`'	 S	
Ps2 (W + w') I D (W I ) 1 2 d w^
s	 _w
S
2
and
(12. 1-56a)
w
s
2
a 2	 1	 (^
ws N J
-w
s
2
P s 
2 ( W I - w) I D (WI) 12 dW' (12. 1-56b)
At zero and half the sampling frequency examination of (12. 1-53) indicates that a2 is
approximately twice as large.
The relative variation of the spectrum estimate may be defined
_	 s (W)>
	 (12. 1-57)
and is simply the ratio of the square root of the spectrum variance, the root-mean-square
spectrum error , to the mean. If the r. m. s. error is small with respect to the mean
spectrum value the relative variation is also small. Graphically it can be seen from
figure 12. 1-1 illustrating the distribution of estimates that as the r. m. s. error decreases
the mean of tla estimates is more clearly defined assuming a localized unirrodal distribu-
tion function for the spectrum estimate. Section 12. 5 discusses the actual distribution of
the spectrum estimate with a more detailed interpretation of the relative variation 17.
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Figure 12. 1-2. Relative Variation of Spectrum Estimates
From (12. 1-8) and (12.1-55) the relative variation (squared) may be written aF
	
1	 ws
.	 2
P
	
J	
s2 
	
D (W- W') 12 d wy
-W
-	 s
^2	 Ws	 2	 (12.1-58)
	
N	 2W
_s
2
SPa (W I ) D (W- W I ) d WI
	
L	 _ws
2
This seemin i complex expression under appropriate  a roximation gives further infor-g Y	 P	 PPP	 g^
mation about D (w') which in turn►
 implies certain constraints on the number of lags M with
respect to the number of data points N. It will be found that as less lags are used the re-
lative variation becomes smaller and hence the statistical stability becomes greater; the
	
_	
spectrum estimate is more stable for less lags. However, as usual, a pri g must be paid
for this stability. ReL )lution between adjacent spectrum estimates decreases with less
lags as the function D (W) broadens allowing contributions to an estimate from spectral
components at larger spacings from each other.
Assume that P (W) is reasonably constant is the vicinity of W where an estimate is
to be made, then as D (W') becomes small outside of a region about W= 0, whose width will
be discussed subsequently, then
I_
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2
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from the periodicity of D (w'). Apparently the ratio
2
w
s
2
c	 D (w') dw'
-w
s
W -
	
2
e	 w
_s
2	 2
S
I D (w') I d w'
-w
e
2
has a lot to do with the efficacy of the estimation procedure. In terms of e
2
n	 Pl (12.1-59)
(12.1-60)
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w2 _ s
N W
e	 (12,1-61)
_ 29
NTW
e
Consider a perfectly rectangular, and unrealizable, shape for D (w) for a moment:
G, Iwi< o
D (w) _4
	
	 (12.1-62)
6, otherwise
p.2 a 2We = A2 (12.1-63)
L3
2	 1
f ^s	
- NT
(12:1-65)
where 0 is the "ideal" bandwidth in radians per second of D (Cc), then
Therefore, the nomenclature ''.equivalent width" for We
 is not undeserved. In this case
17 2 	 27r
I *TA
(12. 144)
1
NTf^
where f 
m 
is the ideal D (w) bandwidth in hertz. It can be seen that the product
I H 1	 T = total time length of record in secondsTL L
is determined by the total record time. Also statistical stability only increases with the
square root of the recur& length. To increase stability by a factor of 2, the record must
be 4 times as long. Faster sampling to obtain more samples does not buy better resolu-
tion or statistical stability as might be naively thought at first as the total record length in
tirre is the basic determinant of stability and resolution. f a is essentially the frequency
resolution. As T L
 becomes large the relative accuracy and resolution both can become
smaller and, hence, better. Of course, resolution may be traded for statistical stability.
`
	
	 Relation (12. 1-65) may be thought of as a "conservation" law. Resolution and
statistical stability are inextricably bound together. For a biven record length increased
`	 resolution can be obtained at the expense of a loss in statistical stability and conversely.
It is quite useful to be able to express the equivalent width for a general D (w) in
terms of the lag weights d k . This provides a means for expressing the equivalent width
in terms of the number of lags for some particular D (w )'s.
Using D (w) in terms of the d k 's (12.1-9) the equivalent width may be expressed as
w	 2d `W = _s	 o
e	 2	 M
dk2
k=-(M-1)
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^it: fraction
^d 20
T d 2k
k=-(M-1)
(12.1--67)	 _ I
i
J	 ,
expresses the portion of the total possible region, a8 /L, over which the spectrum mPy be
measured.
When the uniformly weighted estimate is used all the d  = 1 and
Gc.^
e	 IJ	 2
	 (12,1-68)
the eq-Livalent width is I /M of the total ir-,;.quency interval. For this case the relative
	 )
atability and data quantity is related b_,
i
2	 2
	
_ N	 (12.1-6,;
^.,hich indicates that less iags produr- txtier statistical stability as expected.
3axnni^g' has weights 51cr . by X12. -1-33),
it	 Fd K = 2 (1 {cos (I))	 (12.1-70)
	
f
which produce an equivadeat %-jam
	
ii
	
y	 MsWe - 3M	 2	 (12.1-71)
which is more thsn twice as wide as for uniform weighting. l?0srever, the ':,.rge mugative
Aide-lobes eitl•,er side of the main -air of the un form $righting window tend to arf{`:ciaMy
redw? . she effective wi3t p . Ever. tht>ugh th-z resolution is 0ir.inished the "hwining" does
	
T_jproduce eigizifk&ntly l ower side-logs than dhe uniform weighting. Ci:v-lobe leakage with
;mif0z•►n weigrtjg is q- -' a severe. Furthermore the rate of side -lobe fall-ofl, with "banning
is proportional to the inverse c ,.;be of freq,,ency whereas un-iforat weighting only fal I l oft
inversely
 -0th frequeDcy. Final.y, as will bs^ seen subsequentl y , the correlation between
adjacent estimates Is al sSo insignMeant W, 1h "haw * g".
	
"` 11--r-e-fore, even though 'IanAg" does effect the balance betLvftn data .;.a antity and	 .
Btatdjtty soirirwha! adverse ;,,,; it is preferable as leakage from other irequenc!2s is mini-
gfjT:Po allowing a more corm*,t estimate of the achmil spectrum. In fact stability is only
affected 'c.v a :actor of	 T -- 1.64^
1.."L2
77 	 3 M4 N ' (12,1-72)
For "hanning" the re^ative stability is related i o , data quantity by
As the previous discussion may indicate, the choice of windows is somewhat arbitrary.
The literature of the present and past discusses window choices by many criteria however
"hanning" seems to be a good compromise and extremel y easy to use. A first choice of the
antenna designer might be Tchebychav and/or Taylor weights but for a given resolution_ L1,cS•
have a relatively large average side-lobe leakage and are also more complex to use.
Another point of interest is the statistical dependence of adjacent estimates which
affects the computational volume of estimates needed. Independence of adjacent estimates.
especially when they are approximately Gaussianly distributed is best estimated b- • the
correlatio. coefficient (Section 11. 1.3):
Cnv rps i) , s* (W9)]
P =
	 G2-.1-73')
CovL s ( w 1 ) , Ps (4. 1)1 Cov ['s  ( W 2) , Ps ( W-9)]
Assuming, as usual, Ps ( W) "sm:^-_tn" over a region of frequency encompassing adjacent
estimates then from (12.1-54)
C2
c	 J	 D(u:`-c<'2)D*(a'-^1)dcc'
s W
_s
2 = -	 2	 —	 (12.1-74%,
2
1	 2
D	 d y'
s
S
neglecting estimates at zero and half the sampling frequency. Using (12.1-9)
M	 2 -i (wl - 4 2 ) kT
dk e
P _ k =- (M
-1) ----_	 -	 (12.1-75)
M
4-	
d k2
k - (M-1)
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It uniform weighting is used and estimates at frequencies (12. 1 ­18)
^'^' 1	 - ^m j
(12.1-76) JM.	 2 n
2111	 T
t^
and
2	 nl
^l
n	 2 t►
- 2M	 T
are desired then
1111"`!
/1, n=m
P	 (	 (12.1-771t0,n#m
as expected.
	 Estimates are uncorrelatad at adjacent frequencies with uniform weighting,
at least to the order of second moments.
ti
For "banning" weights
P=	 bn,m	 + .1(8ny m-1	 + 6n, m-1) +	 6 (an, m+2 + an, m-2)	 (12.1-78)
wheredm
	is the Kronecker delta.
	 With these weights it can be seen that the correlation
coefficient is virtually insignificant at aL:jacent estimates, P =	 1/3, and insignificant at
estimates displaced by 2 frequencies ( P = 1/6).
Correlation, then, can essentially be omitted from consideration for ratimates j
displaced 6 w = M
	
^s	 apart.	 Closer estimates become highly correlated :Waking
evaluation of the spectrum more frequently a redundant, and computationally wasteful
process.	 The discrete Fourier transform is, then, certainly adequate
12. 1. 1 Use of the Fast Fourier Transform Algorithm to Reduce Computation Time
By use of the fast transform algorithm (Section 14) auto-correlatior (iags) and crose-
correlation estimates may be computed in a faster manner for a significant number of points
xr (yr) than by direct formation of the products. 	 The procedure for gaining this increased -
computational efficiency is quite similar to that for computing convolutions (Section 3. 7. 5)
as the convolution and cross-correlation relations are quite similar (Section 2. 8). 	 Auto-
correlation is simply a special case of cross-correlation whereby both sequences are
identical.
The discrete cross-correlation relation (Section 2. 8) is L^
Li:.'-21 4
L-1
"k =	 xr + k yr
r=o
	 (12.1.1-1)
L-1 	 2 n
N
	
	
X Yn* Wnk , W_ e 1 L
n=0
and X  and Y  are the L point transforms of the x  and y r , respectively. Uniortunately,
the indices in (12.1.1-1) are interpreted cyclically or modulo L which means that z  is
not, to general, equal iu 0U=-	 cr^ss-cc-relation (12.1-2) where indices are not
interpreted modulo N. Surmounting of this problem is accomplished by appending zeroes
to the W point ('N'^ L) sequences x  and y  to form the L point sequences x  and yr.
Once the sequences x  and y r are formed their discrete transforms (DFT1) are
taken and multiplied at corresponding frequencies (n), and the inverse transform (IDFT1)
taken. Depending upon L a number of lags are fund.
To determine the appropriate value of L so that the desired M + 1 lags for use in
the spe_trum estimation formula (12.1-5) may be computed write (12. 1. 1-1) in the form
N-1 -k
	 L-1
zk -
- Y	 yr* x r+k + Y—	yr* xr +k	 (12.1.1-•2)
r=o	 r=N- k
If k = 0 and the first lag (within a factor of 11N) is desired then L may be set equal to N
and no zeroes appended. Only the first lag k = 0 is valid in this case as the cyclic term,
the second in (12. 1. 1-2), produces incorrect r-.2ults. For lags of k = 0, and k = 1, it can
	
_	
be seen that L should be set equal to N + 1 and ene zero should be appended; yN = x N = 0
to remove the second term.
In general, then x
r	 r	 r	 r
and y are set exactly equal to the sequences x and y for the
	
-	 first values (r = 0, 1, •
	
N - 1). If M + 1 lags are desired then M zeroes should be
appended.
Only the first M + 1 products shouldb accepted as correct. Of course, they must
be modified `w the normalizing factor 11(N - l k I ) after they are obtained.
The procedure for omafnmg the ia^go ;s nvw clear. An L = M + NI point discrete
Fourier tram4form must be taken of each of the real N point sequences x r and y  appended
with M zeroes, These two transforms are then multiplied frequency by frequency, after
	
^-	 taking the conjug&te of one (Yn). This new sequence is then inversely discrete transformed.
The first M + 1 members of this transform are the desired correlation products.
Recognition of certain relations for real sequence transforms allows only one
application of the fast Fourier transform algorithm to compute the transforms of both
x r and yr.
From Section 2.6.4 tt is seen that
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X 	 = XL-n (12.1.1-3)
and
Y = Y*
n	 L - n (12.1.1-3)
for real sequences x r and yr.
Therefore, if the transform of the compleA sequence is taken:
L-1
U 
	 _	 (Xr _ i yr)	 W -r" (12.1.1-4) -
r=o
Use of (12. 1. 1--3) produces -
_s
U	 ' YL-n	 L-n	 L-n
= X	 - i nn
which results in
_	 1
X n	 [U,	 U	 j2	 L-n
-
(12. 1. 1-6)
1	 rYn = 2
	 l Un - U L-n,
It is quite easy to compute the two transforms from the one complex transform.
	 _
A comparison of minimum computing times for the direct met}-.od versus the trans-
form method assuming special purpose hardware, i--zertainly of interest. General purpose
ccmpute_' programs are generally quite variable in computing times depending upon the
	 T1
machine instruction repertoire and the individual programmer.
	
I {
For t;ie direct method the computation time, TC D , is approximately
	 T
TC D = 2N M(	 Zl^ri+i (d+^)	 (12.1.1-7)	 1
where
a = timP per real addition in seconds. 1
I
= time per real multiplication in seconds.
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The base 2 fast transform method requi res 2 L log  L real multiplications and
3 L log  L real additions with a total transform time of (3 a 2 0) L log  L seconds.
Applicaticn of the transform twice is necessary plus about 2L more additions are required
when computing two transforms simultaneously for cross-correlations. The total time by
the transform method, TC T, is approximately, then
TCT - [2(3	 2 0) 'og2 L + 2 a] L
(12. 1. 1-•8)
_ [2 (3 Ce + 2 0) 1 og, (M + N) , 2 a ) qq
 + N)
The efficienct, ratio Is
TCD
E TCT
(12. 1. 1-9)
	
( 2 N-1%I	 M+1) (Ce- 0 )
2 [2 (3 CY - 2 ) log  (lit - N) + 2 0 ] (,%I+ N)
When the addition and multiplication times are equal, the ratio becomes
E _ _(2N-M) (M+1) 	 (12.1.1-10)j0 logs (`'I+N) + 21 (M+N)
For 2 smail lag to data point ratio (Al%N) < < 1):
E
	
	
M + 1	 (12. 1. 1-11)
5 log  (b1 1 N) + 1
Examination of this formula quickly produces the observation, that when large
quantities of data are available,the transform method should be used. For example,
assume that 924 data points are available and 100 lags are desired. then E is approximately
2. It would take twice as long by the direct method. ?Maintaining a similar lag to data
ratio but increasing the number of data points shows the real power of the transform method.
Assuming 800 lags and 7392 data points then E is approximately 12: the transform method
is faster by a factor of about 12.
12.2 ESTIMATION THROUGH THE USE OF DIGITAL FILTERS
Analog filters that possess narrow pass-bands have been used for mnanv years to
estimate the spectrum of stationary continuous processes with a resolution approximately
i.	 equal to the bandwidth of the filter. The scheme is quite simple in concept though certain
fundamental auestions arise. as in any method, as to accurac y- and statistical stability of
r	 the estimates.
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The basic procedure used frequently by electrical engineers, utilizing band-pass
filters for spectrum measurement, is pictorial',zed below in Figure 12. 2-1.
Power
X (t)	 Filter	 y (t)	 Meter
H
^
	— (T'
i T^ 1 Y (t) 2 dt
Figure 12. 2-1. Spectrum !Measurement by Analog Filtering
The time function x (t) it passed through a sharply tuned bandpass filter, H (W),
whose center frequency, W1 is the frequency at which the spectrum value is desired. The
bandwidth of the filter fl , the approximate resolution with which the spectrum can be
determined. This c--ii be seen from (11. 1. 11-4) where the output power P  of dhe filter
output y (t) is rF:ated to the input power spectrum P x(W I by
P  = S I H (^') I 2 P. ( W) d	 (11.1.11-4)
-cc
If H (u:) is localized:
1	 o4	 4< I ^,I < W+ 2
H (^) =	 2L^	 (12.2-1)
o, otherwise,
where L is the filter bandwidth in radians per second, then
Le + —
o 2
P = 1
	 Px ( Ce ) d w'	 (12.2-2)
Y	 L1
o 2
where an infinite integration time in the power meter has been assumed. Formula
(12. 2-2) demonstrates that the filter output is an average about W0 of Px (W) which is the
actual power spectrum. If P x(a:) is "smooth" and doesn't vary much over the region
	
W - A < W < W +	 then P is a good approximation to P _(W ).c	 2— — o 2	 y	 x o
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	 The switch in the pictorial izatiun was included, as the filter output should not be
measured until the initial filter transient has decayed.
Ensuring integration of the squared output for a long enough period of time T', is
of importance as in practice a finite integrating time is actually used. Section 11. 1. 10
requires that T' > R where R in radians per second is the "smearing" of the transfer
function. R should obviously be made smaller than the f0ter bandwidth A. Integration
time should also be long enough to reduce statistical fluctuations in the estimate of Px(t`'o)'
Digital bandpass filters, of course, can also be used to estimate stationary sampled
data spectrum. Obviously estimation of a continuous spectrum through a sampled data
spec t rum can be obtained only if the sampling frequency is high enough to avoid "aliasing".
T	 The matters of frequency windows and statistical stability of spectrum estimates by
1	 digital filters follow quite closely those for the lagged product estimation method. Certain
compiA;iiiunal aspects, however, should always be taken into consideration when using
digital filters. Recursive and non-recursive filters while usually suppl y ing an easy method
for implementation of spectrum analyses often require a good deal more arithm Aic
operations to obtain the same accuracy of estimation as by the lagged method with the fast
Fourier transform. Recursive filters, at first glance, might seem to be faster as they
 have relatively few weights for the two or four pole filters needed. Unfortunately, this
computation must be performed for eveiy data point. Nun-recursive filters, on the other
hand, do not sse past outputs and as the bandwidth is usually small for spectrums_ estimation
the output may be decimated in time by r fraction of the reciprocal of the bandwidth without
causing significant aliasing. As variations i p procedures are quite different depending on
applications no comparison of these filter methods will be made with the lagged product
method as far as computation time is concerned.
sT
	
	 Consider, now, as the spectrum estimate the squared output of a digital filler
H z (W) = H z (z) in abbreviated notation;
N-1
Ps (w) = N
	
	
yr	 (12.2-3)
r=u
where yk is the output of the digital filter and N is the number of input samples used. The
filtered output is not used until the initial transient has decayed sufficiently (Section 3. 10),
By taking certain averages, the ensemble average of P s (w) and its variance, the
desirable properties of the filter H z (w) may be inferred. The filter characteristic will
be seen to have much in common with the lagged product window D (W).
Ensemble averaging
1
<PS(C^°)> _ <yr2 >	 (12.2-4)
1
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a	 assuming the sequence yr to be stationary. If the sequence is also ergodic to at least second
1	 moments then < y r2 can be equated to the aver. age over all yr squared and the average
sequence power obtained (Section 11. 2.6)
<Ps (W)> = 2=iri
	
	
Hz(z) H (Z) Ps (z) aZ	 (12.2-5)
unit
circle
in z transform notatior-, or
W
S
2
<P 
(W)	 = 1	 ^_	 I IIz( W') 12 Ps (W I ) dW1	 (12.2-6)
	
^^	 J
-W
S
2
in frequency notation.
As in the case of "lagged product" estimation consider the case where P s (W') varies
slowly about the frequency of estimation, W , and the filter H z (W')
 to be bandpass filter whose
center is Ce. Then
W
s
r2
<Ps (W)> = Ps (w) ^,	 `	 HL(W') 1 2 dc.o'	 (12.2-7)
s	 J
-W
_s
2
which is remarkably similar to the expression (12. 1-3) except that H z (U:') must be peaked at
both plus and minus W and H z (- W ) = "Ti *z (W ). Obviously, then the digital filter transfer
function must possess the property
W
s
SI Hz (W') 1 2 dW' = 1	 (12.2-8)
s
s
2
In tre limit of long data records where statistical stability is easy to cc.me by a
desirable attribute is seen to be
	
Hz(W') 12 = Ws	 1 6 (W - W') + 6 (W + W'),	 (12.2-9)2
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AF Ps ( W) is an even function the delta function at - ce causes no problems. It should be
Noted, however, that the gain of I Hz(W') 2 is only half that of the lagged product window
D (W) at the peak.
If a single tone at frequency 
w0 and amplitude A (12. 1-14) is applied then
2
<Ps (W)> - 2
	
I Hz ( W ) ^2 (12.2-10)
For this case too (12. 2-9) must hold in the limit of narrow bandwidths.
As an example adjust H z ; W') so that it has a narrow bandwidth and approximates
1	 W- 	 <	 < W + A
	H (W') _	 2 Oz	 -	 (12.2-11)9
O, otL.erwise.
I	
Then,
P W = lasf)^ S Ps (W') dW'
W - _©
2
(12.2-12)
as expected. Again, if F
s 
(W) is "smooth" around W then, the ensemble average of the
estimate wiil effectively be the actual spectrum of P s ( W ). As may be seen the filter ampli-
tude develops a larger peak as the bandwidth narrows. A reasonable value for the actual
filter bandwidth is the 3 decibel value and the peak filter gain may be set to that given in
(12.2-11).
As with the analog method, allowance must be made for the transient to decay before
averaging the square of the filter output. Further, enough samples must be allowed:
NT > RLff  , with T the sampling interval, such that R the frequency spectrum "emearing"
in radians per second due to a finite number of samples is significantly less than the filter
bandwidth.
To perform spectrum analyses all of the techniques discussed previously for synthe-
sizing bandpass filters are available.
12-3:
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For the digital filter spectrum estimation method the development of the
covariance and relative stability are somewhat simpler than that of the lagged product
method but results and interpretations are quite similar.
The covariance of a pair of estimates at frequencies 
w  
and W2 is given by
Cov
 rps {W) P ( W )  _ < P (W) P (W )> -	 P (W )> < ,*(W )^ 1	 s 2	 s 1	 s 2	 s 1	 s 2
N-1	 N-1	 (12.2-13)
N2	 [ <a111,r y2 , s2 > - \ yl , r2	 ^ y2 , s2 >
r=o s=o
where the front subscripts on the y's indicate the two filter outputs.
Using (12.1-43 ) the brackets may be written, assuming stationary Ganssian processes
2	 2	 2	 2	 2
<Y1,r Y2,s >-<Y l,r ><Y2,s >	 2 <Yl,r Y2,s > 	 (12.2-14)
Using the convolution form of the digital filter input-output relation ( Section 3.4)
m
r
<yl	 ,r Y2 s>	 wk 1) w j 2) < xr-k xs-j>	 (12.2-15)
k=o j=o
where wk ) and wj ` are the impulse responses of the two estimating filters H Z (
 ) (G.^)
and H (2)
z	
(w), respec::vely. Assuming x  stationary
0 ( ( r-s - k+j )
 T ) = < xr-k x s -j > '	 (12.2-16)
the auto-correlation function. Writing the auto-correlation function in terms of the
spectrum
W
s
^Yl,r y2 s>	 W 	
Ps(WI),Hu(1) (W , ) 112(2) (WI) eiW'(r-s)'I'
s (12.2-17)
2
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^rfr.
where the definition (Section 3. 4) of the transfer function has been used. Therefore
^v I r g ( 4' 1 ) , P3 (w2)^
	
w	 w	 (12.2-18)
	_a	 _s
	
2	
(
2
+
—2	 dwr	 S dwrr PQ( ^^r ) p^( ^^^ rr) II (1)(4'r) H (1) ( w rr ) * 'rI(z)((^'r) Ii(2 ) ( wrr ) -(wr,wrr)Css
	
S	 s
2
N-1
	 2
G ( wr , Corr ) =	 1	
Y 
e z ( w r - u:") r
N 
s
r=r)
w'tl,
(12.2-19)
which approaches a delta function for large N
G (WI, wrr) -* 6 (wr — wl1)
With this approximation
w	 (12.2-20)
s
2 2	 2
	
Cov IPs ( wl ), P As(w= Nw 	 dw' 	 Ps 2 ( w r ) I i-f Z( ` ) ( w') I I HZ(2) (w')
 s _JwS
2
which is remarkably similar to the lagged product formula (12.1-54).
The variance at a given frequency w is then
wj
(2	 4c 2 = N om,	 \ dwr Ps2 ( w'`) I H ^(^-' r ) I	 (12.2-21)
s -w
_s
2
where the superscript on H Z
 W) has been removed as a single frequency is being considered.
The relative variation squared is then
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2	 4
S
P9 (2) (w') I HZ (cw^) f	 d wf
CeS
	
(12.2-22)
n 2 	 2	 --	 ---
N
4	 -s	 2
b
Ps (W)' H Z (i^'7)	 dam' 1
L
Again as for the lagged proktict methc-d assume that PS (W I ) is relatively
 smooth with
rexpect to the peakedness of Hz (WI ) at cis , then approximately
e
with We ' the eflfect ve width for the digi`al alter xnet.hod
r ^;
2
Z
1 --s1 Lµe = ` -
	
	 —	 (12.2-24)
s
`	 4
s
Th;s definition of We ' allows the relative variation of the digital filter method to be written
	
in a form identical to that for the lagged product method.
	 •_".e factor of 1/2) may appear ds
turbing but the fact that H Z (a: ! ) has peaks at both plus and minus ^, the estimation frequency,
compensates for 4.
For example, consider H Z ( :4') as an ideawl filter of bandwi&a A in radians per
second -and gain A
12-34.
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Brr....sc. _^^
4P
t
I
(	 A, w —	 = I Ls ' I < Gt) + A
`	 Hz (4,r) _
	
2	 2	 (12.2-25)
1), otherwise
:hen
Wt	 2	 4	 2 !	 (12.2-26)
i	 A)
The effective width :4'e ' is actually equal to the ideal filter bandwidth. The relative varia--^-
i	 Lion, can be interpreted in a manner identical to that for the lagged product method as in
Section 12.5, .
Obvior.ai_v, narrow effective bandwidths produce less stable estimates than wide
ones. histp ad of considering lags to produce a desired resolution bandwidth, the digital
filter and its effect i ve bandw-idth may be considered directly. As with the frequency win-
,jow- D (W), a digital filter is desired wi;.h a fall off out-side of the effective width that will
not allow leakage of other frequencies into the estimate. Fortunately, the rate of fall-off
of ( H z (u:') !"
 outside of the center frequency W is the concern rather than the fall-off
of ! H z (WI) 1. This allows filters, recursive and non-recursive, with fewer coefficients.
Recursive filters with at most 2 to 4 poles in their transfer ftuictiors will be found to be
quite adequate.
Due to the fourth power of I H ( w') involved in (12.2-24) the expression of W '
Z	 e
t	 in terms of the impulse response is not as useful as the expression in terms of z transforms
W 	 H (zl H 
( 1 ) dz
2w _	 Z	 Z z Z j
e	 P
.Q1 Hz (z) Hz2( z) dz
(12.2-27)
w ;ere the contour integal is taken to be the unit circle. For recursive filters the use of
residue theory o ,omplex variable theory is helpful. However, even for the simplest
Enter. ( 19.2-27) is quite difficult to evaluate. A useful and adequate ! procedure is to use
two, and preferably four, pole bandpass filters of, say, the Butterworth type generated by
the bilinear z transform (Section 6. 6 ) with the 3 decibel bandwidth set equal to We ' /2.
It may be noted that the estimation at different frequencieR involves different filters which
will not nave identica, shapes, though the effective widths can be made identical. A
f	 means of by-passing this problem, though it is hardly a severe one, is the use of complex
f	 demodulation (Sections 8.2 and 15) which is useful, in itself, as it kequires only one111ter
design. The next section is devoted to this method.
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12.3 COMPLEX DEMODULATE SPECTRUM ESTIMATION
Sections S. 2 and 15. 1 discuss decomposition of a sequence into complex demodulates
and practical means of obtaining them. From the developments of these sections it would
appear that "mixing" with a frequency W and low pass filtering might give a spectrum
estimate if the magnitude squared of the complex output is used appropriately. Therefore,
take as a spectrum estimate
s
N-1
P (i^) = 1
	 Y	 i v 2	 (12. -1)8	 14 r
r=o
where v
r 
is the complex output of a pair of identical filters operating on the "mixed"
signals in figure 1::. 3-1 . Of course the output 
v  
is not accepted until the initial transient
decays.
9
Figure 12.3-1
	
Complex Demodulation Spectrum Estimation
iF
	 In terms of the impulse response of the "real" low pass filter H Z (w), wk:
N-1 m
Ps (w)	 N L
	
wk wj x r-k X r-j e -i W(k-j )'1'
	 (12.3-2)
r-o j=o k=o
By a methodology a!most identical to that for the bandpass filter estimation technique the
ensemble averaged spectrum is
W,
S
2	 2
g 	 J	 S Ps ( 0 ) 1 Hz (ca- w')	 dw'	 (12.3-3)s
-W
_s
2
if the process x  is assumed stationary. The low pass filtering after the mixing provides
P "window" at the frequency W through which estimates are made. The properties of
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t1 11 z (W I ) 1 apparentl y shoula be identical to those of D (Ce) of lagged produce estimation.
It should be noted that both positive and negative frequencies are not involved as with
simple bandpass filtering.
The variance is also of interest for this technique . It is
(12.3-4)
v2 =
	 rx' S	 Ps W)2	 ifz(w - w') 14 + Ili (c,:- cc') Hz(4,+W') 12 	 da:'
S -
s
for Gaussian processes and N large. Is is also virtuall y identical to the lagged product
method with D (w) equal to HZ (w ) 1 wWith a narro bandwidth for H z (u• ) the second
term in the brackets ( 12. 3-4 ) contributes a negligible amount of frequencies other than
around zero and half the sampling frequency and thereforl- approximately:
4
a" - T ce	 Ps (WI) 2 	 H Z (w	 d w'	 (12.3-5)s
- u:
S2
The relative variatioi,
 is
w
s
Ps ( Le )	 j 11  (u: - cc')	 dcel
w s
`'	 s (12.3-6)
or :assuming Ps (w') "smooth" as done previousl,
2	 cc
77 r
	w it, 
e
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SPs (u:')	 if ( cc - cL') I	 d W'
S
•-i
with the effective width of Hz
 (w) for the complex demodulate method given by
w 1 2
s
_2
CI HZ
	
12 du.,'
-wS
W
	
u.^
_s
2
SHz(w') 14 dw'
-w
_s
2
(12.3-8)
Certain practical aspects on the complex demodulate filtering method may be noted.
The fast discrete Fourier transform realization of the filter H , (w) may be used if Hz
 
(W)
is non-recursive (Section 3.7.5). Secondly, the sines and cosines that are mixed with the
input sequence x  may be computed recursively with but a few operations (Section 15. 2)
though occasionally fcr long sequences the amplitude of the wave should be renormalized
to unity, due to rornd-off.
As the traisfer function of the digital filter is involved in the ensemble averaged
spectrum quadratically a simply one pole low pass filter will probably he adequate in many
applications. Tt_e bi-linear z transform of a simple low pass Butterworth filter given is
Section 6. 6	 is a reasonable recursive digital filter to use. If longer- computation times
are not objectionable a two pole filte_ may be used. Fcr the Butterworth filter of Section 6.6
-1
H (z) _	 (1 + z	 )	 12.3-9)
z	 1 _ z-1
with
w
^ =	 o
1+w
0
1-w
o
l +w
0
and
wo = tan ^0
 T'
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Oo is the digital cut-off decibel frequency.
Now using realeues
W
s
2
2
IH Z ( 4') I dCc	 s Cr
W
s
2
ana
s
2S
H	
4	 2
(3 -6)Z (^') d am ' _ ^
`,s 4 ^ 
S
Then the effective width becomes
We " -	 o	 °	 2	 radians/second,
(2 +W 0)  (1 - wo)
and from (12.3-9)
nn
c`o — Le o 	 (12.3-12)
s
for small digital bandwidth to sampling frequency ratios, which is usually the practical
situatf bn..
Therefore We " can be approximated by
W	 2 fr V
	 (12.3-13)
e —	 o
Now A is the low frequency filter 3 decibel (db. ) bandwidth in radians per second f-om zero
irequency. Wher. ' translated" by the mixing operation (See `section 15. 2) the new 3 db band-
width, A e , is twice the low frequency bandwidth
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(12.3-10a)
(12.3-10b)
(12.3-11)
:'S
Qo = 2 o ra dians /second.	 (12.3-14)
In these terms the effective bandwidth is given by
W	 n
e^^	 e
=	 (12.3-15)'
The effective bandwidth is a factor of it larger than the 3 db bandwidth of the translated low
frequency filter. Of course, the reason for this increase is the finite ratio of fall off of the
filter, the 3 decibel width is an arbitrary measure of bandwidth. It may be noticed that
is not significantly different than the 8/3 factor of "harming" (12. 1-34).
In terms of this particular log••-pass filter effective width the relative stability is
given by
2	 2
	
- t' T de
	
(12.3-16a)
or in terms of the low frequency bandwidth
712 = Nom— 	 (12.3-16b)
0
When ^ e is set equal to w s /(2M), namely the same number of spectrum. estimates are made.
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12.4 LIMITATIONS OF A PERIODOGRAM ESTIMATE
As mentioi.ed previously, the periodogram would be a highly unstable method of
estimation. It is quite easy to find the relative stability of a periodogram with the methods
used previous to this point. .
The periodogram estimate using all the data poincs is
I N-1	 2
P 
(4, ) _	 e -iwkT (	 (12.4-1)
k=o
The ensemble average is
N-1 N-1 /
^P (^,)^ = N Y	 `r xl xk> e -iW(k-j)T	 (12.4-2)
k=o j=o
Asstuning x  stationary then
w
_s
2	 N-1	 2
8(w) W S 	 d w' Ps(a') N	 T e i ( ^" - w) kT	 d  (12.4-3)
s - w	 k=o
_s
2
which for large N becomes
8 (G: )> - Ps ( W ).	 (12.4-4)
With a large uumber of data samples, N, the estimate mean approaches the actual spectrum.
However, whey, the estimate variance is computed along with the relative stability
disaster will set in.
The variance of the periodogram is
v ` 	 Ps (w) ^ 2 > - < Ps (^)^ 2	 (12.4-5)
N-1 N-1 N--1 N-1
	
<xk xi x  xs	 \ xk x j) <xr xs /,
k=o j=o r=o s=
x e -i w (k- j-r+s) T
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Assuming, xk also Gaussian then relation (12.1-43) may be used to express the bracketed
terms in term of covariances, which can be expressed, in turn, in terms of the actual
spectrum as performed frequently in the preceding pages:
	
W	 W
	
S	 _s
	2 	 2
a2 -
	 21 2	 dW'	 v(A.111 p8 (W r ) ps ( WTI)N
s	 -W	 -W
_s	 s
	2 	 2
N-1 N-1 N-1 N-1
W) (k-r)T e i(W' - W) ( j -s) T
k=o j=o r o s-0 
lL
(12.4-6)
+e i(W' - W) kT 
e
-i(W'
 
+ W)sT a -i(W" - W) e i( W" W) jT 
1
s	 1J
The second term in the brackets approaches zero except near zero and half the sampling
frequency where it will contribute as much as the first term. from (M 1- 49) the first
terms may be seen to be equal to
G N (W, W ') G N ( W, W")	 (12.4-7)
•.vhich for large N approaches
N2 WS  b (W- W') d (W- W IT )	 ( 12.4-5)
Then the variance becomes approximately
Cr 2 = P 2 1W)	 ;12.4-9)
s '
and the relative variation is approximately
Fs(W)
11 = P
s (rte)	 (12.4-19)
1
which may be seen to produce a totally inaccurate estimate. Periodograms as statistical
spectrum eatimators should be avoided!
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12.6. INTERPRETATION OF THE RELATIVE STABILITY
The relative stability was defined as the ratio
J
t1 =
<Ps
This ratio is an effective measure of the stability of an estimate; a r7 of . 1 or .05 would
seem to imply a highly peaked distribution of P s
 (w) (figure 12.3-1) with "most" values
lying within f 10 or t 5 percent of the average value of Ps
 (W) . However, it is
customary in statistical analyses to be a bit more precise, and usefully so.
An assumption (hypothesis) is made that an actual value of r, is a parameter of the
distribution of Ps
 ( W ); then under this assumption the question is raised as to what will be
the fractional deviation about the true mean for a given probabil-ty of finding the estimate
between the limits of deviation.
The given probability is usually called. the "confidence level"; the confidence that the
experimenter has that the estimate "in hand" is within the prescribed limits. Judgement
must still be exercised in the choice of "confidence level" that is acceptable, but this is
another level above simple subjectivity and beyond mere acceptance of 17 , the relative
stability, as the sole indicator of spectrums estimate reliability. Confidence levels of 60%,
70%, 80%, and 90% are not uncommon to use though the application usually determines
the most desirable value.
For spectrum estimation a confidence level of 80% is not unreasonable as this would
mean that approximately 4 out of 5 estimates at differing frequencies would, on the average;
lie between prescribed limits. The approximation comes about because of the lack of com-
plete statistical independence of adjacent estimates.
To make the previous ideas more mathematically precise, some remarks concern-
ing the actual distribution functions of _he lagged product and digital filter estimation
methods should be made. As the data values are random variables the spectrum estimate
will also be a random variable with a distribution function depending upon the data ditribu-
tion. It would be a fortunate circumstance if the distribution of the spectrum estimate
asymptotically approached some well (mown distribution for a large number of data points,
regardless of the data distribution function or with mild restrictions on the data distribution
In mind, of course is the Irish thatthe asymptotic distribution would he Gaussian so that the
asymptotic mean and variance of the estimates world characterize the spectrum estimate
distribution ^.ompletely. Motivation for this desire comes from the "central limit- theorem
for independent random variables. However. for stationary data that is not independently
distributed (independent data samples imply a flat ("white") spectrum) and not Gaussian it
is not true, in general, that the asymptotic spectrum estimate distribution is Gaussian.
Grenander and Rosenblatt (Chapter 6) discuss the matter at some length and come to the
conclusion that the assumption that the distribution of the spectrum stimate being Gaussian
is not unwarranted. This assumption will be made subsequently.
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Only a Gaussian distribution will be discussed as it leads to simple results and aliows
use of tables found in almost any handbook. *
The essence of the preceding paragraphs is contained with the following definition
Of fractional deviation. Assume that the individual estimate is desired to be bounded
within the limitb:
<Ps	 e < Ps (w) < <Ps (c,a)^ + s	 (12.5-1)
where e is the absolute (symmetrical) deviation limit. Suppose now that the "fractional
deviation", X is defined by
e = t <ps (W)>
	 (12.5.-2)
then (12. 5,1) may be written
n
P (c^)
1 -	 <	 < 1 +	 (12.5 -3)
—<Pa(wr> —
Obviously X controls the desired limits of the ratio of an individual estimate to the mean.
From (12. 5-2) ' the fractional deviation may be written
<Ps (41 }>
	 (12.54)
and if a is considered as some multiple, µ , of the r. m. s. spectrum error, Q, then
Q
PB (W) >
(12.5-5)
= A71
from (12.3-15). µ is also the same multiple of the relative stability.
Now a uni-variate Gaussian distribution is defined by
* Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
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x-m)2
W (x)
	 2 v^
	
e	 2	 `	 (12.5-6)
where
M = mean
2 = variance
With the inequality (12. 5-3) written as
P (w)
-	 <	 - 1 < l	 (12.5-7)
^. Ps( ^ )>
then it can easily be shown that
nP (W)
x =	
s
	 (i2. 5-8)
<P 
is a Gaussianly distributed variable, if P s (W) is assumed Gaussianly distributed, that has
a mean zero and variance n 2 . Hence
x
2
0 (x) =
	
2V 17
e 	
2 772 (12. 5-9)
The remaining problem is to find the values µ that produce various probabilities, the
"confidence levels",of x lying within the limits :k 3-. Now this prc' ibility is given by
µ	 x2
_	 2 77
p	 2A^
	
a	 dx
µ	
x2
=	 1	 S e	 2	 dx.2^
(12.5-?0)
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Useful  values of the probability (confideme level) p it., Percentage) and the mu!tiple at
the relative stabilit} are given in Table 12, 5-1.
P M 11
60 .84
65 .935
;n 1.04
75
nn
Uv 1.28
85 1.44
90 1.64
95 1.56
100 m
Table 12.5-1 Confidence Levels versus Normalized Relative Stability
Afte: the proliferation of formulae and monologue an example is ammir_ently
worthwhile.
Suppose an estimate of a spectrum value is desired within ; 10% ( X _ . 1) at a
confidence 'Level of 90 0. Then examination of Table 12. 5-1 indicates that
j = 1. 64
.1	 (12.5-11)
77
from (12.3. 1-5) or
T7 =	 .11.64
4 (12.5-12)061
In turn this ac^uracy requirement places a constraint or the resolution arA/or
record length needed by the estimation methods.
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When "banning" is used with the lagged product method
2	 3 M
	 112.5-12^>7 = 4 N
Therefore fer ar accuracy of t 10% with a confidence icvel per estimate of 90%
19 out of 10 estimates will be within s 10% of the correct value)
N = 5.1 x 10-3	112. 5-13)
which means that N = 1000 data points will allow only M + 1 = S frequency estimates over
the interval zero to half the sampling freque_ ;y.
if the confidence level is relaxed to 80% for thr same accurac y ( :k 10%) then
n _
	 .1
1.28
(12.5-14)
. 078
and for "tanning"
N= 8.25 x 1t1- i`	(12.5-15)
The spectrum can be resolved to approximately 9 frequencies; an improvement or about
50% over i~haC for the 90% confidence level. A small charge in conVidence level produces
a much larger number of frequencies ( M + 1 ) into which the spectrum may be resolved.
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13. LINEAR STATISTICAL FILTERS
Quite often the problem of estimating the value of a sai.ipled function ("signal")
that has been corrupted with noise or some function of it, presents itself. Examples are
target tracking with a radar and reconstruction of telemetered data. Usually, the value
of the unpertdrbed function is desired at some particular but fixed time with respect to
the sampling times. This time may. or may not, be at one of the sampling times of the
data and within, or without, the sampling span.
According to whether the time of estimation is within the sampling span, in the
future, or the past; the estimation problem is called smoothing, prediction, or extra-
polation into the past: respectively.
Work in this section w;ll be devoted to the exposition of two methods:
1. Reconstruction or estimation of the uncorrupted sampled
function, or some function of it that can be created by a
linear operator, such as differentiation, assuming that
the uncorrupted sampled function can be represented as
a known linear combination of linearl. independent
functions of time.
2. Estimation of a function which is known onl y statistically
through the sampled auto-correlation function and the
sampled cross-correlation function of the function with
the "noise".
Neither of these estimation methods require that the signal or noise be
	
i	 stationary (Section 11. 1. 4). Theref.-)re, the linear filter weights may be time varying.
This Hnear estimation and reconstruction will be optimized (produce "best"
estimates) in the sense that the mean-square error (the variance) of the estimate will
be minimized. The minimization of the first method will be made subject to the con-
dition that the estimate will be unbiased: that is, the mean value of the estimate is the
	
1	 value of the unpei-turbed function. This can be done with this method as the form of
the "signal" is assumed known.
It should be pointed out that the fact that optimum linear estimation is being
used does not mean that the variance error is a minimum with respect to all possible
methods of estimation. Linear estimation is optimum with respect to minimum mean-
square error for data samples whose noise error is Gaussianly distributed and a few
other classes of noise distributions. Opti mization is only for the class of all possible
	
--	 linear estii.ia`_ors.
The groat utility of linear estimators lies in three main areas: 	
!
1. Simplicity of implementation
	
s	 2. Ease of analysis
	
_	 3. Gaussian processes are frequently found in nature, at
least apvroximately.
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A discussion of non-linear estimation with its complexities would con-
vince the reader tha. optimum linear estimation is a valuable procedure.
Before embarking upon the mathematical details of developing these
filters a few words about terminology is in order.
An "estimate" is exactly that. Noisy data is combined by means of a
mathematical expression which, when evaluated, results in an approximation to a
desired quantity. In the absence of "noise" it is not unusual to demand of this ex-
pression, which is called an "estimator, " that it not be just an estimate, but ex-
actly the value of the quantity desired. In statistical terminology an estimator of
this kind is called an "unbiased" estimator. The first method meets this requira-
ment and is discussed in Section 13. 1, Section 13.1 discusses "Weiner" filters
which do not have this constraint imposed and, as such, often perform better for
small "signal-to-noise" ratios.
A "representation" of a function can either be an exact expression for,
or an approximation to, the function. Depending on the physical situation -nath-
--^• 	 and the intended purpose of the estirnA*^^ ­ ILteent represen-
tations for the same function can be used. tiopciu;^y mese representations would
be equal for all values of the independent variable, or, at least equivalent in,say,
a least squares approximation, equality at sampling points, or some other use-
ful manner.
An example of distinctions between "equivalent" representations might
be the use of trigomometric functions versus polynomials to approximate a func-
tion over a range. The trigonometric functions would be periodic and repeat
the function outside the range of approximation. A predictor using these func-
tions for signal representation would most likely be useless unless the signal pro-
cess is also periodic :t • ith the same period, On the other hand, polynomials tend to
have values which continue the actual function outside of the range of approximation.
--^ - ♦ ►.la cartinn will all be non-` z--,i.,ive; further zL ll{,C1 .1 UlD^.uu...,... ___ _____
transform notation will not be used, and realizability conditions will not be im-
posed (though the filters are all realizal;le). Notation will be quite similar to
previous sections, but putting the f :ters in a "standard'' form tends to obscure
the fact V at they predict, interpolate, and extrapolate into the past. Also, the
frequency response is not the point of interest but the operation in the minimum
r. m. s. error sense is the criteria by which the filters are judged. Finally, if
the noise (or signal) statistics are not stationary then a frequency response is
difficult to define as the weights of the filter vary with time.
13,1 ESTIMATION OF A FUNCTION OF KNOWN FORIM OR REPRESENTATION
Define the signal representation, in the absence of noise, to be:
M
s 	 = r or 0 W
	 (13.1-1)
r- 0
where the (P (t) are Borne oet of linearly independent functions
polynomial, rfor example, then
If s(t) were a
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Or (t)= t r , r = 0, 1, ... , M	 113. 1-2)
and
ao = s o = initial position,
a l = vo = initial velocity,
a 2 = ao/2 = initial acceleration,
etc.
Estimation then involves determination cf the parameters a  which com-
pletely specify the function s(t). Two methods are available.
1. Explicit estimation of s(t) with implicit evaluation of the
coefficients a .
r
2. Explicit estimation of the parameters a and then
evaluating the function s(t) at a particularr time "t".
The  first method involves direct minimization, of the root-mean-square
error at the time of evaluation (which is arbitrary).
Alternatively, the second method determines the coefficients a in a
minimum r. m. s. errcr manner, but begs the question of the explicit optimi-
zation of the value of s(t) at time "t". This method will be discussed in Section
13. 1.2. It will be seen in subsequent work that the two methods are completely
equivalent (Section 13. 1. 3).
While the derivations in this section optimiLe, in a statistical sense,
the estimation of the function s(t); it is also possible to arrive at an identical set
of results using conventional least squares curve fitting for the p=articular case
of uncorrelated sampling.
13. 1. 1 Estimation of the Function. Directly
The procedure in the following endeavors will l e  definition of the esti-
mator; equating of the ensemble averaged estimate to the value of the unper-
turbed function s(t) which developes constraints on the estimator coefficients
or "weights"; and utilization of these constraints to compute the optimum weights
from the expression for the r.m. s error in the function. s(t).
Define a linear estimator t (t) for the function s(t) as:
R	 N
C_1
A(t) =	 wR
-a (t)xn+k 	 L `"n (t)XIZ-n+k (13.1. 1-1)
n=0	 n = 0
where the (IT+ 1) wn(t) are constants (or weights) which must be determined to
minimize the root- mean-square noise error at some evaluation time "t". The
quantities x  are assumed to be given by the N+ 1 sampled values of the un-
corrupted signal s(t) plus noise n(t),
x 
	 = 3(t 
11
)+ n (tk).
	
(13.1. 1-2)
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1The sampling times t  are arbitrar y (obviously. tk can not be equal to
t ) unless k = j). The free index k in43.1. 1-0serves to indicate that weights are
moved along the sequence x  as time progresses.
Taking t. a ensemble average (Section 7) of equation (13. 1. 1-1) for setting
it equal to the actual function s(t), for an "unbiased" estimate, gives
M	 P
< s(t) >	 ar O
r 
(t)	 L-j w n (t) < xP-n+l:>
	
(13. 1. 1-3)
r=0	 n=0
using the uncorrupted signal representation 11. 1. 1.
For convenience take the initial sample atto(k=O) and let w n = wn(t), the
dependence of the estimator on the time of estimation being understood.
lr.serting(13. 1. 1-2)into(13.1. 1-3)it is found that:
M	 N	 M
a r r^ ( t )	 wn	 ar mr (tN-m)
r=0	 n=0	 r=0
	
N	
(13.1. 1-4)
+	 w	
N-nn 
<n(t- )>
n=0
Assuming, without loss of generality, that the noise has zero mean:
< n (t IT-n) > = 0	 (13. 1. 1-5)
as these values if different from zero can be included in43.1-1); then equation
(131. 1-4)implies, as it must hold for an arbitra. • %, function (arbitrary ad within
the representation 13.1-1, that
N
Qr(t) - L "n or (tN - n): r = 0. 1, 2, ... M.	 (13.1. 1 - 6)
n=0
Mathematically, equationa3.1 1-6)produces M + 1 constraints on the
N + 1 unknowns w .
n
Next, calcuiate the variance or root-mean-square error of the estimate
s(t). The square error is defined as the ensemble average (Section 11.1-3).
U 	 -	 < (s(t) - < IS(t) > ► 2 >	 (13.1 1-7)
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P(s(t) )
	
Cr	 Q s
	
g(t)	 (t)
Figure 13.1. 1-1. Peaked Distrihutiun
For probability distributions p(s(t)) of s(t) which are peaked (Figure
1;; . 1 1 
-1) as is usually the case in practice, + v s measures the "spread" or "average
r. m. s. error" of the random variable s(t) about the mean which is s(t) for mean
zero noise. Non-zero mean noise can be accounted for by including this mean as
part of the unperturbed function s(t) as mentioned previously.
Upon insertion of equations(13.1. 1-2)an,1(13.1. 1-3)into the definition 13. 1. 1-7
it is found that
N
	
2= `\
	
_	 2>
s	
(wn 
n (tN - n) /	 (13.1. 1-8)
n=0
or	
^—N-+	
N
° 2s = 1 ^	 E wnw j < r(tN-n) n ( t& _j)'
n=0 j = 0
Defining the quantity
cnj - cjn - < u(tR
- n) n (tR -i)>	 (13.1. 1-9)
as the auto-correlation function of the noise function n(t) (Section 11)
	
R	 :Q
2v s =	 wnwjcnj	 (13.1.1-10a)
n4 j =0
is obtained.
The problem of determining the optimum "filter" has been reduced to one
of formal mathematics; namely, minimize the quadratic function of N + 1 variables
w
n
r
a
	
2s (wo,w1,w2...wN) - ^^
	
L	 Wnwjcnj	 (13.1. 1-10b)
n=0	 j=0
subject to the M + 1 constraints
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`=
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i
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I
i
1
i
i
t
i
t
i
NO r (t) _	
w  1)r (tRn), r = 0, 1, 2, ... , M.	 (13. 1. 1-6)	 _ t
n=0
A well known mathematical technique, that of Lagrange multipliers, is
available to assist in solving this problem. Form the function 	 -
R	 b1	 N	 _
e =	 wnw.cn. -	
r \
	
wnor(tN -n) - 1)r(t)^
n, j=0	 r=0	 n=O (13. 1. 1-11)
where the X r are constants to he determined. Finally, minimize the function 0
as if it were an unconstrained function of N + 1 independent variables v:8 , by taking
partial derivatives with respect to the weights, ws:
q	 M	 IS
^k
8 w  = 0 =	 cnJ [w n6 js + w.jd ns ] - E r	 ¢r( tN -r>'	 ns	
—^
n, j=0	 r=0	 n=0 (13.1.1-12),^
where
8w
1, n=s
	
n	 b	 =8 'N	 ns
	
8 	 = 2
C, nos.	 I
As c	 = c
ns	 sn 	 --
	
N	 M
2	 c
sn r_
w 	-X 
r Or •(tN- s ); s = 0, 1 1 ... N.	 (1?. 1. 1-13)
	
n-0
	
r=0
Eq'aations (13.1. 1-6) and (13. 1. 1-13) express that fact that these are M + 2 + N
linear equations in M + 2 , N unknowns wn and k r. 'r o simplify the solution of
these equations write them in matrix form.
Replace equa : ion(13.1. 1-6)by the matrix equation
	
W = (P (t)	 (13.1. 1-14)
where
COMI r = Or(t)
"[	 e rn	 `fir( t N-n)'
and
[ W i n = w  , r = 0, 1, ... M
n =0,1...13.
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Similarly, equation0a 1. 1-13)becomes
1 ""
CW = i ^^	 (13.1.1-15)
'	 where
	
( Ai rl r = \ r , r = 0, 1, ... , M;
(C) ns = cns, n, s = 0, 1, ... P?;
and
	 is the transpose of ^D;
[^Jpq 
^qp'
Therefore, the matrix e quations to be solved are
`y =
	 (t)	 (13. 1. 1-14)
and
CW = 2 U	 (13. 1. 1-15)
Eliminate by premultiplying(13.1. 1-15)by ( C -1 and produce, using(13. 1. 1-14 )
`YW
2ZC..1^
^(t)	 (15. 1. 1-16)
Using the fact that C -1	 is a square M + 1 by M + 1 matrix t yre Lagrange
multipliers are:
	
_1	 -1 y
= 2 (^ C	 (13. 1. 1-1.7)
Combining equations43.1. 1-17^tnd4al. 1-15)gives the result:
W = C-1 T [ ^ C -* -1 0(t).	 (13. 1. 1-18)
Another result of interest is the expression of the r, m. s. error (squared)
in terms of W as Riven byp3.1. 1--18). In matrix terms equaticn43.1. 1-10) for the
r. m. s. error is
N
a s = W C W,	 (13. 1. 1-19)
and using the previous resulta3.1. 1-16)it is found
a2 	
= 4^( t) ( ^ C-1	 1 -1 ot);	 (13.1.1-20)
where the relations
C -1 = C -1	 as C is symmetric,
and
Al =-t
for an arbitrary square matrix A that possesses an inverse have been used.
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Recapitulating, an explicit expressiun tur the linear estimatur which
	 Y
produces the minimum unbiased root-mean-square error at the paint of estima-
tion of the unknown function within tho representation s(t) has been i^und. An
explicit expression, for the r. m. s error has also been developed.
Aquestion as to the existence of the inverse of the correlation matrix must
be considered before calculations can be performed freely. For stationary pro-
cesses the inverse does indeed exist. Consider the origin of the correlation matrix
	 -
as zero for convenience; namely,
C rk = p (r-k) T
	 ; r, k = 0, 1, ... , N;	 (13.1. 1-21)
where p (T ) is the sampled auto-correlation function  normalized such that p (0) = 1
Write out the matrix C to inspect it:
P (0 ) P (- 1 ) P (-2) ... p ( -9)'
P (1) P (0 )	 P	 1) )
P (2) P (1)
C-1	 1	 (13.1.1-22)
P (17) P (N-1)	 P (0)
For the inverse to exist, the determinant of C, I C	 cannot be zero. Alternatively
this means that the rows (or columns) of C must be linearly independent. That is,
a set of constants y r ; r = 0, 1, ... N; cannot exist such that
-e
ZI -Y
	
0
	 (13.1.1-23)
r=0
OI'	 • F
y r P ( (r-k)T) = 0
r=0	 -1
This is a well studied equation, a linear difference equation (See Section
3). Letting
P ( (r-k)T) -	 r-k
must satisfy
F
C—'	 r _
L-^	 y^ 	 0'	 (13.1.1-z5)
r=-,O
	 !
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a polynomial of the N th order which has N roots {4,. Therefore, for N distinct
roots j , the solution to (13. 1.1-25) has the form J
R
p (kT) _	 Aj	 j k 	 (13. 1. 1-26)
j=1
where the A  are constants.
Now p (T ) has the properties (Section 1: 1. 6)
P (0) = 1 ;
P ( -T ) = P (7 n	 (13. 1. 1-27)
IP(TII < p(0).
These properties cannot be satisfied by equationa3.1. 1-26).except for
rare periodic functions. Therefore, distinct roots will not do,. Similarly, it can
be found that multiple roots will not produce solutions with the necessary proper-
ties.
Therefore, any correlation function with the requisite properties cannot
produce a non-zero determinant as the form of all functions that do produce zero
determinants have been found an6 they do not have the properties (13.1. 1-27).
In further calculations, therefore, the e)dstence of inverses for stationary
processes is of no concern.
13.:1.2 Estimation of the Coefficients of the Function Representation
Ir. a manner Jentical to the previous pages a linear estimator for the
coefficients of s(t) (131-1) can be defined:
Nn
a =	 w x
	
r = 0, 1, .... M;
r	 rn R-n	 (13.1.2-1)
n=0
where the weights w_ are determined to produce an unbiased minimum variance
estimate of the actuFa r 's. The front subscript on the w rn refers to the par-
ticular coefficient being estimated.
As the calculation is identical in almost every detail to that for s(t) only
the results are given:
OV
W  = C-1 
I- i
	 C -1	 J -1 Ir	 (13.1.2-2)
and
v	 = Ir (^
 C _
1	
J
-1Ir	 (13.1.2-3)
a
r
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•y 
f a
	
,t	 ,
where both W an(i I are column matrices.
r	 r
tW r
 
in	 wrn,
[	 [
Ir n	 d rn	 L0, otherwise,
and
a 
CI = r. m. s. error in estimate of a .
r	 r
13. 1.3 Equivalence of Function and Coefficient Estimation
To demonstrate the equivalence of function estimation at a point and
coefficient estimation, write the estimator for s(t) in matrix form also
M
S(t) _ XW; [XJn 
= xN-n,
or
Using the estimates for the coefficients in matrix form
^r = XWr =' XC-1	 IIC-1
	
J -1 I r ,
	
(13.1.3 -21
and	 M
A'
	
ar p r (t),	 (13..'_.3-3)
r=0
Where the prime :;n s (t) indicates function estimation using estimated coefficients
or	
NI
(t) = L	 X C-1Y' (^C
-1
 I 	 O r (t)	 (13.1.3-4 )
r=0
U sing t c e associativity of matrix m-ultiplicatio.i
M
s (t) _ 
	
C - 	 Ir(Pr(t)	 (13.1.3-5)
r=0
which becomes upon comparing(13.1. 3-1) and(13.1. 3-5)
A%
	
= s (t) _ { C -1	 (^ C -1	 ! -1 4(t)	 (13.1.3-6)
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and it is seen that the two metriods are equivalent.
13.1.4 Generalization tv Estimators of the Effect of an Arbit rary Linear
Operator
Often interest centees upon pe:forming somf li:-_-ar operation, L, on the
data such as differentiation. Assuming noise data sa_.ip es, as before, the problem
is to find a lirea: estimator of this operator (filter) so ghat its output has the least
r. r . s. noise error and is exact in the absence of noi.3e.	 r
Derivation of this filter is identical to the previous sections. The opera-
tor is defined by its effect upon the signal representation. By the postulated
linearity of the operator L, the effect upon the unperturbed functio,i s(t) is given by
M
V (t) = L s(t) _ T. or 
r 
LO 
r•
(t)	 (13. 1. -1-1)
r=0
If for example L is the differentiation operator and the p r (t) are trigono-
metric exponentials e iLLrt , then
Ci	
M=1P
L s(t) _ d 7t -
 
s(t) _
	 1: o r i w' P-r ei^P_rt	 (I". 1- 1-2)
i^ t	
r=0	 v
where L pl (t) = ia:re r
Again, the derivation in this section paral:els that for the estimator of
the function s(t) (L = 1). Sectien13.1. 1. This time the constraint becomes,
:nathama'ically,
^	 fi	 fi
< v(t) > _ <w k xN-k ' +^ k s(t`•-k)	 (13.1. 4-5)
k=0
	
k=O
ti	 '4^1
-
wL 
or (pr(tA r)
k-^	 r=0
and as the relation -must hold for .arbitrary a r . it is fount: using the equatio_, for
x	 an u:,biased estimator:
V(t) 
_ < v(t)>	 (13.1.4-4)
s	 that
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r.	
Will
I
..&.A
N
U ^ Wt C WV
L 	 C-1 Y 1 0 L it)
.t
(13. 1. 4-9)
	 t
)
t
N	 M	 M
:	 Y:w k a  0r(tN-k) =
 K-" a
rLO r(t)	 (13.1. 4.5)
k=0 r=0	 r=0
or
N
w k 0ritN-k) - L r^tj	 (13.1.4-6)
x=0
Using these conscraints alongwith Lagrange multipliers in a manner
ideatica! to that for the s(t) estimator (Section 13.1. 1) it is found that the weights
are given bj
N
WL = C -1	 C-1	 1 (P L ( t)	 (13.1.4-7)
where C is the covariance matrix (equationl3. 1. 1-9), 	 the sampling matrix
(equation 13.1. 1-141 aril
w
A-
L
W
W 	 =	 ( 	 (13.1,4-8)
1 	 L
N
Q zd
^p(i 1
E 
^.^1(t)
L L © 1v t) ]
The variance of the estimate is given iii
J
S
13-1.2
13. 1. 5 Derivative Estimators
Results of the preceding section allow the expressions for derivative
estimators to be written.
	 They are
W	 _	 C - 1 , t	 C-1 T 1 -1	 p1q)(t)	 (13.1.5 - 1)
where W (q) is the column matrix of the estimator weights for the qth derrivativE
of s(t) at time ,r and
qr© (q)(t_)J
	
r	 (0(t) !	 (13. 1. 5-2)L r, q^t
1
The variance of the estimate is given as
a	 =	 "( t)	 C	 C -1	 ] -1 ^ q ( t)•	 (13.1. 5-3)
4
13. 1.6 Explicit Expression. of Certain Estimators and Their Square Errors
As an aid to compu±ation of the estimator weights and the performance
measures (the root-mEar -square errors) the matrix equations are presented in
indicial fora-,.	 (A graphical presentation of the performance of various estimators
using these equations is given in Sec •.ion 13. 1.11).
The weights for the estimator (including the derivatives of s(t) )
S(q ) (t)	
_	 w (q)
n	 ^`I`-n	 (13.1.6-1)
r.=0
are, from matrix equationO3.1. 5-i)
N	 M	 M (13.1.6-2)
w(q)=
	 L	 C.n
	
ums0( ) (t); r=0, 1,... ,N.
mn
n=0 m=0	 s=0
where the definition
ukI	 =	 ujk	 =	 1	 C-1(	 );k	 (13.1.6-3;
i
km	 i, k= 0, 1,	 M.jn	 nm	 ...jk
in = C	 m =0
IJ made.
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Similarly, the ,quare error from equation(13.1. 5-8)can be expressed as
	
M	 M
	M9
	4)r(t) V) U ri	 (13.1. 6-4)
j=0	 r =0
The coefficients a have est.mator coefficients:
II
R	 M	 M	 (13.1.6-5)
—,	 ^	 1	 n=O,1,...,N
	
W nr	 `J `'rt ^ mt umn;
	
t=0	 m--0	 s-0	 r-0,1,...,M.
and mean square errors:
	
vC	 u
nn
n
The matrix u. can be interpreted (and is) as the cross-correlation
	
Amatrix of the a g tLmated	 fficients aj .
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,i	 r
and 2
o ,a
n
0 2
(13. 1.7-5)III 
nn
i
ri0i
13. 1. 7 Specialization of the Estimators to an Important Case
An important special case met often in practice, at least approximately,
is that of measurements of the corrupted function s(t) which are statistically
independent, mean zero, and of equal square error. That is, the correlation
between successive measurements is zero ( <n(t) n(t.)	 = 0, j not equal to k)
and the noise square error of each measurement has a lcommon of :ue `n2 (tk)^ = a 2
(the noise process is stationary).
Under these assumptions the matrix C is given by
C = a 2 I ; (1 ) ij = d ij , the identity matrix. 	 (13. 1.7-:)
The estimator weight and error formulas simplify to
W (q) = ^ j `Y ^]-1 (P(4)(t)	 (13.1.7-2)
or
t
r
r
1
r
M M
w (c` )_	 u,^(q	 r = 0, 1, ... N;
r	 mr ms
m = 0 S=0
a^ 2 = W (q) W (q )a 2sq
a^ 2	 1^1	 Ms
	
---2 — _ ^,
	
4j(q)(t) 0 r(q) ( t) u, j r P
	
j=0	 r=0
r N -
,
ujk	 I	 jn ^ kn	 j, k = 0, 1, ... M.
L n 0	 J jk
and
or
(13.1.7-3)
Similarly, for the coefficients of the representation, an;
M
Wnr = E ^mr uImn	
n = 0, 1, ... N1	 (13.1.7-4)
M=0	 r=0, 1, ... N
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13. 1.8 Estimator Examples
Illustrative useful examples that can be carried out relatively easily with
pencil and paper, rather than computer computation, are the polynomial represen-
tations with equally spaced samples. These r:alculations are carried out here for
M = 0 and 1; which are constant and linear estimation, respectively. Also assume
the special noise ca3e of independent equal variance samples.
a	 M = 0: constant estimation
The matrix	 becomes	 t
as ^ o(t) = 1 for all t.	 (13. 1. li-1)
	 1
N+1
Therefore:	 j
= N+ 1, (a 1 x 1 matrix, a scalar) 	 (13. 1.8-2)
A.
and
1
,,,	 1	 1
	
W 3	 ) 
10(t)	 x,11'	 (13.1.8-3)
1
cr
	
wk
_	 1
 + 1
	 ,
The square error is given by
2
	
s	
= _1	 (13. 1. 8-9 11	
	a z	T1+1	
^^
As expected, the best linear estimator of a constant using N + 1
samples is:	 !
^ = rN w—U mxN-m
m=0
or
^	 (13.1.8-5)
L	 }
m=0
tip: viel. knmrvn ''a' ,rerage" chat is met first by most paople.
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b. M = 1 : linear estimation (a more complicated procedure)
0 o(t) = 1, 0 l t) = t;	 (13.1.8-6)
and the matrix (D becomes
1	 1	 1 ... 1	 1
NT .... 2T T 0	 (13. 1.8-7)
where T is the tinie between samples.
Also obtained is
i1 NT
1 1 1	 1 1	 1	 I N+ 1
AT ...... T 0
	
row s
^n+1 	 i 2T
Columns	 T
1	 0
(13 1.8-8)
(13.1. 8-9)
(13. 1. 8-10)
(13.1. 8-11)
itt
ii
or
a2x2matrix
N
r Ntl	 T	 r
r=1
N	 N
I" 2T T. r T2 ) r	 ;
Lr = 1	 r= 1
Defining:
A = N + 1
N
B = T Z] r = h'-- + ) T2
r=1
N	 _ 	 _
C = T2	r2	 N_ 	 (TI+ 1) (2N+ 1) T26
r=1
(13.1. 8-9)can be written
,{^	 = r A B 1
`Y`^'	 LB CJ
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Its inverse is
L -H
r^] - 1 =	 1 2	 - B A	 (13.1.8 - 12)AC-B L
The estimator of the function s(t) -- ! o + b 1 t is given by using the column
vector
rl
(P (t) _
	
	
(13.1.8-13)
t
and thertfore
`' NT 1
k	 1 2 [ B
	 A2T AC-B	 L
I tJ
	
113. 1.8-14)
! 
i1 	 T
L 1 	01
or	 C - Bt + N T (-B + At)
I C - Bt + (N - 1) T (-B + At)
:k =	
AC 
1 
-B 
2 I	 I	 (13. 1.8-15)
C - Bt + T (-B + At}
L C - Bt
In terms of individual members of W:
wl =	 1	 2	 (C - Bt + (N - k) (-B + At) ); k = 0, 1, ... N.
B (13. 1. 8-16)
For the case of only vvo da'a points (N = 1) and prediction one sample
period into the future (t = 2T) it is found that
w — 3 (13.1. 8-17)
w t = -1
and the estimator is
S(2T) = 2x 1 - x 	 (13.1.8-18)
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To demonstrate its efficacy, use it on samples of the function with
s(t) = b  + b 1 t ,
x  = b  + b I t,	 (13. 1.8-19)
x l = b  + u 1 (t + T),
and expect
A = b  + b l (t + 2T)
	 (13. 1.8-20)
Inserting in the estimator expression with the weights of 13. 1. 1-17)
I'=  2b 0 + 2b i(t + T) - b  - b 1 t
or
	
	
(13. 1.8-21)
s=b0 +b 1 (t+2T);
:which checks, as it must.
Computed next is the square error for the linear predictors
F-
o s	 a', 2 ^C " I t 9 2	 (13. 1. 8-22)A C — `a
or	 2 
v^	 12(.t-1, ) - -:2 N ( t-r )+2N	 (2N+1)
a 2	 N (N + 1) (N + 2)
A point of interest is the functional dependence of a on the evaluation
(prediction) time t and the number of data sam les N + 1. it I is seen that a varies
linearly with time t and inversely as the	 + 1.^ The iimiting forms becsine
24	 t
orsue 	 T	 for I T
	
^^ 1;	 (13. 1.8-23)a	
N (N +4(N +2)
and
v^	 2	 for N + 1 large.
a	
.IK , 1
For the case of unequal sampling times and estimation of a "n ar function,
it is interesting to compute the normalized noise error. Computation of the weight-
ing coefficients, while certainly usefulwhen smoothing, is of no particular theoret-
ical interest.
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(13. 1.8-24)
!MT-1
ti
As in the equal samp',e interval case the matrix ^ ^ is given by
." f rA ,	 B'
-,
-LP.'	 C' (13.1.8-25)
where in this case
N `.
A' _	 1	 =	 N + 1,
j=0
N
B .
	-	 ti (13. 1.8-2cz)
j-0
N
C'	 _	 tj2
j=0
Similarly the inverse is
j-1
	
=	
1
-B	 A
'
A'C' -B'2
and
"1	
_ (l ,t	
C1	 B	 1
(13.1.8-28)02	 A'C' - B'2	 -B'	 A'	 t _
	
(1, t)—	
L 
C: B1
	A'C' -B 2	 B'+A't,
or
2
a a _	 C' - 2B't + Alt 	 (13. 1.8-29)
a 2	 A'C' - B 2
To put this reGuit in a more interesting form define the mean of the
measurement times
N
t.
_	 j = 0	 _ B'
mt	
N + 
1	 A' (13. 1.8-30)
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and the spread (squared) of the measurement times
N
V (t j - m 2t)	 22 _	 j = 0	 _ C' _	 B11
v t 	 N + 1	 A'
	
A' /
and find that
,
U9 2 	 t2 - 2 A, t + A'^
—
v 2	 A' ( ,k	 B '
 `	 )
(13. 1. 8-31)
(13. 1. 8-32)
(13. 1. 8-33)
(13. 1.8-34)
Completing the square in the numei ator
	
13' 
2	 ,	 2
v	 at at
or finally
Cr 
s2	 1	 (t - mt)2(1+	 )v 2	 N+ 1
	 Cr 8t
Obviously, v is a minimum when the prediction time is equal to the
mean of the measurement times. For equal eampling times this means that the
smoothing is best ("optimam") when the prediction, or smoothing times, is used in
the middle of the date span t = NT (alao a "delay; " of NT in time). This result
does not hold f(, r an arbitrary order predictor ir. general. 2
13. 1., 9 Representation Error
Another facet of these estimators is the error ma3e when using art inade-
quate representation in their design. Thst is : M is chosen, when designing the
estimator, smaller ;han the acItual number of functions (P.(t) that are present, sav,
M' in the signal representation. This will cause a "repljesentatior. error" even
without noise.
An example would be the use of an estimator, designed for errorles3
prediction of a straight line, upon a quadratic input. After development of error
formulas for the general function representation s(t) in equationt13.1-3),the error
will be evaluated in this special case.
Define the representation error as the difference between the noiseless
function s(t) and the estimated output ^s(t)
E 
M I
 
= 1(t) - s(t)	 (13. 1.9-1)
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wh , :re the subscript M and superscript M' indicate the ex-plicity dependence
of the error on the predictor design, M a:id the signal M'. Obviously, if M = M'
no error will be present (other than noise).
	
M'	 N
F M	 ar0 r(t)	 E wm	 ar0 r(t- - m). (13. 1.9-2)
	r=0
	
m=0	 r=0
Use the equations of constraint (13.1. 1-6) for the unbiased estimation of the signal
when M of the functions 0 (t) are present. These constraints were used in calcu-
lating the w m 's. They arE
N
O r(t) -	 wm0 r(^N-m) = 0	 (13.1. 1-6)
m=0
Upon splitting the second sum in eq.:ation 13.1. 9-2 into two parts over the
index r; namely, from 0< r< M and M + 1 < r < M' it is found, upon using the
constraints, that
M'
M'	 r--,E M = L
r = M + 1
N
Cir [o r ( t ) —
m=0
wm(P : (tN-m ) )'	 (13.1-9-3)
Obviously, if the predictor were designed for a representation of M'
order, the term in brackets would be zero, as it is the equation of constraint for
that representation. The error would then be zero as it should be .
The special cases of M = 1, M' = 2 are evaluated for the polynomial signal
*_epresentation. Phrased another way, find the quadratic error for a linear pre-
dictor.
The weights were given, for the linear input sampled at equally spaced
times, in equation 13.1-8-16 as:
wm	 AC - B2
=	 1	 (C - Bt + (N-m) (-B + At) )
Assuming the quadratic input
2
SW = Z arq r  = ac + S- I t + cx2t2
=0
the representation errors are found
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(13. 1. 8-1F)
t
I
E (2) = a rt2 -(1)	 2
N
w  (h - m) 2 Ts2
m = 0	 —
(13. 1.8-17)I	 orI E(1) _ t2 - C 2 - B3 + (A B2 - CB)tlAC - B
13.1. 10 Orthogonal Representations
s
	
	
If the function representation is assumed to be orthogonal over the sampling
span.then certain simplifications result. By 'orthogonal over the sampling span"
the following is meant.
Let, as before,
M
	
E ar¢ r(ti	 (13.1-1)
r=0
then the functions ¢ r(t) possess the property
r1} 
r 
	
d _ X 60 (P (Y	 =_ rj 10, r j
k=0
(where the asterisk indicates complex conjugation) for the set of points 
'k -
For the speciai case discussed previously with C = v 2I, the matrix
can be evaluated (the previous derivation modified slightly to allow complex functions
¢ (t) )	 _	 _
r	 ti	 N	 N
[^ ^ 
*) jn = Z, T )k nk -	 ¢ jN-k ) On*NN-0 •(13.1. 10-2)
	
k=0
	
n=0
and immediately
	
[	 *)	 [	 *) -1 - I	 (13. 1.10-3)N
Namelv, [	 (l *J is the identity matrix, which is its own inverse. The
corresponding weight vector for the estimator is given as
W(q)	
.v $
(^(t) *	 (13. 1. 10-4)_
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m
and the square error is
os 2 = ^(g)(tl C,(4)	 2^t^`: 
q
(12. 1. 10- S)
13.	 Graphical Pre entaticr, of Polynomial Representation Estimator
Properties With Stationarv, Lncorrelated, ;poise
As an 'ndication of the efficiencN of estimators of functions of a known
linear form, v- rious graphs are presented demonstrating performance of poly-
nomial predicators using equi-spaced data. These predi^tors were discussed
in Sec,io.;	 .
The polynomial predicators here are spec i a l ized to stationary noise that
:s uncorrelated between samples, this is not atypical of the aircraft tracking
problem using radar. Pulses are usuall y spaced many times the correlation time
of the receiver (the reciprocal of thf uandwidth).
Examination of th_ e=ti-nator weights W, for the polynomial predictor of
a given ;rder in terns of th, matrices 4) and 0, shows that they are functions of
the ratio
t
a = fiT
	
. the normalized prediction time	 (13. 1.11-1
and of N,
where
t	 = prediction time measured from the beginning of the
p	 data span in seconds
S+1 = the number of data points used in the predictor
T = the time between equi-spaced data samples
ST = the total span of time covered b: the data in seconds.
For various ranges of s three c asses of predictors may be defined:
1. 4 < J, extrapolation into the oast:
2. 4<c<1, smoothing:
3. cx> i, prediction into the future.
Similarly .. as the noise has been chosen to be stationary and uneorrelated,
the correlation matrix is given by
C = Q I; I = identity matrix
with a e q  a 1 to the r. m. s error of an individual data sample.
T hese facts allow plotting of the "normalized rms error"
v s	 (13.1. 11-2
v
as a function of a = tp;'N
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Of course, graphs for fixed a, the normalized prediction time with the
numbc_ of data points N+1 varied are also of interest for various predictor orders
and are included.
IGraphs follow with interpretations where needed.
Figure 131. 11-1 is a plot of the normalized r. m. s estimation error l ersus
the normalized estimation time. It can be seen from Figure 13.1. 11-1, and proven
mathematically, that the predictor errors are symmetrical about a = .5 , the
center of the data span. Actually, only errors for a > .5 need be presented, but
values for a > 0 are included for clarity.
The errors are obviously least for smoothing. 0 < a < 1, and increase
'	 rapidly for extrapolation and prediction times outside the data span, a< 0,
 a > 1;
further prediction, a > 1, is best for lower order predictors.
Finally, error minimums depend on the order of the predictor aiid are
found at prediction times within the data span. For odd order (M) predictors the
error minimums occur in the center of the data span. Even order predictors nave
minimum errors at points other than the data span renter, except for M = 0 which
is a constant estimator and has a contant error regardless of the prediction time
(See Section 13. 1. 8).
Figurel3.1. 11-2 depicts the error (normalized) for fixed a's with the
number of data points varying. FiguresiS.I. 11-2a, b , and c are for predictor
orders 141 = 1, 2, and 3, rest 3ctivel • . It can be seen that increasing the number
of data samples has the desired effect of reducing the estimation error.
In Figure 13.1. 11-3 the effect of increasing the predictor order can be
observed. Two particular normalized prediction times have been chosen; smoothing
in the middle of the interval, a = . 5, and prediction one sampling interval ahead
of the data span (radar tracking), t p = (N + 1) T or a = ( + 1)/N. In Figure
13.1. 11-3a , midpoint smoothing the errors are seen to increase with order (M)
though successive even-odd order pairs have the same value; hence the rough
curves,which are obviously not valid at points of the abscissa other than the in-
tegers. Figure 13.1. 11-3b illustrates the same phenomena of increasing error
with order. Obviously, the curve being estimated should be fitted with the least
possible order. Statistical accuracy is lost as the order of fitting is increased.
Frequency response magnitudes, for the two cases a = .5 (midpoint
smoothing) and, a = (tr + 1)/N (prediction one interval in the future) are given in
Figure 13.1. 11-4.. The sampling frequency has been normalized to 1 sample per
second. Fi ure 13.1. 11-4a (bi = 1) and b (i41 =2) for midpoint smoothing behave
somewhat like low pass filters, but it can be seen from Figures 13.i .
 11-4c
(M = 1) and 13.1. 1 i-4b (1`1 =2) that predictor behavior changes violently when a in-
creases to I unit of prediction, a = (N+1)iN. Frequency response is a tenuous idea
at best when describing "optimum" estimators.
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13.2 WEINER FILTERS
Another estimator, or filter, of considerable citerest is the sampled data
version of the "Weiner" filter. Many signals to be es±i.mated in the presence of
noise are themselves random, or at least appear to be so. aometanes the lack of
knowledge of the details of the signal structure, other than certain "average" pro-
perties to be discussed, force the use of the hypothesis of randomness.
Define the filter as before (Section13.1) to be a weighting sequence w  such
the output of the filter s(t) is given by
N
a(t) -
	 wmXN - m'	 (13.2-1)in
where x is a data sample at time t This is the typical non-recursive linear
filter fo^m seen in previous section&. What will distinguish the filter of this
section will be the assumptions under which the weights wm
 are determined.
The assumptions under which the filter is designed are:
1. The data samples are given by a linear combination of the noiseless
signal s(t) plus noise n(t) of ztro mean. Non-zero mean noise can be
compensated by subtracting the mean frown the output. Mathematically,
x(t) = s(t) + n(t) 	 (13.2-2)
2. The output of the filter, '9(t) is the estimate of the uncorinipted function
s(t) at some arbitrary, but fixed time t with respect to the data span.
3. Both noise and signal are described by their auto-correlation func-
tions, their cross-correlation function, and their means. It is not
necessary to assume that either noise or signal are stationary random
processes at this point, which allows time varying filters.
4. Performance of the filter is judged by the ensemble averaged square
error between s(t) and s(t)(or its square root, the r. nn. s error) :
2E = average square error
(s(t) - s(t) ) 2 	 (13.2-3)
Determination of the filter (the w m °s) shall be such that the square error is
minimized.
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Proceeding with the derivation along these linen the square error is
evaluated using equations of Section 11. 1.
_	 N	 N
E 2 - <s(t) -	 w,, s( N- rd	 wain ( N-m1 )2^ (13. 2-4)
m=0
	
	
m- 0
N
_
<s(t)> - 2 Z w  <s(t) s(tN -m)>
m=0
N
- 2 Z wm <s(t) n(tN-m)
m=0 _`^
N N
- 2 Z Z wm`Nk <
	 n(tN-'c)>
m = 0 k,_ 0
N N
+ Z Z w m w k <B( V-m )
 s(tN-k) >
m = 0 k=0
Al	 N
+	 ^+ w w(t ) n(L. m k N-m tN k)
m=0 k-0
Minimize E 2 with respect to all the w ' s '.)y taking the partial derivatives
and setting them equal to zero. Using the relatiron
mwk)	
wm 6 rk + wk  mr' 6 mr ^8w	 0 m r	 (13.2-5)
r	 l
it is found that:
2	 /
-Lw -- = 0 = - 2 (<s(t) s( -r)^  + <s(t) n(tN-r^^ (13 2-6)
r	 ^_
N
_
- 2 	 wm <B(t-R
	
i1(t-m) N N
m=0
N
-2 / j
	
n(tN
m=0
N
+2	 wm ( <B(t:R-r ) s(tN_m ) > + <(tN°r) n(tN m)> )^
m = 0	 `
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r = ^^, 1,	 N
where the fact that
s(t-	 l	 s(t--	 }^	 -	 (t—	 )	 s(t—
-r	 n^	 m	 N - r 11:..2-7
has been used
To solve these vtp ations convert them to m;ttrix fern;. the
matrices:
1.	 The signal sample correlati(,n m`.trix
ss ) mr	 ^islrm
	 - < (t ':- r l s(tN-ml>	 r, m
2.	 The noise sample correlation matrix
=	 ;` i^nn ] rm = < (tN -r	 -m) n(t-	 ) 	 r,(^nn mr rn =	 0,	 1	 . .
3.	 The signal-noise cross-corre:c_tion matrix (13.2- 1!J)
`Dsn J mr	 ^s(tN Yr,	 n(tti-r)^	 r, m = 0, 1, ...	 'v;
4.	 The prediction time signal-sample time signal correlation rratrix
(a column vector)
1
s ) r	 SM s(tNN-r'	 r = 0,	 1 ....	 N (i:+,	 -11)
S.	 The prediction time signal-sample time noise cross -correlation
matrix (a column vector)
(	 t J	 =
	
<.,, (t) n(t—	 )^	 r = 0,	 1,	 ...	 N;
r	 ti-r `	 )
6. The weight sector
r	 r'
Equation (13. 2-6) for the weight vector ma y no,r he rewritten as
t	 t
SF	 nn	 s 
	
s 	 S	 1
where	 is the transpose ofSri 	 s 
-L,
tir rm	 S 1 rtl'."
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A formal solution to equation (13.2-14) can be written; namely,
W = [ O s8 + (D nn (P sn	 sn)-1 [ s +	 n)	 (13. 	 2-16)
where A-1 = the inverse of A.
The words "formal solution" are used because it depends on the existence
of the inverse na trix. An inverse of a matrix exists if its determinant is not zero.
That is, the solution 13.2-16 holds if
Iss	 nn -	 sn	 sn # 0.	 (13.2-7)
In Section 13.1. 1 (equations 13.1. 1-21 etc.) the problem of the existence of
the inverse the matrix C is discussed. The elements of C were the auto-correlation
function of a stationary noise function n(t). (33.2-7) which appears quite com-
plicated as it is the sum of four matrices, is actually the auto-correlation. function
of the difference between signal and noise. If it is assumed that these processes
are stationary, then, by SectioL13.1. 1, the matrix of equation (13.2-16) also
possesses an inverse. Therefore, at least for stationary processes the "optimum"
filter can be found.
13.2.1 Specialization of the Solution to an Important Case
Assume here that the signal and noise are uncorrelated as, for example,
a transmitted speech waveform corrupted by receiver noise. Mathematically
phrased this means
h,
sn = 0	 (13. 2. 1- la)^Y 
and
n= 0	 (13. 2. 1-1b)
_	 Therefo
-
re, in this instance,
W =	 +	 -1 t
	
(13.2.1-2[ ss	 nn) Z S	 )
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14. THE FAST FI;URIER TRANSFORM AND VARIOUS MECHANIZATIONS
The fast Fourier transform is a significantly more rapid method of computing the
discrete Fourier transform (Section 2.6) than has been used conventionally. By taking
ac-antage of the periodic properties cf the quantity W 1 = e 2 nij/h, and certain symmetries
when N is highly composite, namely composed of many factors, the amount of computation
may be reduced considerably from that using the definition directly.
Recall the definition of the discrete Fourit, transform (DFTI)
N - 1
	
2n
1 —
Xn =Y x j W-1n , W= e N	 (2.6.1- )
j=0
with the inverse transform given by (IDFT1)
N -1
x } = N
	
Xn W'n
n=0
This particular form of the transform is not the only form that may be used, but it has be-
come conventional in the literature and will be discussed subsequently. Another convenient
version of the transform and its relation to the one used in this section is also discussed in
Section 2.6.1. it may be noted that the discrete Fourier transform and its inverse have
essentially the same form as far as numerical calculations are concerned; only the propor-
tionality factor and the sign of the exponent of W differ.
The fundamental version of the algorithm to be described here is that of Cooley and
Tukey which essentially resolves an N point transform to many smaller transforms. A
slight modification, decimation in frequency, is also discussed. The algorithm will be
specialized in detail to the case where N is a power of two; N = 2 m
Subsequent discussion shows that there are two distinct modes of mechaniting the
fast transform, serial and parallel, as for the conventional method of discrete transforma-
tion. By serial mechanization the successive performance of each basic mathematical
operation of addition, multiplication, or storing is meant. Parallel mechanization, on the
other hand, allows a number of simultaneous multiplication, addition, and storing opera-
tions. More hardware, of course, is required for the pa: allel mechanization. The con-
ventional method of computing the transform is also capable of being computed in either
mode. Examination of (2.6. 1-1) indicates that, in its m,)st simple form, the transform
for each X  may be computed first for n = 0, then n = 1, etc. , with N successive multi-
plications and additions (complex) for each n requiring N 2 total operations sequentially.
If the hardware is available the N different X  may be computed individually at the same
time by N multipliers and adders using only N operations. When speed is mandatory it
may be necessary to mechanize the parallel version.
14--1
The fast Fourier transform algorithm, when mechanized has an advantage in speed
over the conventional transform by a facto: proportional to N/log,,N when parallel versions
are compared and when serial versions are compared. In both modes of transformation the
parallel method is Iv times faster than the ,erial method.
	 -
Storage necessary for the fast algorithm can be that for the N data points. In each
phase of the algorithm, the various computations can be done "in place", that is as new
quantities are formed they are stored in the places occupied by their constituents. The
discrete transform, at the end of the algorithm, resides in the original data locations.
	 ;s.
Unfortunately, the transform is in "bit reversed" order, to be discussed subsequently if
the data was in original time order. By "bit reversing" the data the transforms can be
obtained in normal order if necessary. Therefore, when the procedure is mechanized by
a general purpose computer, "bit reversing" routines are useful and require only a few
registers as additional storage.
Accuracy of the fast algorithm is also approximately better than the direct method
	
i
by a factor of N/log2 N as that many less operations arc necessary.	
W
14,1 BASIS OF THE FAST TRANSFORM ALGORITHM
In subsequent discussion a paper by J. Cooley presented at the SHARE XXIX,
August 16-18, 1967, the contents of the IEEE Transactions on Audio and Acoustics, June
1967, and the paper of J. W. Cobley and J. W:' Tukey "An Algorlthm fbr the' Machine Cal-
culatiomi of Complex Fourier Series", Mathematics of'Computation, April, 1985, ha lve been
heavily iefied dpon in deecribing basic versions of the N l092 N class of algorithms. A more
complete set of ' references is given in the Bibliography.
The discrete transform is repeated:
N -1
X. = F
	
xiW 1n	 (14.1-1)
j =o
_	
_21Ti
with W = e N used to be more compatible with the available literature. Various
definitions used are by no means uniform. Definition of the sign of the transform exponent
has been maintained at minus for the transform from the time to frequency domain through-
out this document consistent with popular scientific and engineering usage in the last quarter
century with continuous functions.
Assume at first that N is composed of two urbitrar y
 integer factors N = r s and de-
fine a one-to-one mapping between the integers used in (14. 1-1) and a new set of variables
n = n 1 r + no	 (14.1-2)
with
0<n<N, 0<n0 <r, a<n, <S.
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and
c
j = j1s+jo	 (14.1-3)
with
0< j<N, 0< io <s, 0< j1 <r.
Effectively, this allows considering n and x
i
 as a pair of two dimensional arrays
enabling transformation in two steps through formation of an intermediate transform.
Thus
X (nl , n0) _ n
N -1
_ E xj 
Win
	 (14.1-4)
i=0
s -1
	 r -1	
_n U1 s + j0)
_ Y	 E x al , j 0 ) W
j0 = 0 j1=0
with the definition
x (j l , j0 )
 
=x
	
(14.1-s)
As
_ nj 1 s	 _ n Oil s
W	 = W	 (14.1-F)
since eN = 1, X (n 1 1 n 0) may be written
s -1
	
(n0 r + ti0 ) j0X (nl , n0 ) _ T	 xl (n0 , j0 ) W	 (14.1-7)jo=0
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with
r-1
njs
X1 (no' jot	 x (nl , 
n0) W Oil
j l = 0
Now the basis for the speed of the fast transform algorithm lies in these last equa-
tions. There are N elements in the array r. each requiring r operations or a total of Nr
operations (complex multiplications and additions). Computing all the X  from the xl's
requires, similarly Ns operations. Therefore; by merely breaking the discrete transform
into two steps via (14. 1-7 ) the total number of operations is
N(r+s)
2
which is substantially less than N". For example with r = 9 and s = 10 a factor of about
4. 7 is saved in the amount of computation.
Notice next that both sections of (14. 1-7 ) are capable of further decomposition in an
identical manner as long as r and/or s are 06hemselves composite numbers. Therefore, by
successive application of ( 14.1-7 ) an m-step algorithm for m factors of N would require
N(r,+r2+... rm)
j	 operations where
m
N=	 ri
i=1
More factors provide the greatest gains. If all the factors r  are assumed equal to r then
m =log r  N	 (14.1-8)
and the number of operations is
T (r) = r N log  N	 (14.1-9)
In order to find approximately the most efficient base factor compute the ratio of T (r) to
that for a base of two for comparison:
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a
9
T r	
rN log rN
T (2)	 2 N log  N
(14.1-10)
_r
2 log  r
Following Cooley and Tukey the ratio for various r follows:
I	 r
r	 2 1092 r
2	 1	 1. co
3	 1	 .94
4	 1	 1.00
5	 1	 1.08
6	 1	 1.16
7 1.25
8 1.34
9 1.41
10 I	 1.51
While a base factor of 3 i s most efficient mathematically, the use of 2 and 4, which
have significant practical advantages, differs but by a few percent (6%). In fact sensitivity
to small changes in the base is small,
14.2 THE BASE FACTOR 2 ALGORITHM
Many variants of the base factor 2 algorithm are possible. Only the methods which
do not require additional storage beyond that ) equired for the data will be discussed. The
methods differ in two basic factors, how the powers of W are applied, and in the initial and
final storage positions of the data and its transform. This second property of data and
transform position is denoted by "bit reversal" in contradistinction to natural time order.
The term refers to storage in a position whose index is the number obtained by reversing the
order of the binary digits in the natural sequence position in binary representation.
The first method to be discussed has been called "time decimation" and will be
given in two forma, bit reversal of the transform and bit reversal of the data. The nomen-
clature of time decimation comes about because of the p "rticular method of factoring the
powers of W in terms of the successive (binary) digits of ' j", the time index (see Sectior.
2.6.2) .	 When the factoring of TV is in terms of successive digits of "n", the frequency
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index, the implementation of the fast transform is often denoted as "freque%cy decimation".
These methods will be discussed finally.
In all, four methods will be discussed.
14.2.1 Time Decimation With a Bit Reversed Transform
In this algorithm form the indices are specified by
j	 jm-1 2
m-1 + .
	 +j 1  • 2 L. j 	 (14.2.1-1)
n = nm-1 2m-1 +. 	 +n 1 2 +n 0
with m = log2 N (N = 2m) and J  and n  are equal to either 0 or 1. Obviously, j and n
are simply integers expressed in binary form with the most significant digits j m-1 and
nm-1 , respectively. Development of this form and subsequent forms will use a particularly
indicative notation. Arrays will be denoted by their subscripts in binary form with the m
digits written from left to right in order or descending significance. New arrays defined in
each development use the same convention. For example, the array
y (0, 0, 1, 0, 1) = y (5)
in decimal notation. In bit reversed form y (0, 0, 1, 0, 1) becomes
y 11, 0, 1, 0, 0) = y (24).
Then
-	 (nm-1 ' ...no)
nom-1 2m-1 + . + nj0
j0 j 1	 im-i
(14.2.1-2a)
0 4. 2. 1-2b)
(14.2. '1-3)
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with the sum over j k = 0, 1. As 
ON = 1 (k an integer) then
M-1
	 m-2
nj Rnjm-1 2 Wnjm -22
 . . . 
WV
(14.2.1-4)
= Wnojm-12m
-1 WOil , 2 + n1 jm-2m
 2	 W njo
may be written. The utility of this particular factoring lies in the separation of the various
summation indices () k ) into separate terms allowing "nesting" of successive summations into
a recursive algorithm: the fast Fourier transform.
Sum over the innermost index jm-1 and obtain
X (nm-1'	 ' n0)= F 7 : '
 
57
	
xl (no' jm-2' ... ' JO)
jo j1 jm-2
W (n
1
 . 2 + no) jm -22 m-2. . Wnjo
(14.2.1-5)
with x1 given by
	n 	
2m-1
xl (no' jm-2' ... JO) = Y x (jm -1,	 . , JO) W ojm-1 	 (14.2.1-6)
jm -1
Forming xi is the first basic step of the algorithm and it should be noted that, as no , jm-2'
etc. are allowed to vary, N sums are formed. The next summation., of course, is overjm-2 where N quantities x 2 will be computed.
Namely,
	
_(n-2+n
  
o m-2
) j	 ^m-2
X2 (no' n1' jm-3 '	 j0) 	 xl (no' jm -2' .	 Jo) W 1
	
^	 (14.2.1-7)
jm-2
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n ,
r
Continuing, the general term is
x (n + . . .o	 ^	 ,q	 n	 n	 J 	 J O)q-2 q-1 m-q-1	 j
=
	 [xq_l ( no+ . . . .. nq-2' lm-q+ • . . , Jo)
j	 =o
m-q
.W 
(nq-1 •2q-1 +- . -+n 0)  im-q2m-q
(14.2.1-8)
with q = 1, 2,	 • , m = log  N. Writing the two term summation in open form:
xq (nog	
nq-1' im-q-1 I . . . jo)
= xq-1 (no' . . . , nq-2' 0, . . . I JO)	 (14.:.. 1-9)
+X q
-1 (no'	 . , nq-2' 1,	 JO) . W
(nq-12q-1 +-	 +n 0 )  2m-q
it may be observed that only those two x q-1 with 0 and 1 in the qth bit position are involved
in the computation for a particular xq. This may be seen more clearly if the quantities
KR = no 2q-2 +- . . +n
_
q-
2
(14. 2.1-10)
2m-q-1 + . .J	 jm-q-1	 - +j 0
and
I = J+KR . 2m-q+1
are defined. Notice that the significant place 2 m-q has not been represented.
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Then ( 14. 2. 1-9) may be written in a more cogent form
_
' -qK-
xq (1) = xq-1 (1) + xq-1 ` I + 2m-q) WK• 2	 (14. 2. 1-11>
xq (1+2m -q) = xq-I (1) - xq-1 (I+2m-q) WK-2 m-q
where K is the natural form of the bit reversed KR:
K = nq-22q-2 + . . .+no 	(14. 2.1-12)
and the identity
n	
2m-1	 n JW q-1 m-q	
= (- 1) q-1 m-q	 (14.2.1-13)
has been used.
It can be seen upon examining (14.2.1-9), or the more useful form (14.2. 1-11) for
programming, exactly what is required for implementing the algorithm. These statements
have Z een summarized previously but may now be stated in detail.
Only two values computed in a preceding iteration (the q-1 st) are needed to compute
two values at the next stage. Furthermore, these values are not needed in the computation
of any other xq and, therefore, the new values may be stored in place of the old ones. No
new storage is needed for the transform.
The number of serial mathematical operations can also be clearly stated at this
point. At each of the q stages of the algorithm (q = 1, 2, • • • , m = 109 2 N) N/2 of the two
point transforms given by (14.2. 1-11 ) must be formed. Examination of these equations
indicate one complex multiplication and two complex additions per two point transform,
Therefore, there are a total of (N/2) log  N complex multiplications and N log  N complex
additions for a complete discrete transform using the base two algorithm. Translated into
real operations, 2N 109 2 N multiplications and 3N 109 2 N additions are required. Also, as
no other values are needed, the computation for N/2 pairs may i^,e performed simultaneously
or in parallel. Only m = lo g2 N parallel operations are necessary.
Finally, examination of the final step of the algorithm (q = m = 109 2 N) shows that
the output transform is stored in bit reversed iocations
and
11-•9
m	 o	 in 0,	 m
	 (14. 2. 1-14)
The transform must be "shuffled" if natural order is desired. Powers of W used are in
natural order as may be seen from (14.2.1-11).
An illustrative program, in a bastardization of the FORTRAN language, may be
written.
	
DIMENSION X (•
	 )
COMPLEX X
INTEGER Q
Do 1 Q = 1, M
Do 1 KR -- 0, 2Q-1 -1
**U = W ** ( K * 2 M-Q)
Do 1 J = 0, 2M-Q -1
I = J + KR* 2M-Q+1
T - X (I + 2 M-Q ) * U
X(I+2M-Q) = X(I)-T
X (I) = X (I) + T
1 CONTINUE
** K is used though it is the bit reversed KR
 that was defined. As the sines and/or cosines
must be stored in a table or generated by a special purpose machine they can be stored or
generated in bit reversed form and KR used as the input; KR need not be reversed in the
loop of the procedure above.
As certain multiplications are simply y + 1 and + i they may, if the complexity is
warranted, be treated as individual cases. W can also be extra cted from a table of sines for
one quadrant. For the inverse transform it is only the sign of W that is changed, otherwise.
the algorithm remains the same within a constant factor.
A flow graph is often useful in assisting in understanding the ; p rocessing involved in
bath seria' and parallel implementation.
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Figure 14. 2. 1-1 Flow Graph of Time Decimation, Method
With Naturally Ordered Input Sequence
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This graph is simpl y (14. 2. 1-11) illustrated. :Nodes on a particular vertical line indicate
operations at the q th iteration. Iterations progress from left to right. Arrows indicate
which nodes from a previous iteration contribute to a new computation. The results of com-
piitation may be considered to be stored (in complex form) at a Node at a given stage.
Quantities contributing to a node via an arrov4 :ire assumed to be summed at a node. If an
arrow has a symbol adjacent to it the quantity- passing over that path is weighted (multiplied)
by the value of the symbol.
Figure 14.2. 1-1 assists in making more apparent the assertion that "in place"
computation may be used as it ma y be seen that any two nodes used at a given stage are the
only contributors to nodes on the same horizontal lines directl y to the right
14.2.2 Time Decimation With a Bit Reversed Input Sequence
Another form of the algorithm is immediately suggested b y the previous one. In this
case the input sequence is scrambled first by a bit reversal operation allowing the transform
to appear in natural order. Another slight advantage might be the appearance of powers of
-^ V in natural order. This form of the algorithm does not differ from the preceding version
;n _^o far as amount of computation, computation without additional storage, and allowing
parallel computation are concerted.
The derivation of the basic formulae will be shortened a bit from that of the previous
met-.xi as both have essentially the same structure.
Indices n and j are defined in binary notation as before. In this form however the
bit reversed array
xQ
 (j0 . -	
. , jm-1) = x (jm-1' .	 - , j0 ,`	 (14.2.2-1)
is defined and is used in the first stage of the algorithm. Equation (14. 1-1) may be written
this time
x  = X (n M-1, - . . , n 0)	 (14.2.2-2)
M-1
...	 xo (j ,	 m-1) Wn,rr:-1? .
	
.+ njQ
	
n	 ^
1n j1
	
^m-1
Sum over the innermost index and define
2m--1
;n0^m-1
x7 (j0,	 . , jm-2' no) - Y	 x0 (j0,	 . , )m-1) R	 (14.2.2-3)
im-1
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where ( 14.2.1-4) has been used. Similarly successive sums may be defined
_(n1. 2 +
n 0) jm-22
m_2
, jm-2' n0) WX2 (j0, .	 . , jm-3' n l , n0 ) = E x  (j p,
im-2
(14.2.2-4)
and generally
x (j0, . . . , jm-q-1' nq-1' nq-2' . . . , n0)
- ['xq-1 ( 1p, jm-q, nq-2,,n0)
jm-q
n^(n q-1. 2q- 1 { .	 n0) jm-q2:n 1
. W
(14.2.2-5)
with q = 1, 2, • • • , m = 1092 N. At the last stage:
Xn_ Xir. (n M-1,	 . , nQ)
In open form
Xq (j0, . . . , jm -q-1' nq-1'	 • , n0)
_ Xq
-i ()0'	 0, n4-2	 n0)
(14. 2.2-a)
(n q-1. 2q-1 +.	 +n 0 )  2m-q
+ Xq-1 0 0 9 .	 1, nq-2' .	 , n0 ) W
1
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As before quantities may be defined to clarify these equations
K =n q-2  2q-2 +. . . + n0.
(14.2.2-7)
J = j0 2m-q-1 +.	 + jm-q-1,
and
I = :C+J - 2q
With these indices the fast algorithm with shuffled input and naturally order transform may
be written
xq
 { I) = xq-1 (1) + q-1 (I+ 2q-1) 
WK . 2m-q	
(14.2.2-8)
and
xq (I +2q-1 ) _ xq-1 (1) - xq-1 (1+2  q-1 ) WK 2 m-q
where (14.2.1-13) has been used. It may be seen that K is used in natural bit order
throughout.
An illustrative program for this case follows.
DIMENSION X (•
	 )
COMPLEX X
INTEGER Q
Do1Q =1, M
Do 1 K = 0, 2Q-1-1
L = W ** (K * 2M-Q)
Do 1 J	 0, 2M-Q-1
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Figure 14. 2. 2-1 Flow Graph of Time Decimation Method
With Bit Reversed Input Sequence
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i
0
I = K+J• 2Q
T = X (1+ 2Q-1 ) * U
X (I + 2Q-1 ) = X (I)- T
X(I) = X(I) + T
1 CONTINUE
A flow chart of this form of the algorithm follows ( Figure 14.2. 2-1)
14. 2.3 Frequency Decimation With a Bit Reversed Transform
Examination of the previous two methods indicates that the fundarriental difference
between the two methods is the "addressing" of the successive arrays developed at each
stage of the algorithms. A certain factoring of W was assumed (14.2.1-4). Due to
symmetry in the indices n and j an equivalent factoring may be used.
^Onm-1 2m-1
	
Um
-L2m-2 + .	 + jo) n121Wj
=W	 ... w
(14.2.3-1)
. 
W(jm-12m-1 4— . . + J O ) no
As further developments are quite similar to that of the previous methods only results will
be stated. Define as usual, by bit position,
X  = X (n M-1 , nm-2' . . . , no)
(14.2.3-2)
=^ Z.. E x (jm-1' . . jo) Win
3o j 1	 im-1
Summing over the inner sums first ;
 successive sums may be obtained using ( 14.2.3-1)
1n0
xl (no' jm-2,	 j0) =	 x (jm-1 ,	 jo) W
1m-1	 ('14.2.3-3)
2m-2
x2
 (no, nit jm-3' .. , jo) _ Y xl (no, jm-2' ... , V • W
j.n-2
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and generally
xq (n0 , . . . , 
nq-2' nq-1' im-q-1 9 . . . 0 j0)
1
1	 )x	 n^'	 n	 ^ j	 j	 (4.2.3-4q-1 ( 0	 q-2 m-q j m-q-1	 0)
Jm-q	
1l
_ (jm-q2m-q	 +j ) 
n 2q
	
0q-1	
J. W	
In open form
x  (n0 , .	 , nq-1' Jm-q-1' .	 j0}
(14.2.3-5)
n
q- 1
j	 j)	 ( - 1 )	 x
	
(not  ... .1, j
	  )
-	 q-1 0	 m-q-1	 0	 q-1
	 m-q=1' ...	 0
I	 _Um-q-12m-q-1 + . 	 + j0) nq
-10
-1
W
where the fact that
n 2M-1	 n 1q-
W q	 = (-1) (14.2.3-6)
has been used.
Defining
J = jm-q-1 2 m-q-1+ . . . + j0
(14.2.3-71
KR =no 2q-2+.	 +n
q-2
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and
I 
= J+ KR . 2m-q + t
the simplified forms may be written:
Xq	 q-1	 q-I(1) = x	 (I) + x	 (1+ 2m-q)
	 (14.2.3-8)
and
xq
 (1+2 m-q ) 
_ I xq-1 (1) - xq-1 (I + 2m-q)] WJ . 2
q-1
As in the other forms of the algorithm, the same number of operations are necessary for
computation "in place" calculation may be performed, and parallel calculation may be used.
Also, the exponent of W is in its natural order.
Bit reversal of the transform is obtained as
X i = X (n M-1, .	 , n0)
(14.2.3-9)
= x  (n0 , .	
, r`m-1).
An illustrative FORTRAN program in abortive notation follows.
DIMENSION X (• 	 )
COMPLEX X
INTEGER Q
Do 1 Q=1, M
Do 1 J = 0, 2 M-Q _1
U = W ** (J * 2Q-1)
Do 1 KR = 0, 2Q-1 -1
(X ( 1 ) - X (I + 2M-Q)) * U
14-18
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Figure 14.2.3-1 Flow Graph of Frequency Decimation Method
With Naturaly Ordered Input Sequence
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n .:
X(1) = X (I) +X (I +2^,I-^:.
X(1+  2 M-Q ) = T
1 CONTINUE
A flow chart of this form of the algorithm follows (Figure 14. 2.3-1).
14.2.4 Frequency Decimation With a Bit Reversed Input Sequence
A fourth version of the fast transform combines both bit reversal of the input
sequence and frequency decimation. It is also the last of the basic in place methods.
Combinations of the various methods can be used in any given problem, though the use of
mixed methods in most situations is not necessary or desirable.
As this method follows immediately from the preceding ones it is also summarized.
Define the bit reversed input sequence
x0 001 . . . , im -1) = x (Jm-1' . . . , j o)	 (14.2.4-1)
then
Xh	 X (nm -1 , - . . , no)
(14.2.4-2)
-^	 xo (joy .	
,jm-1) Win
jo it	 im-1
with binary index conventions as before_ Using the representation (14.2.3-1) for Win
successive sums may be obtained
xi (j 0 , .	 , jm-2' n0 ) _^ x	 ^n00 (j o , .	 , jm-1) v'
im-1
(14.2.4-3)
x9 (jo , .	 , jm-3 n 1 , no) _ L x  00 , .	 , jm-2, no)
im-2
m-2
_(jm-2 2	1	 + 1 0 )n 1  2
W
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and generally
xq 00, .	 , jm-q-1' nq-1' nq-2' .	 , n0)
1
_ [xq-1 ^ j 0 , .	 jm-q, nq-2	 n0)
m-q=0
Om-q 2 m -2 +.	 +j 0 )  nq-1 2q-11
. W
In open form
xq ( j0 , '	 - , nq-1' nq-2' . . . , n0)
[xq-1 (j0' . . . , 0, nq-2, . . . , n0)
n
q-1
+ (-1)	 xq-1 (10+. . . ,1,nq-2' . . . '
n 0)j
(jm-q-1 
2m-q-1 +.	 + j 0 ) n q-1 2q-1
.W
(14.2.4-4)
(14.2.4-5)
At the last stage of the algorithm
X (nm-1,. . . 
,n0 )	 xm (n M-1, . . . ,n0)
which is a naturally ordered transform.
For the simplified forms define
K = nq-2 2q-2 + . . . +n 0
(14.2.4-6)
JR = j0 2m-q-1 +. . . + 1 m-q -1
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and
I - K +J R  • 2q
then
x  (I) _ xq-1 (1) ` xq-1 (I + 2q-1)
and
q-1) -[
xq-1 (I)-xq-1 (I+L,	
d W J2xq(1+2
	
q-1
with J the bit reversed, natural, form of JR.
This version of the fast transform has the same aniount of computations , maintains
"in place" computation, and allows parallel computation as do the other methods. It does
require bit reversal of the exponent of W.
An abortive FORTRAN procedure follows.
DIMENSION X	 )
COMPLEX X
INTEGER Q
Do1Q=1, M
Do 1 J  = 0, 2 AI-Q -1
** U=W**(J*2Q-1)
Do 1 K = 0,2 i -1
T-(X(1)-X(I+2Q-1))* U
X (I) = X(I) + X (I + 2Q-1)
X (1 + 2Q-1) = T
1 CONTINUE
** As for the time decimation, bit reversed transform method the sines and/or cosines
may be stored or generated in bit reversed order allowing J rather than J R to be written.
A flow chart of this form of the algorithm follows (Figure 14.2. 4-1 ).
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Yigure 14.2.4-1 Flow Graph of Frequency Decimation Method
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14.3 M-Atidimensional Discrete Fourier Transformation
Many physical problems require discrete Fourier transformation in more than ane
dimensie.:. Two and three dimensional discrete Fourier transformations are defined
similarly to one dimensional ones. Me using a fev, simple formulae the y can be reduced to
one dimensional transforms. hence computation by the fast Fourier transformation is
allowed.
The two dimensional transform is (in a form similar to the DFT1)
N1-
n	 n\L
	`V
^lfn2	
x	 W 1 1)lrj,
	1	 2
2 2
j, =0 j2=0
with
2 fti N
^^'1 = e	 1
and
2 fi
W2 = e
Inverse transformation is given by
N 1 -1 N2-1
T -	 i n	 n
_	 r
Xjl 1 j2 	 N1 N2 	L I	 hnl,n2	 «1 1 1 ^;2 J 2 2
r l =0 n2-0
To break the two dimensional transformation into one dimensional ones
N,-1
A (n l . j^) 	 X. j	 Wl JInl
-0	 1 2
j1
is defined, which takes N 1 one dimensional transforms, and then
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(14.3-2)
(14. 3-3)
r:r
N,-1
vnl 'n2
	
j2=0
	 A (nl , j2) W2
-j2n2	 (14.3-4)
may be calculated with N 2 mcre one dimensional transforms. In all N 1 + N2
 one dimen-
sional transforms are needed to compute a two dimensional one.
The three dimensional transform is
N1 -1 N2-1 N3-1
•-j n	
_J
2
	 -
3 3 n
Xn,n,n
	 X.	 W 11 W 	 W	 3
1 2 3
	
L	 jl'j2J3	 1	 2	 3
r.1 =0 n2=0 n3=0
(14.3-5)
with an inverse
N1-1 N2 -1 N3-1
x1	 X	
W 11nl W J2n2 111V)3r3jl, j2, j3 	NI N 2N3	 n1 . n2 'r3
	
1	 2	 '. 3
j1=0 j2=0 j3=0
(14.3-6)
To compute the transform define the two dimensional transform
N1 -1 N2-1
A(nl , n2 , j3 ) 
_ z T	 x;	 W 
jlnl 
W 
J2n2	
(14.3 - ; )
	
, 1 , j2 , j3	 1	 2
j 1-0 j2=0
A which there are N3 , each requiring N1 + N2
 one dimensional transforms. The entire
transform is given by
N3-1
- n
^1,n2,n3	 A (nl ,n2 ,j3 ) W3 j3 3	 {14.3-8}
j3=0
requiring N 1 N2 one dimensional transforms. A total of N l
 N2 + N2 N3 + N1 N3 one
dimensional transforms are necessary.
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15.	 APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL FILTERS
Most of the text has been devoted to gf:neral properties and aspects of digital sequences
and filtering. Applications of some of the material to a few standard problems and devices
is useful both from a pedagogical viewpoint and for presentation of actual data processing
techniques. Many of the techniques to be discussed are commonly used in analog systems but
until recently have not been considered widely in
	 domain of digital processing.
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15.1 TRANSLATION OF A SIGNAL SPECTRUM TO ANOTHER FREQUENCY:
" MIXING " OR " MODULATION "
A problem of frequent interest is the translation of a given frequency spectrum to
another center frequency. The result is emminently useful, as exemplified by broadcast
systems, commercial s pectrum analyzers, IF processing rather than RF processing, phase
and frequency tracking, etc.
The basic method is rather simple. The original signal is simply multiplied with a
sine wave at another frequency, say o. The resultant spectrum will appear at the sum and
difference of the original spectrum center frequencies (plus possible spurious frequencies
due to the round-off in digital systems, and non-linearittes in analog systems). This can be
seen by taking the transform of the given signal x (t) (t may be continuous or discrete,
t = kT, and Fourier or z transforms taken accordingly) multi plied by a sine wave which is
the "mixer" (multiplier) output y (t).
Now
y (t) = x (t) sin of
iCet	 -iwt
X (t) e o -e o
2i
and its Fourier transform fs
Y (cap) = 21 CX (w o) - X (w+ o)J
where X (w) is the transform is x (*_). If X (w) is localized and has its center frequency at
q as in figure 15.1-1a then Y (w) will have two localized components of center frequencies
ui + o and 
w, - 
W as in figure 15.1-1b with half amplitude.
IX(u))I i	 _F_
1i
(a) Spectrum Prior to Mixing
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(b) Spectrum After Mixing
Figure 15.1-1
W
r
S
i
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h particular case of interest occurs when X (te) is centered at ce = 0, or D. C., then
one term appears at ce and the other at - o. If w is greater than the total bandw:c3c^ 0;-
X (4 ,), including negative frequencies, then the spectrum of X (co) has been translated to
w with no other terms present (barring round-off and non-linearities) fot positive (physical)
c4 Figure 15.1-2. This process is commonly known as "amplitude modulation" of a carrier
of frequency, ce , by a modulating signal x (t).
If w is not greater than the total bandwidth, then the two terms overlap in the
neighborhood of zero frequency.
Original
Spectrum
(Al
- 
a,0	 0	 W0
Figure 15.1-2. Translation of D. C. Spectrum to w
While the previous paragraphs worked with transforms and spectrums to illustrate
the mixing process for general signal spectrums, x (t), a simple example demonstrates the
process in the time domain. Consider the particular waveform x (t) = sin co l t. which
produces
(t) - sin u: t sin of
(15.1-3)
—i Cos(c,:l - uo)t - cost(u l + 0)
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As expected two terms, "sidebands", appear above and below the carrier frequency, Wo , one
at the sum frequency, the other at the difference.
Symbolically, mixing (or multiplying) is denoted by a special symbol for used in
block diagrams and flow graphs. Figure 15.1-3 illustrates the matter.
x (t) sin u'ot
x (t) --- go
sine' t0
Figure 15.1-3. Mixing Block Diagram
15. 1.1 Extraction of "Complex Modulation" by "Mixing"
The emminence of mixing techniques lies not only in "modulation" as discussed pre-
viously, but in "demodulation Curiously, the same technique used to impose modulation on
a carrier can be used to demodulate, or extract, the original information.
A modulated carrier is given by (Section 8.2)
s (t) = x (t) cos of - y (t) sin of
Obviously. the simple system of Figure 15. 1.1-1 will allow demodulation.
X	
Low Pass
	 _ 
2 
Y (t)
Filter
s (t)
sit of
cos X t
t o Low Pass
	 1
,	 Filter	 2 x (t)
Figure 15 1. 1-1 Demodulation by Mixing
The mathematics of the situation involves use of the simple identities
sing Wt = 1 - 1 costof
and	 (15.1.1-2)
tcos of = _ + 2 cost Coot
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The two mixer outputs are, then,
s (t) sin of = ` x( t) sing
 of - 2y 	 (t) + 2 y (t) cost of
and	 (15.1.1-3)
r
' uo = 2 ()	 ()	 0	 y(t) sin2 of .s (t) cos	 t	 x t +— x t cost 4 t- 2—
1 If the spectra of x (t) and y (t) are such that they are approximately zero above 1/2 w o then
low-pass filtering at(1/2)wo
 will result in removal of the 2nd harmonic (2 w ) terms, alteit
with delay depending on the sharpness of the filter cut-off needed. Neglecting the delay
induced by the low-pass filtering the mixer outputs are, therefore,
'	 s (t) sin %t = - 2 y (t)
andr
	
	 (15.1.1-4)
s (t) cos of = 1 x(t)x 
which are proportional to the complex modulation components. Assumed of course, in the
(	 previous analysis was the knowledge of the frequency w0 (and the phase) of the carrier.
^r
In some applications the carrier frequency is not known, only the 13ct that it iG fixed
at some value. Assuming this value to be wo = w + ^, then the mixer input is
t	 s (t) = X(t) cos wot - y (c) sin wo ,
(15.1.1-5)
= x (t) cos of - y (t) sin ofi
where
x (t) = cos At x (t) - sin At y (t)
and
y (t) = sin At x (t) + cos At y (t)
Obviously, the effect of having an input to the mixers which differs from their reference
frequency, cuo , by A is to have modulations x (t) and y (t) which -re a linear combination of
the original modulations. In fact x (t) and y (t) are simply complex modulated signals at a
carrier of Q
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The linear transformation is an orthogonal one, preserving lengths, and having a
rotation angle of At. Lengths are preserved in the sense that the modulation amplitude is
unchanged, namely
A (t) = Vx (t)2
 + x (t) 2
(15.1.1-6)
= li-W + _^(t^.
If x (t) and/or y (t) is constant, then x (t) and y (t) are simply sine waves, with some
phase angle, oscillating at a frequency A. x (t) and y (t) are 900
 or 2 radians different in
phase.
15.2 DESIGN OF A "MOVING WINDOW" FILTER
In some applications a filter which moves its bandpass characteristic with time in a
controllable manner is of use. That is, the center frequency of the filter is a known,
specified function of time.
One approach, of course, is the building of a bank of stationary filters and switching
their outputs as a function of time. Another approach is the adjusting of parameters of a
single filter with time. Both of these methods can lead to extremely complex systems or
systems with long computing times.
An alternate approach, commonly used in continuous systems, "mixes" the original
signal with a carrier which is adjustable, then remodulates the carrier after a filtering
operation. By appropriately utilizing "mixing" techniques a stationary filter can effectively
be moved. Figure 15.2-1 illustrates the basis, problem of a moving filter.
Movable
	
Signal
I	 Filter v _	 /4-\	Spectrum
0
	
	 W0(t)
Figure 15. 2-1 A "Moving" Filter
As the filter is moved with time the overall systerz is not really describable by a
simple transfer function, but as long as the filter is moved slowly with respect to its band-
width, then the system can be treated as such. Moving the filter "slowly" means that the
distance the filter center frequency is moved, A w, in time, At, must be such that
^t < < B
	
(5.2-2)
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where
and
BW = filter bandwidth in radians,
T = filter impulse response time in seconds.
Now
or
L-
BW • T 2 4,
T s BW /4
Therefore 4 w must be such that
Aw << (BW) 2 At /4	 (15.2-3)
How much Awmust be smaller than the right side of the inequality is dependent upon the
application at hand.
A block diagram of the "moving" filter using "mixiag" (Section 15. 1) follows. Con-
tinuous or sampled signals may be used. Sampled signals have one slight pec:iliar limitation.
This matter will be discussed after the basics of the 'moving' filter.
y l (t )	 y  (t)	 ym(t)
H(w)
s (t)	 2 sin w t
	
soft)0
2 cos w t
o
H (w)
_Q^l x (t)	 xm(t)
Figure 15.2.-2 Moving Filter Implementation
Computation of the output s ® (t) for a fixed mixing frequency, o,c an be computed in either
the time domain, as in the previous section, or through transform analysis. Transform
analysis will be used for diversity.
Using the complex exponential representation of sin clot and cos of the various
system outputs in transform form, using capital letters to indicate the individual transforms,
may be written as (where the subscripts and superscripts refer to Figure 15. 2-1).
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Y1 (W) _	 - Z S (W - WD ) + 2 S ( W + o),
X 1 (W) =	 2 S (W— WO) + 2
	
S (W+ WO),
Yh (W) =	 -	 2 H (W) S (W - o) + 2 H (W) S (W + o),
Xh (G)) =	 2 H (GJ) S (W - o) + 2
	
H (W) S ( W + o),	 (15.2-4)
Ym 4 H (W- o) S (W -2 '	 + 4 H (W- Wo) S (W')
4 WH (+ o) H (W+W ) S (W+2 S (W) - 4
	
I
	
Xm (W) = 4
	
WW H ( - W'0) S (W- 2G^.o) + 4 H ( W'- el ) S (^')
+ 4 H (W+ V) S ( W) + 4 WH ( +poi S (W+2Wo),
and finally,
So ( W) = Ym ( W ) + X  (W),
2 [H (W- w, ) + H (W+Ol j S (W')
It can be seen that the equivalent filter, for a fixed ua, is
Heq (W) = 2 H (W- W, + H (c..`+W	 (15.2-5)
The impulse response of Heq (s) is real as
Heq * (- W') = Heq ( W )	 (15.2-6)
In words, the sequence of operations is
1. Mix the input with the frequency o to obtain the translated spectrum.
2. Filter the desired output at (or about) zero frequency with a fixed parameter linear
filter, H (W ).
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3. Remodulate to the original frequency, ce
4. -'ombine the sine and cosine components via summation. The high frequency component
is thereby cancelled.
The desired overall filter characteristic is completely determined by H (W) translated
to o. If H (w) is a lory-pass filter whose upper cut-off frequency is c^' B ; 21, then 11 
eq 
(Le) is
a bandpass filter of bandwidth ceB.
15. 2. t Digital Considerations
Analogue and digital considerations are identical with one exception. Mixing and
sampling cause aliasing, even if the system is completely digital, as mixing and sampling
are commutative operations. Therefore as the mixing frequency approaches half the sampl-
ing frequency, the second harmonic is approaching zero frequency due to aliasing, allowing
the second harmonic to appear within the bandpass of 11 (Cc) producing distortion. If the
bandwidth of H (w) is considered to be ccB/2 then the mixing frequency should not be -Ilowed
to approach half the sampling frequency by at least the amount ( (Ws /2) - WB!2), cg's /2 is
equal to one-half the sampling frequency in radians per second. Actually the mixer frequency
should not approach quite that close as practical filters do not fall-off to zero immediately
outside of their bandwidth.
15.3 A DIGITAL OSCILLATOR
In a digital system it is often necessary to generate sampled sine and cosine waves
of fixed or varying frequency. A pair of simple methods are available which ma y be
implemented as linear recursive filters. Feedback techniques may be used with bandpass
filters but analyMs' is quite complex. Only the sine and/or cosine of the basic increment bet-
; ween samples must be known. They can either be computed or stored. By changing these
numbers the frequency of the oscillator(s) may be changed to an y desired frequency .,;..hout
modifying the oscillator amplitude except for round-off errors
By using the trigonometric identities
sin (A + B) = sin A cos B ~ cos A sirs B
(15.3-1)and
cos (A -+ B) - cos A cos B - sin A sin B
it can be easil y shown that
S 	 cos 8 Sk 1 ! sin 8 Ck-1
and
Ck - -sin 
a Sk-1 + cos 8 Ck-1
(15.3-2)
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where
S k
 = sink 8
C  = cosk 8
The relations are obviously recursive and can be rewritten in the form
Sk - cos 8 Sk-1 = sin 8 Ck-1
and	 (15.3-3)
Ck - cos 8 Ck-1 -sin 8 -k-1
Defining the transforms ofS k
 and Ck
 as S (z) and C (z), respectively: the z t-^r,sform of
(15.3-3) produces
S (z)
	
sin 8 z-1
C (z) _
	
	 (15. 3-4a)
1 -cos 8 z-1
= HS(Z)
and
C (z) - - sin 8 z-1
S (z)	 1 - cos 8 z-1
(15.3-4b)
= He (z).
HS (z)and Hc (z) can be implemented separately to compute Sk and C  as only previous output
values are needed.
In using these equations as oscillators the sampled values of
sin w t
or
	
	 (15. 3-5)
cos a.` t
are desired at successive times t = KT, where T is the sampling time and W - 2lrf, the
oscillator frequency ij radians per second. Therefore, let
8 =WT (15..3-6)
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in the equatir-is.
It can be seen that cos WT and sin WT must be computed before the oscillator is
initiated.
Equation (15.3-3) needs the pair of initial conditions
S == Asin e
0	 0
(15.3-7)
C = Acos 
e
0	
o
Where e0 is any number and A is the amplitude desired. A simple choice is ao
 = 0 or
So = 0
(15.3-8)
C0 = 1
To demonstrate that the sine/cosine oscillator is stable in amplitude, neglecting
round-off, as the frequercy is changed (15.3-3) is mitten in matrix form
Sk	 Sic-1
U ( W )	 (15.3-9)
Ck	 ; Ck-1
r
where
cos 0 sin e
U i w ) _	 E = WT
-sine cos 9
Now the determinant of U (le; ), U (w) j , is equal to 1 and U ( u% ) is also an orthogonal
matrix. Such a matrix represents a pure rotation by the angle a without changing length.
-	 Therefore, as Sk-1 and Ck- 1 are such that
2
A - Sk-1 + Ck-1 
2	 (15.3-10a)
t
then it is also true that
A - Y S k + Ck
15-11
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Amplitude is preserved!
The matrix U ( u% ) can be changed at any time t = mT to a new frequency and the oscillator will
then oscillate at this frequency and at the same amplitude. Only round-off in the development
of sine 6 and cos 8 affects the amplitude.
By taking a second difference of equation (15.3-2) two other computational procedures
are available:
Sk = 2 cos 8 Sk-1	 Sk--2
and (15.3-11)
Ck = 2 cos 8 Ck- 1 	 C^-2
These equations only depend on their own past values and not on each other as the original
ones do. However, these equations are much more dependent on round-off error.
The individual sine,,/cosine generators, equation (15.3-11), each need a pair of
initial conditions
S = Asin e
0	 0
S1 = Asin (e +0 0) -
and	 (15. 3-12)	 -
C = Acos e0
C1 = Acos (e T eo)
Formulae(15.3-11) for an oscillator are amplitude sensitive to frequency changes.
Along vtith round-off noise, this indicates that they should be avoided unless absolutely
necessary. Amplitude sensitivit-Y can be avoided if an extra initial value is used based on
the previous value plus the new frequency.
15.4 DIGITAL COMPLEX DEMODULATE FM DETEC'T'OR
As frequency modulation detectors working at the carrier frequency may be at a
much too high a frequency for digital processing directly it is useful to be able to extract
the frequency modulation from the complex modulation, by "coherent" processing.
Given the frequency modulated signal in terms of its carrier with phase modulation
s (t) = A sin ( of T Y (t))	 (15.4--1)
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r
the frequency modulation is defined by
(15.4-3)
f (t) = 1 dip
2 ir dt
fo find a processor expand s (t)
s (t) = A sin w t cos tp (t) + A cos Wt sin cP (t)U	 O
Now by mixing and low pass filtering the two modulation components may be extracted
(Section 15.1.1).
Namely
1	 r
v = A cos ^P (t)
p is (t) sin of	 (15.4-4a,
and
u = 2 sin q (t)
( _	 (15.4-4b)
- D [S (t) COs Ot1
L
(	 where aP indicates low-pass filtering of the mixing product.
To compute the frequency modulation ^P (t) consider
t
1
U = tan CP (t)v	 (i 5.4-5 ►
and take the time doriva`ive of the ratio:
dt 1 v I	 - dt [tan  c; (t)]
or
vu - 
uv _ sec (19 (t))	 (t)
v"
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and finally
f (t) = 2 !t ^ (t)
2
A2 ( vu - uv )
While this expression may seem abstract it is capable of simple implementatior, by
i linear digital filters and multiplication as illustrated by figure (15.5-1)
Low Pass
	
u	 Diff	 u
I^ 	 Filter
	
FilterI
`ffA2 f (t)s (t )	 sin ^ 0	 2
cos w 1.	 1
^^'s v	 Diff
Filter
	 Filter
Figure 15.5-1 Complex Demodulate FM Detector
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16.	 "PURE" DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION
16.1 DIFFERENTIATION
Discussion to this point has centered on integration of constant coefficient, integro-
differeLtial equations that describe "causal" physical systems, that is, no output can occur
before an input is applied. This implies, as mentioned previously in Section 4. 1, that the
numerator of the transfer function. H (s) must have a degree less than or equal to that of the
denominator.
This remark leads to difficulties in the realization of "simple" differentiation, v (t)
dy/dt, by a physical system of either the analogue or digital kinds without delay. A "pure"
or "ideal" differentiator is not realizable due to the transfer function, H D(s) = s, of
numerator degree }-ni gher than that of the denominator. Higher orders of differentiation are
correspondingly more difficult.
If, however, the quantity being differentiated is generated by a physical system having
a transfer function H (s) such that its denominator order is less than that of the numerator
then the differentiation is realizable as the over-all transfer function s H (s) describes a
realizable system-* higher order differentiation, say nth order, is realizable if
lthe numerator of H (s) is of such degree that s nH (s) is realizable.
16. 1. 1 Elementary Differentiation Considerations
The operation of analytic differentiation is expressed by the symbol
i dt
Taking the Laplace transform of v (t), V(s), and integrating by parts it is found that
V (s) = s Y (s) - y (0+) 	 (16.1.1-2)
where
d
Y (s) = the Laplace transform of y (_ 1,
and
t
y (0+) = the initial value of y (t).
Now the operator s is not realizable by a physical system without delay: some future
data must be known before v (t) can be found. However a useful approximation consists in
replacing (16.1. 1-2) by the physically realizable equation
1	 dv (t	 _ dv t
u	 dt	 T v (t)	 dt0
(16.1.1-3)
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Letting wo become large makes this equation approach the desired differentiation operation.
Taking the Laplace transform of this modified equation:
V (s) = Eye +
	
v 0+) - Y(0s)	 (16.1.1-4)
1 +- 	 0(1 + s 1 +^
0	 0	 0
Notice that this equation also approaches the Laplace transform of the unmodified equation
for large u!o.v (0+) is the initial value of the derivative which for w 0 large contributes little
to V (s).
The modified transfer function is seen to be
H U (s) =	 s s	 (16.1.1-5)1 + (,
0
The term
Y(0+)
-	 (16.1.1-6)
1 +8 ,
0
has an inverse transform
-y (0+) u..,0e of 	(16.1.1-7)
which cancels the sharp output "spike" which occurs if the term is not present. For inputs
which are "turned-on" at t = 0 in a discontinuous manner y (0+) is equal to zero and a sharp
peak occurs in the output. If the input is assumed tc have existed prior to t = 0 and is not
equal to zero then the "spike" cancelling term is necessary.
Ar. example will clarify these remarks. Assume the following two inputs.
a) A simple linear function of time that has existed prior to t = 0+:
	
yl (t) = at + 0	 (16.1.1-8)
b) The same function of time, except that it is "turned-on" at t = 0:
(at + R, t >0,
Y (t) _\
	 0	 t<0
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(16.1.1-9)
'{ICJ'}^
	 ^1	
^ ai
	 dllc^p,.ryf.°-:+'.'
fly
V.
The Laplace transform, of course, produces solutions only for t ? 0, but the initial
conditions appearing take account of conditions before t = 0.
Case a:
Taking the transform of y 1
 (t) it is found to be
Y (s)	 _	 (at +R) a -stdt
o (16.1.1-10)
a
+ sS
Using the modified equation for differentiation (assuming u.,0 large so that v (0 +)Iw0 approxi-
mates zero) and the initial condition y (0+) = 0
ws	
wo oo
`rl (5)	 (	 +s + W0
	
s)	
s
s	 0
(16. 1. 1-11)
o	 a
= s 
+ 
W0	 s
Taking the inverse transform
- w t
v 1 (t)	 =	 all-e	 o ), t>0
 ; (16.1.1-12)
which for large 4'o gives
v (t)	 =
1	 dt (16.1.1-13)
as expected.
Case b:
The transform of y 2 (t) is also
y2(s) 	 ^	 + 0 , (16.1.1-14)
s	 s
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but the initial condition is zero :n this case. This input corresponds to that depicted in
Figure 16.1. 1-1.
ac
0	 1
Figure 16. 1. 1-1. Linear Function "Turned-On"
The output transform of the modified equation is
u:
_	 o	 oV2 (s)	 s + a.,O s + s + wo	 (16.1.1-15)
with the inverse transform, the time function, given by
-w t	 -W t
v2 (t) = Ot(1 - e	 °) + W0 9 e	 °	 (16.1.1-16)
While the first term is identical to that in case (a) for W0 large, the second term is a
sharp "spike" that has a height of W and decays rapidly. This corresponas to approximately
differentiating the fast rise of height at t = 0. As 4 10 approaches infinity the " spike" term
approaches a Dirac delta function which is the derivative of the discontinuity at t = 0. Choice
of W0 is dictated by the range of frequencies over which the approximation is desired.
16.1.2 Numerical Considerations for Differentiation
The ideal differentiator has a frequency response given by
HD
	(16.1.1-17)
If a non-recursive digital filter is necessary, due to the bandwidth of Cie sampled data
approaching half the sampling frequency, then the methods of Section 5 must be used. A
Fourier series expansion of H D (i W) is necessary, with convergence factors, and delay to
the middle of the non-recursive filter data span by a "central" non-recursive filter. If 	 m
2N + 1 weights are needed a time delay of NT seconds occurs. With larger N the approxima-
tion improves also. Of course, this method is not applicable to "real-time" filtering.
To take care of non-zero initial conditions if the discontinuity is undesirable the simple
alternative is to subtract the initial conditions, from each input ,3ample. That is, if the input
sample is
y  = y (JT)	 (16.1.1-18)
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a4'
H D (s) -	 s s
1 + (A
0
(16.1.1-5)
the input to the differentiating filter should be
Y  = y^ - y (0+)	 (16. 1. 1-19)
which simply shifts the constant level, no ionger allowing a discontinuity at t 0.
It recursive numerical filters are allowable, the data has frequency content that does
not extend to half the sampling frequency, then the data reconstruction methods of Section 7
can be used with less delay. Again the initial value ofy (0+) is best taken care of by sub-
tracting it from each member of the input sequence as above
With both methods of Section 7 it is sufficient to use the unrealizable differentiator
transfer function
HD(s) = s	 (16. 1. 1-20)
as both methods, filter and polynomial input reconstruction, produce effective Lra--,sfer
functions that ar° realizable.
Use of the modified transfer function (16. 1. 1-5)
ie effectively performed in the filter reconstruction method of obtaining sampled data filters
where the factor w0/(s 4 W0) is part of the reconstruction filter.
In the case where y (t) is generated by a physical systein H (s), the methods of Section
7 may be applied for differentiation most accurately by considering the composite transfer
function sH (s) as in Figure 16. 1. 2-1.
Digital	 y (kT)
Version	 ^---^
H (s)
x (kT)	 Initial TransientConditions -- r Solutions
Digital
	
r	 dt I t - kT
Version	 - ►
s H (s)
Figure 16. 1. 2-1. Differentiation cf a Func^ion
	
Generated by a Filter H(s) by a Parallel Method 	
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s
^idt t = k 
w
x (k	 Digital
Differentiator
It should be remembered that y (kT) and d I t = k.l have delays specified by the
digital filter synthesis method used. These delays are discussed in Sections 5 and a where
synthesis methods are discussed. The "transient" solutions must also be delayed by this
amount (see Section 6. 4).
If simplicity of numerical processing, or a "black box" approach, is desired then an
alternate procedure follows in Figure 16.1. 2-2.
Figure 16.1. 2-1. Differentiation by the "Black Box" Approach
16.2 INTEGRATION
The subject of integrating a constant coefficient linear differential equation has been
discuss°d extensively. Here the subject is specialized to simple "definite" integration de-
fined by
t
y(t) = J x(T) dT	 (16.2-i)
0
Upon taking the Laplace transfer
YLS! -1
	 (16.2-2)X (s)	 s
Higher order integrations merely increase the inverse power of s by the number of integrations, 	 t
If X (s) is generated by a physical system H (s), the composite transfer function H (s)/s
is realizable and the techniques of Sections 5, 6, and 7 may be used directly with no further
discussion.
However, if integration is desirable as a data processing function thin certain other
considerations are necessary. The operator 1/s is not bandlimited by any frequency and falls
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I
off as slowly as possible with increasing frequency.
If the modified z transform of Section 6.1 is taken a digital transfer function corres-
ponding to 11s is
Hz(z) =
	
T 1 - T
1 - Z_	 n (16.2-3)
_ T_ 1 + z-^
2 1-z l
Strangely, the z transform, modified, produces the same result as the bi-linear z transform
of Section 6. 7. The difference equation corresponding to (16. 2-3) is
yk	yk-1 + 2 ("k + xk-1)	 (16.2-4)
Examination of Figure 16.2-1 will show that this procedure is equivalent to approximation of
the area under x (t) by trapezoids, the well known "trapezoidal" rule.
X11-1 x 
x (t)
0	 (k-1)T kT
Figure 16.2-1. Trapezoidal Rule Integration
In terms of frequency
Hz(W)	 i 2 cot 4!1	 (16., 2-5)
which for low frequencies is approximately
Hz()	 ice,	 (16.2-6)
as it should be.
The mcst simple numerical integration scheme is rectangular approximation
yk - yk-1 ,}. T'k-1
	
(16.2-7)
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1 - I^,4,
which has a z transform transfer function
T
1-z
and a frequency response
1WT
2
ll Z (W)
	
2	 u.'T	 (16. 2-9)
i T stn 2
It also approximates the ideal integrator for low frequencies
Hz (Wl) - i 
1
W 	 (16. 2-10)
Another well known elementary integration procedure, Simpson's rule, uses exact
fitting of a quadratic to the three most recent data points x k , xk_1 , and xk-2 , with .analytical
integratior_ of the expression from (k-2) T < t < kT, resulting in the recursive scheme
T
y'k - yk-2 + 3 (xk ' "k-1 + xk-2)	 (16.2-11)
The z transfer function is
_^
3 (1 + 4z1 + z ")
H z (z)	 -- ,--	 (16.2-12)1 - 'L
with a frequency response
T3 (2 + cos ceT)
H z ( W	 i sin T i
	
'16. 2-13)
which also behaves as an ideal 'integrator for low frequencies
1H z (c`^ 1 - i ^,	 (16.2-14)
By extending the curve t '.ing to a cubic and integrating over three intervals ir, the
past Simpscn's 3/8 rule is )!itai-ned:
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1
1
1
1
1
1
a
_	 '? T
Y-K
	yk-3 + 8 (x k + 3xk-1 + 3x k-2 + Xk-3)	 (16. ?-^. i
The resultant z transfer function is
3T (1 + 3z-1 + 3z-2 + Z -31
H Z ^ z )	 -3	 (16.2-16)
1-z
with the frequency response
cos ( 2 ) + 3 cos I,^Z )
Rz ( ^ `	 83 T	 (16.2-17)
sir ( 
c^
2` )
which also behaves as an ideal integrator for lcw frequencies
e
Hz(
In ore--r to compare the efficacy of the different schemes take the magnitude ratio,
R (W), of various frequiQncy responses to the ideal as a measure of the error:
Rectangular Rule: R (u:) =	
W2	 cd:'I'
	
(16. 2-18a)
t sin 2
Trapezoidal Rule: R (W) = 2WIT
 
cot 2--	 (16.2-18b)
Simpson's Rule: R 4; _ WT 2 + cos LO
( )	 Ssin G.`T	 (16. 2-18c)
3 u'T cos t' `3 2 T )+ 	 3 cos (W2 )Simp onson's 3. 18 Rule: R (u') = 8
	
	
(16.2-18d)3 ^T
sin { 2
	
)
For the various schemes the ratio D (w) is plotted in decibels in Figure 16.2-2 for
clarity. Furthermore the frequency scale has been normalize to unit sampling frequ-ncy:
t; f
 = WT. Negative decibels indicate attenuation of the various methods with respect to the
iu wd . Obvious!y, Simpson's 1/3 rule and the trapezoidal rule are preferable, however
Simpson's 1i, rule amplifies errors at high frequencies while the trapezoid rule attenuates
them: If a nominal error can be tolerated through low frequencies, then the rectangular rule
has the least average error in the entire frequency range.
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Y^^	 +A
20
is
10
^I
z
0
_5
-10
-15
i
j Simpson's 
1/3 Rule
3 'h Rule
8
Rule -^+/t
' Rectangul-- i
1 ---	
T Ideal
.0 .8 1.
Trapozoidal
Rule
0
Figure 16.2 -2. Plots cif Integration Procedure
Comparison With ideal
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As details of the error ratios are sometimes useful at low frequency some values are
given in Table 16. 2-1.
i
E
i
Gu Rectangular Trapezoidal Simpson's 1/3 Simpson's 3/8
0 0 0 0 0
.05 .0089 -.0179
 . 0000 .0000
.10 .0357 -.0719 .0005 .0011
.15 .0805
-.1629
 . 0024 .0057
.20 .1433 -.2925
.0079 .0186
.25 .2244
-.4633 .0198 .0482
.30 .3239
-.6785 .0424 .1077
.35 .4420
-.9426 .0818 .2;89
.40 .5792 -1.2616 .1462 .4194
.45 .7358 -1.6433 .2471 .7765
. 50 .9121 -2.0982
 . 4006
	 I 1.4236
Table 1£. 2-1. Comparison Ratio, B (W),
for Various Integration Schemes
To this point it should be obvious that aril these techniques are examples of the utility of
polynomial extrapolation of Section 7.2. Only the rectangular method has a phase shift
different from the ideal integrator and this phase shift is an advance in time by "calf a sampl-
ing time. Also all these procedures are unstable using the definition of stability given in
Section 3.4.2. However, analog integration is also unstable in the same sense. Integration
by its very nature acci:mulates the inputs so this should not be an excessive concern.
If phase shifts along with delay are allowable, the bandpass filter data reconstruction
method of Section 7.4 may m used to obtain integration procedures over a wider bandwidth.
Of course, the transfer function used along with this technique is H (s) = i/s.
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APPENDIX A CONVERSION OF A POLYNOMIAL TO AN EXPANSION IN
TCHEBYCHEF POLYNOMIALS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND KINDS
Given the expression
N	 N
c--,
of k Tk (x)	 ak x (A-1)
k=O	 k=O
The computation of the ak 's of in terms of the known at k 's is desired. To
solve, multiply both sides by Tm(x).
Therefore, equation (A-1) becomes
;l	 N
S: ck x  T m (x) _	 ak Tk (x) Tm (x) (A-2)
k=O	 k=O
For future benefit expand
x 	 T 	 (x) (A-3)
in Tchebychev polynomials so that appropriate orthogonality relations may be used.
Using the identity
2 x Tm(x) =T *n+1 (x) + TM-1 (x) (A-4)
it is found that
2 2 x2 Tm (x) = Tm+2 (x) +2 T 
	 (x) + Tm-2 (x) (A-5)
and
23 x3 T m (x) = Tm+3 tx) + 3 Tm+1 (x) + 3 Tm-1 (x) + Tm-3 (k) 	 (A-6)
A general relationship can be recognized; namely
2k x  Tm (x) 
= Z C ( k , p) T mi k-2p	 (A-7)
P=0
where C(k, p) is the binomial coefficient:
,
C ( k , p) =
	
	
(A-8)P• ( k- p)
This result can be chenked by =induction. The relation holds for fixed
m and k = 1, 2, and 3 from equations A-4, 5, and G. Assume it holds for k and try
to deduce it for k+1. Then, by induction, the result holds for all k.
A-1
Multiplying (A-7) by x and using the idNntify (A-4) gives
k
2k+1 x 
k+1 
T (x) _ ) C (k, p) T	 (x) + T	 (x)	 to -9)m	 m+k+l -2p	 m+k- 1 -2p
P=O
Changing indices in the secon.'_ term; namely
p=s-1 ors =p+1	 (A--10)
and have:
k	 k+1
C(k, P) Tm+k-1-2p (x) -	 C(k, 9-1) Tm+k+1-2s(x)
	
(A-11)
P=O
	 s= 1
As s is a dummy index insert this result in (A-9) and find that
k
2 k+1 xk+1 Tm(x) = Z [C ( k , p) + C(k, p-1)] Tm+k+1-2p ( x)	 (A-12)
P=1
+ C(k, 0) Tm+k+l (x)
+ C(k, 
x) Tm-(lf+ 1)
Now:
C(k, 0) = C(k, k) = C(k+l, 0) = C (k+l, k+1) = 1
	
(A-13)
It can 6e shown, with a bit of algebra ; that
C(k, p) + C(k, (p-1)) = C(k+1, p)
	 (A-14)
for p = 1, 2, ---k.
Therefore, the result: equation A-9 can be written as
k+1
2k+1 xk+1 Tm (x) = Y C(k+1, p) Tm+k+l-2p ( x)	 (A-15)
P=O
which is identical N, ^h A-7 where k is simply replaced by k+1. Therefore the
formula is the correct expansion in Tchebychev polynomials of xkT
m 
(x) for all k.
The problem then becomes a matter of using the orthogonality relation*
Korn and Korn, Mathematical Handbook for Scientists and Engineers
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i
i1
1
1i1
1
11I
I
iI
x
2 , m = n l 0;1, (x) Tn(x)
fdX =	 7r, m= r, = 0,
-1 1 1 - x-	 0, otherwise
properly.
Defining
1
_
 f
x  T (x)
mdmk 	 dx
x2
N
dok
ao =	 ,R a k
k=O
NN 2dmk
ct	 m>0am-
kv
k=-O
Using the expansion (A-7) and the orthogonality relations:
0, m > k
mk _ 1 0, m+k odd
W 2k 1, m 4
C (k, (m+k)/2), otherwise.
Inserting this result in the expression for the a m ' s gives
±1
1N2
ao	 2k C(2k, k)	 a2k'
k=	
2
1
 NN 2+1Jl 
am	
2 
2k C(2k, (ri+2k)/2) a 2
-^ 
mk= 2
then
and
m even:
re-!a%
(A-17)
(A-18)
(A-19)
(A-20)
(A-21)
(A-22)
A-3
m odd:
j N+ 1
l 2
a = ZM
k= m+l2
22k-1 C (2k-1, (m+2k-1)/2) a2k-1 (A-23)
By 
N2	
the truncated integer is meant.
(
As an example the 4th order Tchebychev ix)ly:iomial is used. Namely; set
4
7 a k x  = 1 - 8 x 2 + 8 x4	(A-24)
k=O
= T4
 (x)
4
_	
alt TOx)
k=0
See that
al 
=a3 =0
	 (A-25)
a 0
 = 1, a 2 = • . 8, and a 4 = 8.
Using the preceding procedures the expected result should be a 0 =a 1 = a2 = a3 = 0, a4 = 1.
By direct computation: find
a0 = C(0, 0) ao + 2 C(2,1) a2 + 4 C (4, 2)a 	 (A-26)2	 2
= 1 
+22 
x (-8) + 
24 
x8
=0
All odd coefficients are automatically zero as equation (A-23) involves only odd a 
which are zero.
A-4
ii
r
Similarly
a2
 = Z C(2, 2) a 2 + 4 C(4, 3) a 4 	(A-27)
2	 2
22 x(-8) + 24 x 4 x 8
or	 a2 = -4 + 4
a2 = 0
Finally, compute
a4 = ^ C (4, 4) x ;
	 (A-28)
2
or
a4 = 1,
and have
1-8 x2 + 8 x4 = T4 (x)	 (A-29)
as expected.
Trying the relations for an odd case, namely
5x - 20 x3 + 16 x5 = T 5 (x)	 (A-30)
prodaces
a0 a2 = ^s4 = 0	 (A-31)
a 1 = 5, a3 =- 20,  and a 5 = 16.
The expected result is finding a0 = al = a2 = a3 = n4 = 0 and a 5 =1. Of course,
from equation A-22 the even am I s are zero.
A-5
i
s
Compute:
a l
 = 2 C(1,1) a l
 + 23 C (3, 2) a^ + 25 C(5, 3) a 5
	(A-32)
= a l + 2x3 , + 5 x10 a5
2	 2
= 5- 8 x20+ 5 x10x162
or
al = 0;
and
a3 = 3 C (3,3) a 3
 + 5 C (5,	 4) a 5
	(A-33)
2	 2
= 23 x (-20) + 25 x 5 x (16)
or
	 a3 = 0
and
a5 = 5 C(5, 5) a 5	 (A-34)
2
= 2x16 = 1.
2-5
Therefore
5x -20 x3 + 16 x 5 = T5 (x)	 (A-35)
as expected.
The other important computation is finding, for the imaginary part, the
bk 's in terms of the j3 k I s from the relation
N-1
	
N
Zdk x 
k
- Z b  U  ( x)	 (A-36)
k=O	 k=1
A-6
As before (equation A -2) multiply both sides by A 1-x 2 Um (x) and express xkU (x)
in terms of the Un(x). The Un (x) satisfy the same recursion relation as did the
Tn(x), therefore, the relationship
k
2k x  Um (x) 
= E C (k , P) Uk+m-2p (x)	 (A-37)
P=O
can automati. :ally be written as the derivation is identical to that for equation (A-7).
Next, using the orthogonality relation for the Un(x) *; namely,
1
r ("—^	 2^,m	 = n
J
1-x` Um(x) Un(x) dA	 0, otherwise;	 (A-38)
-1
ixi, n = 1, 2------;
and obtain:
N-1
	 k	 1
2 bm = L Qk	 k C (k, P) J 1 Y UUk+m-2p (x) dx ' 	(A-39)
k=0	 P=O2	 - 1
m = 1, 2---, N.
Defining the quantities
i
k	 1
fmk -	 k C (k, p)rl
 
1-x2 Uk+.,-2p (x) dx,	 (A-40)
P=O 2
	1
they can be evaluated using the orthogonality relation (A-38):
0, k < m - 1
2
f	
_ 1
	
0, k +m even	 (A-41)n mk 2 k	 1, k = m-1 
2mk+mil C(k, (k+m+l)/2), m+ 1 < k < N-1
* IBID
A-7
Therefore, the bm 's are given by
N-1
2
b  - Z n fmk Qk
k-,O
(A-42)
For even m:
N+l2
bm	
2m
(2k+m)
k= 2
For odd m:
_N
2
_	 2m
bm 	 2k+m+1
k= m--12
C12k- 2
2k (1- 1) + m)/2j 02k-1
C(2k, (2k+m-1)/2)
22k	 ^2k'
(A--i3)
(A-44)
A--8
FL	 111t1 ^  ^.^
B-t
APPENDIX B. USEFUL TRIGONOMETRIC IDENTITIES
Trigonometric identities of use are derived in this appendix.
	 The results
that are found follow in sum.niary:
N
cos kO =
sin (N+ 1) e	 cos N e
-1)0	 (B
k _ 0 sin 2
N
sin (N+ 1) ®	 sin N A
sin kO =
a	
-	 (B-2)
k = I
sin -27
N sin N	 e	 cos (N + 1)
cos kO = O ___	 __ _	 (B-3a)
k= 1 sin	 -G
sin (N+ 2 ) O
(B-3b)
N	 `3	 NI	 sin kO =k	 J	 cos 	 kO' j do'	 (B-4a)
k - :	 o	 k=1
O sin (N+2)0'
-----e ,	 ciii' .	 (B-3b)
2 sin 2
Proving B-1: represe«t cos kO If.. its exponential form and sum the
resultant geometric series:
N	 N
cos kO = 1	 (eikO + e-ikO)	 (B-;s)
k_ = 0	 k=0
1 f 1- e t(N+ l)O	 1 r - i(N+ 1)O
l	 1 - iOe	 1 - etO
i	 iN 0	 iiv O	 sin (N+ 1) ^2
2 
(e o + e	 ?)	 0	 Y_7
2 sin
and
or
N	
sin (N+ 1) 2 cos N 2cos kO =	 @	 (B-6)
k = 0	 sin 2
The calculation of the sum of sine harmonics is performed in an identical manner.
The summation
N
I cos k@	 (B-,)
k=1
is obviously given from the above by
N	 sin (N+ 1) -2-cos N 6
I cos k@ _	 — @
9
	
2 _
-1	 (B-8)
k= 1	 sin 2
which can be converted to another form by trigonometric identities:
sin (N+ 1) 2	 cos N 2 sin (N+ 1)	 cos 2@ - sin	 2@ -1 = @sin 2 sin	 2 (B-9)
sin N 9 6	 ccos NO +os 6	 t NO -sinsin	 cos 9
_	 2 2 2 2	 2 2
sin
N@ N@ 9 6	 N@sin 2 (cos 2 cos	 -sir.	 sin	 )2	 2	 2
@sin 2
or
N	 sin N@	 ecos (N+ 1)cos k@ _	 @	 (B-10)
k = 1	 sin 2
Also. as
sin (N+ 1) a Cos _HO=	 2 • (sin (N+ 2 ) @ + sin @),	 (B-11)
N	 sin (N+
	
@
cos k@ _	 2	 (B-12)
k = 1	 2 sin 2
is obtained.
B-2
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